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The dissertation deals with the allocation of resources, among profit 
producing elements within a company, to achieve satisfactory results ovef 
a planning horizon. The company is viewed as a confederation of profit 
making elements called Strategic Business Units (SBU) which are independ-
ent of each other and held together by a central authority. The dissertation 
uses a computerized simulation model of the deterministic type in a time-
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sharing mode. The model Is deterministic with some limited probabilistic 
effects. It is used to develop projected balance sheets and profit and loss 
statements for each period in a predetermined planning horizon and to 
evaluate the success of a set of alternative futures of the SBU. The set 
of SBU alternatives to be evaluated as the tI companytl may be arbitrarily 
chosen by the operator or chosen through the use of a near-optimal, 
integer programming algorithm for a variety of measurement criteria and 
subject to various restraints on the balance sheet. 
The research uses data generated by the long-range planning process 
at an intermediate sized, multinational corporation listed on the New York 
Stock Exchange. The data consist of assets, liabilities, and profit and 
loss statement items for each period in a planning horizon and for each of 
three alternatives of each SBU in the study. In addition, a beginning 
corporate balance sheet is required as are planned corporate expense items 
and the specification of operating restrictions. 
Research into the effect of several strategic policies, including divi-
dend rate and debt to equity ratio, on the future prospects of the company 
in accordance with the optimal value of five different measurement criteria, 
is reported. The five measurement criteria are present value of share-
holder equity, growth in earnings per share, growth in total assets, total 
assets and growth in sales. 
The appendix material contains listings of computer programs used in 
the model (written In the Basic computer language), the research data 
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used, numerous computer printouts, and technical discussions on the 
model. 
Several tentative conclusions are listed, many areas for further 
research are suggested, and strengths and constraints of the model are 
discussed. It is concluded that the techniques developed have good 
potential for increasing cash generation and the efficiency of the invest-
ment process in a company; the dividend rate has a significant effect on 
how fast a company can grow: and the model is flexible and can be used 
for a number of investigative purposes to support company decision-makers. 
An interesting area for further research is the tentative conclusion 
that return on assets, when used as an optimization criterion, produces 
a significantly different set of SBU alternatives from the one which 
results from using the other measurement criteria. 
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PREFACE 
This preface presents an overview of the research, the concept of 
Strategic Business Units (SBU), the methodology employed and the organi-
zation of the dissertation. 
Research 
This dissertation deals with the allocation of resources among profit 
producing elements, within a business enterprise, to achieve satisfactory 
results over a planning horizon. There is a great deal of material generally 
avaLlable on the subject, and it is very broad; however, the methods which 
are developed in the dissertation were chosen for use in a specifi.:.: bus-
iness enterprise. In particular, the company is viewed as a confederation 
of profit-making elements (SBU) which are Independent of each other and 
held together by the power exercised over them by a central authority. 
The central authority has a decision-making responsibility and the 
job of orchestrating the combined efforts of the profit-making elements 
toward a speCified goal. In other words, the management of a company 
has the responsibility for administering the whole company to achieve a 
result desired by their" stakeholders". In most multi-divisional companies, 
as well as many others, this is a compl1cated task. Certain mechanical 
techniques can be used, however, to gain insight into the results of 
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management actions or 1 alternately, clues can be discovered as to which 
management actions should be considered, using mechanical aids. The 
dissertation is an investigation of one such resource allocation approach 
to aiding management planning and evaluation of the enterprise. 
Strategic Business Units (SBU) 
LV 
In the dissertation the profit-making elements of the company are 
called SBU, and a typical, large company can be thought of as being 
composed of 15 to 40 SBU, plus a central decision-making body. During 
the planning phase of the company's year, several alternative plans 
(market share options), represented by profit and loss statements and 
abbreviated balance sheets, are produced for each SBU. The result is a 
wealth of information composed by planners in each SBU. working in con-
sort with their operating people and central management. Using the plan-
ning data and the power of a modern high speed computer to manipulate 
such specific data, the central decision-making group can greatly enhance 
their ability to forecast, evaluate, and choose excellent coursES of action. 
in examining the dissertatior" it will become apparent a vast amount 
of data is involved, but it should also be noted in a company using long-
range planning, this data is generated by that process and need only be 
organized to be u sed in the procedures discus sed. 
The problem of this dissertation is difficult enough because of the 
many combinations of alternatives to be investigated, but it is inherently 
more difficult becB.use SBU must be considered as whole entities. In 
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other words, a planner/decision-maker cannot~·choose to use only a 
fraction of an SBU in his desired company makeup. However, the work 
presented here provides a method for how excellent combinat~ons of 
alternatives can be chosen in spite of the integer nature of the problem. 
Methodology 
v 
It also should be noted the methods used are designed for investigation 
using a computer terminal so results are immediately available to the plan-
ning analyst and decision-makers. A computer simulation model was 
developed using a corporate balance sheet as the key scorekeeping device, 
and the model was structured so as to either select a quasi-optimal set 
of SBU or simply to evaluate the prospects of an operator selected set. 
The selection of the near-optimum (quasi-optimum) set of SBU is an integer 
programming problem, and an algorithm for the solution of this problem was 
devised as part of the interactive model. 
The simulation is of the deterministic (evaluation) type, as compared 
to t.~e probabilistic type I and as such each run is the complete evaluation 
of one set of SBU options, unless the model is being used in the optimal 
mode. If it is, several iterations may be required before a satisfactory 
set of options is found. 
Six strategic poliCies were evaluated using the model which were: 
I) the dividend policy. 2) the debt to equity ratio policy. 3) the policy 
on pricing to obtain market share, 4) the effect of a growth, stability, or 
liquidation poiicy, 5) the policy of limitIng SBU assets I and 6) a policy 
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vi 
of acquiring SBU with specific characteristics. These policies were invest-
igated relative to the present value of the shareilOlder equity as a measure-
ment criterion. 
Five measurement criteria were used for evaluation, they were: 
1) the present value of shareholder equity, 2} growth in earnings per share I 
3) growth in total assets, 4) total assets, and 5) growth in sales. 
The research was performed by running the model, with a number of 
assumed values, and analyzing the results by comparing how the several 
measures reacted. Although much of the analysis was done by analyzing 
the independent effects of the policies, the joint effect of the dividend 
policy and the debt to equity policy was investigated by "mappi ng" the 
measurement criteria over a suitable region of interest. 
The simulation is restricted by a number of criteria some of which 
could also be used to carry out investigations into the pffects of policies. 
Some of these are 1) the discount factor used to state future dollar amounts 
in present values, 2) the minimum acceptable ratio between current asse'ts 
and current liabilities I 3) the minimum amount of cash as a fraction of 
other assets, 4) the interest rate on borrowed money, 5) forecasted return 
on surplus cash which is invested, 6) the maximum acceptable dilution 
from equity sales and 7) the price at which new equity can be raised. 
It was the L1itial intent of the research to explore the effects which 
occur when a probability distribution is associated with the contribution 
of each SBU market share opU on as well as with the market share each 
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option achieved. However, as the work progressed it became apparent 
the computer program for the non-probability case woJ,.Jld reach the maxi-
mum acceptable size for the computer, and the time to execute an evalu-
ation of a given set of SBU was at least five minutes of "terminal-connect" 
time. Thus it WdS determined to carry out a reduced effort in the probabi-
lity case, but one which would provide a base for further research. To 
do this, probability distributions were associated with SBU assets, 
liabilities and profits and the model was used to generate probable out-
comes of cash flow and profit for a given set of SBU. 
Organization 
The examination of this research effort is contained in five chapters 
and four appendices. Chapter I discusses some aspects of business 
strategy related to the allocation of resources to large segments of a 
corporation and mentions some of the concepts for measuring success. 
Chapter II discusses the research approach in detail, including the simu-
lation modei, and the five different optimization criteria, and the policy 
questions which were investigated. 
Chapter III discusses validation of the model and the specific data 
used in the investigation. As pointed out earlier, the model is of the 
evaluation type and as a result it h~s ~ee~ easier t;:; ... ·alidate, but to do 
this both test data and real data were used. Sensitivity of the model 
to input errors and initial conditions is also mentioned. 
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viii 
Chapter IV discusses the results using the model and contains a 
number of tables which compare various output results. Chapter V con-
tains the summary and conclusions of the research along with the advant-
ages and disadvantages of the model. A section on suppositions, which 
contains a number of indicative results which need further investigation, 
is also included in Chapter V as is a subsection on other investigations 
which could prove to be interesting and of value. 
Appendix A contains the detail techniques for capturing the input data, 
the application of restrictions, and the computer techniques for finding the 
quasi-optimal solution to the integer programming problem. Appendix B 
contains a listing of the principal computer programs used in the research. 
Appendix C is a collection of specific run results along with inform-
ation on interpreting the computer printouts. Appendix D is a collection 
of the data which was used as input to the research. 
I gratefully acknowledge the help of Professors L.N. Goslin, H.A. 
Linstone, R. L. Moseley, and R. W. Rempfer, for their encouragement over 
the extended period of academic preparation, research, and composition 
of thi s document. 
The author is also greatly indebted to Omark Industries for its support 
and to Mrs. Marguerite Wunder for many hours of dedication and hard work 
in typing and retyping the manuscript. 
I am particularly grateful to my wife, Jane, and to my children, Dan, 
Scott, and Tim for their forbearance, support, and encouragement without 
which this work could never have been completed. 
Donald L. Pope 
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CHAPTER I 
BUSINESS STRATEGY 
I. OVERVIEW 
This chapter discusses the general nature or business strategy as a 
base for developing the specific research problems of the dissertation. 
The principal problem under investigation has to do with the allocation of 
company resources to large operating segments of the company in such a 
way as to satisfactorily achieve company objectives. The concept of 
Strategic Business Units (SBU) is introduced as a structure and as the 
set of decision variables to be used for the allocation of resources. 
Concepts for measuring success are discussed I and the particular 
importance of generating sufficient cash is examined as is the role cash 
generation plays in limiting the growth rate of a bus!ness. The concept 
of managing the set of SBU which constitute a company, as an investment 
portfolio, is discussed. 
II. THE PROBLEM 
The principal problem is the allocation of company resources (cash) 
to large operating segments of the company in such a way as to satis-
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factorily achieve company obj ectives. This dissertation is also concerned 
with a discussion of some of the strategic problems facing the firm, some 
of the measurements of success, some techniques for choosing strategies, 
an examination of the concept of Strategic Business Units (SBU) intro-
duced by the Boston Consulting Group (BGG)' (5), and some techniques 
for managing by SBU. The research deals to a large extent with system-
atic techniques for selecting those SBU which meet selected criteria and 
a discussion of the implications of doing so. Thus, this work deals with 
an area of strategic business planning and brings some of the techniques 
and tools of system analysis including a computerized simulation model 
to bear on the problems. 
The typical firm must manage many resources and is faced with the 
generation and investment of large amounts of cash each year. Because 
the techniques explored in this paper have the potential for significantly 
increasing the effectiveness of the cash generation and investment 
process I it is believed to be of substantial value. 
III. STRATEGY 
The large business corporation today is a complex system of inter-
connected parts which is managed to achieve a complex set of inter-
related goals. The management dlscipline frequently described for 
handling the long range portion of this task is variously named Long Range 
Planning, Strategic Planning, Corporate Planning, Top Management Plan-
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ning, Corporate Strategy, and Business Strategy (1, 2, 5, 7, 15, 37). 
Authors writing under these titles cover many of the same subjects, and 
the name ascribed to the process seems to be more one of personal taste 
than close definition. 
During the late 1950's and early 1960 1 s, comprehensive (or long-
range planning) expanded rapidly (15). This rapid expansion seems to 
have been in response to the recognition that strategic planning can 
provide a very important advantage to the company that employs it 
successfully. Steiner (15)' states: 
One of the great advantages of such planning is that it simulates 
the future - on paper. If the simulation does not result in the 
desired picture, the exercise can be erased and started all over 
again --- planning prepares a business to cope better with the 
environmental changes of the future. 
Cannon (7) .points out that, "Business strategies are not the ends, but 
rather the means of initiating the actions needed to achieve the ends or 
purposes of the company". For these reasons it is important to understand 
how the various strategies and resulting plans employed by a company 
affect its long-run prospects. 
Many of the problems facing a corporation are not strategic in nature, 
and a good definition of what is strategic and what is non-strategic (or 
tactical, or operational) is required. Steiner makes a good case that 
plans should be integrated with operations and plans are more effective 
when this is done (15, pp 132-136). On a continuum strategic planning 
is at one end and tactics or operations are at the other. Steiner gives 
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fifteen characteristics for differentiating between strategies and tactical 
planning showing the complexity of the subject. (15, pp 37-38). In a 
simplistic sense f tactical planning is the detailed deployment of re-
sources to achieve the strategic plans. Ac~off .3tates "The more functions 
of an organization's activities that are affected by a plan, the more 
strategic it is". (1) 
Strategic Problems Facing a Large Corporation 
The modern business corporation, where the techniques discussed 
in this paper will be of most value, is complex in the sense of dealing 
in many products and frequently across many national borders. Most, if 
not all, will be classified as multinational.. although being multinational 
is not in itself a requirement for using these techniques. Rather it is 
complexity, and most particularly I complexity in the number and outcomes 
of investment opportunities, facing the ·oorporate decision-makers I which 
is important. The typical large company is composed of many organiza-
tional units reporting through structure to a c.orporate headquarters. Some 
employ centralized management and some decentralized management, but 
in all, the key allocation decisions are made at the top and frequently 
require approval by the board of directors. 
A key allocation decision is taken to mean such things as the 
acquisition of another company, the development of goals and objectives 
of significant operating units of the company I and development of 
policies relating to such things as spending for research and development, 
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new products, advertising, plant and equipment, inventory levels, etc, 
They are allocation decisions because all imply something about the use 
of resources, usually, cash, and they are key because they frequently 
have a large bearing on the outcome of the company. The discussion 
focuses mainly on the allocation of cash. The management of other 
resources are important, but in 10 ng-range planning, many can be liquid-
ated into cash or acquired by the expenditures of cash. 
There are a host of restrictions on the corporation some of which are 
well-defined, and some of which are "fuzzy" in the sense of not being 
formally defined or are subject to interpretation, as the case arises. Among 
these restrictions are exte mal forces such as national laws, taxes and 
policies~ physical factors of the business environment such as trans-
portation, weather, and 1 abor availability and quality; and those imposed 
on or by the corporation balance sheet. The balance sheet is a subject 
of particular interest in this paper. Some of the constraints on the 
balance sheet are the ratio of debt to equity, of short-term assets to 
short-term liabilities, of cash to short-term assets, of short-term to long 
term debt, and ultimately the amount of new equity (if any) the enterprise 
can obtain. 
Some of the variables which serve to complicate the planning process 
either implicitly or explicitly are the dividend policy of the company, the 
profit from operations of the company, the action of competitors, the cash 
generation to be expected, the cash consumption expected, cost and 
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availability of borrowed capital, and the return on invested funds. All of 
these factor oS must be considered and decisions rendered on the allocation 
of present and future cash to competing components of a company. How 
to do this is surely one of the most important questions facing the 
strategic decisio~making body of the corporation. 
Corporate Planning 
As corporate planning grew, more factors were recognized and many 
articles were written on the subject, and some successes and many 
failures were noted (15). Many schemes of organization and techniques 
for planning were tried I modified, and tried again, and the field has 
been in a state of rapid evolution from the time of its recognized begin-
ning (15). Of course, in some sense strategic planning is as old as 
business itself, but the modern era started with the advent of the large 
scale digital computer which allowed planners to build simplif ied models 
of the firm and evaluate future results of current policy actions. 
There has been a large element of qualitative thinking in most good 
strategic plans, and in some sense, thinking through the problem and 
putting the thoughts on paper may be a major value of strategic planning. 
However, introduction of quantitative methods has made it possible to 
judge the feasibility of a set of strategies. As an example, the results 
of the disastrous reduction in security values in 1969-1974 could have 
been modeled and evaluated for those companies which employed a heavy 
debt strate gy to determine what effect the reduction in security prices 
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would have had on their ability to maintain their strategy. 
There are a number of strengths associated with planning versus non 
planning, but perhaps the most apparent is the value received from 
formaliZing thoughts about the future. Another is composing alternative 
strategies, a third is depicting likely future sCE:narios, and a fourth is 
building a normative future. Weaknesses-.or shortcomings in planning 
seem to include 1) the amount of work required, 2) scenarios built on 
inaccurate information, 3) bad organization, and 4) failure to take into 
account the right variables (3, 15). 
There are a number of problems facing the planner/decision-maker, 
but those dealt with in this paper are selecting a management entity, 
selecting variables for measuring success of the total corporation, 
selecting which entities should be included in the corporation, which 
should be liquidated (or not purchased), and of those included, what 
should be expected of them with regard to their key variables. It appears 
some of the key decisions for corporate management are 1) into which 
management entity should capital be invested, 2) how much growth 
should be encouraged, 3) how much cash should be produced or consumed. 
and 4) which entities should be liquidated and 5) which should be acquired. 
The Concept of Strategic Business Units 
A concept introduced by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) is part-
icularly interesting, and although there does not seem to be much written 
about it they have applied it to a considerable degree in their consulting 
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work (5, 6). The BGG is an international management consulting organi-
zation specializing in policy issues related to Corporate strategy develop-
ment and has written numerous working papers and a number of pamphlets 
and books which deal with various aspects of Corporate strategy (5, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 38). In addition, they have worked closely with companies, 
and the techniques they develop for a specific company may not be made 
public and hence may not be widely used. The BeG has brought a certain 
amount of consistency and order to the investment decisions mentioned 
above by formulating the problem in terms of the management of a portfolio 
of SBU. Ansoff (2) suggests a similar concept in terms of a portfolio of 
markets, but BCG assumes the units are independent businesses from the 
point of view of strategic decisions: whereas Ansoff uses the concept 
in connection with desirable markets to enter. The SBU is very important 
to the concepts developed further in this paper and should be carefully 
considered before proceeding. 
Many major companies can be characterized as carposed of a number 
of relatively independent sub organizations and are structured around 
familiar ways af organizing such as job function, product line, and 
profit centers. In a private cammuncation BeG has indicated that an SBU 
may be thought of as a business which can be managed in a strategic 
sense, reasonably independently of the rest of the company, so that a 
decision could be made to either expand the business rapidly to a pOSition 
of competitive dominance or to sell it off entirely without worrying about 
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the effect of that decision on the other businesses in the company. An 
SBU is the smallest component which allows this range of decision, and 
thus a company may be thought of as a set of SBU which are independent, 
operational entities to be managed in such a way as to optimize company 
objectives in the long run and hence as a portfolio of investments to be 
managed. 
The SBU is a new way of structuring thinking about the management 
task,and like other approaches it has strengths and weaknesses. Its 
main weakness is in the assumption that one business unit is independent 
of all other business units in the company. This is only approximately 
true for most entities; however, the degree to which it is true enters 
into the decision whether to formulate an entity as an SBU or to combine 
it with entities with which it is interdependent to formulate a larger SBU. 
The strength of the SBU concept is similar to, but greater than, those 
associated with product line management concepts. It is more powerful 
than management by product line: however, because once a business unit 
is defined, the usual financial and accounting data can be maintained, and 
business units can be described and measured in terms of profitability, 
growth rate, market share, growth in industry, competitors' size, cash 
generation, assets employed, capital retention percentage, and so on. 
Of course, many of these same measures can be developed for other 
management structures;. but seemingly with more difficulty and inaccuracy 
than with SBU. 
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l'he Criteria for Defining an SBU 
The crtteria for defining an SBU seem to be those given in Figure 1. 
It must be possible to independently manage 
the business. 
SeJ"3J:'?te strategies must be required in order 
to achieve specific objectives. 
It must be an economically feasible unit. 
Separate reporting and control systems must 
be required. 
Barriers such as the following must be possible 
to establish a defenSible position: 
Key purchase contracts with major 
customers 
New technology 
New products 
Patents 
Manufacturing processes 
Figure 1. Criteria for defining an SBU as a separate entity. 
There is very little written on the use of SBU, but the BCG has 
stated privately a number of thei.r clients have used the SBU concept. 
Probably the most important of the criteria for defining an SBU is the 
requirement the SBU can be managed i.!1dependently, which means the 
results of taking a range of management actions in one SBU have a 
10 
negligible effect on all other SBU. The obvious problem with the independ-
ence assumption comes when products or markets of one SBU are affected 
by actions taken in another. If the effect is material, it seems the two 
affected parts should be combined, or if they cannot be without changing 
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parts of the original, perhaps they should be combined in total. It is also 
possible the SBU concept does not fit every situation. 
A less obvious problem with the independence assumption, but one 
which is probably more important, occurs when allocations of shared 
assets are altered by acquisition or divestiture. Perhaps this problem is 
handled best by carefully attributing the full share of allocated expenses 
to each SBtJ. In the case an SBU is managed for its "marginal" contri-
bution to the corporation (because it uses otherwise under-employed 
assets) I management must recognize it may not be profitable on a "stand 
alone" basis and be willing to establish reduced profit objectives. 
Another of the criteria which seems to be particularly important is 
the SBU must be large enough to be an economical unit. This means, 
although the size will vary with each company situation, that the extra cost 
of applying management to the unit is economically justified. If an SBU 
is too small, the information gathering, controlling, reporting, planning, 
and other management functions may cost more than can be gained 
through any better management decisions which might result. Also, too 
many SBU in a corporation may produce too high a level of complication. 
What constitutes too high a level complication depends on the particular 
company, its organization s truc ture, expertise, inforrna ting-handling 
capacity I management training, markets and products among others. 
Another criteion requires a "defensible barrier" be erected around the 
SBU. Thus geography. technology, transportation costs, patents, 
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contracts, tariffs I new technology, and secret processes help serve this 
purpose. 
Some of the Difficulties in using SBU 
Most companies probably have not had a long history of being 
managed by SBU and thus are likely to be presently managed in units 
which when examined are mixtures of SBU. As examples, it is likely a 
large plant would be found to produce products for several SBU, sales 
managers may be selling the pred ucts of several SBU, and similarly for 
other company functions. This is not necessarily bad, and the degree 
to which assets and people should be physically separated is dictated 
12 
by the economies involved. However, those resources which are not 
physically assigned to one SBU or another must be allocated on some 
rational basis. There are some expenses, and perhaps some assets, which 
are strictly corporate in nature and need not be allocated to any SBU, but 
if relatively small it is not likely the allocation of such corporate items 
materially changes the quantitative aspects of the management decision 
process; although it is possible it affects the "psychological" aspects 
of the managerial process. 
Thus far it seems a number of the problems and difficulties of manag-
ing bySBU have been raised, and it is appropriate to mention some of the 
advantages of using the SI,U concept. On the positive side, there seems 
to be one major advantage which is that much of the theory, built over the 
years for managlng investments and for making micro-economic decisions 
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in a firm, is available for making decisions about SBU. Thus, a company 
can be thought of as a portfolio of independent investments, some of which 
are owned and some of which are only potentially members I and the 
principal problem is to find the best (or, at least, a satisfactory) set of 
possible SBU to comprise the company portfolio, given the projected 
operating results and characteristicsdata of each. 
Most companies generate and invest millions of dollars each year, 
and it seems a systematic approach to such investment problems could 
produce a significant economic advantage to a company which utilizes 
them. It is hypothesized a more systematic and rigorous approach, to 
the investment problem using the concept of SBU in conjunction with 
appropriate factors for measuring success over the planning horizon, will 
provide techniques for significantly increasing the effectiveness of the 
cash generation and cash investment process. 
IV. CONCEPTS FOR MEASURING SUCCESS 
13 
There are a number of methods, and combination of methods, available 
for measuring and predicting success of part of a company and a company 
as a whole. There are a number of "older" quantitative measures (15) 
which are used by the top management of an enterprise to determine its 
present, and the likelihood of its continuing success. Traditional 
accounting and balance sheet data such as after tax earnings per share, 
dividend rates, number of continuous periods for which dividends have 
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been paid, growth in earnings per share and growth in sales are examples 
of such measures (15). Another older method is to consider the number of 
years required to "pay back" the cost of the initial investment of a speci-
fic proj eat and to accept the proj eat if the number of years is les s than the 
established criteria of the company (6). These older methods are currently 
in wide use I and although they may be faulted for measuring the wrong 
factors, or not considering all factors, they are in use and "understood" 
by people who are currently top decision-makers in industry. 
Among" newer" techniques I currently employed for evaluating alter-
native investments for cash, is Return on Investment (ROI) which is a 
si.mple calculation of a ratio of income to investment cost (15). It is 
similar in use to Discounted Cash Flow (DCF), where the present value of 
the cash flow of a project is compared to a cutting score established by 
management. If the ratio is equal to or greater than the cutting score, the 
project is accepted (15, 21). Although these methods and the method of 
pay back period mentioned above are frequently applied to smaller units 
than the SBU, they can be applied to much larger units as well. On large 
scale decisions such measures as profit growth, replacement of depreci-
ation and the set of all projects justified by ROI ha:ve been used (34) 0 
These methods I as well as the" older" methods, suffer from frequently 
being uncoordinated, and their affect on overall company success is not 
well understood. 
The BeG has suggested that from the point of view of a shareholder in 
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a company, for an investment to be of value, it must pay dividends to the 
investor at some point (34). This implies that the appreciation in stock 
price, which seems to be attractive to many investors, is promulgated 
on the expectation that at some time (however far into the future) the 
campan y will return cash to the owner of company stock. This does not 
mean a company must pay dividends in the short range or that a dividend-
paying company is a good one. In fact, it is quite possible dividends 
are a poor strategy (36). Rather, it means there must be a reasonable 
expectation the company could pay dividends (or that the realistic liquid-
ation value of the company is significant). If' accepted accounting princi-
ples are used, the ability to pay dividends is measured in part by size 
of shareholder equity. 
If a company wishes to grow it must generate sufficient cash to 
invest in enough profitable opportunities to meet its growth objective. If 
a company cannot find better opportunities than bank interest rates (to 
payoff loans or to keep It from borrowing money), perhaps it should pass 
the money on to shareholders for they probably can do as well. The 
point of this statement is that a companyl s earnings per share may not 
be an adequate measure of success I and the increase in shareholder 
equity per share may be a better measure for the purppse of the share-
holder. It may be the decision-maker should examine several measures 
before making an investment decision. 
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The Generation of Cash 
Another important variable and measurement factor is the amount of 
cash generated. Cash is generated and consumed in a number of ways in 
a company (See Figure 2 and 3). 
Figure 2 shows the relation of cash flows between the corporate 
decision node and the SBU I while Figure 3 shows the cash flows within 
an SBU. The charts are simplified and do not show the time delays which 
need to be considered to make them realistic. 
If a significant amount of cash is generated, beyond cash consumption 
needs, so that a positive cash flow results, the company is in a position 
to reinvest this cash or to declare it as dividends to its shareholders. 
Thus the amount of positive cash flow is an important measurement 
criterlon'af company success. It is then incumbent upon management to 
put this cash to the best possible USe, and one measure of management 
success is how well they invest this cash. 
This point also has a subtler implication as well, which is that if a 
company does not have a positive cash flow I and further if it has no real 
prospect of a positive cash flow, then no matter how profitable it may be, 
it will eventually reach a point where it can no longer borrow money, 
equity will be diluted, and it will never be able to pay a dividend. It 
then appears the company's stock price will suffer I and it will be judged 
to have been a poor investment for the shareholders involved. This 
factor is embodied in the present value of the shareholder equity I and 
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Cash to a off short-term deb 
ash from short-term borrow in a h to a off Ion erm debt 
ash from sales of investments for investm nts 
Cash to operate 
Cash generated by operations 
Figure 2. The relation of cash flows between 
corporate and the strategic business units. 
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Cas hfr om Coroorate POQ 
Cash returned to Coroorate Pool 
I SBU#K~ Decision Cash to possible appllcations Node I 
Pl~n' Operation 
Inventory of 
Receivables SBU 
Payables #K 
Cash from decrease in receivables Cash fro m 
possible 
Cash from decrease in inventory sources 
Cash from net earninas 
Cash from depreciation 
Cash from increase 1n payables 
Figure 3. The cash flows within a strategic business unit. 
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hence the present value of shareholder equity is proposed as a good 
measure of corporate success. 
There are other pertinent measurement factors at work in a corporation. 
It is not uncommon for each operating manager of each unit to be judged 
on performance on a year-to-year basis and to have a significant amount 
of his pay depend"on the annual results obtained rather than the results 
obtained over his career (6). This influences him to produce as much 
profit growth as possible in the short run, and such a strategy seems to 
leave to chance how well the long-run objectives of the company are met. 
As will be discussed later I there is a relationship between growth of an 
SBU and the amount of cash consumed or generated (38). The current 
methods for selecting which element of a company should generate cash, 
and which should be managed for growth by investment of cash, seems 
to be judgmental. Further, because of the short-term pressure mentioned 
above, the decision may not be made in a rational, concise manner but 
may follow by default. 
In light of the above discussion, it appears several measures of 
company success should be utilized to aid strategic decision making and 
several of these are used in the research reported here. One of the most 
inclusive is the present value of long-run shareholder equity. Others are 
growth in earnings per share, total assets, growth in total assets and 
growth in sales. 
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The Present Value of Shareholder Equity 
Shareholder equity is a standard balance sheet item which is used to 
measure at one point in time (generally at year end, but conceptually at 
any time a balance sheet is prepared) the value which will accrue to 
shareholders if the company is liquidated. Thus, it is the excess of 
assets over other liabilities. It does not generally reflect the actual 
value of a corporation's stock on an established market as shares may 
sell at substantial amounts over this figure at times for some companies I 
and at less than this value at other times. It is I however I a well-known 
measure which is available for all publicly held companies, and it seems 
to be a better measure for long"'run purposes than stock price which is 
subject to the vagaries of a highly unpredictable market place. 
20 
In general, shareholder equity is increased by earnings and equity 
sales and decreased by dividends paid out or losses sustained. There 
can be other accounting transactions which affect equity for a complicated 
company, but these are generally relatively small and need not be con-
sidered for the purpose of this discussion. If it ever is necessary to 
consider them, they can be treated as one of the three types of classifi-
cations mentioned above without loss of generality. As mentioned in the 
previous paragraph, a balance sheet records the assets and liabilities 
at a point in time. All publicly held companies are required by govern-
mental regulations to publish an audited balance sheet at the clvse of 
each year. 
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For the purpose of decision-making, the present value of the share-
holder equity is desirable because 1 t puts on a comparable basis the 
21 
value of alternatLve futures. The mathematical formula for the present 
value of the shareholder equity of a set of SBU is discussed in Appendix A. 
Growth in Earnings Pe .. ' Share 
Probably the most commonly used measure of success is growth in 
earnings per share. There seems to be a substantial premium placed on 
the value of companies, which maintain a steady growth rate in earnings 
per share, by the investment community_ This figure is normally the 
after tax rate, but the before tax rate can be of interest in special 
situations where non-uniform tax rates apply. High earnings per share, 
although desirable, are not as important as a demonstrable growth in 
earnings per share, and a consistent growth pattern seems to be more 
desirable yet. Bya consistent growth pattern is meant that a regression 
line for earnings per share versus time will have a positive slope and a 
"high" coefficient of correlation. 
Total Assets and Growth in Total Assets 
Two other measures of success are total assets and the growth in 
total assets of the corporation. Total assets are taken from the balance 
sheet of the corporation and are customarily thought of as the sum of 
cash, inventory, receivables, investments, real estate, and buildings 
and equLpment"less depreciation. In addition, many balance sheets 
contain intangible assets which represent the value of patents, licenses, 
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trademarks, and corporate goodwill. Total assets are equal to the total 
liabilities of the corporation, and hence from year to year may be subject 
to variations not truly reflecting any particular change in the business 
health. As an example I if payables are increased through a failure to 
pay bills, cash will be increased and assets will be larger, but the 
value of the business may not be judged to be higher. Further, if the 
growth in total assets has been in buildings or intangibles I the true 
value of the business may not have been increased proportionately. Thus 
the size of assets or the growth of assets I particularly over a few years, 
may not be a good measure I but over a longer period of time it is indica-
tive, and if the balance sheet values remain in the same ratio to one 
another at the end of a study horizon as at the start, either total assets 
or growth in total assets can be useful measures. 
Growth in Sales 
Probably the second most watched measure of business success is 
growth in saies. Sales are also frequentiy used in the denominator of 
ratios which express such things as profit, margin, and expenses as a 
fraction of sales so they may be compared from period to period. As an 
example, Fortune .-magazine (39) ranks the 500 largest manufacturing 
companies in the United States in terms of dollars of sales, but to maintain 
its rank on the list, a company must grow as fast in sales as its nearest 
competitors in rank and to gain higher rank must grow faster in sales. 
There seems to be a certain degree of status attached to being ranked in 
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this select group and hence, at least in·:;some quarters, growth in sales is 
watched as an important measure of business success. 
Other Measures of Success 
There are a number of other measures of success which could be 
mentioned, but because they are not emphasized in the research reported 
in this work I they wUl not be discussed; however, one of particular 
importance which will be mentioned is return on assets employed. For 
large-scale evaluation, this factor can be taken as the ratio of after tax 
profit to total assets .. Alternately, a sub set of assets may be chosen, 
such as plant and equipment, inventory and receivables, or plant and 
equipment before or after depreciation. In any case, consistency in the 
manner in which the measure is applied in comparison among entities is 
probably more important than anyone choice of the denominator in the 
measure. 
V. MANAGING A POR TFOLIO OF STRATEGIC BUSINESS UNITS 
This work is most certainly not intended to be a discussion of manage-
ment generally I but two points, which may be peculiar to managing or 
thinking about a company in the context of SBU need to be mentioned. 
These are used in other systems also, but they are emphasized as being 
of particular importance here, because the system using SBU focuses on 
them. One of these is how much cash is available for reinvestment and 
the other, closely related to the first, is how fast the portfolio can grow 
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in terms of earnings (or other acceptable measures). 
Relationship between Growth and Cash 
Cash flow ahd how it is calculated has been discussed, but the 
relationship between growth and cash generation is very important and 
is given by BCG (36) In the following form. First, growth rate Is used by 
BeG to be the firm' 5 return on equity If no dividends are paLd and is given 
by them as: 
Growth rate (E (r-i) +r) 
D debt 
E equity 
r = rate of return on total assets before 
interest on debt 
i = rate of interest paid on debt 
IIStnce dividend payments reduce this rate of growth in assets, the 
effect of dividends may be Introduced by multiplying the expression by 
(p), the percent of earnings retained." (36; Page 10) 
Then, p multiplied by growth rate = p (i? (r - i) + r) = g 
If the effect after tax Is to be considered each side of the equation 
must be multiplied by (t) I as one minus the effective tax rate, to give 
the fraction of earnings retained after tax: thus, 
tg = pt (F- (r - i) + r) 
Cash enters the formulation through the debt coefficient, and if there 
is a positive cash flow during a given period, debt may be reduced as seen 
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by examining balance sheet arithmetic. Because if excess cash is avail-
able, a given amount may be subtracted from both the cash and debt account, 
leaving the balance sheet with total assets equal to totall1abllities. On 
the other hand I if cash Is consumed by the company (and other accounts 
remain equal), debt mu·st be increased. In both instances, equity could 
have been changed, had the decision-maker so desired, by buying the 
company' 5 shares. The equity section of the balance sheet would thus be 
reduced, by selling shares to raise further cash and increasing the size 
of the equity section. It should also be noted that expansion in the business 
enterprise generally requires an investment in cash because increased 
sales frequently mean increased receivables, inventories and/or production 
facilities. 
In the above equation, growth is a function of debt and equity, which 
in turn is a function of the amount of cash generated, but the ratio of debt 
to equity is limited by management's willingness to accept risk. A maxi-
mum figure for the debt to equity ratio seems to be about (0. 60), as found 
In (9). Thus, for whatever level of debt to equity chosen, the growth 
rate of the corporation is limited by the amount of cash it generates. 
Other factors enter the formula, particularly profH and the cost cont-rol 
mechanisms, which can be employed to increase profit, but after cost 
control steps are taken and everything has been done with price to maxi-
mize return, growth is still seen to be limited by the amount of cash 
generated. 
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Other Factors which Influence Growth 
Other factors which influence growth rate are dividends and taxes, 
and it is fairly obvious reduced taxes are desirable. Tax reductions are 
posslb Ie through certaln types of tax havens, and other considera tions 
available to multinational corporations (49), and should be taken into 
account in strategic decision-making. On the other hand, dividends enter 
the growth formula in exactly the same way as taxes, but are presumed 
to have a positive effect on the value at which new equity can be raised. 
There is substantial literature on the advisability and reason for paying 
dividends (9) which need not be discussed here, but It Is one'uf the 
strategic decisions which must be rendered, and because the dividend 
rate has a material effect on the rate at which a company can grow, it 
should be carefully considered. 
Another reason why the portfolio of SBU is an important concept in 
strategy is because each member of the set of SBU can be eXamined not 
only in light of usual management criteria, but for what it can contribute 
in terms of cash (or the consumption of cash) so as to balance the cash 
needs of the corporation with its growth objectives. Further, growth 
objectives over time can be examined in light of the potentials of the 
portfolio, and strategic actions can be taken to acquire or liquidate 
holdings to balance cash-generating and consuming units to meet corporate 
growth obJectives. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
This chapter has discussed the problem undertaken in the dLssertation, 
along with the nature of business strategy. The concept of the Strategic 
Business Unit (SSU) was tntroduced,as were several measures of success. 
The importance of cash generation was mentioned, and how cash gener-
ation limits the growth rate of a business was explored. The concept of 
a portfolio of business units was introduced, and it was mentioned that 
one purpose of this research was to develop and test a methodology for 
improving on the current methods of selecting those SBU which should be 
included in a cafilpany portfolio. 
In the next chapter the structure of the simulation model and the 
details of the research are explored in depth. The specific technique"for 
evaluating and selecting optimal sets of SBU according to certain optimi-
zation criteria, is discussed. The research program covers such topics as 
the dividend policy, the debt to equity ratio policy, the policy on pricing 
to obtain market share, and the effect of managing an SBU for growth, 
stability, or liquidation. Also examined in the research program is the 
effect of limiting SBU assets, the effect of acquiring SBU with specific 
characteristics, joint effects of some strategic policies, the difficulty of 
working with probabilistic assumptions, and the research technique used 
to obtain some probabilistic results. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE RESEARCH 
I. OVERVIEW 
This chapter discusses the objectives of the research, the nature of 
the simulation model used and the research program undertaken. The 
optimization routines are discussed here and found in more detail in 
Appendix A for each of the five measures of success eKplored. In a like 
manner, the necessary but complicated detail associated with lohe input 
to the model is found in Appendix A,although the essentials are discussed 
in this chapter. The restrictions on the model are very important in test-
ing actual situations, and these are explored, along with ways they might 
be altered to give insight into a problem being researched. 
Research is calied for on six different policies, and at first each of 
these is examined independently of the others while later the joint effect 
between two of the more important ones is investigated. The number of 
computer runs to carry out the indicated research is shown to be substan-
tial. Finally, the difficulty in carrying through the research under prob-
abilistic assumptions is discussed, as is the specifiC research for the 
probabilistic work which was accomplished. 
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II. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH 
One objective of the research was to develop and test a methodology 
for selecting those SBU which should be included in a company portfolio 
and to d.etermi"netle investment strategy which should be used with each. 
In doing this, a simulation model of a company composed of a number of 
SBU was designed, and a decision procedure for selecting a "best" set 
of SEU was included as an integral part of the simulation model. 
Another objective of the research was to use the simulation model to 
test various strategies applicable to the management of a portfolio of SBU. 
The simulation model was used to investigate the effect of 1) the dividend 
policy, and 2) the debt to equity ratio policy, on the five measures of 
success mentioned in Chapter 1. Other policies investigated include 
1) the policy on pricing to obtain market share;, 2) the effect of managing 
SEU for growth, stability, or liquidation of market share: .. 3) the effect of 
limiting SEU assets; and 4) the effect on the overall results of the corp-
oration of acquiring SEU with specific characteristics. 
Chapter I described the concept of SBU and the various measurement 
factors which can be applied to tilem for determining success. Once this 
is done, it seems likely some SBU will present a better investment 
opportunity for the corporation than will others, and 1f resources are 
severely limited, it may be necessary to liquidate some SBU or not invest 
in all of the acquisition prospects presented. Thus the set of SBU to be 
considered may not all be a part of the corporation, but some can be 
included as prospective acquisition candidates,; Of course, their liquid-
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atian will not generate cash to the corporation, but it is seen as a signal 
not to buy. 
Ill. THE SIMULATION MODEL 
The simulation model is composed of an output section, an input 
section and a calculation section. This portion of the chapter describes 
with frequent reference to Appendix A, the calculation section, the input 
to the simulation, the restrictions on the model, the output of the simu-
lation, the optimization routine, and the computer used to operate the 
model. The corporation balance sheet is used as the score-keeping 
device of the simulation, and because it is an evaluation class of simu-
lation the results a16 e deterministic. In other words, the model does not 
use the technique of making a number of runs with data drawn from prob-
ability distribution to obtain a distribution of results. E;){-,cept for some 
limited probabilistic investigations, the model uses the input data as 
completely deterministic and calculates the resulting output using fixed 
arithmetical relationships. 
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From the point of view of building, design and operation of the model, 
the input and output are most time-consuming, but do not present any 
particularly difficult concepts. They are, of course, necessary to under-
stand, and the coding and systemization techniques are particularly 
important to the simulation efficiency. 
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The Calculation Section of the Model 
It is the calculation section of the model which is particularly 
important and some of the techniques used there are not conceptually 
obvious. Figures 4 and 5 are the flow charts of the overall simulation 
model. Because of limitations of the computer (or the size of the simu-
lation program), it was necessary to partition the simulation model into 
three sections. Sections land II of the model are depicted in Figures 4 
and 5 respectively I but Section III is not shown in flow chart form 
because it only manipulates data, prints output results, and is so con-
ceptually simple that it need not be displayed. The computer programs 
referenced in the figures are found in Appendix B. 
There are two modes of operation considered in the simulation. The 
first is the evaluation of a set of SBU as given without the possibility 
of selecting an "improved" subset. The second mode is that which 
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selects an "improved l1 subset subject to given restrictions and evaluates 
the results,as in the first mode. There are references made to several 
factors and operations in the flow charts relative to the optimization mode 
which are nQt obvious, and these are discussed in the optimization portion 
of Appendix A. 
The Corpora tion Balance Sheet 
The simplified corporation balance sheet shown in Figure 6 Is the 
basic device for keeping score in the simulation, and because it is also 
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evaluated as given 
Calculate total 
contrIbution of 
those SBU to be 
32 
Section I of model 
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Figure 5. 
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strategies to be evaluated 
according to algorithm 
stored bv Section 1 I (Start with year I again) 
Section II of model 
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the device for recording the state of the corporation at a given time, it is 
the principal object of the simulation. Its ro~e is described in more detail 
in Appendix A, but using the balance sheet, the simulation proceeds from 
year to year, starting with the beginning year data, and cycles through the 
data one year at a time until it has completed a new balance sheet for 
each year. The restrictions on the balance sheet, i'tlong with the input 
data, determine the beginning balance sheet for the next year's cycle. 
If the balance sheet restrictions are violated, the simulation is started 
again with less aggressive market share strategies and the process 1s 
repeated until an acceptable balance sheet is computed for all years. 
Assets Liabilities 
Cash XXX Payables XXX 
Inventories XXX Short Term Debt XXX 
Receivables XXX 
Total Current Assets XXXX Total Current Liab. XXXX 
Pla.nt XXX Long Term Debt XXX 
Deprecia tion (XXX) Shareholder Equity XXX 
Sub Total XXX 
Investments XXX 
Total Assets XXXX Total Liabi.lities XXXX 
Figure 6. Simplified corporation balance sheet. 
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Input to the 8i mulation 
The input to the simulation, along with the computer programs which 
perform the calculations, is a very important portion of the process, and 
thus it is particularly desirable to understand the data required to specify 
a major corporation. The data input sheets"as displayed and discussed in 
Appendix A"depict the information required y But because an explanation of 
the input requirements is involved, it is also found in Appendix A. It 15 
necessary to go through the discussion there, if a detailed understand.Lng 
of the simulation process of the corporation is to be obtained. 
The SBU profit and loss statement and the SBU assets and liabilities 
must be pre-calculated for each market share option of each SBU for each 
year in the planning horizon. Because a medium to large company can 
easily have 20 SBU, three market share options per SBU I and a planning 
horizon of five years I this set of data can be 300 pages in length and 
contain 4 I 500 separate entries. This gives the reader some appreciation 
of the size of the task facing the would-be model user, and it would be 
very difficult to collect and organize this mass of data for the research, 
had it not been calculated as part of the long-range planning process of 
the company being modeled. 
Appendix A should be consulted in any case to get an overview of the 
forms used and nature of the data required. In particular, the sub section 
on corporate operating criteria should be examined to understand specific 
assumptions and restrictions called out for input, and although these data 
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are for input, it is through changes in them that the effect of policy 
changes in such things as debt to equity ratio and dividend rate are 
entered into the simulation model. 
Restrictions 
The restrictions which are used as described below are part of the 
computer programs found in Appendix B,and are described i.n some detail 
in Appendix A. Only one market share assumption for each SBU is to be 
used in the totals reaching the balance sheet, and the model is con-
strained so not more than one market share option for an SBU will be in 
the final set chosen. The market share options are not designed to be 
changed during the course of a simulation runi although it is assumed 
an SBU can be liquidated if necessary during the planning horizon. 
If it appears a mixed strategy of market shale options is desirable, the 
system as depicted is sufficiently general to accomplish this if the user 
will formulate such a combination of input data. 
There are many other restrictions, some of 'which are implicit in the 
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assumptions of the computer program and others which are explicit in the 
computer input mentioned in the previous sub section. The most important 
ones are debt to equity ratio, the value at which new equity can be raised, 
the maximum dilutions from equity sal es which will be allowed, the mini-
mum ratio of short term assets to short term liabilities (current ratio) I and 
the minimum amount of cash which must be maintained as a fraction of 
other beginning current assets. 
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The Output of:the Simulation 
The output and results of the simulation are discussed 1n more detail 
in Chapter IV. In general, there are two classes of output; one aids the 
~esearcher in determining if the simulation 15 functioning as designed, 
and a second helps the researcher (or manager) explore the effects of 
various possible strategic actions. Only the second class is discussed 
In this chapter, the other deemed a part of computer programming and 
model validation, and is discussed in Chapter III. 
The output is used for gaining insight for strategic decision-making 
and is generalized as follows, but the specific cases used and the 
research results obtained are found in Chapter IV. The output is: 1) The 
SBU and the related market share strategies selected in each study (as 
mentioned previously, these are either speCified by the operator or 
alternately are selected by a quasi-optimization routine); 2) the result-
ing balance sheet and income statement for each year; 3) the ,present 
value of shareholder equity; 4) earnings per share by year; 5) growth 
in earnings per share per year; 6) growth in total assets; 7) total 
assets; 8) growth in sales; 9) return on shareholder equity by year; 
10) return on assets employed by year; 11) debt to equity ratio by year; 
12) required borrowings and/or equity sales by year; and 13) net cash 
generated each year. 
The Optimization Routine 
As mentioned previously, the simulation is carried out in one of two 
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ways -- either as an evaluation of a given set of SBU market share options, 
or if so desired. by the operator, the model will select the best set of 
SBU market share options which satisfy the restraints mentioned above. 
Best is defined in terms of one of the five measurement criteria used in 
the research. They are treated as being totally independent, with no 
attempt made to obtain a global optimum because of both the complexity 
of the task I and the questionable value which could come from such an 
attempt when the surface is not smooth and the input data, being manage-
ment estimates and frequently subject to error. 
The five criteria used subject to the restrictions on the balance sheet 
were: 1) the present value of long run shareholder equity; 2) the growth 
in earnings per share; 3) growth in total assets; 4) total assets; and 
5) growth in sales. The optimization algorithm for each measurement 
factor is described in Appendix A; the measurement criteria and the 
derivation of the technique to solve the integer programming problem 
involved should be noted in particular. If it happens a restricted optimum 
must be obtained, the routine requires an interactive input from the oper-
ator. 
The Computer 
The computer used in the research was an IBM 370 Model 135. The 
computer program was operated in a time share mode using IBM's ITF time 
share package (10) with 65,000 Bytes of Core storage. The programs were 
written in the IBM subset of the Basic language and are described in 
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Appendix B. They were operated from a teletype Tl'33 with a punched 
paper tape input device, but other such terminals could have been used 
equally well. Other time-sharing services ace available which provide 
much larger memories and more efficient software, and if they had '~been 
used, they would have made the computer programming simpler, because 
there would not have been as many small programs required, and disk 
files to store the input data could have been avoided. 
IV. THE RESEARCH PROGRAM 
The results of the research program are discussed with much detail 
in Chapter IV, but the strategic policies to be tested and the techniques 
used ar.e discussed in what follows. First, these policies were investi-
gated independently from each other, and later the joint effect between 
the dividend policy and the debt to equity ratio policy was Investigated. 
Probabilistic assumptions are discussed separately in Section V of this 
chapter. 
The Dividend Policy 
The fact that paying dividends reduces cash available for growth, as 
well as the rate at which a company can grow, has already been discussed. 
This effect was examined by varying the dividend rate by steps of 0.10 and 
analyzing the change in the five measurement criteria already mentioned. 
The optimal set of SBU options for each of the measurement criteria, with 
an assumed dividend rate, was used as a base line and deviations were 
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measured from it. 
The Debt to Equity Ratio Policy 
The meaning of this ratio has been presented in Chapter 1. The maxi-
mum allowable debt to equity ratio was changed in incremental steps and 
the resulting changes in the measurement criteria of the five cases were 
analyzed. The optimal set of SBU market share options was found for a 
specific assumption of the ratio and deviations were measured from it by 
using that set as the control set. 
The Policy on Pricing to Obtain Market Share 
The policy was examined by pre-selecting those SBU market share 
options which resulted in maximum market share and evaluating this set 
as a base line. The effect then was compared against the optimal set 
and against two significantly less aggressive options. The results are 
analyzed and conclusions drawn about effect of aggressiveness toward 
market share in Chapter IV. 
Effect of Managing the SBU for Growth, Stability, Liguidation 
This refers to growth, stability and liquidation of market share. The 
effect of aggressive growth was examined in the previous paragraph, but 
in this section comparisons were made among the three policies by 
selecting and evaluating those SBU market share options which were 
characterized as being stable in the one case and those which would 
liquidate w<:>rket share in the other. The results and conclusions are dis~ 
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cussed in Chapter IV. 
The Effect of Limiting SBU Assets 
The assets of the corporation were limited by selecting one particularly 
large and profitable option which had much lower assets I comparing the 
results obtained with this SBU with the results for other important sets of 
SBU. The analysis of results is reported in Chapter IV. 
The Effect of ACquiring SBU with SpeCific Characteristics 
The effect was investigated by using the optimal set of SBU options 
without the particularly large and profitable SBU I and by augmenting the 
set of SBU options with the large SBU which had, a large cash generation, 
a medium cash generation, and a small cash generation. The changes in 
the prospects of the combined company are analyzed and discussed in 
Chapter Ilf. 
T oint Effects 
Up to this point only the effect of each policy acting independently 
has been examined. To examine the joint effects requires investigating 
the response surface, but if this is done for all policies, the number of 
combinations to be examined makes the computer task completely impract-
ical. However, two of the policies are particularly well suited for investi-
gating the effect on a measure of success when they are allowed to vary 
jointly. Therefore, a more modest effort was undertaken which allowed a 
more thorough explorati on of the joint effect ben.veen the dividend policy 
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and the debt to equity ratio policy for the present value of shareholder 
equity, 
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To accomplish this task a II mapl1 was made of the optimal surface in 
the region bounded by 0.1 ~ dividend rate ~ 0.3 and 0.3 "'!5.. debt to equity 
ratio <!!f 0.7. This region includes a segment where the optimum solution 
is restricted, as well as a portion where it is not restricted. Generally 
a grid size of 0.1 was used, except an intermediate point on the debt to 
equity line at 0.45 was evaluate d. Chapter IV analyzes the results. 
V. PROBABILISTIC ASSUMPTIONS 
It was the initial intent of the research to explore the probabilistlc 
effects which occur when a probability distribution is associated with the 
contribution of each SBU market 5 hare option, as well as with the market 
share each option achieved. It was also hoped a distribution could be 
associated with the assets and liabilities of each SBU market share option, 
and the optimal set of SBU could be obtained under such conditions. 
However, as the work progressed it became apparent the computer program 
for the non-probability case would reach the maximum acceptable size for 
the computer, and in addition the time to execute an evaluation of a given 
set of SBU was at least five minutes, near the acceptable limit for inter-
active programs. Thus it was determined programming the total probability 
case was impractical. 
The literature seems to indicate problems in handling probabilistic 
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assumptions. For instance, Wagner (17, P 659) states about stochastic 
linear programming, 
•.• you will see that such a formulation magnifies the size of 
the problem. You will be justified in concluding that the more 
general situations modeled in Section 16.7 is likely to be be-
yond practicality for most real linear programming applications. 
Such a conclusion is certainly true for interactive time sharing programs 
with problems the size of the model in this research. 
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The above notwithstanding I a probability distribution was associated 
with each asset account, the payables account, and the contribution of 
each SBU market share option. Instead of carrying the probabilities 
through either the optimization section or the evaluation option of the 
model, it was determined to obtain a probability distribution of the after 
tax profit attributable to a given set of SBU market s hare options and a 
probability distribution of the cash flows generated by this given set. As 
an intermediate step, a probability distribution of each asset account, the 
payables account, and the liquidation value (a total of six distributions for 
each year- for- each market share option) was obtained. These outputs 
should be quite valuable to the business planner, even though the model 
is not run to completion, because a great deal of the uncertainty i.n the 
model is generated from the sources which were assigned distributions 
rather than from the corporate items which were not. The planner can 
choose values from the output distributions at some satisfactory level of 
confidence and determine by further computation the effects on the balance 
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sheet. Thus the approach is intermediate between ideal and the determini-
stic one discussed in earlier sections, but it is judged to be valuable. 
The research was carried out by using an arbitrary three-point prob-
ability distribution for each account involved. $ee Table XXVII of 
Appendix D for the assumed distri.butions.' There are 3ix values requiring 
a distribution for each SBU market share option for each year in the study, 
and thus for the five-year study horizon, with the twenty SBU and three 
market share options each, there are a total of 1,800 distributions re-
quired. Rather than assign a distribution for each of these values, which 
conceptually could be done, twenty different distributions were formulated. 
The three points chosen for the distribution were; I} the deterministic 
value given in the planning input~ 2} a percentage below this value-: and 
3) a percentage above the given value. The probabilities associated with 
these points were chosen arbitrarily, in such a way that the given 
value was not necessarily the mean of the distribution. The given values 
may be somewhat optimistic in general, and the mean of the three-point 
distributions chosen turned out to be somewhat less than the given value. 
The Research 
The research was carried out by using the optimal set of market share 
options found in the deterministic case for present value of shareholder 
equity. First, one of the twenty distributions was used for each of the 
30 values requiring a distribution for each SBU market share option and 
the indicated output distributions were obtained. Second, a random 
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number generator, which is available in the Basic computer language (10) I 
was used to choose one of the twenty distributions for each of the values 
requiring a distribution and again the indicated output distributions were 
assigned a probability of one, the other two points were assigned probabi-
lity zero, and the program was rerun. Finally, the largest SBU, Number 
18. market share op'tian 1 was assumed to have been liquidated in the 
first year of the first procedure above and the program was rerun. 
The purpose of the research steps was to establish the model as a 
means of 1) demonstrating that this limited probabilistic output can be 
obtained in a feal problem, 2) examining some of the differences which 
result when different probability assumptions are made, 3) demonstrating 
the validity of the program through the degenerate case where the probab-
ility of the deterministic values are one, and 4) comparing results when 
the large SBU was not present. 
The Mean and Variance 
Wei! known probability theorems indicate that the mean of the probab-
ility distribution (which is the sum of a number of probability distributions 
which meet certain conditions) is the sum of the means of the distributions 
in question. In a like manner, the variance 1s the sum of the variances (8). 
Additionally the distribution, which is the sum of the distributions, 
approaches a normal distribution, as the number of individu~2 distributions 
in the sum .becomes large. The principal condition to be met for these 
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results to hold is for the individual distributions to be mutually independ-
ent. For other more technical conditions see Feller (8). For the purpose 
of this research, it is assumed the distributions are mutually independent. 
In practice I however, they are very likely only independent to an unknown 
degree; the variance in asset size, for instance, could have some effect 
on the probable profit. This effect is ignored in the approach taken, for 
to do otherwise requires taki.ng the covariance into account, the problem 
being too big for the computer for such a large number of distributions. 
The Total Probabilistic Program 
The total probabilistic program could have been attacked in one of 
two ways. The first way would be as a simulation problem, where the 
specified input is drawn from probability distribution and the resulting 
value of the pertinent measurement criteria recorded. The sequence would 
have been continued until sufficient validity appeared in the output to 
terminate the simulation. But because this only would have yielded an 
evaluation of one set of SBU options for an extensive number of runs I it 
could not serve as an optimizing procedure. After enough runs it could 
give valid information on the probable outcomes of the one set of SBU 
options. 
The second way would be to assume a relationship between the mean 
and the variance of the distribution of each input function and attempt to 
carry the parameters through the computations. The initial step of this 
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was done as discussed above, but it becomes difficult if the distribution 
parameters are carried through the restrictions imposed by the balance 
sheet. 
Some further insight into the problem can be obtained by assigning 
different values to some of the key numbers in the SBU market share 
options and running the model to assess the effect. There is a good 
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reason why this approach in conjunction with the limited exploration of 
probabilities carried out above may be adequate, and that is because in 
most cases very little is known about the nature of the probabilities 
associated with the numbers submitted by the SBU managers. These 
numbers tend to become self-fulfilling forecasts if accepted for imple-
mentation,and as such their distributions are hard to measure. Thus, if 
some idea of the nature of the distribution of profit and cash flow is known, 
much of the information possible will have been obtained. 
VI. SUMMARY 
The objectives of the research were discussed along with the details 
of the simulation used and the research programs undertaken. Much of 
the supporting detail was found in Appendix A. Five different measures 
of success were described in Appendix A,as were the appropriate tech-
niques for optimizing the selection of SBU for each. The input, the output" 
and the restrictions on the computer program were discussed. Six different 
strategic poliCies were called out for research, and the research to invest-
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igate these independently and in a limited case jointly was discussed. 
The problems associated with trying to devise a model under probabilistic 
assumptions were mentione~ as were the techniques for the limited invest-
igation of probabilities which were carried out. 
The next chapter discusses validation of the model, and because the 
model1s deterministic and an "evaluation" type of model validation 1s 
easier than it would be for a probabilistic simulation type. The test 
program is described and the input data which were chosen from a specific 
company are discussed. The output of the model is described, and the 
results from the test of real data are discussed, as is the sensitivity of 
the results to the initial conditions. Specific research results I however I 
are left for Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER III 
MODEL VALIDATION 
1. OVERVIEW 
Because the mode is an It evaluation" type rather than the probabilistic 
type (which uses random data drawn from distributions), it is much easier 
to validate. The tests used to verify the accuracy of the compuater 
programs are described, and a description of the real data used in the 
research is presented. The case to be modeled uses actual planning data 
supplied by a large international company headquartered in Portland, Oregon, 
and in addition utilizes the input of company personnel routinely involved 
in the planning process. 
The output of the model is described 1 and the results for the speCific 
choice of market share options the company chose are discussed. The 
sensitivity of the model to errors in data and differences in assumptions 
is examined, and conclusions are reached about the accuracy of the 
filodeling process. The model is found to be accurate and a useful tool 
for pre~evaluating the results of speCific planning actions which could be 
taken. 
The model utilized in the research is fully described in Chapter II 
and Appendix A. The programs are detailed in Appendix 8 f and listings 
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of each conlputer program used are found there as well. Appendix C is a 
collection of specific run results and supports both this chapter and 
Chapter IV. Appendix D provides the input data used in the research 
study. 
II. CLASS OF MODEL 
The evaluation type of model is easy to validate;,<because it is easy 
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to prove the accuracy of output results for given input data used. In 
simulations using data drawn from probability distributions, it is necessary 
to determine if the results truly represent the output function of the system; 
probabilistic work and verification thus must be undertaken (12 I 13, 14). 
In the evaluation model, there are a large number of variables 
influencing the results of the simulation, but these variables nevertheless 
enter the computation in rather straightforward ways. Difficulty and com-
plexity relate instead to the size of the problem involved. In this research, 
an added complexity involves restrictions on the output results and the 
integer nature of the decision variables. 
There are twenty different SBU with three market share options each, 
and, with the possibility of liquidaUon of each SBU, there are eighty 
possible SBU market share options from which to choose the best twenty. 
The best market share options must be chosen for each SBU according to 
the measurement criteria and within the restrictions. The problem is 
computationally difficult if there are more than three of four such SBU. 
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It is easily seen that the computational capability of the evaluation model 
is a great aid for the size of the problem being investigated. 
The calculation job is substantial even in the case where optimization 
is not required, and it simply is desired to compute the resulting balance 
sheet over a several period time horizon subject to appropriate restrictions. 
With the usual desire to try several alternative policy decisions for eval-
uation, the simulator becomes a very useful tool of the planning process. 
Hence, even though the nudel is deterministic, rather than probabilistic I 
it is comprehensive in nature and potentially quite useful. 
III. VALIDATION 
Two classes of validations which must be performed: The model must 
be computationally accurate, and the model must truly represent the real-
world phenomenon it is supposed to represent. Meier (12) lists several 
procedures for validating both classes in complex programs. 
Computational Validation 
The programs found in Appendix B are sufficiently complex to be 
tested in segments, and the technique of putting in "windows" to print 
out intermediate results was used, with these results then checked by 
hand calculations. Because the full set of input data is too complex to 
use for model validation, a set of input data was contrived to test the 
computational aspects of the model. Each principal branch of the model 
was verified by hand computation and by modifying the input assumptions 
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of Table XXVI of Appendix D. In a similar manner, the integer programming 
assumptions of the model were verified by greatly reducing the debt to 
equity ratio restriction of the model, until the program was forced to find 
a restricted solution using the integer programming algorithm, and com-
paring the model results with hand-computed values. 
The probability research program outlined In Chapter II was completed 
after the rest of the research was finished, and the results of the model 
using deterministic data were thus available for comparison. The probab-
ility program was found to be arithmetically accurate by hand computation,' 
further verified by assigning probabllity equal to one to the given planning 
input data and probably equal to zero to the other two points in the three-
point distribution used in the investigation. The results matched those 
obtained using the deterministic programs. 
Because the three-point distributions were chosen quite arbitrarily 
by the author it was not possible to check their validity; however, it is 
possible to establish their plausibility. There are twenty such distri-
butions in total, and assuming the deterministic input value is a value 
of unity, the average of the means of the distributions is 0.9435, thus 
tending to compensate for the assumed optimism in the input data. The 
average of the variance of the distributions is 0.025 and the standard 
distribution is 0.158. It can he shown the sum of the distributions 
approaches a normal distribution as the number of distributions becomes 
large. using well known probability theory. If the sum Is normally 
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di.stributed, the case represented by the total distribution indicates that 
95.5% of the time the profit of an SBU market share option, with a planned 
profit of one dollar I would be expected to lie in the range $0.6275 < profit 
L.. $1.2595. Alternately, for an SBU with $10,000 of planned profit, there 
is a 95.5% chance that the profit will be in the range $6,275 <profit < 
$12,595. This is at least a plausible value for the likely range of profits 
in such an operating SBU. Of course, some of the three-point distributions 
would be more Of less dispersed than the" typical" one described. 
Validation of Assumptions 
There are a number of assumptions implicit in the computational pro-
cedures of the model. One important one 1s how the planned results of 
each SBU combine to represent the entire corporation. This has been done 
at the end of each time period by "generally accepted" accounting rules 
for consolidation. However, the assumption that these entities can be 
consolidated must be recognized. In an actual international company 
facing currency exchange regulations, dollar devaluations, and restrictions 
on the use of funds, these assumptions may not hold, but the effect was 
regarded as not materia I to the purpose of the research. If restrictions 
of this general type are significant in a given Situation, they could be 
programmed as restrictions in the section of the program doing the con-
solidation. 
The assumptions in Table XXVI of Appendix D (parallel to Figure 13 of 
Appendix A) are those in use at the company providing input data I and to 
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this extent thus reflect reality. Most of the factors called for in Figure 13 
have an acceptable range which depends on the risk orientation of company 
management and the industry in which the company is engaged (9). 
It is assumed that each of the input data resulting from each market 
share option of each SBU is a completely accurate forecast of the results 
which will be obtained by operating with that strategy. This, of course, 
is not absolutely true; each item of input data is in reality only a point 
in some probability distribution. But as pointed out in Chapter II, with 
the probabilistic nature of the whole problem computationally too difficult, 
the probable cash flow and probable profit of the set of SBU market share 
options were instead investigated as described. In a sense, the market 
share options of the SBU are self-fulfilling forecasts, because in practice 
they become budgets for the people managing the SBU, and management 
pressure is applied to try to achieve the indicated results. This influences 
the variance of the distribution of the input data I acting to limit the natural 
dispersion of data. 
There is an assumption the SBU are independent of each other and of 
the non-company environment in which they operate I and although this is 
approximately true for many SBU, there certainly exist examples where 
they are independent neither of one another nor of the business environment. 
One example is where one SBU has sales to another SBU in the same 
company. Although the planning was done with the effect of such sales 
eliminated in the data used in this investigation, it is a problem in 
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general. It can sometimes be handled by eliminating the effect from the 
data as it was in the cases here or by restructuring the SBU (such as com-
bining two which have large transactions with each other into one). 
As a second example, the success of the SBU might so change the 
business environment that the anti-trust division df"the government 
would restrict the SBU because it has become too large a factor in the 
market place. Another example is where the stock market, recognizing 
its success or failure, has changed the extent to which the company can 
borrow money. Such effects are ignored in the model because the basic 
assumptions are that the results developed for each SBU are independent 
and feasible. 
Because it is based on the real planning information upon the accuracy 
of which people's livelihood depended, the model is believe to be reason-
ably representative. Further, the model follows the same accouriting rules 
for combining the data as does the manual system employed by the planners 
who routinely use the data. The information has a historical base, and the 
alternative market share assumptions chosen by the company are available 
for critique. Some aspects of the real data are described in the next 
section. 
N. DESCRIPTION OF THE SET OF SBU 
Table I and Table II (which continues Table I) characterize the nature 
of the set of SBU used in the research, and the complete input data files 
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TABLE I 
THE SET OF SBU USED IN THE RESEARCH 
SBU Market Share Range of Aggressiveness 
No. Strategy Market Share Toward Growth· 
(Company Strategies over 5 years 
are marked *) (%) 
1* 27.9 - J6.0 High 
27.7 - 27.7 Even 
27.7-20.0 Low 
1 * 35.1 - 44.0 High 
2 34.1 - 32.7 Even 
35.1 - 20.0 Low 
1* 9.3 - 20.8 High 
2 10.7 - 9.7. Even 
9.3 - 6.0 Low 
1* 0.8 - 3.8 High 
2 0.9 - 0.9 Even" 
0.9 - Low 
1* 35.8 - 42.3 High 
2 35.0 - 35.0 Even 
35.8 - 20.0 Low 
1 * 46.4 - 50.5 High 
2 4Q.0 - 40.0 Even~ 
3 46.4 - 30.0 Low 
1* 12.8 - 21.7 High 
2 11.0 - 1l.5 Even 
3 12.8 - 8.8 Low 
1 * 79.9 -81.8 High 
2 79.9-79.9 Even 
79.9-54.0 Low 
1 * 10.3 - 21.7 High 
2 10.3-10.0 Even 
ll.O - 0.5 Low 
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TABLE II 
CONTINUATION OF TABLE I 
10 10.0 - 16.0 High 
10"S - 10.S Even 
3* 10. S - 5.9 Low 
II 1* 13.S - 29.2 High 
2 14.7 - 1I.7 Even 
13.S - 8.0 Low 
12 33.S - 37.S High 
2* 33.5 - 23.8 Even 
3 33.5-17.7 Low 
13 1* 2S.0 - 27.8 High 
2 2S.0 - 2S.0 Even 
28.3-17.8 Low 
14 lS.4 - 20.0 High 
15.4 - 10.4 Even 
3* 23.1-16.1 Low 
IS 7.7 - 8.2 High 
2* 10.S-10.7 Even 
3 6.6 - S .2 Low 
16 1* 17.7-22.4 High 
2 lS.7 - 16.S Even 
15.7-11.0 Lo ...... 
17 42.7-S0.0 Hlgh 
2* 42.1 - 42.7 Even 
3 41.3 - 36.8 Low 
18 61.0 - 70.0 High 
2* 61.0 - 64.0 Even 
3 49.0 - 29.4 Low 
19 1* 22.1-33.5 High 
2 18.2 - 21.6 Even 
22.1-14.0 Low 
20 1* 0 -31.4 High 
2 B.O - 13.0 Even 
3 0 - 9.& Low 
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for all SBU are found in Table XXII through XXVI of Appendix D. The 
descriptive titles of the SBU are not shown in order to disguise the 
nature of the business. Table I and II show the data has a wide range of 
values possible with regard to probable market share. There is a range 
in aggressiveness toward market share from highly aggressive, to passive, 
to liquidation of the business. 
In the research, only twenty SBU out of a possible thirty were used, 
the other ten were withheld to limit the size of the problem. The company 
has since seen fit to reduce the number to sixteen by liquidating and 
combining. The beginning balance sheet data in Table XXII of Appendix D 
was scaled to take into account the actual reduced nature of the company. 
The balance sheet was kept in approximately the same proportion as it was 
in the company's published balance sheet. 
V. RESULTS OF THE MODEL USING THE BASE C.".SE 
The output of the modells discussed in Chapter II and Chapter IV with 
specific computer output found in Appendix C. The purpose of this 
section is to discuss the results which were obtained by using the model 
on the real input data and evaluating the results for the same SBU market 
share options which were chosen by the company. The resulting output 
is found in computer run AO of Appendix C, and this case is also used in 
some of the analysis of results found in Chapter IV. It is advisable to 
read the explanation of the data formats contained in Appendix C for a 
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complete understanding of the output results. 
Run Time 
The initialization phase of program ER2 (See Appendix B) funs about 
seven minutes for the pure evaluation case. The optimum case runs an 
additional 25 minutes if all files must be processed; although these 
programs need not be rerun unless results for new measurement criteria 
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are desired. The balance sheet building phase of program ER6 runs about 
five minutes, or one minute per year in the planning horizon, and as such 
is near the upper limit of acceptability for interactive timesharing. Because 
the model was competing for time with regular batch process jobs which 
were running concurrently, the particular computer sof.tware chosen for this 
research (IBM Basic rTF) (10) I and the computer used were slower than a 
commercially available software program. A given case requires about ten 
minutes of terminal connect time once the initialization phase is complete 
when running in the environment described. However, the probability 
case requires about 30 minutes of terminal connect time to complete. 
Results 
The output found in computer run AO indicates seemingly acceptable 
financial results. The company is expected to experience a growth in 
earnings per share of 46.6% over the five year period; an increase in 
dividends from $0.37 to $0.54 per share; growth in sales of 46.3%; 
growth in assets 61.8%; and total cash generation of $ 9,.422 million. 
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The company could do better, as we will discuss in Chapter IV. 
Validation 
Validation of the computations was achieved using test data. Running 
the real data resulted in further validation, because combinations of effects 
existed which had not been apparent with only test. data. Hand computation 
proved that the many restrictive calculations applied against the balance 
sheet were being properly met, with a few subtle program "bugs" uncovered 
before the program satisfactorily met all of the criteria. 
One validation test on real data, once the program Ls known to com-
pute as it should, is the test of reasonableness, wherein the balance 
sheet entries must appear to be in the correct proportion to each other 
and must stay in good proportion throughout the study horizon. The 
results portrayed in computer Run AO seem to meet this criterion. 
How well does the simulation actually forecast the results achieved 
in practice? At first it was thought it would be possible to measure this. 
More Hkely what would be measured 1s how well the people preparing the 
planning input data for the SBU. did their job not how well the model 
computed the given input data. A II field II comparison of projected results 
to actual does not test the validity of the model. 
VI. SENSITIVITY 
Initial Conditions 
One of the important factors which must be checked is the sensitivity 
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of the model to initial conditions (12). Had the company been short of 
cash rather than in a "strong" cash position, the results would have been 
different. First, it may not have been possible to meet all of the boundary 
conditions and some conditions probably would have been relaxed (for 
instance the debt to equity ratio or dividend rate). In the way assets or 
profits from SBU operations reach the company profit and loss statement 
and balance sheet, the model is linear I with the changes resulting from 
modifications of the input easily estimated without running the model. 
For instance I if the profit of an SBU is increased by $1, 000 after taxes, 
this wlll result in an $800 increase in equity, a $200 increase in dividends, 
and an $800 change in some combination of an increase in investment or 
decrease in debt - - depending on what restrictions are in force. Whether 
such a change is significant or not is judgmental; the important thing is 
that the linearity of the computational portion of the model makes sensi-
tivity analysis easier. Such sensitivity analysis can of course be carried 
on by making an incremental change in the input and examining the result-
ing change by operating the model. But because of the way input variables 
enter the computation, this is unnecessary. Thus it is relatively easy to 
establish the effect of a change in anyone variable on the final output. 
Errors in Input 
The other sensitivity condition which normally should be explored is 
output changes which result if there are recording or transcribing errors 
in the input data. The remarks under the last sub-section are appropriate 
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here as well, and because the input variables enter in a llnear fashion, 
their effect can be easily computed by hand or by simple investigation 
using the model. 
VII. SUMMARY 
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The validation of the model was described using test data as well as 
real company data, the latter evaluated for the set of SBU market share 
options the company had chosen for itself. Although tests of reasonable-
ness and computational accuracy were applied, it was not useful to com-
pare actual resplts obtained in the field with the prediction of the model, 
because the variations in field results came from differences in SBU 
planning data, not from differences in the model. The validation of the 
model for the limited probability research was described in some detail. 
It was pOinted out the model is deterministic in nature (an evaluation 
. model) and not a probabilistic model using data drawn from distributions; 
however, some abbreviated probabilistic investigations were performed. 
A description of the SBU input data was presented and the results of 
the model using the "base case" data was presented as a base for dis-
cusslng sensitivity to initial conditions and err.ors in input. It was noted, 
because the variables entered the model in linear ways, it was relatively 
easy to establish the effeot anyone W'muld have on the final results, and 
this could be done either by hand computations or by running test cases 
through the model. It also was noted different assumptions of initial 
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balance sheet conditions, particularly cash, can have a significant :effect 
on company results in the ensuing years. 
The next chapter discusses the results of the research program describ-
ed -in Chapter II and analyzes the large number of situations which were 
investigated. 
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CHAPTER N 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
I. OVERVIEW 
This chapter discusses the results of the research program described 
in Chapter II and presents a summary of the cases run on the computer. 
Analysis of results obtained for each of the six policies and five measure-
ment criteria investigated is presented, assuming each policy is independ-
ent. Later there is a short explo ration of the joint effects between the 
debt to equity ratio and the dividend policy, using the present value of 
shareholder equity as a measurement criterion. Results from the limited 
investigation into probabilistic effects are also presented. 
There are a number of results and conclusions examined in detail in 
the chapter, some of which follow. Dividends decrease the rate at which 
a company can grow, because dividends consume cash which then cannot 
be used for funding new opportunities. The limit on debt to equity ratio 
has a predictable and extensive influence on the rate at which a company 
can grow if the optimum set of SBD are restricted, but if there is sufficient 
cash available to fund the best set of SBD options, the ratio does not have 
such an effect. Aggressive growth in market share requires considerably 
more cash than does a strategy of managing for stability. However, over 
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the long run aggressive growth may generate more cash than does a policy 
of maintaining a stable market share. A particularly goad use of the model 
would be in the evaluation of candidates for acquisition. The model is a 
great arithmetical ald because many 10£ the computations, although simple 
in form, are complicated by their large number and the restrictions placed 
on the balance sheet. 
Other results are mentioned, most importantly the effect of using 
return on assets employed as a measurement criterion: it seems this may 
~nduly restrIct the future earnings of the corporation. Some results of 
using the algorithm for finding the restricted optimum set of SBU market 
share options are mentioned, including the technique employed with the 
interactive computer program. 
A great deal more data is available in computer outputs found in 
Appendix C than can be presented in the written discussion in this chapter 
-- in fact, a complete analysis of each attempted case could be a com-
plete chapter. Hopefully, essential aspects of each case are presented 
in sufficient depth to emphasize important differences. 
II. THE CASES EXAMINED 
Developed to handle cases where all values of the input data are 
assumed to be deterministic, the model does not handle situations where 
certain variables are assumed to be drawn from probability distributio ns. 
While a limited investigation into the probabilistic effects is presented, 
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it is carried neither to an optimal solution nor a conplete evaluation. This 
chapter d.i.scusses two complete types of cases. In the simplest case, 
the market share strategies to be evaluated are given, with the resulting 
corporate balance sheet calculated, the restraints applied I and the SBU 
market share options assumed to meet the imposed restraints. If the re-
straints cannot be met, it is assumed sufficient equity can be raised. This 
option is economical to run, giving indicative values whUe seeking inform-
ation about the effects of using specific strategies. 
The second type of case is more complex, using the optimization 
routine to obtain the set of SBU and their market share strategies which 
maximize a specific measurement criterion within given restraints. This 
case does use much more computer time, however, and hence is more 
costly to use. The run time is a function of the number of SBU, the time 
horizon, and how many cycles must be completed before the solution 
meets the restraints. In the case that the maximum solution does not 
violate the restraints, it takes about the same amount of computer time as 
the first type of case. 
The computer programs composing the computer model are found in 
Appendix B, and the listings may be used to duplicate or extend the results 
reported on here. It probably would be desirable, however, to reprogram 
them if a different computer is to be used. 
The real data and most aspects of the model have been discussed in 
previous chapters, and the computer printouts resulting from carrying 
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found in Appendix C. 
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The several computer runs made to examine the five measurement 
criteria called for in the research program are summarized in Tables XVIII 
through XX of Appendix C I and are discussed in the appropriate sections of 
this chapter. As can be seen from Tables XVIII through XX and Figure 7, 
it was possible to reduce the number of runs significantly, using one 
optimal run as a comparison base. Because the company generated suffi-
cient cash, it did not need to seek a restricted optimum in a large number 
of cases. 
Investigation of all policies with all measurement criteria was un-
necessary. U sing the present value of shareholder equity as a measure-
ment criterion, PoUcies III through VI were investigated. The analysis 
would not have been changed appreciably by selecting the optimum SBU 
market share option resulting from other measurement criteria, because 
they gave very similar optimum sets. For the SBU market share options 
which resulted in the optimum for each measurement criterion, see Table 
XXI in Appendix C. 
Three mea surement criteria were found to have the same optimum set, 
further reducing the number of separate computer runs. As can be seen from 
Figure 7 and Tables XVIII through XX, these cases were I, III and IV --
namely, the present value of shareholder equity, growth in total assets, 
and total assets. While there should be no reason for these to always 
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Policies 1 
- The Dividend Policy 
II - The Debt to Equity Ra tio Policy 
III - The Policy on Pricing to Obtain Market Share 
IV - Effect of Managing the SBU for Growth; Stability; Liquidation 
v - The Effect of Limiting SBU Assets 
VI - The Effect of Acquiring SBU with Specific Characteristics 
I 
Measurement Criteria 
C~SE I Present Value of Shareholder Equity 
CASE II Growth in Earnings per Share 
CASE III Growth in Total Assets 
CASE IV Ending Total Assets 
CASE V Growth in Sales 
1 For a discussion of the policies and measurement criteria see 
Chapter II and Appendix A. 
Figure 7. PoliciEs and measurEmEnts inVEstigated in the research. 
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result in the same optimum set, they probably are highly correlated in many 
cases. For the specific data set being investigated they simply resulted 
in the same set of SBU options. 
III. THE DIVIDEND POLlCY 
The evidence seems rather conclusive that the dividend policy has a 
significant effect on the long-run success of an enterprise. But this 
statement must be qualified -- as must most conclusions in this report --
because the results are for the particular enterprise urider investigation. 
Other company situations could show somewhat different findings. 
The computer output for this investigation is labeled AI, A2, B I, B2 I 
El, and E2 in Table XVIII. Using the five measurement criteria to investi-
gate how the optimal values changed for different dividend rates, the divi-
dend policy was explored. Table III records the results of the computer 
runs. Over the ranges investigated, the growth in sales was not affected 
by changes in dividend policy because the optimum set of SBU market 
share options was not restricted. Hence, the same market share options 
were being pursued. 
Because the optimal set of SBU market share options was changed I 
the effects are those which are independent of the SBU operations. With 
the same operating units therefore producing the same profits I it is seen 
that company management can Significantly influence the results by 
changes in the dividend policy, 
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Criteria 
TABLE III 
OPTIMUM VALUES OF THE MEASUREMENT 
CRITERIA AS INFLUENCED BY 
THE DIVIDEND POLICY 
Dividend Rate 
a s a Percent of Earnings 
70 
10% 20% 30% 
Present Value of Shareholder 
Equi tyl (millions of $) 167.2 159.4 153.1 
Growth in Earnings Per Share (%) 2 67.9 64.2 59.7 
Growth in Total Assets (%) 2 73.0 65.8 57.9 
Ending Total Assets (millions of $) 103.6 98.1 93.3 
Growth in Sales (%)2 55.1 55.1 55.1 
1 If the present value of equity 1s adjusted downwards for equity 
sales made and this effect is removed, the numbers are, 167.2, 158.1, 
149.2. 
2 See Appendix A for definition of growth. 
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Dividends are paid out of equity. This is why the present value of 
shareholder equity (as well as some of the other criteria) are affected to 
such a large extent. For the case using a 20% dividend rate and the share-
holder equity as a criterion, the cash paid out in dividends totaled 
$10,716 million for the five-year period. This is a significant amount of 
money to withhold from investment, when assets at the beginning of the 
first year total only $59 million. 
N. THE DEBT TO EQUITY RATIO POLICY 
The effect of debt to equity ratio policy on the present value of share-
holder equity is minimal, unless the market share options are changed. 
But as shown in Section IX of this chapter, such a change does materially 
reduce shareholder equity. 
The computer output for this investigation is labeled AI, A3, Bl, B3, 
El, and E3 in Appendix C, and the debt to equity ratio policy was explored, 
using the five measurement criteria and investigating how the optimal 
values changed for different debt to equity ratios. Note in Table IV which 
records the results of the computer runs, that the present value of share-
holder equity is given in both an adjusted and unadjusted form. The 
adjusted value is found by removing the present value of the new equity 
purchased from the unadjusted value shown. While this is done to give a 
better comparison because equity could have, in other cases, been 
purchased, it was not necessary to meet the restrictions. 
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TABLE IV 
OPTIMUM VALUES OF THE MEASUREMENT 
CRITERIA AS INFLUENCED BY 
THE DEBT TO EQU ITY RATIO 
Measurement Debt to Equity Ratio 
Criteria 
.45 .50 
Present Value of Shareholder 
Equity 1 (mlllions of $) 171. 5 167.2 
Growth in Earnings per Share (%)2 53.1 56.8 
Growth in Total Assets (%)2 66.4 66.2 
Ending Total Assets (millions of $) 98.5 98.3 
Growth in Sales (%)2 55.1 55.1 
72 
.60 
159.4 
64.2 
65.8 
98.1 
55.1 
1 If the present value of equity is adjusted downwards for equity 
sales made and this effect is removed, the numbei..s are, 158.7,158.5, 
158.1. 
2 See Appendix A for definition of growth. 
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Again, growth in sales was not changed by changes in the debt to 
equity ratio over the range investigated. Had the optimal set of SBU 
market share options changed, because balance sheet restrictions could 
not be met by raising new equity I sales growth would also have been 
reduced by a reduction in the debt to equity ratio. 
The present value of unadjusted shareholder equity is significantly 
larger for low debt to equity ratios than for large ratios, because in the 
model new equity is raised to meet the debt to equity restriction. After 
the present value of this new equity has been removed, there is very 
73 
little difference apparent; almost all of the difference would be removed 
if the effect of the new equity is also reduced by the amount it increases 
earnings. Therefore I the increase in shareholder equity, for the reduced 
debt to equity ratio in Table IV, is viewed as a spurious result. But it 
must be recognized that shareholder equity would be significantly reduced 
if a restricted set of market share options were required. 
Because a different number of shares are outstanding in each case, 
the growth in earnings per share is deceiving. If actual earnings are 
considered, earnings show very nearly the same pattern as do assets. 
The conclusion reached above holds that the effect of the debt to equity 
ratio depends on whether it restricts the optimum set of SBU options. Its 
effect on the balance sheet seems to be minimal for the company under 
investigation, since in the range shown the same set of SBU options are 
in use. 
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V. THE POLICY ON PRICING TO OBTAIN MARKET SHARE 
The computer output results for this investigation are labeled AI, A4, 
and AS, in Appendix C, and the effect of pricing to obtain market share was 
investigated by evaluating the set of SBU market share options which gave 
the largest, medium, and minimum market share. While Table V compares 
results for the optimum values of the five measurement criteria used, Table 
VI provides a comparison for other important operating criteria. The data 
in Table VI is for the final year of operation in the planning period, and 
was chosen as a way of comparing alternatives, and as a way to answer 
questions about the long range results. 
The comparison of profits in the final year among the market pene-
tration cases is particularly Significant. Another important effect is that 
under low market penetration, more cash is generated ($13.7 million) than 
under high penetration ($8.3 million). In the first instance, market 
position is being liquidated; in the second, cash is being invested into 
inventories .. receivables and other assets to produce the grot"!th. 
It seems a policy to increase market share (frequently done through 
pricing) results in a significantly stronger company. This conclusion is 
justified by the fact that most of the measurement criteria are more favor-
able for maximum market share penetration case than for the minimum market 
share penetration case. It does, however, require Significantly more cash. 
VI. THE EFFECT OF MANAGING FOR GROWTH STABILllY OR LIQUIDATION 
The effect of managing the SBU for growth, stability I or liquidation 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT CRITERIA 
FOR A WIDE RANGE OF MARKET 
SHARE PENETRATION 
Measurementl Optimum Max. Mkt. Med.Mkt. Min.Mkt. 
Criteria Value Share Value Share Value Share Value 
Present Value of 
Shareholder Equity 159.4 158.4 152.3 !l8.5 
(mlllions of $) 
Grow th in Ear~ing s 
per Share (%) 64.2 63.0 31.4 -13.7 
Growth in 2ota1 
Assets (%) 65.8 65.2 56.1 18.3 
Ending Total Assets 
(millions of $) 98.1 97.3 90.5 67.4 
Growth in Sales 
(%) 2 55.1 55.1 26.1 -14.3 
1 All of the runs were made with a dividend rate of 20% 
and a debt to equal ratio of 0.60. 
2 See Appendix A for definition of growth. 
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TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF KEY OPERATING 
CRITERIA FOR A WIDE RANGE 
OF MARKET SHARE 
PENETRATION, 
Measurement * Max.Mkt. Med.Mkt. Min.Mkt. 
Factor Share Share Share 
Sales in Final Year 
(millions of $) 114.2 90.5 58.0 
Debt to Equity 
Ratio in Final Year .29 .31 .44 
Return on Equity in 
Final Year (%) 19.6 16.7 14.5 
Dividends/share 
in Final Year .59 .47 .28 
Total Cash 
Genera ted (in 8.3 14.6 13.7 
millions of $) 
Cash Held as Invest-
ment in Final Year 16.4 22.9 23.5 
(millions of $) 
Profit in Final Year 
(millions of $) 13 .5 10.7 6.3 
* All of the runs were made with a dividend rate of 20% and a 
debt to equal ratio of 0.60 and the set of SBU options which are optional 
for measurement criteria 1. 
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is very similar to the policy used in the investigation of market penetration. 
- Tables V and VI should be considered for this case as well, and many of 
the same conclusions can be reached as found in the previous section. One 
significant difference 1 n interpretation between the two sections is the 
amount of cash available for investment in the final year of the study 
period. If it 15 desIrable to accumulate a large amount of cash for such 
purposes as acquisition or hedge against depreSSion, a company might be 
less aggressive about obtaIning increased market share. Although it seems 
almost trite, a stable strategy toward market share increases cash reserves. 
VII. THE EFFECT OF LIMITING SBU ASSETS 
The computer output results for this section are labeled AI, A4, AS. 
and A6, In Appendix C. While much of the Information for the analysis of 
this section is also contained in Tables V and VI, more information was 
developed to help analyze this case, using the model to evaluate a set 
of SBU market share options which had greatly reduced assets. One SBU, 
Number 18, Is slgnlflcantly larger than the others and Is very profitable 
with a large return on assets, as shown by the input data found in 
Appendlx D. The model was run assuming all SBU, except Number 18, 
were liquidated and the cash brought Into the balance sheet. The aggres-
sive market share option of Number 18 was used, however. Tables VII 
and VIII are the same as Tables V and VI, except that the results of run 
A6 have been added to the right-hand column. 
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TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT 
CRITERIA FOR A WIDE RANGE 
OF MARKET SHARE 
PENETRATION 
78 
Measurement 1 
Criteria 
With'Greatly 
Optimum Max.Mkt. Med.Mkt. Min.Mkt. Reduced 
Value Share Value Share Value Share Value Assets 
Present Value of 
Shareholder Equity 159.4 158.4 152.3 !l8.5 142.2 
(millions of $) 
Grow th in Earning s 
per Share (%) 2 64.2 63.0 31.4 -13.7 24.8 
Growth in !otal 
Assets (%) 65.8 65.2 56.1 18.3 50.2 
Ending Total Assets 
(millions of $) 98.1 97.3 90.5 67.4 79.5 
Growth in Sales 
(%)2 55.1 55.1 26.1 -14.3 26.1 
1 All of the runs were made with a dividend rate of 20% 
and a debt to equal ratio of O. 60 . 
2 See Appendix A for definition of growth. 
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TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF KEY OPERATING 
CRITERIA FOR A WIDE RANGE 
OF MARKET SHARE 
PENETRATION 
WitthGreatly 
Mea surement 1 
Factor 
Max.Mkt. Med. Mkt. Min.Mkt. Reduced 
Share Share Share Assets 
Sales in Final Year 
(millions of $) 114.2 90.5 58.0 38.2 
Debt to Equity 
Ra tic in Final Year .29 .31 .44 .33 
Return on Equity 1n 
Final Year (%) 19.6 16.7 14.5 15.5 
DiVidends/Share 
in Final Year .59 .47 .28 .39 
Total Cash 
Generated in 8.3 14.6 13.7 35.8 
Millions of $ 
Cash Held as Invest-
ment in Final Year 16.4 22.9 23.5 44.5 
(millions of $) 
Profit in Final Year 
(millions of $) 13.5 10.7 6.3 8.9 
1 All of the runs were made with a dividend rate of 20% and 
a debt to equal ratio of 0.60 and the set of SBU options which are 
optional for measurement criterion" 1. 
79 
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The results reflect things expected to happen, were large amounts of 
assets changed into cash and the cash invested. But the earnings are 
modest by comparison, despite the fact a great deal of cash is invested, 
because the pretax return on invested cash is assumed to be only eight 
percent (8%), while after-tax return on equity is found to be 15.5%. The 
results, with just the aggressive option of SBU Number 18 present, are 
superior to the results of the entire set of SBU using the least aggressive 
option, and the results demonstrate how one superior SBU can contribute 
a great deal to the profitability of a company. The single SBU shows how 
a company, in divesting many of its less profitable assets, could make a 
very acceptable return ($8.9 million in profit, which is only $4.6 million 
less than with maximum market share), and have $28.1 million more cash 
available for acquisition or other corporate purposes. This mayor may not 
be desirable for anyone company, but the possibility of obtaIning such 
results may be of a great interest, showing as they do the flexibility 
of the model. 
VIlI. THE EFFECT OF ACQUIRING SBU WITH SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS 
The computer output results for this investigation are labeled Al and 
A7, and the 'effect was investigated by again using the extraordinarily 
large results from SBU Number 18. Four runs in total are used to draw 
conclusions about this effect; these runs contain the four possible values 
of market share options for S BU Number 18 which are 0, 1, 2. and 3 
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respectively. The run with market share option equal to zero is considered 
to be the case of a company which wants to acquire a new SBU, and each 
of the alternatives using market share options 1, 2, and 3 are then con-
sidered for the effect on the financial results of the company after the 
acquisition of one of the three 11 new" SBU. Table IX summarizes the 
results of the four cOlQPuter runs I where some interesting statistics re-
sulted. The runs were made using the present value of shareholder equity 
as the maximization criterion, and show that future aspects of the company 
could be greatly improved by option 1 or 2 and would be helped by option 
3. It is beyond the scope of this research to speculate on the price at which 
the acquisition could be made, and the decision-making group of the company 
must determine the price they are willing to pay to become a company with 
the characteristics shown for the combined companies. Thus, although a 
great deal more analysis would be required to determine if the acquisition 
is practical, the technique demonstrated here could be of great value. The 
probabilistic techniques described in Section X of this chapter would also 
be of value, and although they do not go to sufficient depth to be comparable 
wi t h the results shown in Table IX, they would be useful in an acquisition 
analysis. 
IX. A CONSIDERATION OF JOINT EFFECTS 
The computer output results for this investigation are labeled Jl 
through Jl3 and AI: A2: and A3. As described in Chapter II, an investi-
R
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TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF KEY OPERATING RESULTS WHEN AN SBU WITH 
SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS IS ACQUIRED 
Measurement 
Criteria 
Present Value of Shareholder 
Equity (millions of $) 
Growth in Earnings per Share (%) 
Growth in Total Assets (%) 
Ending Total Assets (millions of $) 
Growth in Sales (%) 
Sales in Final Year (millions of $) 
Debt to Equity Ratio in Final Year 
Return on Equity in Final Year (%) 
DiVidendS/Share In Final Year ($) 
Total Cash Generated (millions of $) 
Cash Held in Final Year (millions of $) 
Profit in Final Year (millions of $) 
Company Without Company With Company With Company With 
SBU#18 SBU#18-1 SBU#18-2 SBU#18-3 
103.8 159.4 156.1 124.9 
444.2 61.2 45.7 31.5 
28.0 65.8 62.2 34.0 
60.2 98.1 95.0 76.6 
73.5 54.2 49.8 43.0 
76.6 114.8 111.5 98.1 
.42 .29 .30 .40 
12.8 19.6 18.3 19.6 
.21 .60 .54 .43 
-0.6 7.9 7.9 -L3 
9.3 16.0 16.1 8.2 
4.9 13.6 12.2 9.7 
'" N 
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gation of the joint effects between the two strategic policies, debt to 
equity ratio and dividend rate, were carried out, and Table X and Figure 
8 summarize the results. The results were obtained using the present 
value of shareholder equity as a maximization criterion for the various 
combinations of dividend rate and debt to equity ratio limits shown in 
Table X. Some of the combinations were n~t possLble within the restrict-
ions, and hence restricted optima were required for Runs J9 through Jl3, 
83 
the five most restrictive combinations. For the combinations where re-
stricted optima were required, there is an entry in Table X under the column 
labeled Present Value of Shareholder Equity of Liquidated SBU. The present 
value of shareholder equity was adjusted by removing the present value of 
new equity sales, because if required I new equity could also have been 
raised. To render the cases comparable, it was desirable to make such 
an adjustment. 
Figure 8 demonstrates that the present value of shareholder equity 
(adjusted), is very nearly a plane in the three dimensions shown, except 
for the effect of incurring a restricted optima'll. The restricted optimum 
is quite probably less than a true optimum, but it is obtained by the 
operator of the model, as explained elsewhere. The operator must exercise 
judgment about which SBU should be reduced or liquidated, haslng such 
judgment on factors outside the modells assumptions. In any case, the 
restrictions force the true optimum to be less than the extended plane, 
which represents the present value of shareholder equity for the unrestricted 
optimum. 
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TABLE X 
THE PRESENT VALUE OF SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 
CORRESPONDING TO JOINT VALUES OF DEBT 
TO EQUITY RATIO AND DIVIDEND RATE 
(Thousal1ds of Dollars) 
Debt to Equity Dividend Present Value Present Value Present Value of 
Shareholder 
Equity of Liqui-
dated SBU 
Ratio Rate of of 
Shareholders Shareholders 
Equity Equity 
Unadjusted Adjusted 
0.3 0.1 179.5 165.8 4,431.1 
0.2 175.0 157.3 5,330.6 
0.3 162.7 143.2 8,203.2 
0.4 0.1 182.6 168.1 
0.2 174.2 158.9 866.7 
0.3 162.9 146.1 4,339.3 
0.45 0.1 177 .9 167.8 
0.2 171. 5 158.7 
0.3 165.1 169.7 
0.5 0.1 173.6 167.5 
0.2 167.2 158.3 
0.3 160.8 149.2 
0.6 0.1 167.2 167.2 
0.2 159.4 158.1 
0.3 153.1 149.2 
0.7 0.1 167.3 167.3 
0.2 158.1 158.1 
0.3 149.0 149.0 
84 
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Present Value 
of Shareholders 17. 
Equity (adj us ted) 
/ 
.. ,:1-
Debt to 
Equity Ratio 
/ 
Dividend 
Rate 
Figure 8. The present value of shareholders equity as a function 
of the debt to equity ratio and dividend rate. 
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Using Figure 8, it is possible to forecast the results of any combin-
ation of dividend rate and debt to equity ratio in the region where the 
function is linear, and hence no further investigation in that region is 
warranted.. Because the surface is not smooth, predicting the results of 
any given combination is difficult in the region where restricted optima are 
involved. Because of the integer nature of the probl ern, the surface is 
composed of a cluster of parallelepipeds subject to the choice of SBU 
options made by the operator of the model. 
X. THE PROBABILISTIC CASE 
As explained in Chapter II, the probabilistic research was confined to 
obtaining the mean and variance of the profit and of the cash flow distri-
butions as computed for a given set of SBU market share options. For 
cases in which the central limit theorem holds, the distribution found will 
be approximately normally distributed. A begim ing company balance sheet 
similar to Table XXII of Appendix D was used, in conjunction with the set 
of SBU market share options found when the present value of shareholder 
equity was optimized (Computer run AI, Table XXI). The beginning balance 
sheet had such large assets, compared with those required by the set of 
SBU used, that a large cash flow resulted in the first year. Because the 
input balance sheet represents given historical information, it was assumed 
to be a one-point probability distribution with variance zero, and therefore, 
the variance of the cash flows were less in the first year than in subsequent 
years. (Program ERP of Appendix B gives the precise definition of the tech-
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nique used.) 
The use of the output results in a real situation is rather obvious. The 
planner or decision-maker can gauge the likelihood of generating a certain 
level of profit and cash flow I and if this level is not sufficient, he may 
take steps to add other SBU, delete poorly performing SBU, Of act to 
reduce the possible variances in critical SBU. Computer output such as 
found in Tables XI through XIII and in Appendix C would be a good aid in 
making such decisions. 
Results for Assigned Three-Point Probability Distributions 
Table XI and computer Run PI record the results obtained for the arbi-
trarily assigned three-point probability distributions. Using the normal 
distribution and the results in the fifth year for the case in Table XI, it is 
found that 95.5% of the time (the mean plus or minus two standard devia-
tluns), the cash generated wlll lie in the range $4,003 <: cash flow < 
$15 / 903. In a similar manner 95.5% of the time the profit in the fifth 
year can be expected to lie!n the range of $12,360< profit <$15,946. 
The dispersion is so much less in the case of profit than it is in the case 
of the cash flow because of the number of sums required to obtain the 
total distribution for the cash flow. For a given year, twenty random 
variables need to be summed to find profit I inventory I receivables, net 
value of plant, and payables. To find total assets plus profit for a given 
year, these must be combined algebraically. To determine the cash flow I 
the assets for a given year must be subtracted from the assets of the 
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TABLE XI 
RESEARCH RESULTS OF THE PROBABILITY INVESTIGATION 
USING TWENTY ASSIGNED THREE-POINT 
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
(Thousands of $) 
Year Expected Variance of Expected Variance 
Cash Flow Cash Flow Profit in Profit 
32,901 3,20 x 106 9,456 5.51 x 105 
6,187 6.08 x 106 10,171 5.59xl05 
6,339 6.80xl0 6 11,222 6.20" 105 
8,363 7.83 x 10 6 12,841 7.49 x 105 
9,953 8.83xl0 6 14,153 8.08 x 105 
TABLE XII 
RESEARCH RESULTS OF THE PROBABILITY INVESTIGATION 
USING RANDOMLY GENERATED NUMBERS TO 
CHOOSE ONE OF TWENTY THREE-POINT 
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
(Thousands of $) 
Year Expected Variance of Expected Variance 
Cash Flow Cash Flow Profit in Profit 
32,718 8.92xl0 6 8,565 2.73xl06 
4,233 11.51 x 106 9,604 1.58 x 106 
7,711 12.72 x 10 6 10,965 0.80 x 106 
8,532 21.41 x 10 6 12,862 3.69 x 106 
9,809 19.87 x 10 6 13,724 2.00xl0 6 
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TABLE XIII 
RESEARCH RESULTS OF THE PROBABILITY INVESTIGATION 
WITH SBU NUMBER 18 LIQUIDATED IN YEAR ONE 
Year 
OF THE STUDY AND WITH ASSIGNED THREE-
POINT PROBIlBILlTY DISTRIBUTION 
(Thousands of $) 
Expected Variance of Expected 
Cash Flow Cash Flow Profit 
68,978 5.40xl0 6 2,140 
-466 1.49 X 106 2,853 
ll4 1.76 x 106 3,544 
1,222 2.;3xl0 6 4,427 
2,285 2.60xl0 6 5,505 
Variance 
in Profit 
16,389 
23,687 
31,157 
41,56l 
60,174 
previous year, with the profits of the given year added to this number. 
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Thus, while the profit of any year is the sum of only 20 distributions, the 
cash flow is the algebraic sum of as many as 189 distributions. Because 
the variances are added, even when the· means are subtracted I the dis-
persian of the resulting distribution has the opportunity to be much greater 
than the dispersion of the distribution for the profit value, even though the 
underlying probability distributions are assumed to be equal. 
Results for Randomly Assigned Three-Point Probability Distributions 
As discussed earlier there are 30 separate values requiring a probability 
distribution for each SBU market share option. Results in Table XI should 
be compared with those in Tabies XII in order to understand the results 
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of the investigation when the probability distribution associated with each 
value was chosen at random. The main difference between the two results 
is the size of the variance of the cash flow distribution. For example, in 
the fifth year 95.5% of the time the cash flow can be expected to lie in 
the range $889 'cash flow .c::::. $18,719. In a similar manner 95.5% of the 
time the profit should lie in the range $10. 896 ~ proflt..( $16.552. both 
of which have much larger ranges than found in the case of Table XI. 
The difference is very likely because of the dispersion of the distri-
bution assigned to SBU Number 18. As mentioned previously, SBU Number 
18 is very large compared with any of the other SBU. And as can be seen 
from Table XXVII of Appendix D, the distribution which was assigned to it 
(also Number 18 in the first case) has a variance equal to 0.0096, much 
smaller than the average of the variances of the entire set. When the 
distributions were chosen at random, it was thus likely some distributions 
with larger variances were assigned to some of the values of SBU Nurrber 
18, resulting in the differences observed. 
Results for a Reduced Set of SBD Options 
Table XIII is the result of using the same procedures as those depicted 
in Table XI, except that SBD Number 18 is assumed to have been liquidated 
in the first year, with this liquidation producing the large cash flow seen 
in the first year results. There are substantially lower profits expected 
from the reduced set of SBU. Thus, 95.5% of the time in the fifth year 
the cash flow should lie in the range -$2,405 ~cash How .c::::.S6,925 and 
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profit in the range $5,010 <. profit .( $6,000. The range of the cash flow 
overlaps with the range for the cash flows for the other two cases I but 
this is not true for the likely range of profits. 
Xl. OTHER RESULTS 
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A number of other results could be tabulated from the large number of 
runs performed,and the more important ones are discussed in the following 
subsections. Each balance sheet CQuid be the subject of an extensive 
financial analysis, but such a detailed discussion is not warranted. 
Comparison of Measurement Criteria 
Table XIV compares not only the values of the measurement criteria 
where they are optimized, but the cases where other measurement criteria 
are optimized as well. While results shown are for the ca se where the 
diVidend policy is being investigated, results for the debt to equity ratio 
policy would be very similar. As pointed out earlier, measurement criteria 
I, III, and IV resulted in the same optima.l set, a.nd the results are not 
duplicated in Table XIV. 
As shown in Table XIV, the results are very similar, even though non 
optimal values are being compared. In a similar manner as discussed in 
regard to Table III, an adjustment of the present value of shareholder equity 
is shown in Table XIV. There was no change in Measurement Criterion V 
(growth in sales), because over the range of investigation the changes in 
dividend policy did not result in a restricted optimum. 
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TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF ME~SUREMENT CRITER~ IN THE 
ANALYSIS OF DIVIDEND POLICY 
Mea sure U sed for Measurement Dividend Policy 
Optimization Criteria 10% 20% 30% 
Present Value of I 167.2 159.4 153.1 
Shareholder Equity 12 adjl 167.2 15B.I 149.2 
[[ 166. B 159.5 153.1 
[[ adj I 166.B 157. B 145.9 
V 166. B 159.2 152.9 
Vadjl 166. B 157.7 148.9 
[[ Growth in ~rnings 64.4 61.2 56. B 
Per Share 
[[2 67.9 64.2 59.7 
V 65.3 61. 9 57.5 
III Growth in Total Assets 12 73.0 65. B 57.9 
II 72.9 65.5 57.6 
V 72 .9 65.6 57. B 
IV Ending Total Assets 12 103.6 9B.I 93.3 
II 103.2 97.9 93.1 
V 103.4 9B.O 93.3 
V Growth in Sales 54.2 54.2 54.2 
II 50.2 50.2 50.2 
v2 55.1 55.1 55.1 
1 Adjusted by removing the effect of equity sales. 
2 Optimum value. 
1 
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The observation that the measurement criteria seem to give highly 
correlated results could be unique to the company being considered I or 
it generally could be true. There are only a few differences in SBU market 
share options among the optimum sets of each mea surement crtterion in 
Table XXI of Appendix C, and it seems the measurement criteria may pro-
duce very similar optimum sets and similar measurement results over a 
wide range of companies. The result should be investigated further. 
The Present Value of Shareholder Equity Divided by the Present Value of 
Net Assets Employed 
One computer run (PI) used as its measurement criterion for optimiza-
tion the present value of shareholder equity divided by the present value 
of net assets employed. Table XXI shows that the optimal set under this 
criterion differs significantly from those of the other five criteria. This 
conclusion is made based on the type of SBU market share options and the 
number of different SBU options appearing in the optimal set. 
A comparison of results for this measurement criterion with the results 
for the present value of shareholder equity is contained in Table YN. The 
comparison seems to indicate there could be a significant opportunity for 
investigation, as many companies today use some form of return on assets 
as a measurement factor (.5, lS, 21). Table YN demonstrates that equity 
divided by assets generates more cash over the study horizon, but that it 
generates only 85% as much profit in the final year. In addition, sales 
and growth in earnings per share grew more slowly. For the set of measures 
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TABLE 10l 
COMPARISON OF KEY OPERATING RESULTS FOR TWO 
WIDELY VARYING MEASUREMENT CRITERIA 
94 
Measurement 
Criteria 
Present Value of Present Value of Share-
Shareholder EqUit} holder Equity divided 
by the Present Value 
of Net Assets l 
Present Value 0 f Shareholder 159.4 154.3 
Equity (millions of $) 
Growth in Earnings Per Share (%)2 61. 2 40.4 
Growth in Total Assets (%)2 65.8 60.5 
Ending Total Assets (millions of $) 98.1 93.2 
Growth in Sales {%} 2 54.2 46.8 
Sales in Final Year (millions of $) ll4.8 105.3 
Debt to Equity Ratio in Final Year (%) .29 .30 
Return on Equity in Final Year (%) 19.6 17.6 
Di vidends/Share in Final Year .60 .51 
Total Cash Generated (millions of $) 7,9 9.2 
Cash Held as Investment in Final 16.0 17.4 
Year (millions of $) 
Profit in Final Year (millions of $) 13.6 ll.5 
1 A dividend rate of 20% and a debt to equity limit of 0.6 were used. 
2 See Appendix I for a definition of growth. 
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compared in the company investigated, a significantly different company 
results from the use of the present valus of shareholder equity divided by 
the present value of net assets as a measure of success. This result 
should be investigated in much more depth and for several other measure-
ment criteria. 
The Company-Selected Set of SBU 
This subsection compares the results of using the company-selected 
market share options with an optimal set found for the present value of 
shareholder equity shown in Table XVI. The company-chosen set (computer 
Run AO) is discussed in Chapter III. As seen in Table XXI, there is not a 
large number of differences in the SBU market share options chosen. While 
the resulting values shown in Table XVI are not very different from optimum, 
the profit in the last year of the planning horizon is only 89% of the opti-
mum profit. There seems to be a difference significant emough to warrant 
investigation by the company. 
There may be perfectly good operating reasons beyond the ones con-
sidered in the model for using the market share options chosen. The 
optimal solution, however, does show that another set of options could be 
crnsidered and that it is feasible within the restrictions specified. But 
the model would be of value even if such an evaluation were its only use. 
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TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF KEY OPERATING RESULTS FOR THE 
COMPANY SELECTED CASE AND AN OPTIMAL CASE 
96 
Measurement 1 
Criteria 
Present Value of Company Selected 
Shareholder Equity Market Share Options 
Optimal Case If Base Case" 
Present Value 0 f Shareholder 
Equi ty (millions of $) 159.4 156. a 
Growth in Earnings Per Share (%)2 61.2 46.7 
Growth in Total Assets (%)2 65. B 61. B 
Ending Total Assets 9B.l 94.7 
(millions of $) 
Growth in Sales (%) 2 54.2 46.3 
Sales in Final Year 114.B 108.9 
(millions of $) 
Debt to Equity Ratio 
.29 .30 
in Final Year 
Return on Equity in 19.6 1 B. 3 
Final Year (%) 
Dividends/Share in Final Year .60 .54 
Total Cash Generated 7.9 9.4 
(millions of $) 
Cash Held as Investment 16.0 17.6 
in Final Year (millions of $) 
Profit in Final Year 13.6 12.2 
(millions of $) 
1 A dividend policy of 20% and a debt to equity limit of 0.6 were used. 
2 See Appendix I for a definition of growth. 
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XII. RESULTS WITH RESTRICTED OPTIMA 
The operation of the model when a restricted optimum 1s required uses 
program ER6 of Appendix B, and this function of the model has been dis-
cussed in Chapter II and Appendix A. The operator must decide which SBU 
market share options are to be changed or liquidated to meet the balance 
sheet restrictions. Computer runs )9 through )13 of Appendix C exemplLfy 
specific cases where it was necessary to obtain a restricted quasi-optimal 
solution for the conditions being tested. The sequence of events leading 
to a solution may be followed on the computer run sheets cited. 
As indicated in Appendix A, the algorithm for obtaining the optimum 
requires moving from the unrestricted optimum to the restricted optimum, 
replacing the one set of SBU options with another set of SBU options which 
reduce the value of the measurement criterion by the least amount. Althoqgh 
this can probably be done mechanically in order to obtain a mechanical 
optimum, the modellCbes not encompass all of the factors influencing the 
measurement criterion. Hence, the mechanical solution is probably not 
as satisfactory as the operator-selected solution. slnce judgment in this 
process is very important. Llquidation generally is necessary and some 
SBU may be much easier to liquidate in practice than others, and it is 
therefore important for the operator to be able to designate which SBU are 
to be liquidated. The number of liquidations involved will be important 
in a practical application of the model, as it may be easier to liquidate 
one large SBU than to liquidate several small ones. 
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Table XVII (from computer run WI) is produced as an aid to the opera-
tor in choosing which SBU can be liquidated with the least effect on the 
measurement criterion. The entries in Table XVII are found by using 
program PR9 on the intermediate files produced by the first major section 
of the model (program ER2) for each measurement criterion to be considered. 
The table shows the amount the criterion will be reduced, for the present 
value of shareholder equity, if the SBU in question is liquidated from the 
optimum set of SBU. For example, the first SBU which should be considered 
for lLquidation is Number 10, because it makes the smallest contribution 
($386) to the measurement criterion. Number 3 ($449) should be second, 
but only after Number 10 has been restored to the evaluation set. Other-
wise, the two would have been liquidated, and the total reduction would 
be the sum of the two values in question ($835) -- more than SEU Number 
14 ($566), which should be the next step in order. 
In the operation of Run J9 of Appendix Cline 2 as an example, the 
computer prints a number -2621, which is the dollars of equity still to be 
raised to meet the restrictions. It is possible to develop a computer 
program to print the amount by which the needed new equity will be reduced 
if certain SBU market share options in certain years are liquidated, but 
this was not done as part of the research. If it were, such a list could be 
used as a guide in conjunction with Table XVII to help the operator make 
reasonably efficient decisions about liquidation. More work needs to be 
done to develop such a program and table. However, because it depends 
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TABLE XVII 
THE AMOUNT BY WHIC H THE PRESENT 
VALUE OF SHAREHOLDER EQUITY 
WILL BE REDUCED IF A GIVEN 
SBU IS UQUIDATED 
SBU Amount of Reduction SBU Amount of ReductLon 
Number (Thousands of $) Number (Thousands of $) 
4,431 11 2,931 
1,323 12 2,167 
449 13 931 
4 1,128 14 566 
5 3,164 15 2,904 
6 5,300 16 667 
7 763 17 575 
8 1,656 18 39,811 
867 19 1,598 
10 386 20 615 
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OJl which measurement criterion is being used, and on which restrictions 
are in effect, the reduction in required equity can be changed significantly. 
XIII. SUMMARY 
Each of six policies were analyzed in detail, as were the effect of 
five measurement criteria, and it was found the five measurement criteria 
gave very similar results. Some consideration was given to the results of 
joint effects between two of the polici.es. The substantially different 
results obtained using an optimization criterion, with assets in the denom-
ina tor, was examined I as was the difference between the company-chosen 
set and an optimal set of SBU market share options. 
A limited probability investigation was discussed, providing a probabi-
lity distribution of profit and of cash flow for a set of SBU being evaluated. 
Although the model was not programmed to use these distributions to find 
the optimal solution set and the resulting probable balance sheet, the work 
is considered to be a valuable base for further research. Finally, the use 
of the model to f1nd the quasi-optimum set of SBU market share options, 
when a restricted optimum was required, was explored, and some of 
possible aids to the operator in finding which market share options to 
liquidate were mentioned. 
The next,-chapter contains the findings and conclusions of the research, 
along with suggestions for other investigations. The constraints of the 
model are discussed, along with some tentative conclusions. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. OVERVIEW 
This chapter summarizes the conclusions obtained and mentions the 
advantages and constraints of the model and the approach. Some points 
are more conclusive than others, and those which are not conclusive are 
contained in a section of suppositions. An important subsection of the 
chapter deals with problems which would seem to warrant further investi-
gation. 
The use of the model is explored, as Is its value as a device for 
obtaining insight into the results o~ managing SBU in selected ways. The 
value of the several measurement criteria for optLmization 1s highlighted, 
and the similarity of t."e results obtained using the criteria is mentioned. 
The success of procedures developed in this research for improvIng 
the methods of selecting SBU to be included in a company portfolio is 
commented on. It is suggested that the simulation model should be used 
in a supporting role to company management, and the poliCies which seem 
to be best suLted for simulation are indicated. 
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II. ADVANTAGES AND CONSTRAINTS 
This section discusses the advantages and constraints of the model, 
but the suppositions or tentative results of the research and other investi-
gations of interest are i:)Und in the next sections. 
Advantages of the Model 
The advantages of the model are made most apparent by the uses to 
which it can be put and its flexibility with a wide range of investigations. 
Perhaps the most important advantage of the model Is to support the plan-
ning process by helping gain insight into the future through evaluating 
alternative scenarios and" playing what if games". Thus it can be used 
to investigate the effect of changing assumptions about the business 
environment. 
The model is quite Uexible, as can be seen from the very wide choice 
of input data, restrictions, and company specification which can be used. 
A particularly good use of the model would be in the evaluation of acquisi-
tion possibilities. This can be done with relative ease by considering 
an existing company as one SBU and the acquisition candidate as other 
SBU. The various market share options can be alternative assumptions 
about the acquisition candidate. Of course, if funding the new acquisition 
requires divestiture, the present company would have to be partitioned, 
though probably not into all of its component SBU. 
Another use of the model is to help select the optimum set of SBU 
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market share options from those available. This is particularly useful 
when the company resources are not sufficient to fund all of the opportuni-
ties presented for consideration. The model is sufficiently flexible to do 
this for several measures of success, and hence the model can be used 
either to evaluate a selected set of SBU options or to find an optimal set. 
The model is valuable in computing the mean and standard. deviation 
of the distribution of after-tax profit and cash flow which result from a 
given set of SBU market share options. These are both useful numbers 
to the planner or decision-maker. With such numbers, actions can be 
taken to add or delete critical SBU, or to reduce the variation in certain 
key variables of an SBU I in order to help meet management objectives. 
Another go?d use of the model 1s to evaluate the effect of such strategic 
policies as debt to equity ratio, dividend rate, and growth rate, and hence 
the model is an aid to financial planning. 
The model is also a good arithmetlcal tool because many computations 
in financial planning can be performed by the model. Although Simple In 
form, these computations are complicated by their large number and the 
restrictions placed on the final balance sheet. Thus it is useful when a 
number of outcomes are posslble and numerous alternatives are to be 
evaluated. The model can also be used to evaluate the sensitivity of 
results to initial conditions or errors in the data, and with its capacity 
for rapid calculation, many changes can be made and the results computed. 
The model should be used in a supporting role. It is mechanistic in 
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nature, and although it can be used to establish the apparent feasibility 
of a set of market share options, management must look further and examine 
other factors before making decisions, because the model cannot possibly 
consider all of the variables. 
Constraints in the Model and Approach 
There are a number of constraints Of shortcomings in the model, some 
of which would also be constraints in other modeling efforts. One important 
constraint is the fact that the model is connected loosely with the outside 
business environment, and the optima found are less than global. Some of 
the factors which are ignored, and perhaps should be considered, are stock 
price, government actions, competitive actions, national laws I and the 
degree of any labor unrest. Some of these are taken into account when the 
elemental planning job for each SBU is performed, but the model has no 
means for taking these into account, once the consolidation of results has 
taken place. Of course, it is one of the jobs of management to review the 
output of the model for just such things. 
The SBU are assumed to be independent of each other. This generally 
is not wholly true, but can usually be taken into account, either by com-
bining SBU or by eliminating the effect of intercompany transactions. 
Further, the contribution of the SHU is assumed to be independent of 
corporate level expenses, which may not be totally true and must be com-
pensated for by allocating such expenses. 
While the fiexibiiity of the model is a definite advantage, it i.s also 
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a disadvantage because of the cost and difficulty in obtaining the required 
volume of input data. The complexity is likewise an advantage and a 
problem because it makes the model slow to execute, and the training 
and start-up costs, resulting from complexity, are burdensome. The 
concept of SBU generally is new in industry I and a certain amount of care 
must be used to be sure the S SU are properly formed and are not too large 
or too small. Of course, this problem can be argued to be an advantage, 
forcing as it does a degree of plannLng which otherwise might not have 
taken place. 
The choice of computer, and the computer language, could have been 
better f Although the choices were made for economical reasons I the per-
farmance of the model would have been better had the programming been 
done in the IBM language known as PL-l. Unfortunately, the more general-
ly known language, Fortran, was not available for timesharing software 
used. The Basic language, although it makes the programs more easily 
understood, does not have the power for data handling required of such an 
extensive model, and required a great deal of core storage. 
There are some other more detailed problems in the model approach. 
The model: 1) does not simulate operation within an SBU; 2) except to 
a limited degree assumes no probability distributlon for the input data: 
3) assumes the SBU are integer in nature: and 4) does not provide for the 
balance sheet restrictions or company specifications to vary with time. 
The optimization program was accomplished in two phases because of 
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a shortage of core storage I and this division of the programs caused several 
false starts. The computer run time was difficult to make acceptable for 
the restricted optima case, and a great deal of programming effort and 
time went into making the program operate in the space available. 
III. SUPPOSITIONS AND OTHER INVESTIGATIONS 
This sectLon discusses some suppositions of tentative conclusions 
and indlcates:.sOIre of the areas where further investigation would be use-
ful. Most of the suppositions are good areas for further research as well. 
The next section of this chapter discusses the conclusions which can be 
reached about the research. 
Suppositions 
There are a number of results which seem to be true, and there is 
indicative information which suggests certain others may be true, but 
which require further investigation. Such findings are contained in this 
subsection. Perhaps the most important of these is the possibility that 
return on assets may not be a desirable measure for the long-range success 
of a corporation. While the information was drawn from an example of only 
one company I for the company examined it was true. 
Another important supposition is that the five measures of success 
(present value of shareholder equity, growth in earnings per share, etc.) are 
very highly correlated. Even though the measures gave sllghtly different 
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results in the research, the fesults were very similar for the case studied. 
It seems aggressive growth will use more cash in the short run than 
will a less aggressive approach to growth, but the more aggressive 
approach will generate more profit and more cash in the long run. There 
are times when it may be appropriate to increase cash rather than attempt 
to grow more rapidly I and ooe of these times may be when an analysis of 
the risks involved shows that more rapid growth is not justified. Another 
may occur when it is the known policy of the company to accumulate cash 
for some purpose such as a hedge against depression, or for use in a 
possible acquiSition. 
When the 0 ptimal solutions were restricted I and less aggressive.-
market share options were required, the restricted optimal solution was 
not appreciably approached until an SBD was liquidated and the cash was 
entered into the balance sheet. There needs to be more study on the nature 
of the decision surface for problems of this type .. Of course, it is a function 
of the particular case involved, but it is interesting that the less aggressive 
9ptions made only small changes in the amount by which restrictions were 
violated until liquidation took place. 
Company management can act independently of the SBU and materially 
change the success level of the corporation by changing the dividend 
policy. It seems this is stronger than a supposition, but other supporting 
work with other companies would help to verify the result. 
It appears the debt to equity ratio does not particularly change the 
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success of the company until the optimum set of market share options are 
restricted. 
The present value of shareholder equity weights the near term results 
more heavily than long-range results I and as valuable as this measure 
seems to be I this effect must be considered further to be sure it provides 
desirable results. 
Other Investigations of Interest 
The ideas presented in this subsection, along with those in the supposi-
tion subsection above, are areas where further research work could be use-
fu!. 
An important area for further research would be an extension of the 
probability work started in this dissertation. It would be of particular 
value to complete the evaluation of a given set of SBU market share options, 
so that a balance sheet produced for the planning horizon would meet the 
restrictions at some stated level of confidence. 
Perhaps the most important area for further research not already 
mentioned is the effect on company success of other restrictions on the 
balance sheet. Among these are price at which equity can be raised, cash 
as a percentage of short term assets, and short term assets as a multiple 
of short term liabilities. 
Related to the point above is an investigation of the relationship be-
tween stock market results, dividend policy and company success. The 
model is related to the equity and stock market by the assumption that equity 
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can be raised at a certain value, but this needs further refinement before 
mechanically obtained restricted optima will be of great value. 
The company investigated was cash "rich" and work needs to be done 
with companies which are cash II poorH (that is where there are many com-
peting SBU options for the small amount of cash available). This may 
lead to a whole new range of suppositions and insight, for it seems 
reasonable that the concepts ?resented in this research are of more value 
for such cases. 
The effect of other factors such as tax rate, currency exchange limit-
ations, and risk of expropriation should be investigated. 
There could be more meaningful work done on devising guidelines 
for aiding the operator of the model in easily and accurately making good 
choices of SBU to remove from the optimal solution set when obtaining a 
restricted optimum. The amount of equity which must be raised is known, 
as is the amount which the balance sheet restrictions will allow. However, 
the amount of reduction in the unfulfilled requirement, which results from 
the liquidation of an SBU, is a function of the debt to equity ratio. 
Dividend rate measurement criteria and other corporate specifications 
could be computed in tabular form as a helpful aid to the decision-maker. 
More useful work can be done on investigating the value of acquiring 
speCific companies; ,particularly if it can be done with some of the SBU 
lumped into one" super" SBU to reduce complexity. This "reduced ll model 
would be of value for its efficiency of operation, which in turn could make 
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it a better tool forplanners and decision-makers for this specific purpose. 
The effects on company success by the discount factor I cost of 
capital, and other possible corporate expense such as advertising and 
research and development ace worth further investigation. 
Another area for possible investigation is the question of the effect 
that liquidating one SBU may have on other SBU In the company. They are 
assumed to be independent, but if adjustments have been made for inter-
SBU sales or if corporate expenses have been allocated, the independence 
assumption is not strictly true. The magnitude of the effects should be 
understood. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The principal problem of the research was to find a procedure to aid 
in the allocation of company resources to large operating segments of 
the company in such a way as to help satisfactorily achieve company 
objectives. The author belleves the methods examined in this research 
accomplish that objective. 
It is concluded that the methods presented have good potential for 
significantly increasing the cash generation and the efficiency of the 
investment process in a company. The procedure seeihs to be particularly 
valuable where used in a supporting role. It should be noted that, a t best, 
simulation and modeling only are supportive to decision-makers and should 
n ever take on a decision-making role, because there are many factors 
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(human and other) outside the assumptions of the model. 
The present value of shareholder equity is a useful measurement 
criteria, although, as mentioned previously, more research needs to be 
done to be sure the measure does not have unfavorable side effects. It 
seems there may be a high degree of correlation between the five measures 
investigated, and all gave a similar optimal set. However, it seems 
several of the measures should' be used together to aid in decision-making I 
focusing as they do on different aspects of the problem. 
The model is very flexible and can be used for a number of purposes, 
such as to evaluate a given set of SBU options or to find the optimum set 
of options for specified measurement criteria. It can be used in an inter-
active mode as an aid to decision-making, and is valuable for evaluating 
alternatives, performing arithmetical calculations, and as an aid in find-
ing feasible SBU option sets. 
It is concluded that the dividend policy has a strong effect on the rate 
at which a company can grow. The debt to equity ratio policy has its major 
influence when a restricted optimum is required, and when such is the 
case I it has a significant effect on which SBU options are included in the 
optimum set. 
The use of pricing to obtain market share indicates more aggressive 
options will generate more sales, use more cash in the short run, and make 
more profit. However I the higher risk associated with them mayor may not 
be acceptable. Essentially, the same results are noted from an investi-
gation of the policy of managing for growth stability I or liquidation except 
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that the less aggressive approaches accept a lower market share and profit 
in order to generate cash. 
For the purpose of acquisition, it appears SBU with specific character-
istics can be acquired to best meet the measurement criteria. The degree 
to which this is satisfied depends on the options available when the input 
data for the SBU are formulated. 
The simulation model is a valuable tool for examining the effect of 
those strategic policies which can be quantified. 
There are ranges of complexity where the procedures of this research 
are most applicable, as well as some very definite limitations. The first 
obvious limitation is the size, speed, and cost of the available computer 
hardware. For the computer and language used in this research, twenty 
SBU with three market share options each are a practical 11 mit, and perhaps 
fifty such SEU are a practical limit for the largest interactive programs. In 
any case, the limit on management's ability to orchestrate a much lar.ger 
set of SBU is questioned, although such corporate giants as ITT may be 
exceptions to the rule. Likewise, there is a lower limit on the number of 
SEU; even though the method is completely valid, the complexity is not 
sufficient to warrant the effort if there are too few SBU involved. Perhaps 
such a lower limit is approximately six SBU (a number which was chosen 
quite arbitrarily as a mater of the author's judgnent). 
A further conclusion is the SBU are good decision variables. It may 
be possible to develop a very similar methodology as used in this research 
fo'r other corporate structures, but the concept of SBU seems to present the 
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variables in a way which can be useful for analysis and decision-making. 
In any case, if a company Ls not involved in this type of modeling, 
perhaps it should be; it seems to greatly enhance the ability to choose 
good combinations of SBU market share options. 
V. SUMMARY 
The strengths, constraints, suppositions, recommended investigations 
and conclusions which represent the results of this research were presented 
in this chapter. The work has been found useful by the author, and it is 
his bellef the techniques presented here are a useful addition to knowledge 
of how the planning process in large corporations can be enhanced. The 
methodology presented here is but one tool, but 1t seems to be a powerful 
analytical device for evaluating alternatives and selecting those options 
which best meet company objectives. 
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APPENDIX A 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL TO CHAPTER II 
I. OVERVIEW 
This appendlx contains material which augments the research material 
found in Chapter II, and it should be read by anyone who is 1 nterested in 
gainIng a better understanding of the details of the simulation model. There 
are three major sections in this appendix, the first describes the input 
detail and data collec:t.ian forms, the second discusses the balance sheet 
restrictions during simulation, and the third discusses the measurement 
criteria and the development 0 f the 0 ptlmizatLon algorithm for each of the 
five measures used in the research. The material found here Is best read 
in conjunction with the discussion in Chapter II. 
II. INPU T DATA 
The discussion w hleh follows is organized around each of the five 
data input sheets which are required to specify a corporation composed of 
a number of SBU. Many of the items on the data sheets are self-explanatory 
and are not mentioned; however, some are not and these are described in 
more detail. Throughout the discussion, item number refers to the line 
number on the figure under discussion. 
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SBU Profit and Loss Statement 
Figure 9 (SBU Profit and Loss Statement) must be completed for each 
SBU market share option under investigation. Thus, 1n the case of the 
research reported, there were three market share options for each SBU and 
twenty SBU; the length of the study horizon was five years, and there-
fore, there were 150 data sheets to be completed. In abbreviated studies 
some of the items may not be needed, and if so the data collection phase 
can be somewhat simplified. WhUe most of the data entries are standard 
business items and need no explanation, a few should be explained. 
Item 9, equivalent fraction of contrLbution which is fully taxed, is 
used to account for the significant cash flows which occur when an SBU 
has tax-sheltered income. This can OOCUJ; for exampl~ when income is 
derived from a Section 931 company, which has special tax treatment 
under the law (40). (It should be noted tax losses carried forward, or tax-
sheltered income derived from certain types of corporate investments, 
should be accounted for in the data sheet of Figure 10.) Thus, if none of 
the contribution Is tax sheltered.!. 0 Is enetered (100%). but If some tex-
sheltered income Is Included, the fraction of line 8 which would be equi-
valent to no tax-sheltered income, 1s entered. For example, if line 8 
equals $1 mlllion and Includes $100,000 which Is taxed at one-half of 
the corporate rate, 0 .. 95 should be entered. 
Line 10, SBU market share(.,at year end, and line 13, market share 
strategy, are used together. Llne 10 is simply management's best guess 
for the percent of market obtained by the SBU using the strategy recorded 
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10 
Description 
Net Sales 
Cost of Sales 
Gros s Margin 
Selling Expense 
Engineering Expense 
Administrative Expense 
Other Income (Expense) 
SBU Contribution 
Equi valent fraction of 
contribution which is 
fully taxed 
SBU market share at 
year end 
11 SBU * 
12 End of Year * 
13 Market Share Strategy 
(l; 2 or 3) 
14 Blank 
15 End of Record Signal 
999, 777, 555, or 0 
~~. Data input sheet SBU profit and loss statement 
(in thousands of dollars). 
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in this input sheet and labeled as 1, 2, or 3 in Item 13. Conceptually, 
any number of strategies can be employed, but for practical purposes 
120 
the study in this paper is limited to three. The data designated on the 
input sheet should be management's best estimate of the SBU results 
expected from the market share stated in Item 10 and labeled in Item 13. 
Item 14 is left blank for space for expansion if other factors are dis-
covered which should be carried through the simulation. Item 15 is a data 
processing convenience to label the record as to end of file 999, end of 
year 555 I end of SBU within the year 777 I or otherwise zero. 
sau Assets and Liabilities 
Figure 11 records the assets associated with each SBU market share 
option for each year and corresponds to the data described in Figure 9. 
Because of differences in use during computer processing, the data are 
contained in different files, but conceptually they need not have been. 
Again, much of the data is usual accounting information and needs no 
particular explanation. 
Items 6.7, B f and 9 are supplied by the computer and are the result 
of simple formulas. Item 6 I total assets employed f is defined as the 
sum of inventory plus receivables plus plant and equipment. (Line 1+2+3). 
This definition is arbitrary and other combinations of assets could be used. 
Item 7, total net assets employed, L'S· Item 6 less accumulated depr.eciation 
Line 4. Item B is another measure of assets employed which is computed 
by subtracting payables Item 5 from Item 7. 
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Descrlption 
Total SBU Contribution 
Corporate Income (or expense) 
Interest to Service Debt 
Tax 
Net Profit after Tax 
Tax Rate on Fully Tax.€!d Income 
Equivalent Fully Taxed Income 
from SBU 
Interest Income from Investment 
Pre-tax 
Equi valent Fully Taxed Income 
End of Year * 
121 
Computer supplied 
(excluding investment 
of surplus cash) 
Computer supplied 
Computer supplied 
Computer supplied 
(fraction) 
Computer supplied 
Computer supplied 
Computer supplied 
~. Data input sheet abbreviated corporation profit 
and loss statement (in thousands of dollars). 
Item 9 is the after tax liquidation value of the company, at the end of 
the year designated I if the SBU is company owned I and it is set equal to 
zero_if it is not company owned; however, in.the simulation it was arbi-
tarily set equal to Item 8, but other values could have been used. 
Item 13 is identical to that in Figure 9 and connects the data in 
Figure 9 and Figure 11. For data processing convenience and to keep the 
record size exactly equal to IS, Item 10 and 14 are blank. They do, however, 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Description 
Average Inventory 
Average Receivables 
Average Plant, Equipment 
and Land 
Accumulated Depreciation 
for Line 3 
Average Payables 
Total Assets Employed 
Total Net Assets Employed 
Total Net Assets Employed 
after Payables 
After Tax Liquidation value 
of the SBU (If currently owned 
by corporation, otherwise zero) 
Blank 
SBU'if 
End of Year 'if 
Market Share Strategy 
(1, 2 or 3) 
Blank 
End of Record Signal 
(999, 777, 555, or 0) 
Computer calcu-
lated, need not 
be supplied 
Figure 11. Data Input sheet SBU assets and lIabilitles 
(in thousands of dollars). 
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allow for other data items if any are found necessary. 
1t must be noted that all inter SBU profit must be eliminated before 
entering data on forms of Figure 9 and 11. 
Abbreviated Corporation Profit and Loss Statement 
Figure 10 records the corporation profit and loss information; however, 
all but two lines are calculated by the computer from information supplied 
in Figures 9 and 11. Line 2 is the corporate income (negative if expense) 
which is derived from sources other than SBU. This type of entry occurs 
from corporate headquarter operations, royalty income, and other miscel-
laneous income or expense which is strictly related to corporate manage-
ment. Income from the investment of surplus cash, however I is handled 
separately by the computer within the simulation and should not be entered 
here. Line 6 is the corporate tax rate on fully taxed income. In the 
United States this tax rate is 50%, but it may vary from state to state 
depending on local taxes, and it is required for each year in the planning 
horizon. 
The formulas for the calculation of the computer supplied numbers are 
simple financial relations which lead to the after tax income of the corp-
oration, Line 5. 
Corpora te Balance Sheet 
I 
Figure 12 provides the beginning balance sheet entries for the simu-
lation , and this base data, along with the projected operating results 
J 
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Beginning of Year I 
Line" Assets Line" 
Cash 
Inventories 
Receivables 
Investments 10 
Plant, Equipment 
and Land 
Accumulated 
Depreciation 
11 Total Assets 12 
13 Shares of common stock outstanding 
14 Dividend declared on beginning 
number of shares (total $) 
15 Dividends per share 
Liabilities 
Payables 
Short Term Debt 
Long Term Debt 
Shareholder 
Equity 
Total Liabilities 
Computer- Supplied 
Computer Supplied 
Figure 12. Data input sheet corporate balance sheet 
(in thousands of dollars) . 
already discussed, is used to compute the future balance sheets which 
124 
are key to the simulation. Lines 11 and 12, total assets and totalliabi-
Hties respectively, must be equal by definition and lines 14 and 15 are 
computer supplied. UnHke the other input data sheets discussed, this 
form is required only once and need not be supplied for each succeeding 
year of t he planning horizon. 
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The calculation of succeeding years of the balance sheet is described 
in the sectlon on The Balance Sheet During Simulation, as found in this 
appendix. 
Corporate Operating Criteria 
Figure 13 is used to record corporate operating criteria which serve to 
lLmlt the size of some of the balance sheet items in the simulation as well 
as establish a base for some of the strategic questions raised. Most of 
the factors are self-explanatory and are well defined in financial literature. 
However I a few require explanation. 
Line 1, the discount factor, as establLshed by management as the pre-
tax value of the cost of capital to the firm. There are a number of articles 
relating to the definitions of this term (9), and it seems it can have a wide 
range of posslble values. It is at least equal to the bank rate for borrow-
ing money, but it is probably higher because excessive borrowing can 
"weaken" the balance sheet and increase the interest cost at which further 
borrowing can be done. If a company is making a speCific pre-tax profit 
on its present assets, and wants to maintain this value as a minimum, then 
the value of the discount factor should be at least equal to this profit rate. 
Its effect on the simulation results could be investigated and would be an 
interesting undertaking. However, for the purpose of this research it was 
set at 15%. 
Line 2 is the rule for declaring dividends. This, of course, is orily 
an approximation to reality for dividends, as declared by most boards of 
directors, seem to take into account other factors besides earnings; 
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4 
10 
Description 
Discount factor 15 
(Management established value 
equal to the pre-tax cost of 
capital to the firm) 
Di'"idends as a fraction of net 
profi t after tax 
Maximum debt to equity ratio 
Minimum current ratio (must 
be greater than 1) 
Minimum cash as a fraction of 
other beginning current assets 
Effective interest rate pre-tax 
on long and short term debt 
Return on corporate investments 
pre-tax 
Maximum acceptable dilu tien 
from equity sales (as a fraction 
of the current year's earnings/share) 
Number of times old earnings/share 
for which new equity can be raised 
Blank 
Figure 13. Da~a input sheet corporate speciHcatLons. 
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however I such a dividend rate is quite adequate to investigate the effect 
of changes in the dividend policy. 
Line 8, the maximum acceptable dilution from equity sales, limits the 
amount of new equity that can be raised by selling stock. r t is a manage-
ment . judgm.~nt factor: but i s required to restrict the balance sheet during 
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simulation. Line 9, the number of times last year' 5 earnings per share for 
which new equity can be raised, is a semi-automatic way of entering the 
sale price of a new issue of company stock. It has the same basis in 
practice however, as II earnings per share multiples" and is one way of 
judglng probable stock selling prices, thus restricting the simulation. 
It Is assumed the specifications established in Figure 13 hold for the 
entire planning horizon, and as a result only one input form 1s required. It 
was judged to be unnecessary to tnake the data vary with time, although 
they could, of course, be assumed to have a different value for each year 
in the planning horizon. The data processing program could have been 
made with this flexib1l1ty. It was arbl trarlly decided not to do so because 
of lack of information on how to meaningfully set such parameters, further 
complicated by the computing complexltip.s it would have introduced. 
III. BAIANCE SHEET DURING SIMUIATION 
This section describes the restrictions imposed on the balance sheet 
during simjllation as well as how some of the restrictions result in new 
balance sheet values. 
During the simulation cash in Figure 12, line 1 is adjusted to make 
assets balance liabilities. If the number is negative, investments line 4, 
Figure 12, will be liquidated. Or if insufficent investments are available, 
the debt or equity section will be increased to bring the cash value to an 
acceptable level as a fraction of other current assets if possible. Cash in 
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excess of a certain level is assumed to be invested at a specified rate 
of return at line 4, Figure 12,or by an alternate criterion to payoff debt, 
if any. 
Debt line 8 and 9, Figure 12, eLther short or long term is assumed 
to be equal to the previous year's value until after cash on line 1, 
Figure 12, is computed and investments liquidated; Then the short term debt 
(or as seen later I possibly long term debt or equity) is increased as above, 
to bring the cash level to a speCified fraction of other current assets. 
The amount of short term debt (Line 8, Figure 12) depends upon the 
smallest allowable current ratio as speCified on Line 4 of Figure 13. The 
remainder of debt required to meet the above criteria is long term debt 
(line 9, Figure 12). If in the meantime the debt to equity ratio exceeds 
line 3 of Figure 13, more equity 1s required, instead of increased debt, 
to raise cash to meet the above restrictions. 
Shareholder equity line 10 , Figure 12, equals beginning equity plus 
after tax profit line 5, Figure 10, minus dividends resulting from the calcu-
lation required by line 2, Figure 13, plus equity sales, if any, resulting 
from the restriction on the debt to equity ratio. The dilution from equity 
sales is limited as a fraction of the current year's earnings per share by "l 
management established criteria at line 8, Figure 13. The value of such 
equity sales is established at Hne 9, Figure 13. If the restrictions on 
equity sales cannot be met, a restricted optimal solution is required, and 
the techniques described in the section on restrict ed optimal solutions 
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must be employed. 
The other balance sheet accounts are computed from input data and, as 
such, influence the extent to which the boundaries established by restrict-
ions listed above are encountered. 
The computation of the other balance sheet lines is ~5 follows in 
Figure 12. Inventory line 2 of Figure 12 is the result of summing over all 
line l' 5 of Figure 11, for the year in question for the S BU market share 
assumptions being evaluated. Accounts receivable line 3 of Figure 12 is 
the result of summing over all line 2' s of Figure 11, for the year in question 
for the SBU market share assumptions being evaluated. 
Investment line 4 is computed as the result of a beginning value from 
the previous years balance sheet and is added to, or subtracted from, as 
required by the restrictions noted above. Plant, Equipment and Land line 
5 is line 3, Figure II, for the year in question and is summed over the 
SBU market share assumptions being evaluated. Depreciation line 6 is 
line 4, Figure II, and is summed in the same manner. Payables line 7 
is line 5, Figure 11, and is summed in the same manner. For precise 
and detailed formulation of these calculations and restrictions refer to the 
computer program in Appendix B. 
IV. THE. MEASUREMENT CRITERIA AND OPTIMIZATION 
This section discusses the more technical aspects of each of the 
measurement criteria used in the research. The principal algorithm for 
obtaining the solution to the integer programming problem is presented 
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under Case I and is referenced when the other four cases are discussed. 
Ca 5e I - Present Value of Shareholder Equity 
The mathematical expression for the objective function is described 
as follows: 
k different SBU 
m market share strategies for each SBU 
n years in the study horizon 
cost of capital factor chosen by management line 1, Figure 13 
Cj after tax profit of the corporation in year j, Figure 10, line 5 
Eo beginning shareholder equity from F.igure 12, line 10. 
Maximize the present value of shareholder equity (F): 
F = Eo + (1 + s)-n Ln + d!: (l + s)-j (C j - D j + Ej ) 
j=l 
Ln liqui.dation value of SBU at end of the final year in the study 
equity sales in year j 
dividends paid in year j, and the SBU embodied in Cj are the 
variables to be determined 
Subject to the constraints discussed in the previous section. 
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There are two difficult problems presented by this set of equations-. 
first, the contribution of the corporation C j is not only a function of SBU 
contribution. but is also a function of the cash available for investment by 
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the corporation in the past time period. The second is the integer nature 
of the problem introduced by the fact an SBU is either included or not 
included in the evaluation seL 
This system of equations is linear and the problem could probably be 
formulated as a linear integer programming problem, but the size of the 
problem would be too large for the interactivp. mode of the computer used 
in this research, and the amount of computer time involved even if the 
problem could be formulated I is probably excessive. 
For the above reasons, the nature of the problem was examined and 
a method of finding a quasi-optimum was discovered, which seems to be 
satisfactory for most cases. In practical problems I any set of the SBU 
being considered w ill frequently be a feasible solution because the company 
is operating and totally unreasonable sets would not be considered. Thus 
a method was devised for ordering the set of SBU and their market share 
strategies into a sequence which contributes the most to the present value 
of the shareholder equity. ,.he methodology for the other optimization 
criteria follow a similar technique and are discussed in succeeding sub 
sections. ) 
To develop a measure of success, it is necessary to determine, for 
each market share option for each SBU, the measure of value -(R) oLthat 
option to the corporation as measured by the present value of shareholder 
equity. This measure of value is the present value of the after tax contri-
button of the SBU I reduced by an appropriate share of corporate expense I 
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plus the present value of the liquidation value of the option after the last 
year of the planning horizon. In formula from this measure is for each 
SBU option: 
R S + L 
L The present value of the liquidation value in the final year 
S The present value, over the planning horizon, of the sum 
of the after tax contribution of the SBU reduced by an 
appropriate share of the corporate expense. 
It is useful to assume that the measure of the appropriate share of the 
corporate expense is added in the same ratio as the present value of the 
SBU after tax contrlbution, plus liquidation value, is to the total contrL-
bution of the company. If this is done,the order of the R's one to another 
Is not changed by the addition of this factor. This 10 o-dslly demonstrated 
as follows: Given an ordered set. of factors 
al > a2 > a3 •.. ak In which a factor equal to 
06112:a1 = bal is added to each a1 . 
The set becomes 
Which can be restated as 
al (1 + b) a2 (1 + b); ••• 
This Is equivalent to multiplying the original Inequality formula by 
(1 + b); the order Is unchanged by the addition of the factor In question, and 
as far as ordering is concerned, the corporate income (expense) maybe ignored. 
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This assumption seems to be a valid way of assuming how corporate 
expenses should be allocated. It is also Intuitively pleasing that the 
importance of each SBU to the corporation is independent of the corporate 
expenses incurred. This, of course, may not be true, but it is assumed 
to be true in this work, and it should be noted that it can be made to be 
true by assigning ~ of the expenses appropriate to an SBU to that SBU 
In the Input data. 
Once the order of importance R is computed, the method of finding the 
set of SBU, and their market s hare options which maximize the present 
value of shareholder equity, proceeds as follows. The algorithm starts 
by evaluating the set of SBU options which have the largest R factor, and 
if it is found this set violates the constraints, then a new set to be evalu-
ated is found which varies from the first by the smallest amount the data 
allows. The new set is composed of the options which reduce the sum of 
the Ris in the evaluation set by the least amount. Thus: 
1. Compute R for each sau market share option in the entire set of 
possible combinations. If there are k SBU and m market share 
options then there will be k times m ratios. 
2. Sort the Rls into descending order for each SBU. 
3. For each sau, k , compute the positive differences Dk of the 
largest Rk1' minus the next largest Rk2 u.ntil all m differences 
are found. For the smallest Rkm the difference is simply Rkm 
- zero = Rk:pl . 
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4. Use the model to evaluate the set of SBU market share options 
having the largest R. (Recall only one market share option for 
each SBU) 
s. If the restraints are not violated, this set of SBU options is 
optimal and the algorithm is finished. 
6. If the restraints are violated, remove the market share option 
having the smallest difference Dk in the set just evaluated, 
and replace it with the market share option whose R is the 
next smallest for that same SBU. It may be that the option 
with the smallest R in any SBU may be removed. This means 
the SBU is to be liquidated. After the first iteration, it is 
necessary to find which market share option or options to 
remove by eliminating that set which has the next largest 
sum of Dk,s exceeding the sum of Dkls removed at the pre-
ceding step. Only those Dk, 5 which have been previously 
eliminated r or are next lowest in rank in the SBU lLne to 
those which have been eliminated at some time, are eligble 
for consideration for elimination. But within an SBU, before 
a Dk is eligible for elimination, all prior Dk in that row must 
be included in the sum being computed. 
7. Repeat Step 4 - the algorithm is complete when the first 
feas~ble set is found a t Step 5. 
134 
This algorithm 1s not the same as a complete evaluation of all possible 
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SBU options, because it stops as soon as the largest feasible solution is 
found. If the maximum set is very near to being a feasible set, the algor-
ithm is quite efficient. If not, it is still accurate, but 1 t is less efficient. 
Although the algorithm is judged to be accurate, it was determined a 
quasi-optimal procedure would be used at step 6 for two reasons. The 
first Ls a significant amount of computer time is required to find the enter-
ing set of market share options, and the second Ls the mechanical optimum 
does not necessarily suit the needs of the decision-maker using the model. 
Therefore I it was decided to let the decision-maker choose which SBU 
option to change in an interactive mode with the computer and by using 
his own skill to reach a satisfactory or quasi-optimum solution. 
As an aid to help accomplish the decision-maker' s task, the computer 
was programmed to provide the amount the unrestrained optimum solution 
requires in new equity to meet the restraints. In addition, the amount the 
elimination of each SBU option decreases the magnitude of the optimization 
criterion is also computed. Thus, the decision-maker has some mechanical 
dataat his disposal, as well as his knowledge about special situations in 
each SBU, to help him reach a .. satisficing" optimum. 
Case II - Growth in Earnings Per Share 
The next objective functLon for whLch an algorithm must be found Ls 
growth in earnings per share. There are several ways to define growth, 
butqUlte.·arbitrarilyand for the convenience and ease of programming, it 
was chosen to define growth as the after tax earnings in the last year of 
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the planning period minus those in the first year. This method has recog-
nized ~"Sh.or.tcomings, but changing to other methods introduc~ 9perational 
rather than conceptual complexities into the program, and since the merits 
of anyone method may be debated against another, this method was chosen. 
The objective function to be maximized is given as: 
F = Pn - Pi 
Where P n equals the after tax profit of the corporation in the last year of 
the planning horizon, and PI equals the after tax profit of the corporation 
in the first year of the planning horizon. The formula is subject to the 
same balance sheet restrictions as used in Case 1. The variables to be 
determined are the SBU market share options which are contained in the 
profit variables. It is further assumed the criterion is the growth in earn-
ings per share on the beginning number of shares. This assumption allows 
the objective function to contain only profit and not the profit per share. 
The solution to this problem is of the same nature as discussed fm 
the present value of shareholder equity and can proceed in a nearly parallel 
manner. 
It is assumed any SBU option present at the end of the planning hori-
zon was also present at the beginning of the planning period (no matter 
how small) and vice versa. This 1s an operational requirement and not a 
restriction on liquidating or acquiring SBU, but it does require that such 
actions are planned. The model does not automatically make these decis-
ions. 
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The solution parallels Case I as follows: After a suitable assumption 
about corporate expense or profit to mak~ the ranking 0 f the decision 
variables independent of this factor, define a measure of value for each 
SBU option as R = Sn - 81 • Where Sn is the after tax profit, of the SBU 
option in question for the last year of the planning horizon l found by 
applying the corporate tax rate to the calculated, fully taxed equivalent 
of the SBU' s pretax income available from line 8 and line 9 of Figure 9. 
In a like manneI; S1 is the corresponding value for the first year of the 
planning horizon. Once the R factors have been computed, the solution 
to the optimization problem uses the same algorithm as Case I. 
Case III - Growth in Total Assets 
The next case to be discussed is growth in total assets. As with the 
other cases, the approach is to find how much an SBU market share option 
contributes to the objective function and to use the maximization algorithm 
in exactly the same way as before. The same point to point definition of 
grc\A!th is used as i.n Case II:-,,~namely, that the total assets at the end of 
the planning period minus the corresponding value at the beginning is a 
maximum. Thus,maximize. F = 8n - Bo; where Bn is the total assets of 
the corporation at the end of the last year of the planning period, Bo is the 
corresponding value at the beginning of the planning period, and subject 
to the same balance sheet constraints as the previous cases. The variables 
to be determined are also the same as the previous cases, but this case 
is somewhat more involved than the previous one. because the SBU assets 
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and liabilities sheet, Figure 11, does not carry a cash account. Only the 
corporate balance sheet, Figure 12,and the simulation output derived as 
the evaluation proceeds/contains cash and investments. For the purpose 
of the discussion here, cash and investments can be considered to be the 
same without loss of generality. 'i 
It is necessary to determine the contribution of the SBU option to the 
corporation' 5 total assets before it is possible to calculate an R factor 
and proceed with the solution by the algorithm of Case I. To do this, 
consider that all balance sheet asset accounts, except cash and invest-
ments I are simply the sum of the corresponding SBU accounts. Cash and 
investments are the consequence of balancing the liabilities side of the 
ledger, but the only contribution SBU make to liabilities is after tax 
profits and payables. Thuq. total asset growth will be largest when the 
corporation is composed of those SBU options which have the largest net 
assets plus payables growth combined with total contribution over all years 
of the planning period. 
Before defining the R function. a choice must be made as to whether 
total assets should be defined as before or after depreciation, and it was 
arbitrarily determined assets after depreciation would be used. This 
figure corresponds to the total asset line on the balance sheet; however, 
gross assets (that is, neglecting depreciation) could be chosen just as 
easily with probably somewhat different results. It is a problem because 
depreciation is frequently computed for tax purposes and, for this and 
perh?tps other reasons, net assets mayor may not reflect the true-value of 
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the fLxed assets involved. 
The measure of value R of each SBU is given by: 
n 
R = An - AI + Pn - PI + z: 
j = I 
where An - Al is the difference between endlng and beginning net assets 
for the SBU option, Pn - PI is the difference between ending and begin-
n 
ning payables for the SBU option, and Zj = I Sj is the after tax profit 
of the SBU option over all years of the planning period. 
Other factors can affect total assets: . these are ignored as being 
outside the ~nfluence of the SBU options which are the decision variables. 
Such things as dividend policy and debt to equity ratio polley can greatly 
change the 81 ze of the total assets" but they are strategic decisions and 
cannot be controlled by the managers of the SBU. Once the R factors have 
been computed, the soW:ion of the maximization problem utilizes the algorithm 
of Case I in the same manner. 
Case IV - Total Assets 
This case is very similar in structure to that of the growth of total 
assets (Case III). The R factor simply ignores the beginning value of the 
balance sheet Al and Pl' Thus for this case: 
where the variables have the same definition as in Case III, and the solution 
proceeds in the same manner. 
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Case V - Growth in Sales 
The last case to be considered is for growth in sale s. This is-'concept-
ually the easiest case and the problem is simply stated as maximize: 
F ~ Tn - T 1 
where Tn and T1 are total corporation sales in the last year and first 
year of the planning horizon respectively. The R factor is R = tn - t1 
where tn - t1 is the growth in sales for each SBU option as the difference 
between lest and first year sales. These are computed from the input 
given on line 1 of Figure 9 and the algorithm of Case I is used in the same 
way as in the previous cases. 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
I. liST OF PROGRAMS FOUND IN APPENDIX B 
Program Name 
Program ERZ 
Program ER6 
Program ERP 
Program PR3 
Program PR4 
Program PR6 
Program PR9 
II. DISCUSSION 
~ 
146 
150 
155 
ISS 
159 
169 
160 
This appendix contains the program listings of each of the operational 
programs used in themodel, along with a short synopsis of each program. 
One of the great advantages of the Basic language in which the programs 
are written is that the code is easy to learn and read. Anyone who is familiar 
with the language can understand a program with minimal effort. 
There are seven principal computer programs listed; however, a 
number of auxLlliary runs I which are used to obtain special output or 1n-
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frequently required results along with standard file handling ron tines I are 
not shown. 
Program ER2 
Program ER2 is the first of two major programs in the model and is 
used to imtialize files and compute intermediate results. If an optimum 
solution is to be obtained, the program computes the amount which each 
SBU market share option contributes to the measure being optimized; sorts 
tle SBU market share options into decreasing order of contribution to the 
measure; stores the results as intermediate files; and selects the S BU 
market share options which give the unrestricted optimum. On the other 
hand, if only an evaluation of a set of SBU market share options is to be 
obtained, rather than an optimal set computed, the program summarizes 
the input data files to obtain SBU profit and loss and asset and liability 
values as intermediate results for the next program. 
Each of the five measurement criteria discussed in Appendix A can be 
programmEd for inclusion in Program ER2; although the case shov:n in the 
listing of this appendix is the present value of shareholder equity. The 
other measures require minor changes to the program where the contri-
bution to the measurement criterion is computed for each SBU market share 
option. See Figure 4 for flow chart of Program ER2. 
Program ER6 
Refer to Figure 5 for flow chart of program ER6 which is the second 
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major program in the model. This program uses the intermediate results 
stored by Program ER2 to compute the final outputs of the model. If the 
model Is performing an evaluation of a given set of SBU market 5 hare 
options, the program uses the initial values of the corporate balance sheet 
Figure 12 and applies the restrictions imposed by the program. In which 
case it is assumed that the ultimate restrictions, on the amount of new 
equity which can be raised, can be met. If the restrictions cannot be met, 
the computer continues after reporting the fact. 
If the program is computing an optimum, and the restrictions are not 
violated, the program continues as above. If the restrictions cannot be 
met, the program requests the operator to selectively change the SBU 
market share options, and the program will try again. This cyclic 
sequence will be continued until the restrictions are met and the program 
can compute all of the desired output. For a typical interactive sequence 
of this type, see computer output J 12 (second) of Appendix C where the 
computer found at the end of year 1 (CPL Comp 1) n.at $479.425 B more new 
equity was needed than could be raised. The computer requested the oper-
ator to Input a new K and V(K). (SBU number and market share option 
respectively.) SBU 16 was liquidated (V(16)=O), and the program printed 
out the total equity required was $5,122. 39B (479. 425B more than could be 
raised). It then completed the first year and found with the new set there 
was $253.3672 still needed in equity beyond what the restrictions would 
allow. The interactive sequence Ls seen to continue until the final year 
Is satisfactorily completed (the fifth year In the case shown - CPL Comp 5). 
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PrOgram ERP 
Program ERP uses the output of Program ER2 to obtain the probability 
results indicated in computer output PI through P4 found in Appendix C. 
Twenty arbitrary probabilLty distributions are found in the DATA section 
of the program and can be quLte easily changed at the discretion of the 
operator. The format of the computer output also is found in Appendix C 
and consists of the mean and variance of the distribution of each asset 
account being considered, the payable value I the after tax profit value; 
and where appropriate the liquidation value of SBU being liquidated. 
Program PR3 
Program PR3 is one of a series of four programs used to print results 
from the model and is used to list the balance sheet for each year of the 
planning horizon from an output file created by Program ER6. As explained 
in Chapter II the model is so large the programs cannot .all be in working 
memory at the same time with the particular subset of the Basic language 
which was used, and therefore it was necessary to segment the model. 
The format for reading the balance sheet printout (for example the first 
page of Computer run AO) is given by Figure 14 of Appendix C. 
The program also prints a number of self explanatory statistics (for 
example see the second page of computer run AO) some of which are 
single values referring to the entire planning period while others are 
for each year of the planning horizon. 
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Program PR4 
Program PR4 is the second in the series of output programs of the 
model and is used to print the profit and loss statement of the company 
for each year of the planning horizon. It also prints the equity sales I 
145 
if any are required, and the set 0 f SBU market share options used in the' 
case which was run. 
Program PR6 
Program PR6 Is the third program in the series used to obtain ouj:put 
of the model and Is used with the SBU profit and loss data file Table JOm!, 
and the set 0 f SBU market 5 hare options I to obtain the sales by year and 
the growth in sales for the entire period. Because the program must process 
the entire file to obtain the desired values, 1t requires approximately twenty 
minutes of terminal connect time and is expensive to operate. 
Program PR9 
Program PR9 is used to obtain computer run WI for use with the inter-
active sequence of Program ER6 to find the restricted optimum. Program 
PR9 uses the Intermediate results of Program ER2 to obtain the sum of the 
amount each SBU contributes to the measurement criteria in question; 
howe'Jer, PR9 may require reprogramming if other measurement criteria are 
used .. 
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PLEASE NOTE: 
The appendices contain very light and 
broken print. Filmed as received, best 
copy available. 
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS 
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PROGRAM ER2 
SECTION I OF THE MODEL 
)0100 PRINT "STARTED" 
JOlla DIM pe10,S) 
00l~W DIM AC1S) 
00130 DIM 5(15) 
00150 DIM cno> 
00170 DE>'; T(lO) 
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OOlBO 1JIM ~(~O,3) 
00190 PEINT ''IN?UT l\jU\(DE.n OF S8U L=KJ NUI·'il.iER OF YEAi:S J=N" 
00200 INPt1T L ... ...1 
00210 I)I~ V(20),R(SO .. 3),O(20 .. 3) 
002.l:0 Pl~I:'JT '·J!.~1'En CASE TYPE 1=1 .. 11=2,ETC" 
o 025fl PlPllT H 
00260 ~AT GET "C",eClO) 
002130 GO TO 890 
00290 GO SF?: 600 
00300 PHINT "(I~"';OTHER CASE DJPUT 0=1 .. OTHEr:.'.oJlSE 0" 
00310 !),)?UT I) 
00320 IF 11=1 THEN 340 
o 033C1 ~'i'O? 
0034() nESET ~S13","??n" .. "A13·' .. hC" 
00350 GO TO 100 
o OilOO ,'.;1\1' G!:.T ",1\13" .I'iH 15) 
oon04 IF n(12)=76 THEN570 
00405 A(12)=AC12)-72 
00406 IF A(9)=111 liiE~ ~09 
00/.07 "'1.(9)=t~(1 )+.'H2)+{l.(3)-AClI)-ACS) 
00/;08 IF 1\(9»=0 THE.N 1110 
00'109 !\(9)=O 
aOil"10 IF iH12)=J TEEN 550 
OQij20 IF (,05)=999 THE:] 510 
OO';3r) ~t«(,) ='\(1 )+(\(2)+!'.(3) 
OO~40 fl(7)=ACfiJ-AC4) 
OO~5G ~(~!)=A(7)-A(5) 
00'460 IF" (\CS)<=07HE~'~::,30 
00470 Y=ACB)/C1+C(1 »,H:"A(12) 
OO'IUO ?<r!(11).IAC13»=Y+::'(IJ.Cll ).I('.CI3» 
00490 ~/'AT PlIT ··(\A'~".IA 
() 05(JO GO TO LIOO 
00510 1:';~\T PUT ·'DAfl.",r, 
00511 Xl-i.T PUT "F.?R",:~ 
00518 CLO!j:--: "l;F.A","Efni" 
o 0513 iiETll;~~; 
00530 .IHB )=1 
0051.10 GO TO ll70 
00550 DC:i.(11 ),!\C13»:::::H9)/Cl+C(1»**AC12) 
O1l5GO GO TO 1130 
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J0570 IF A<lI')=15 THEN 575 
Q 0571 GO TO 405 
00575 IF 1\<13)<3 THEN '105 
00576 ACI5)=777 
00580 GO TO 405 
00600 ?RINT"FOR CASE I : VCK) IS GIVEN-
00630 IF H=1 THEN 660 
a 0640 IF H=2 THE:N 660 
00650 STOP 
00660 GO SUI3 800 
00670 GO TO 710 
00680 FGll K=ITOL 
00690 HEAD VOO 
o 0700 ~';EXT K 
00710 GO 5U13 1300 
a 0720 ~!AT PUT "PEII" ,p 
00721 PUT ·cr':i'o!"#J~L .. H 
00722 :·:A1' PUT "VKt·,V 
00723 t-:iAT PUT "i:;:~'!\'i" ,~i 
o 0724 ~·:AT PU'i' "DUD",D 
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00725 ?f1INT ."'FIRST PHASE COt-fP.,TY?E#I::ND#, THEN "EDlT EX3 BASIC" "0 
00726 Tl.ETUnN 
a oauo FOR N=1 TO J 
00805 t(A'r GE'l' U?PH",T(lO> 
00810 IF T(10)=999 THENB70 
00815 Fall K=I Tal. 
00820 ~AT GET "SI3",S(15) 
OOS?I 5CI2)=5<12)-72 
00622 IF 5(9)<0 THEN 02J, 
001.323 IF S< 9) <= 1 THEN 825 
00624 5(9)=0.375 
a 0825 IF SC I :')=999 THE" 870 
00830 IF 5<11 )=K THE" !l35 
a 0833 GO TO 670 
00835 Y=SCS).CI-5C9)*TCG» 
00840 Z=C1+C<l »0*5(12) 
00845 Y=YIZ 
o 0850 ~iCS<11 ),,5<13) )=Y+tdSC 11 )"SC 13» 
00655 IF 5CI5)=777 THEN H75 
00860 IF 5(15) =555 lHEN 8HO 
00865 GO TO 820 
00670 PRINT ·OUT OF SEQ. IN MP1 M .SCll)JK 
00872 STOP 
00875 NEXT K 
a 0880 '~EXT N 
00681 XII, GET "DAII",D(20,3) 
00882 MAT GET ·p.np.-~R(20~3) 
o 0685 ~-O!l K=I TO L 
00890 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
00895 RCi<~l)=~.'CK~I)+I)(K~I) 
o 0900 ~EXT 1 . 
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J 0905 NEXT K 
)0910 FO:i K=lTOL 
30915 IF n(Kll»n(XI2)THE~ 1035 
00920 IF :;C}{,2»IHI{,,3)TEEN 960 
00925 U (K,3>=HC1(,3)-RCE,2) 
00930 l)CK .. 2) =RCK,2)-TI<K,1) 
00935 !)C}<,l )=IHK,d) 
009110 '.HK .. 1 )=1 
00945 tHK .. 2)=2 
00950 !:i(j{ .. 3)=3 
00955 GO TO 11/~5 
00960 IF R(K .. 3»=R(H .. l)THE~ 1000 
OOY65 DCK,3)=RCK,2)-2<K .. l) 
00970 DCH .. 2)=RCK,1)-a<!( .. 3) 
00975 l){K.tl )=lHK .. 3) 
OU9BO ~Hl";,l )=3 
D09B5 \-,(g .. 2)=1 
00990 i'iCl-: .. 3)=2 
00995 GO TO 11~5 
01000 D(E .. 3)=il(K .. 2)-2(~ .. 3) 
01005 DCH .. 2).= :-,{:\ .. 3 )-neE .. 1) 
01010 l;(!{ .. l )=EOC,l) 
01015 \JCX,1 )=1 
01020 ~·.·(X .. }2 )=3 
o 1025 ~':OC,3)=2 
01030 GO TO 1145 
01035 I~ ii(~ .. 3»=~(~ .. 2)TEE~J 1075 
010110 D(K.,~')=H(K,II) )-;':(1':,2) 
OlO~5 C(K .. 2)=~(K .. 2)-R(H .. 3) 
01050 LCtt,1 )=rtCi< .. 3) 
01055 l,HKd )=3 
01060 i,·jCi{ .. ~~)=2 
01065 ; ..,(ri,3)=1 
01070 GO TO 11~5 
01075 IF i~CH .. 3»=RCK .. l)T!IE~1115 
01060 DC]{ .. 3)=R(K .. l)-DCK .. 3) 
010B5 LCK .. 2)=RCjt,3)-2CK .. 2) 
01090 D<l~, 1 ):::HC H .. 2) 
01095 ~J(X .. 1 )==2 
01100 \,)«( .. 2):::3 
01105 1,HK,3)=1 
01110 GO TO 11~5 
01115 [iCK .. 3)=IHK .. 3)-E(K,1) 
01120 U(}o;,2)==ECZ,! )-!J.(K .. 2> 
o 1125 l~C:-i',l )=HO< .. 2) 
o 1130 '.} (K, 1 )=2 
01135 t~(!{,2)=1 
01140 t·iC:r\ .. 3)=3 
o 11 Lj5 ~JEX1" K 
01150 p:d"n "DONE \)IT1-1 DE.:;'i PHI\~E IN !-;PI-II" 
01153 Fon H=l TO L 
01154 PllINT K;D(K .. 3);~CK .. 3) 
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J 
01155 IF D(K~3»O THE~ 1195 
01160 D(K~3)=D(nI2) 
01165 D(K~2)=D(H~1) 
01170 D(K~1)=1.O;:'+30 
01175 ~(K~3)=W(KI2) 
01180 W(K~2)=W(K~1) 
o 1185 ',HK~1 )=0 
a 11 90 GO TO 11 55 
01195 V(K)=~(K~3) 
01200 NEX1' .:\ 
01214 EESET "?PR"~"S13h 
o 121 5 !1i!:TL~ilN 
01300 :r'Oil i'li=1 TGJ 
01305 ?<AT GET "??nOlIT<lO) 
01310 IF TCI0)=999 TE!O:NI/100 
01315 J-on K=110L 
01320 ~AT GET "S13"~S(15) 
01325 IF 5(15)=999 'i'E~:-J lLjOO 
01330 If' SClI )=KfiJEt'11335 
01333 GO TO 1365 
01335 IF V(iO=S(13)TP.E~13l:0 
01337 (;0 TO 1350 
013/101'(1)=5(8)+1'(1) 
01341 IF 5(9)<0 THEN 13/13 
01342 IF 5(9)<=1 THEN1345 
013~3 5(9)=0.375 
01345 T(7)=S(9)G~(S)+T<7) 
01350 I:r' S(15)=777 TEE;~ 1375 
01355 !l-' 5(15)=555 TIrE,-..;: 1360 
01360 GO TO 1320 
01365 PlfINT"OUT OF SEQ.IN CON"~S(11)JK 
01370 STOP 
01 :ns ~!j£:<T x 
013!H] FOR 1=11'0 10 
013~2 P(I~N)=T(I) 
01363 P!lI~T I;N;P(I~N) 
o 1 39U f~!!;XT I 
a 1391 PIn~\JT 
Q 1 ::195 ~JEXT N 
01400 PRI~T uUG~E l~ CON"lT(lO);S(15) 
a lLI10 EETURN 
03000 DA.TA l~ 11111~ III ~1, 1 ~ 1~3, 1~2~1 ~3~2~1,2~2~1~1 
03010 fJA7A O~I~3 
03020 VAT{\ 3~ 21 0 
EDIT Ei'JD 
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00725 
00730 
00731 
00740 
U0755 
00760 
00765 
00780 
007% 
01500 
01505 
01510 
01515 
01520 
01570 
015"/5 
01076 
01577 
01578 
015"0 
01 SB5 
01506 
01595 
01 !><)7 
01 GOO 
01603 
01600 
01607 
01610 
01615 
01620 
01625 
01630 
01630 
o 16lJO 
01645 
01650 
01655 
01665 
016'/0 
01675 
o 16UO 
o 16es 
01690 
01695 
01696 
I 01697 1 
PROGIIAM ER6 
SECTION II OF THE MODEL 
GET "Ct/,W' .l'J"L"H 
DI~ ~(15)IP(lO.l'5) 
LI~ F(2~),M(2012) 
DIM D(15,G}.I'~(15),C(lO)IV(20),E(5) 
~:AT G1::1' "C""C<lO) 
G(3)=./1 
!'-:AT GET .oPEi\".I'P(lO"J) 
DD1 '::(10,,6) . 
~AT GET "VK",VCL) 
V~T GET "BBh".I'l(15) 
12=0 
Fon 1=1 TO 15 
DCl.'} )=zel) 
NEXT 1 
FD:::i X:=~ TO J 
.«,011 1=1 TO P.4 
>(1)=0 
:-J?:XT 1 
EO-1)=O 
jo'O!t K=l TO L 
~~!\T G~T "AAA" ,/i (15) 
H VCO=Q THEri 360U 
IF A(11)=K THEN 1600 
GO TO 16~~ 
IF /~<l3)=VOOTEE~~ 1605 
GO 'TO 1(~3:, 
IF A(12)=~ THEN 1610 
GO 1'0 1655 
F(2)=ACl }+V(2) 
F <3 )=;'\ ~2) +F( 3) 
F'C5>=!1.(3)+F(S) 
F (6) ={\ ( 1\ ) +F ( 6 ) 
F(7)=A(5H·F( ~) 
IF A(15)=771THEN 1650 
IF A(15)=5551HEN166~ 
GO TO 1585 
NEXT K 
STOP 
D(2"N)=F"(2) 
!J(3"N)=F(3) 
B(5,,1\J)=V(5) 
U(6"N)=F(6) 
!J (7" [I]) =1- (7) 
GO SUD 2400 
G=O 
IF P(5 .. N»Q THE:N1700 
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01696 
01700 
01705 
01710 
01715 
01720 
01725 
01730 
01735 
01740 
o 17iJ5 
01750 
01751 
01752 
01755 
01760 
01765 
o l77n 
01775 
01776 
o 17t30 
01765 
01790 
01795 
01 SOO 
01805 
o lelO 
01815 
01816 
01817 
OIGIG 
018PO 
01025 
01830 
01035 
01040 
01b45 
01855 
01856 
01860 
01861 
01865 
01870 
01675 
01880 
0lbB5 
01890 
01895 
01900 
01905 
01910 
01915 
1 
GO TO 1705 
D( 1 'J~ N ):C(P. ) 'h-P ( 5~N) 
D(J.7X;)=O 
D(1()~N)=D(10JN)+P(5~N)-D(14~N) 
F( 12 )=8(7,N) +IH 8, N> 
DCl2,N)=F<12 )+:.. (9~!'D+D( 10, N) 
F(9)=E(2,N)+n(3~N)+D(4,K) 
D( 11 ~:\! )=F (9 )+1:)( 5, N )-BCf,,;\J) +E( 1, N) 
IF (J=lj THE.\! ~~IJ::W 
n(1,N)=n(12,N)-D(11J~) 
n(15JN)=n(1~,~)/~(13.7N' 
F(8)=C(5)~(D(2.7~)+U(3.7N)+8C4JN» 
IF DCl.7~J'>=Q T!m~>J 175'5 
F(8 )=F C8 )-B(l ,:,J) 
IF F(B)<=D(I,N)Tli~~ 2000 
IF DC/l,;v»=F'(~1)TH:::::':; lW:;S 
IF ~Cib('l)=O TH:'~i') 17!15 
IF 5(~~~)<O~HEN 1955 
B(I,N)=n(I~N)+2(~~N) 
FCH)=F(H)-D(~,N) 
}j(J.hN'=O 
F<lO'=F(8) 
FCl! )=,'CC)+l' (8) 
IF C(l)>F<ll )/!"(lB)'fHE~~lbIIO 
IF C(lJ»F(11 )/CF<lf~)+F(10»TEt:N 18:20 
IHI J~~ )=BC 1,~)+F( 1 0) 
ECS,N)=EC8,N)+F(lO) 
GO TO lE55 
BO O~N)=O 
('iOTO 1 f365 
FCt3)=F(11 )/C{l)-F(12) 
B( l.7>J)=P(l ,:-:)+1"( 13) 
B(!.),(\! )=[: (11, ~,) +F( 13) 
r'(} O)=F( 1 0 )-F (13) 
DCl .. N)=lH l .. I'!)+F( 10) 
DC9., ~D=D( 9~ ~d +r: (10) 
IF B(10~N)<=O THEN 1865 
F(1~)=CD(8 .. ~)+P(9JN»/D(lO .. K) 
IF C(3»=F(14)THE~ 2235 
1"(} )=0 
F(15)=D(S,U)+D(9,N)-C(3)*DCIO,N) 
EC~J)=F(15)/(C(:~)+1 )+F(l) 
1 F G=0TI!EN ~'!070 
DC 1 O.,i"l )=BC 1 O.,I:) +E(N) 
IF E<N»B(U~N) 7JtEN1965 
O(8 .. N)=U(S .. N)-E(N) 
F(16);D(13 .. N)*CCB)/CI-C(O» 
F(17)=C(9)*?(~,N)/B<13.7N) 
F <16) =F (16) *1-" C 1 7) 
IF ECN'<=F(l[i)l'I1E[\) 19/10 
IF' H=? THEN 20:35 
15\ 
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01925 PRINT PI TO GO O~" 
01930 INPUT T 
01935 IF T=O THE!; 1 %0 
01940 FCI9)=ECN)/F(17) 
01945 G(13,N)=DC13,N)+F(19) 
01950 GO TO 2235 
01955 pnHJT "E::t :-":1 TI.S";DU; .. !'DHJ 
01960 STOP 
01965 F(20)=E(~)-D(S,N) 
o 1970 D(~ .. :\D=O 
01975 D(9 .. ~)=D(9 .. N)-F(nO) 
01980 GO 10 IG95 
01985 F(2~)=(F(e)-D(l .. ~»/(1+C(5» 
01986 n(1 .. N)=D(1 .. :~)+¥(24) 
01990 G(~ .. N)=U(~ .. N)-F(24) 
01991 IF 13ClIIN»=OTHF,'·i2060 
01992 B(9 .. N)=D(9 .. N )-D(4 .. N) 
01993 nUI,:J)=Q 
01995 GO TO 2060 
02000 F(21)=B(1 .. ~)-F(8) 
02005 B(1 .. ~)=FC8) 
02010 3(4 .. N)=B(~ .. ~)+F(21) 
02015 GO TO 2060 
02020 GO TO 22~O 
02035 PRIMT FC1S)-ECN) 
02036 GO TO 2500 
02060 G=2 
02065 GO TO 1855 
02070 IF B(4 .. N»=FC15)TliEN2130 
02075 lfo~ 13(9 .. i\i»=!;(L; .. ~Jn'H!:::i 2lf:W 
02080 IF' E<9,,;\J)=O THE .. J 2105 
02085 DUl.I:-..})=B(4"i'jl-D(9"i) 
02090 r::cn=o 
02095 E(<].,~D=O 
02100 GO TO 1~55 
02105 IF n'6.,~»=ri(~.,N)1IjEN 2160 
02110 E(Lj"~'J)=E(.4,,;D-D(g,,t,1) 
0211513(e,lll)=O 
02120 \::0))=0 
02125 GO 10 2235 
02130 U<41~)=D(4.,N)-FC15) 
02131 E(~J)=F(15) 
02135 IF E(N)<=D(9,N)THEN 2220 
02140 IF i l (9,N)=O TliEN 2205 
02145 E<N)=ECN)-U(9"N) 
02150 L3<9J~J)=O 
02155 GO TO lU55 
02160 D(6"N)=D(8,,~)-B(4.,N) 
02165 E(i'J)=Q 
02170 G=O 
02175 GO TO 1055 
021BO 1)(9.,N)~D(9"N)-D(~.,~) 
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02185 Il<'''N)~O 
02190 G=O 
02195 E(N)=O 
02200 GO 'fO 1855 
02205 DC8,N)=BC8,N)-ECN) 
02210 E(N)=O 
02215 GO TO 2235 
02220 nC9"N)=B(9"N)-ECW) 
02225 E (~J)=O 
02235 F(22)=nCl"N)+D(2,N)+B(3 .. N)+DCn,N) 
02240 F(22)=(F(22)-C(~)*~(71~»/C(4) 
02245 F'C23 )=D C 13,~J) +!3( 9"N) -F (22) 
02246 IF 1"(23'>=0 THE:v 2250 
0224"'{ }O~(22)=I3C6 .. N)+D(9 .. N) 
02248 F(23)=0 
02250 D(~,N)=F(22) 
02255 n(9,N)=F(23) 
02260 G=4 
02265 GO TO 1715 
022BO FC2Ii)=O.2tl-CIHB,N)+b(9"N» 
(J2B61 IF F'C:?'I»DCg,N) TH~:-.J22S4 
~2282 B(8,N)=FC24) 
022~3 DC9,N)=4*FCRh> 
02284 DC4,N+l)=DCh,N) 
02265 DCS,N+l)=RCS,N) 
02290 D(9,N+l)=DC9,~) 
02295 D(10,)J+l )=13(10 .. ~D 
02296 D(13,N+l)=D(13,~) 
02300 MA.T PUT. MFFF" .. F 
02305 NEXT N 
02310 IF T3=0'HEN 2320 
a 2315 IF T2=2 THEtl 1500 
02320 1.'-'\T PUi "ann"IE 
02321 :-:~'T PUT"Er~En .. E .. v .. p.lZ .. t<,vl 
02325 ?nINT T3 
02330 STOP 
02400 PCB~N)=BC4~N)~CC7) 
o PoltOl FC1 )=PC2,,!'!) 
02405 PCe~N)=?C2,,;J)-PC8~~) 
02/-110 ?C3 ~ N )=CC6) *cn<:J. N) +iH 9~:-J» 
02415 PC9~~)=PC7~M)-PC2.N)-PC3,N) 
02420 PCI •• N)=P(9"::-')*PC6,,i-,J> 
02425 PC5"N)=?(I~N)-PC2,,~)-PC3~K)-?C4~N) 
02426 PC2"N)=F(I) 
o 2430 ?~iHJT "CPL co:.;:pn;N 
,02435 HE,UnN ' 
02500 PRINT"INPUT NEIl K AND V<K)" 
02S05 INPUT :{~y 
02506 loj (X" 2 )=N 
02507 rHX~l )=VCX) 
02510 V(X)=Y 
02515 ?RHJT nANO'fHEn CHANGE ENTEn 1 OTHER~)lSE 
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02520 INPUT U' 
02525 IF U=1 THEN 2505 
02535 FO~ 1=1 TO J 
025110 P(lII)=O 
02545 PC7, I )=0 
02555 FO!1 X=l TO 11 S7EP to 
02560 ~AT GET MTTT"I~ 
0256/l Fon. X=l 1'010 
02570 IF VCK+X-l)=O THE~ 2595 
02575 ?(lJI):::',}(K,VCiH}.-l »+?(l .. I) 
02590 ?<7 .. I)=:':O\I1)C!\+X-l )+3)+:'(7 .. 1) 
U 2595 NEXT g 
02600 NE:::T X 
o 2605 ~=::-:T I 
02G70 RESET "TTT" 
o 26'/LI T3=3 
02675 T2=2 
O?G76 1-~HIN1"nEEN TO !·;P3";EOD;:J 
02677 HESET pnD~-,"nnn" 
o 26fjO GO TO :~310 
o 26115 flJ(J{,2 )=;\i 
026f)6 !.Ij(K"l )=~';(:{J03) 
03600 IV V<K,2»N TPE~ 1635 
03605 IF ~:(KJ2)=N TfiE!~:~620 
03610 IF M(KJOl)=A(13)TIJE~1605 
03615 GO 1'01635 
03(}20 IF ~";(E .. d )=(),<1:nj::!2:~ 3630 
036~5 GO TO 1635 
03630 D(4JN)=il(~JN)+A(9) 
a 3635 GO TO 1635 
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PRQGRAMERP 
TIlE PROBABILITY SECTION OF TIlE MODEL 
EDI1' Lt"ST 
00725 G~T hC~~h#J~L~H 
00731 [,H1 F(20)"LH15> 
00740 DI~ AClS)"O(?G,,5> 
007/;1 1.)1:': V(20)JS(15L.t"~(5J6) 
00795 XAT (iEl "V~h~V(L) 
00(;:00 FOR l{=l TO 20 
GOSO!:) i'O~t 1=1 TO 5 
00510 rE~D GCKJI) 
001315 :'iiE:·:T I 
00320 ]\;E:-:1 :\ 
00030 P::d:'H "H)?UT COE? i"AX HATE .}::~ .. 
00<335 I:;Pt'~l' C 
01~70 ~OR ~=l TO J 
0157~ FOB. 1=1 TO 20 
015'(6 1;(1)=0' 
o 1577 ;~E:{T 1 
01::'00 '-Oi.1. ,(,=1 ,'GL 
01565 ~Ar GET "Ann"JA(15) 
01551') IF VC;O:O TEE:,j 3(.00 
01595 Iio" He 11 )=:r: Til.Ei~ 1600 
01597 GO TO 1655 
01600 IF A(13)=V(K)THRN 1605 
01603 GO TO 1635 
0160:) IF AC If.! )=:-J TllE~ 1610 
01607 GO TO 1655 
01610 GO TO 2010 
01635 I~ ACtS>:7?7 THEN 1650 
01640 IF A(15)=555 THE~ 1665 
016hS GO TO 1585 
o 16::'0 ~'~2);T « 
01655 ?;~l~JT h1655" 
01660 STOP 
01665 GO TO 1120 
O! 720 F"Ol; f\:=l 1'0 L 
01725 ~AI GET"S13"~E(15) 
01726 IF D(9)<OT~EN 1729 
017WI IF B(9)<=l "fHE:~ 1730 
o 17~'.J 0(9)=.375 
01730 IF UCK)~D(13) T~EN 17~O 
01735 GO 10 1150 
01740 ~'=9(9)*~(B)*C 
01143 GO SUD 2000 
017~5 F(~)=F(9)+Y 
017~7 FCIO)=F(lO)+X 
0175() IF B(15)=777 THEN 1765 
01755 IF D(15)=55~ TEEN 1770 
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01760 GO TO 172~ 
01765 nEXT H 
01770 FQ:t K=l Tal 'I 
01775 i>.ill:'-JT F(K); 
o 1780 :JE:-{T l{ 
01785 FnIt\:T 
01800 F(13)=FCl )+.fo'C3)+:r-CS)-F(7) 
01805 F(14)=F(2)+F(~)+F(6)+F(6) 
01820 1'Oi-'. H="l TO 6 
01825 ~(~,K)=F(K+6) 
o l830 :\!E:':T x 
01900 }!ETI' N 
01905 ~nT GETnn~RU,n(15) 
01910 Fe 15)={'d2 )+l\e 3 ) +i). ( :,) -1)<6 )-A (7) 
01915 F(lG)=F(15)-~(1,5)+~(1,3)+~(1,1) 
01920 FC17 )=1':< 1,,2)+:-:< l"/d +EC 1 .. 6> 
156 
01925 PHI:-~T .. yEl\:;: .... ··EXPECTF.D CA.SH CHt\~GE·"' .. \I{\HII\Xlt.:E CH!\:~GF.. .. 
01930 P;1INT" 1";" "F(16)';" "F(7) 
01935 FOil ;"j=?TO J 
01940 F(18)=M(N-115)-M(~,5)+X(N,,1) 
01945 F(19)=:~(N-l)6)+~(N)6)+~(~)~) 
01950 P:1INT n .. ~;.. M}o'(18);" nF<l9) 
01955 :..JE:n N 
U 1960 PI:!:'lT "YEAf·:"" "EXPr-.;CTED ?ROFIT"" "Pr.OFIT VARIANCE" 
01965 FOR N=l TO J 
01970 P!IJ~T" .'~;~ 
o 1975 ~vE::T N 
01980 P~I~T -DONE" 
01990 SIC)? 
02000 Z=}{ 
02001 SO TO 2045 
o 2002 Z=I~:\fD 
02003 2=1(1*2 
0200',1 Z=DlT(Z) 
02005 P1iINT 7,; 
02010 IF' Z..:=5 T!lE~~ 2025 
02015 '7.;=r::-.JD 
02016 :O:::10;':'Z 
02017 Z=I~)T(7.) 
02020 GO TO 2040 
02025 ?:=T-;\lt) 
02026 :'-;=l()*~ 
02027 Z=EJT(Z) 
02030 Z=10+Z 
02040 Z=?+l 
02041 ?ii.I:-J1' Z; 
·02045 Y=~~(GCZ,1)*G(Z,2)+G(~,3)+G(Z,~)QG(~,5» 
02050 ~=W*~*(G(Z,1)cG(Z,1)GG(Z,2)+G(Z,3)+G(Z,4)~G(Z,4)GG(Z,5»-y*y 
o 2060 :-:r-:TUI:~ 
02610 :·;=~<Il 
02615 GO JUB 2000 
0262U i'(!)=F(l)+¥ 
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1 
02625 '(2)=F(2)+X 
o 26'10 ~i=A(2) 
02645 GP SUD 2000 
02650 F(3)=F(3)+Y 
02655 F(~)=F(4)+X 
02670 t,;= A(3)-{\(lj) 
02675 GO sun 2000 
02680 ~(5)=F(5)+Y 
02665 F(6)=F<A)+X 
02700 \11=1\(5) 
02705 GO sun 2000 
02710 F(7)=F<7)+Y 
02715 V(B)=¥(B)+x 
02740 GO TO 1635 
03600 IF ~J>l T!·1L::~ 1635 
03605 Pl~IN1·"sniJnKl"LIQUID~~ED~ I~PUT OPTION ""#0,1,2,3" 
03610 DJ?C'T T 
03620 IF T=n(13) THEN 3630 
03625 GO TO 1635 
03630 ;:;=A (<) 
03635 GO SUD ~OOO 
03640 F'CII )=F(11 )+Y 
036'15 j·(12)=F(1~~)+Z 
03~50 GO TO 1635 
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04000 DATA .i) ... 3"..G,1.t,.1,.7 ... 3.1'.6,1.2 .... 1,.6,.?,P.6,,1.3,.2 
0'1010 DATA .8,./l,./!,l.2,.2 
0/1015 0,~T[\ .l'\ ... !i,./1'1.1,.~~,.8,./I,.5,1.21.1 
04020 D!'l.TA. .7,.?,.711.1,.1,.7,./-t,./!,t.l ... 2,.7,.S,./Jll.l,.1 
0/1025 IJf\Tl\ .1,1.1,.8,1.1,1.1,1.1·,.1,1.[;,11.2,1.1,1.6 ... 3 ... 5,11.:::: ... 2 
0/1030 [;f,\TA .6,1.3'.(l,l.3,.1,.6 ... 1,.;::~ .. 1.3,1.1,1.()'.~~,1.1 .. 1.3,.1 
0/1035 lJ!\Ti'\ .~,1.3,.5,1.1,.r~,.t-; ... 2,.~,1.1,l.3,1.6 ... 2,.6,11.1 ... 2 
01J040 [;!\l{\ .7,.3,.5,1.1,.8,.Ii ... 4,.5,1.2,1.1 
EDIT EXD 
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PROGRAM PR3 
TO PRINT OUT BAIANCE SHEET AND STATISTICS 
:)10 Dli." B<15",6) 
011 Y=Q 
012 DIM C(lO)",DClS) 
013 pnINT~I~PlIT C(2)" 
01'.: I~.?1j1' C 
015 CCP.)=c 
016 MAT GET"BDE"",DClS) 
020 M~T GET "DGB",g(lS,6) 
030 r'on N=l TO 5 
OLIO FOE 1=1 TO 4 
050 PRINT D(I'~)ID(I+6",N) 
060 NEXT 1 
070 ?EI~!T n(5",~)-D(6",N) 
060 FEINT D(11",N)",D(12,N) 
090 PRI~T B(13,NlJ13(lh",N);E(lS,N) 
0911 S=0.15 
095 ?.ra£'JT 
0<)0 X=DCIO,[\»/Cl+S>,d}:1! 
097 Y=Y+X 
lao Z(~)=U(15",~)/C(2) 
11 0 ~] un =D ( 111" I'J ) I (C ([~ ) '.is ( 1 0" :'1) ) 
115 T(~)=E(141~)/(C(2)OB(11",~» 
120 U()J)=(D«,,,:J)+[;cg,;,J»/S(lO,:'-J) 
125 R(N)=i~(6IN+l)+D(9,N+l)-D(H,~)-D(9IN) 
190 NEXT N 
210 PEDlTuPEESS\.lT \}(~I-OUE OF F,rUITY="Y 
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215 PEl;JT ··Gl-~et.yT~ It;) TOTI\L i\SSETSC:I.):::"(IJell",S)/:3CllJl)-1.O)il-100 
220 pnHJT ·'GRO'.·lTH Ii') E?5 (Pi~~;:.Ct:!>jT)="O:(5)/Z(1)-1.n)*lOO 
225 PELn"E(\R.~INGS ;)F.i~ SHr·-!.!~E="7.(l );Z(2);Z(3);!.(/:)j7.(S) 
230 P~~I:-':T .oHETUHN O~; i·;OU!TY= .. · .. Hl );~H2)j-.. '(3);:·.:(l:);·.:(5) 
235 PEIN1· .. E~.TU!1:~ O~V '\:':1 ASSET.:J="T(l );T(~);T(3);1'(l:);T(5) 
2/Jl} pnblT"D!.::nT TO Er:UITY PE.n YEA.;1=".UCl );U(2);1.iC{)Hj(ll);l'i(S) 
2~·:: reef. )=[! (fLt :';) +D (9~;\}) "'D( 0) -[.0 (S) J' 
2/:5 pr:.C-lT ··CHi\;·jG EJ INT?:?!:.:ST TYPE DEln="H.(6);!'.<l );nC2);';'(3);;:(4);'E(5) 
250 eel )=r:(1~1 )+:3(/1#1 )-D(l)--[".t;.) 
255 }o-on :":=1 TOh 
260 OCI-HI )=B(l~N+I )+D(I~,~),+l )-D(I~N)-D(lI~~J) 
26 5 ~;E:':T 1': 
270 PEINT"CHANGE It~ Ci\SH BY Y:t="Q<l )jC!(2HQ(3,jQ(4>;Q(S) 
350 STOP 
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PROGRAM PR4 
TO PRlNT OUT mOFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT 
00010 DIM PCIOJS),A(14S) 
00020 ~AT GET "EEE d ,A(2S) 
00030 i':l~T GET "EEZ",IIP<10J5) 
ooo~o FOR 1=1 TOlD 
00050 Fon N=lT05 
00060 PHli'J1' P(IJlN); 
000 70 :'JE~':T ;"J 
000,)0 Ph I~~T 
o 0090 :~EZ7 I 
00100 ?fiINT"E0UITY snLES="ACl)JA(2);A(3);ACh)JA(S) 
00110 PRINT"SLU SET=u,; 
00115 VO~ ~=lTO 20 
00120 ?~--:l:-vT lJ.C·j+5); 
o 0130 tiiEXT N 
00200 STOP 
EDIT E;'JD 
mOGRAM PR6 
TO PRlNT OUT GR= TIl SALES 
READY EDIT PE6 Di\SIC 
EDIT Ll!;;T 
00010 DIUX(25),Z(lS) 
00012 GET"CMM",J,L,H 
00015 ~AT GET"EEE'',X(25) 
00020 j'Oll [=1 TO J 
00025 Y( I )=0 
00030 Fon K=170 L 
00035 W\T GET t 'S13""Z(15) 
00040 IF X(K+5)=~(13)THEN 50 
o OOl!5 GO TO ·55 
00050 YO )=Y( I )-1-2(1) 
00055 IF 7.(15)=777 THENUO 
00U60 IF 3(15)=555 THEN 90 
00070 GO TO 3, 
00000 :':EXT K 
00090 t!T'::XT I 
00005 ?RINT "SALES PER YEnR=~Y(1);YC2);Y(3);YC4);YC5) 
00110 l)~INT"GROWTH IN SALES (Z)="(Y(S)/YCl)-1.U)*100 
00200 SIO? 
EDI'l' l~rvD 
159 
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mOGRAM PR9 
TO PRINT OUT COMPUTER RUN W-l 
00010 DIM nC20,3),D(20,3) 
OOO~10 ~':AT GET"DDD",,!\(20,,3) 
00030 \·ii'1T GET "f"li:i~';" JD(20, 3) 
U 0035 Pi.-{I:'lT "Ti\E)LE OF ~1 &D" 
o OO/~O FOE ¥-=1 TO ~O 
000/15 ?:1 H:T H: 
00050 FOB 1=11'03 
00060 P::lli\lT !3(j{,,I);r~O\,I)1 
00070 ).;£:';:1' I 
[) 0075 i'jEXT n 
00090 ST0::;I 
160 
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APPENDIX C 
COLLECTION OF SPECIFIC RUN RESULTS 
I. LIST OF COMPUTER RUNS FOUND IN APPENDIX C 
computer Run 
AO 
Al 
A2-1 
A2-2 
A3-1 
A3-2 
A4 
A5-1 
A5-2 
A6 
A7 .. 1 
A7-2 
A7-3 
Bl 
B2-1 
~ 
171 
173 
175 
177 
179 
181 
183 
185 
187 
189 
191 
193, 
195 
197 
199 
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computer Run 
82-2 
B3-1 
B3_2 
EI 
E2-1 
E2-2 
E3-1 
E3-2 
Fl 
TI 
T2 
J3 
T4 
T5 
J6 
J7 
J8 
J9 
nO 
Jll 
................................................ 
162 
~ 
201 
203 
205 
207 
:2-09 
211 
213· 
,US 
,1;17 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
230 
238 
JI2 (FIrst) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 235 
JI2 (Second) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 236 
113 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• 238 
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Computer Run 
PI 
P2 
P3 
P4 
WI 
II. OVERVIEW 
163 
~ 
241 
242 
243 
245 
This appendix contains a collection of the specific run results, along 
with a chart which gives a definition of each line in the computer print-
out of the balance sheet to aid in identifying those lines which are not 
labeled. A final section gives the SBU market share options used in each 
run. 
III. DISCUSSION 
Each of the major runs of the model are found in this appendix, and 
Tables XVIII through XX serve as a partial index to the runs. Programming 
labels in the Basic language, although possible, is not convenient and 
definItely takes up valuable computer time and space, and therefore 
labels were not printed by the computer. 
See Figure 14 for the layout of the balance sheet which is printed 
by computer run ER6. Line one refers to the first line of each block of 
numbers printed. Refer to Page I of Computer Run AO and note that line 
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TABLE XIX 
CONTINUATION OF TABLE XVIll 
Computer policyl Measure~~ Debt to Div. Title 
Run Case ment Case Equity Rate 
Ratio 
B2-1 II .6 .3 For growth in earnings 
per share 
B2-2 .6 .1 
B3-1 II II .5 .2 
B3-2 .45 .2 
El V .6 .2 For growth in sales 
E2-1 V .6 .3 
E2-2 .6 .1 
E3-1 II V .5 .2 
E3-2 .45 .2 
Fl 
-
2 
.6 .2 For return on assets 
employed 
1 See Figure 7 for a description of policies and measurements 
investigated ,. Measurement Cases III and IV are identical' to ,Case I ~ 
2 Special case of measurement factor I using present value of 
shareholder equity divided by the present value of assets employed 
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TABLE XX 
SUMMARY OF COMPUTER RUNS IN )OINT EFFECTS STUDY 
Com2uter RUn Dividend Debt to Equity 
~ Ratio 
)1 
.3 
.5 
)2 
.3 .45 
)3 
.3 
.7 
)4 • Z 
.7 
)5 
.1 
.7 
)6 
.1 
.45 
)7 
.1 
.5 
)8 
.1 .4 
)9 
.1 
.3 
)10 
.3 
.4 
)11 
.3 
.3 
)12 
.2 
.4 
)13 
.2 
.3 
Al 
.2 .6 
A2-1 
.1 .6 
A2-2 
.3 .6 
A3-1 
.2 .45 
A3-2 
.2 .50 
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Line I 
Line 2 
Line 3 
Line 4 
Line 5 
Line 6 
Line 7 
Cash 
Inventories 
Receivables 
Investments 
Plant I Equipment and 
Land, less accumu- . 
lated depreciation", 
Total Net Assets 
Payables 
Short Term Debt 
Long Term Debt 
Shareholders Equity 
Total Liabilities 
Shares of Stock 
Outstanding 
Dividends 
Declared 
Dividends 
Per Share 
Figure 14. Guide to layout of balance sheet printouts. 
157 
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one contains the number 4602.297 I and the succeeding first lines are 
3761.860; 4536.457; 527B.277; and 6129.609. 
168 
See Figure 10 of Appendix A for the layout of the profit and loss portions 
of the output as printed by Program PR4, but note that each column represents 
one year in the planning horizon. Thus from the second page of Computer 
Run AO, the total SBU contribution for year three of the study is 16664 and 
the net profit after tax i n year five is 12192.70. 
The right-hand side of the second page of some of the computer runs. 
is difficult to read because the computer output terminal may execute a 
carriage return in the middle of a number, and if it does, the remainder 
of the number is found at the start of the next line. 
Table XXI lists the SBU market share options which were used in the 
computer runs listed in this appendix, 
Figure 15 is a guide to the layout of the probability run printout 
labeled Computer Run PI through P4. The format of the three lines shown 
are repeated for each year in the planning horizon. The last two sections 
of the printout contain the mean cash flow and variance for the year 
listed I and the last lines contain the mean profit and variance. 
R
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Line 1 Mean of Variance Mean of Variance 
Inventory of Receivables of 
Inventory Receivables 
Line 2 Mean of Variance Mean of Variance 
Payable. of Profit of 
Payable. Profit 
Line 3 Mean of Variance Zero Zero 
Liquidation of 
Value Liquidation 
Value 
Figure 15. Guide to layout of probabLlLty run printouts. 
Mean Net 
Plant and 
Equipment 
Variance Net 
of Plant and 
Equipment 
'" 
'" 
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1 1 1 
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EDIT PUll 
CPL COI·1P 
CF'L COI'1F' 2 
CPL COI'IF' <: 
CPL COI'IP 4 
CPt. COHP !:i 
EID 
COMPUTER RUN AO 
COMPMlY MANAGEMENT CASE 
~3 
EDIT 
PEHD'( 
EDIT 
ltiPl.lT 
ED IT PR3 ":R:3 I C 
RUIl 
C(2) 
? .2 
4';02.2'37 
t 9';1~3 
17555 
t.041 
:3935. 1 (,(I 
15..,40,40 
327 ~2. ~:;1:::1 
. 585138. '';H3 5:;:50'3 
4525 16':.2. :::78 • :;:~,'?485·~ 
3761 . 8t.I:1 
213317 
1-:'465 
213112 
65868.50 
4-525 
45360457 
2229'3 
17853 
8571.:=:5'~ 
21325 
74585.25 
4525 
5278.277 
2"~b89 
19522 
12786.10 
21918 
E:419~:.25 
4525 
612'j. r::.O'? 
27249 
21261 
1 7':.:3':' ~ '?O 
2024.680 
2221.0h3 
4525 24:;:8.540 
6251 
:::9:::5.180 
157 '::;'0.48 
3·;'9·~2. iO 
1!.58':.E:.5":' 
.3950080 
6:::6'1 
:3'335.0'':.10 
15741D. ·~O 
48040,')1;1 
74585.25 
.4474440 
7593 
39:35.090 
15740.';'0 
5b'~24. ·~O 
841n.2:", 
• 4'~082-;"3 
8319 
3'j::!5. 0'31':1 
15740,413 
6":'679 
'3:4';73.:;:8 
.5:3::::9040 
171 
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PPESEIiT l.lALUE or EPU!TY= 156003.2 
GROUTH If{ TOTAL ASSETS(:~;:::: 61.811320 
GROWTH HI EPg (PERCENT) = 46.64612 
172 
EAP-tuNGS PER SHARE= 1. 837429 1. 975039 2.237220 2.454149 2.69 
4519 
PETURI'l on EDUITY= .2535443 .2237502 .2107247 .19513825 .18285 
67 
F:ETURN OU IlET FlSSt;TS= .1421040 .1356:3132 .1357293 .1318995 .1 
287870 
IlE?T TO EOUITY PER '-(EfIR= .599';'998 .4926004 .4095570 .3456394 
.2-:+50777 
CHAnG ·HI I1HEREST T'WE !)EBT=-10087.51 -:3.906250E-03 -1.171875E-02 
I) (I 
CHAUGE lit CA:::H bY YR=-8906.074 3535.633 4133.754 4956.059 57 
e2.133 
EDIT END 
READ't EIlIT PR4 3f1SIC 
EDIT RUIl 
13629 15322 i 6664 18701 20:3913 
1500 1750 1060 1:300 16013 
2883.410 1377. 28(1 1377. 281) 1377. 280 1 :;:77 . 288 
2571.860 3324.600 .:.j.580. :309 SGI!!4.430 6742.8-:-8 
8314.359 3937.047 1(1123.40 :d105 12192.713 
• 5000000 • 50013000 • 5Cu31!H)OI) • 5000000 . 5000000 
7886.5130 '51709.547 11120.91Z1 13200.40 15440.213 
840.';399 ';'';.930:=a) 417.1)15'3 685.74::::3 1022.8913 
] 5143.727 6649.188 9160.';29 1120E:.90 ~3485.$O 
1 2 3 '* 5 
"EQUIT'( :::ALE$= (1 0 (1 e 0 
:S3U SET= 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1:3 1 2 2. 
I 
E"IT EllJ 
REAJ'/ ED I T PP.6 :BAS I C 
EDIT RUH 
SALES PER 'fEAR= 74426 82843 
GROWTH ill SALES (%;)= 46.32787 
9:3974 
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I 
J 
E!lIT F,Ufi 
CF'L COI'1P 1 
CF'L COI'lP 2 
CF'L C(!IW .:: 
CF'L COI"lP '1 
CF'L CDIIF' 5 
Ell 
:;lii.lE 
[10 
CCMPUTER RUN Al 
PRESENT VALUE OF SIIAREI!OLDERS 
EQ.UITY 
(1 
EDIT 
EDIT 
E:'lT 
PEl,]).,. 
EDIT 
ltiF'lIT 
EJIT PF:3 ::::FI:3IC 
F,Uli 
C(2) 
" 
.2 
19774 
161135 
(1 
18757 
!:J'~17(1 
4561; •• 00:2: 
:381,+.200 
20571 
17571 
~:1;33. 4-:1(1 
20'31:34 
66~32:3. S6 
45t.6.008 
2287!:i 
1':1538 
t.181.5':10 
22488 
75':.87.1'3 
...j.56':'.00::: 
255:32 
217136 
10'-lG2 
2317':. 
86272.::::8 
1":.1')41 
:-::984. t'ff:::1 
15'31:3::::.70 
:~::3205. ':.13 
~i'3170 
1671.470 • :3t:,':<::8GO 
1 !':;Sl~:8. 70 
413~::34 • :~:O 
6652:'::.b9 
17:::2.180 
7001 
:'::·j84.':.?13 
1!'.:~9:::::3. 7'0 
48?62.·~O 
75687. i'? 
2H)7.13(1 .4t::":.14820 
7841] 
:'::'~84. ';:.70 
1!:i'338. '?O 
~8509. t.o 
173 
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J 
6275.199 
28401 
23889 
1~':'982. 4(1 
28537 
98084.56 
4566.(103 
8776 
3';':34.67(1 
15'?3::::,70 
E·';'385.25 
98084.56 
2718.9:30 .5954720 
PRESEHT I.!FlLUE OF E(!UiTY= 15938~3.2 
(;f.:OHTH If~ TOTAL HSSETS(~~)= 65. 76738 
(;F:Ol-lTH III EF'S (PEPCEt-lTI= tot.2135GG 
174 
EfiRlHtiGS PEF: SHARE= 1.346930 1.951574 2.307409 2.668289 2.97 
7'360 
RETURN OU E(!UITY= .2516=350 .2209262 .2160587 .20823013 .19593 
00 
RETURtl 01"1 tlET ASSETS= .1412-+:30 .1339510 .1391999 .1412199 .1 
3861313 
j)E:£:r TO E.QUIT"( PER '.'ERR= .6(11300132 .4939560 .40857';3 .3413'5145 
.2871412 
(HAUGE IU nn TYPE :DE:3T=63.90';250£-03 -3. '9£16250£-133 -3.906250£-03 -3. 
906250E-133 -3.90625(lE-O;J 
CHflliGE IU (ASH &;'( 'IP.=-';'811.023. 2913.711 3338.533 5022.731) 64 
48.641 
EDIT EH~ 
PEt=lD\' EDIT PRo.+ 3881(: 
EIJn RUH 
1 :3715 15354 17257:" 20195 22798 
151313 1758 1000 1300 161313 
21383.410 1394.641) 1394.6413 1394.6--!·O 18':a4.6313 
2614.860 3298.460 4617.367 5811.449 7045.656 
8357.35':1 89W.90(, WS35.70 12183.40 135'~4.7e 
.580(01211) .50tJ00013 .50(1000(1 .50121131300 .500130013 
7";'72.500 '31741.547 1133:"3.70 1;;:823 16249 
840.6399 e 290.6790 494. 52t.:.9 836.9061219 
5229.727 6596.'?Ob '3234.7'3811622.913 141391.30 
1 2 3 oj. 5 
EQUITY SALES= 378.7:3?8 13 I) I) 
SEU SET= 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 2: 1 1 1 
I 
DIT END 
EJIT RUII 
SALES PEP 'lEfIR= 7442b 82922 
GF::ONTH III SALES f%)= 54.213952 
92001 102825 1147",:'2 
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J 
ED:T RUIi 
CPL COHP 1 
CF'L cm'IP " 
CF'L COt'IF' :3 
CPL COIIP ~ 
CF'L COI'1P 5 
ElD 
COMPUTER RUN A2-1 
PRESENT VALUE OF SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 
(I 
EZlIT 
PEflJ'y' 
01713 
J;:Ef1:Yl 
DlT 
ItlF'UT 
EDiT F'F::} 
11-1',1 S'I'H 
£:11T PP:3 3ASIC 
PUll 
(:1.2) 
1':17:4 
161£15 
6?S.2:300 
18757 
t,O·f.! 
.:103'?510 
It,PS8.113 
:3::::t':·':.2. ';:,0 
59'301. 10 5'~981. 20 
4525 835.735::: .1:3469:30 
3:379.728 
20~,71 
17571 
209:~;4 
t~,266 
.~133'3. 510 
It.l~'::;:~. 10 
416';:'7.':;'0 
~1~.~ ~1~.~ 
4525 892.7510 . l'~72'?::a~ 
.:j.761.811; 
22::::-?5 
19538 
87';3.1:::8 
22488 
::'8426 
':t52~, 
5605.10'~ 
25582 
21706 
1·1-245. :30 
'38314.25 
4525 1227.710 
·~03'9. 510 
5i227.40 
{'::::426 
.2:3401f1l3 
'?840 
·1039.510 
It.::.158 
t.2276.80 
'jlj:::14.:;::3 
.271:;:1':.';1 
175 
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J 
6653.520 
28401 
23S8'? 
21132.50 
23537 
8776 
4(139.51£1 
it,158 
7463'£1.5121 
103613 10:3613 
4525 1873.6413 .3035b70 
;'PESEUT 1,!ALlIE OF EOUn'(= 16721313 
~RO~JTH HI TOTAL AS!~ETSO,;;)= 72.97343 
~ROIHH III EPS (PEPCEfHI= 64-.36299 
E"liRtHHGS PER SHAF:E= l.84':'930 1.9729313 
5':'70 
RETlIRI"j ON EQUIT'I= .2482684 
67 
RETURt-i or·j t-iEr ASSETS= • l,'3'3S1~3 
325741 
.21411324 
.1309771 
176 
2 • .34131131.3 2.7131(1) 3.03 
.20671340 .197187'" .18· .. 1213 
.13513178 • 135937':' .1 
::tEET TO Ef!UIT" PEP. YEAR= .6000013 
.2706007 
.4343853 .:':::942716 .3243183 
(HAriG HI IfHEPEST T'i'PE DE~T=-9565.4'32 -3:.9136250E-03 -.1015625 
':'250E-03 -3. 90':.250E-(1:3 -3. 90625eE-03 
CHANGE IH CASH ~'f' YR;..:-90?9.816 3819.790 
35.';'13 
EDIT EnD 
P.EA~'I· E::tIT PR4 
0170 lilt} 8'm 
t;,:EAJ'( EJIT PR4 jASIC 
~DIT PUll 
18715 15354 17257 
1500 1750 101)13 
212183.410 1·H3.830 
2614. sr;g 3:315.1370 
8357. :35'3 8927. 5213 
.500tlOeO .5€1000(10 
7"~72. 5130 9741.547' 
:::4121.6399 52.4184(1 
5229, 727 66313. 12'3 
1 2 .3 4 
EOU I T..... SALES= 13 121 
S3U SET= 1 1 
1 1 3 
20195 
1300 
1..j.13.8:3iJ 
";6?6.';:37 
113588.90 
.501361300 
11333. (1) 
416.4199 
9:3~1. 289 
~ 
o 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
227'33 
161313 
1413.830 
~91)5. 109 
12277.113 
.SIJ0013I)13 
13823 
701.13549 
11810.20 
o 
1 
1 
,+440.1)23 
1413.8313 
7187.337 
1373':'.40 
.5\300131313 
1';249-
1139",620 
14374.813 
6325 • .1132 
-3.90 
79 
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I ] 
EDIT F:UH 
CF'L CIJI'IP 1 
CF'L CIJi'1F' 2 
CPL CONP :3 
CF'L CIJI'1F' 4 
CPL Got·1P 5 
INPUT ~:: (2 ) 
? . :;: 
0+45:::, (11~1:3 
1':(774 
16105 
13 
18757 
5'3094 
4651.3t.7 
3814.2(1t1 
20571 
175?1 
2667.110 
289:34 
t.5557. 2~5 
4651 • :;:1; 7 
4513:3. (11):;: 
22:::75 
!'j5:3::: 
4231.9?? 
2248::: 
4651.3b? 
5152 
25582 
21 ?I)':. 
733:3.477 
2317'6 
:'::29~j4. :;:8 
4651.367 
5'362. ::::'';'0 
28401 
2388'3 
115~a). 10 
23537 
9331';:'.:38 
4651. ~:67 
COMPUTER RUN A2-2 
PilESENT VALUE OF SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 
6041 
3'37::::.'9:::13 
15·~1~i. 90 
3::::158.113 
5'3(1';14 
2!5(17 • 21 tl • 5540?'90 
6S5~7'.25 
2':·7::::,570 .574"?'92Ij 
7001 
15915. '_:;I~J 
~';7·+5.10 
73640.:::8 
::::1'-;"=',400 • 677£19;::H 
7:3';0 
:;:'37:::.978 
15915.'510 
5521 'j. t.o 
.78083il1 
:377':. 
3'~7:::. '371;1 
15'?llS. ';1(1 
64649. 1~3 
-:1:3::::19. :::f: 
·:1))41.2i0 • :'::':.88220 
177 
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178 
PRESEIIT 'JALUE OF EQUITY= ·153072.3 
GROWTH III TOTAL ASSETS(:O= 57.91759 
GROWTH III EPS (PERCENT) = 56.80475 
ERRIIINGS PER SHARE= 1.846930 1.915973 2.256973 2.602779 2.89 
6073 
RETURN 011 EQUITY= .2520461 .2262195 .2245798 .2192422 .208.36 
65 . 
RETURN 011 liET ASSETS= .1414250 .1359407 .1425567 .1459413 .1 
443498 
DEBT TO EQUITY PER YEAR= .6€t00004 .5049907 .42561333 .3t.02863 
.3077362 
CHANG Iii INTEREST TYPE DEBT=-9868.133 -1.171875E-02 -3.906259E-03 -3 
. 90b250E -03 -3. 906250E -133 -3. 906250E -03 
CHAIIGE ii' CASH 3Y YR=-9886.992 2023.301 2258.671 3750.492 50 
02.461 
EDIT EB~ 
READY EJ IT PR4 
£1170 INti $'(1'1 
READY EDIT PR4 3ASIC 
EDIT RUB 
13715 15354 i7257 20195 22798 
1500 i. 7S\?- 10130 L300 1':'00 
2083.410 1392.640 1392.649 1392.649 1392.6040 
2614.1360 3299 •• ~513 4579. ?~7 5734.457 6921.719 
8357.35~ 8911.898 10tt9S 1211)6.50 .13470.79 
• 5000000 • 5000000 .5000000 • 5000000 .5000000 
7972.5013 9741.547 11338.70 13823· 16ii:49 
8413.6399 13 213.36913 338.5579 587.13789 
5229. 727 65~8.S98 9159.4313 11468.90 13843.40 
1 2 3 4 5 
EQUITY SALES= 1167 0 0 0 0 
SBU SET= 1 1 1 
1 1 3 2 
1 
I='nn 1='1i"A 
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ClIT fcUH 
CF'L COHF' 1 
CPL COI'IF' 2 
CPL ClJNP :3 
CF'L COHP " 
CPL CONP 5 
E!JIT f'Uli 
1IlF'IJT C(2) 
"? .2 
453:3. '377 
1'?774 
1611)5 
18,'57 
S9170 
4·~37. 977 
3814.20121 
213571 
17571 
372'?t.:.80 
20'~:j4 
66619.75 
49:37.977 
4614.278 
19538 
63':,7.469 
2248:3 
75882.·69 
49~:7. '377 
53G5.5:3·~ 
255:32 
21706 
10741.10 
2317t':' 
:::6570.50 
4··~~:7. '377 
6303.09:3 
28401 
16357. ::a) 
2:3537 
9:3487.25 
4'=':37. '??? 
COMPUTER RUN A3-1 
PRESENT VALUE OF SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 
~:29? 660 
131 SIO, 61) 
:::6640.'10 
59170 
l~, 71 • ,+7(1 • 3r:.9:3:3£.0 
62t:.6 
32':;Q.t.:.60 
1~:t '30.60 
4::::::65.,:.0 
66619.88 
iSOto, 2~a.) 
?O~jl 
.329"? 660 
1 :31 9~3. 1:.(1 
52398.40 
2131.9!313 • ·~:=:17450 
784(1 
3297. 66~3 
1:2:190.613 
622"';'2. ::aj 
8657(1.5t. 
2462. 22(1 • 49:::1':,2'30 
:3776 
32'=.t7.t.:.t.:.(1 
131'38.60 
';'8487.25 
2745.210 ,5559:::70. 
179 
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PRESEtlT I}I~LUE or EQIJITl'= 171471.8 
GROWTH Ifi TOTAL ASSETS(%J= 66.44792 
GPOI~TH IN EPS (PEPCEt-IT J = 513.5£1296 
180 
EflRHHtGS PER SHARE= 1.846')30 1.82891£1 2.158725 2.4':13145 2.77 
':;.6$5 
RETURU OH HlUIT'y'= .2280.893 .21353:323 .2034560 .1977931 • j87;4!:: 
53 
P.ETURI"i ON 11ET ASSETS= .141243~3 .1355627 .1404767 .14221389 .1 
393688 
='EBT TO EQUITY rEF: YEAR= .4499983 .3758812 .31471310 .2649043 
.2251784 
CHfI!iG IN I1tTEF:EST TYPE :JEBT=-1:3274.75 -3.90625a:1E-03 -:3.9062513E-133 --:: 
• 90625~jE-1)3 -3. 9062513E-03 -:::~. 906250E-12I3 
CHANGE IIi CASH 3Y ' .... R=-'3811.023 :3009.';:'02 ::':487.855 5124.898 6!:: 
53.758 
EDIT El'lil 
F:EAD'( E!lIT PP.4 ~ASIC 
EDIT RUU 
137 15 15354 172!'.:i7 20195 227'?8 
1501) 1750 1 r.](n] 1 :31313 1600 
2l3S3.410 1154. 180 11~4. 180 1154.180 1154.1:313 
261-+.813.0 3418.680 ·P";'1 • ..j.38 5939.109 7177.047 
8357.35-;' 9031.129 1Bt:.59. ;1:; 12311. 113 13726.10 
• '313(11300(1 .50013(1)0 .50(10(100 .513(11)000 .50000130 
7·~72.51.30 9741.547 113:38.7(1 1382:3 16249 
840.6399 (1 29:3.3738 509.3979 859.2839 
5229.727 r:.837.~:59 9482.88? 11878.20 '14354.10 
1 3..j. 5 
EQUITY SALES= 381:3.801) I) 0 I) €I 
S:aU SET= 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 :3 2: 1 1 1 1 
1 
EDIT EfD 
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j 
EJiT !':tlll 
CPL Cor'lP 
CPL COt'1F' 2 
CPL conp 3 
CPL COI'1P 4 
CF'L COi'1F' '5 
DIT F:LlIl 
HlPtiT Cl:2) 
? .2 
4~,3:3. ';177 
1';t774 
161£15 
lEi 
18,'5, 
5'=-'17(1 
4:305.727 
::::814.200 
20571 
17571 
3G'?5.4'j(1 
20934 
66585.56 
4805.727 
46113.840 
22875 
1':15:38 
6:;:Ol.8:::{' 
22.):3:3 
75813.1 'j 
5:35:3.'=':38 
25582 
217£16 
10641.8£1 
231?t.:. 
8t".464.75 
4805.-.='27 
62·~:=:. 1::::0 
284Hl 
2338') 
It.22·~ 
2:3537 
9:3344. OS 
48135.727 
COMPUTER RUN A3-2 
PRESENT VALUE OF SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 
6041 
:;:541. '3:;::13 
141';7.70 
3541·~. :;:0 
5'3170 
1671. ·t713 
62t:.6 
3541.'73(1 
1~+1';·? 713 
42t:,10 
7001 
:3!.:,41.9:::0 
141l.:.7.70 
~,11132. ~50 
l531:;:.l';1 
2123.13B .4417910 
7840 
:;::541,';"30 
14167.70 
60-:' 1!5.10 
86464. 7~; 
2453.140 .5184630 
:3~,~1. 9:30 
14167.7£1 
,?1858.S6 
9€::344.19 
27:35. ::::70 
181 
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PP.ESEIiT ')ALUE OF EQUITY= 167174.3 
GROWTH 111 TOTAL ASSETS(%)= ';';.213587 
GROWTH IN EPS (PI'RCENTl = 54.11862 
182 
Et=lRtlINGS PER SHARE= 1.846930 1.870350 2.288955 2.S52315 2.8' 
6464 
RETURli ON EQUn'l= .2359543 .2109453 .207732'; .21313573 .1903/ 
49 
RETURIi 011 IlET ASSETS= .1412438 .1349902 .14138233 .1413578 .l 
390969 
~EBT TO EQUITY PEP. I'EAR= .4999994 .415';214 .3465511 .2907264 
.2464512 
CHANG HI HITEREST TYPE· ZlEBT=-12053. 37 -3.ge625I21E-03 -3. 91362513E-03 -~ 
• 906250E -03 -3. 9136250E -133 -3. 906250E -03 
CHANGE IIi CASH BY YR=-9S11.e23 2975.711 34132.533 5088.50e 6~ 
1150.445 
EiHT END 
REAZlY E~IT PP.4 BASIC 
E~IT RUII 
13715 15354 17257 213195 22798 
15139 1750 Ieee 13139 1600 
e083.41e 1239.6813 1239.680 1239.680' 1239.6813 
2614.860 3375.930 4697.328 5393.707 7130.328 
8357.359 8988.387 10615.613 12265.713 13679.313 
.5000000 .500000e .5000000 .50000013 .50013000 
7972.::1013 9741.547 11338.713 13823 16249 
840.6399 e 295.6389 '51214.1108 851. 3459 
5229'.727 6751.867 9394.656 117137.4121 14260.713 
1 2 3 4 5 
EQUIT"I SALES= 2592.450 a 0 0 0 
SBU SET= I I 1 1 1 1 1 
I 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 
1 
Enn END 
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I 
COMPuTER RUN A4 
THE SBU WHICH GIVE MAXIMUM MARKET SHABE 
EDI1 RUH 
BEEIl 
CPL COI'IF' 
CPL COI'U:' 2 
CPL CCII'IF' :3 
CPL COIIF' 4 
CPL COI'iF' 5 
3 
E:111 EH!) 
F:EI1ilY E:l IT PR3 3fl~; I C 
EDIT FUll 
HIPIJT (:(2) 
.2 
452'3. :348 
1 ';h::,:::5 
la;035 
I) 
1:3672 
.58':-121.3(1 
45':.~:. 4:38 
3772.40(1 
20271 
t.':'07'3.0":' 
45..:.3.483 
4564.27(1 
2244121 
6296.":'37 
7':i12E:. t:8 
4563.488 
528'~.457 
25007 
21S':":!1 
108:.37 
22:3:;:2 
85t,~~16 ~ :;:8 
45":,3 • .,.88 
6015 
396"'::-. '381) 
i587'1.'.;")O 
:j:~:06i7.,. 50 
6173 
:'::9t::,? '3:;:1) 
15:::71.';11) 
,";:'00E,,':'. :;:\) 
':,':,1)7'3. 1 'j 
1749.9tO .3834710 
t,:;a;? 
:;:';'':,7.970 
1587 1 .9i~ 
4:3·122 
7512:::.8::': 
2(188. 920 ~ 4577478 
3':167.970 
15:;:71. -;!I) 
5:3 HrJ. 60 
183 
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6239.199 
2779b 
23759 
164413.513 
23111 
97345.56 
4563.488 
8591 
3'367. $ITt) 
15871.913 
t.891..j..75 
'37345.56 
2:132. 8213 • 59227130 
:'RESEnT '..!ALLIE or EQ.UIT'(= 158371.4 
~ROlolTH III TOTAL flSSETS(::;l= 65.21281 
:->F:OIHH i:1f EP::: (PEF:CENTl = 63.0213'38 
184 
=:BRNINGS PEP SHAP.E= 1.=::16545 1.917355 2.288734 2.6519113 2.~b 
1349 
3ETIJRt"l 01'1 EI.lUITi'= .2485855 .2183843 .2'-156995 .21382822 .1~a;,09 
38 
~ETUF:H Oli tiET ASSETS= .1395056 .1324149 .1391:3224 .1413674 .1 
382260 
DE:3i iO EI;"'!UITY PEP 'tEAR= .599';'992 .4951761 .40972:'::3 ,:3414568 
.2878900 
CHAtlG Hl HlTEREST TYPE DEBT=-9923. i33 -3.906250E-1)3 -1. 17187~:'E-02 -3 
• 906250E -03 -3. 90':'250E -133 -3. 90625eE -03 
CHAUGE IN CASH 3\' ,(R=-9815.€.52 2977.840 3353.714 5265.551 65 
53.242 
EDIT EN:;) 
REAJ'/ ED I T PR4 itAS I C 
E:tlT RUH 
13440 1~02'; 170':'1 213L317 226131 
1500 17'513 1(100 i800 1':'00 
2083. 410 1~:~38. 7';:'0 1:388.790 1:388.7'30 1388.790 
2477.3':'0 :3137. :~:80 '~·52t.. 3':'7 572';".957 6965.1378 
8219.:::59 874'3.823 1L3444.60 12102 13514.10 
.56l1000e .5130130130 .5013e(1I)L3 . 513(100~3e .50000013 
76';"7.500 ':0413.547 11142.7£1 13645 16052 
840.63';"9 e 2';'8.78313 51213.7310 866.95913 
4954.727 6274.758 9052.727 11459.-:-0 13930.20 
12.34.5 
EOUIT'( SALES= 349.5898 13 (I (I 0 
Si:U SET= 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 
E:tIT EHZ.I 
PEA:LIY EJIT PP6 3ASIC 
E::tiT F:UIt 
SALES PER YEAR= 73651 :321387 
g~~~TH ~tI~~ SALES (~-:)= 55. L;1:::5'? 
91328 1(122'38 114239 
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J 
;PL COI'IP 
;PL COI'IP 2 
;PL COHF' 3 
;PL COI'IF' 4 
;PL COI'lP 5 
:3 
eDIT EIIJ 
COMPUTER RUN A5-1 
THE sm) WHICH GIVE MINIMUM MARKET SHARE 
~EfOY E]IT P:3*,F:3 :t:t:!~;IC 
O::llT F:UI1 
HlPUT c(2) 
.2 
jfo::3I:o: 
13020 
385":.,520 
1rOt.S 
~1:30S 
:;:8:3'3. -+ i 8 
15:;:57.60 
:319'~5. 10 
56997.10 56997 .10 
4525 14E::;:. 526 .32342'3'=' 
:;:204.750 
16:;:~.35 
11:0:36 
152:3:3 
5047 
3::"::39. ·+113 
15'::~;-:' ,1:.(1 
321 ?f .• ,+() 
56420. 40 5":.420.40 
45;:::!5 45.32;::80 1 . (113161 BE -02 
3751 • -:17(-1 4::::86 
15860 :::::::39 .. ~ 1 0 
11'323 1 ~i:35? • ':,(1 
1:3462.8(1 34E,61.70 
1:;:747 
58744.:'::0 587·t4.ta~ 
4525 621.3:37'3 .137:3120 
4156.777 
15842 
1226::: 
1?5~:9.·:j.O 
12697 
4:'::87 
383·~. 4113 
153T?'.61Z1 
:;::3414.1(1 
t.2~'?8.21.3 f,249;::.2~3 
4525 9~:8.09.:.9 .2073140 
4!:i44.23:3 
15:362 
12!54i 
2351 7 • ~:o 
1143? 
47::':'; 
·:':::':~:·3.410 
i5357.60 
4:Y·I;S.5(1 
t.7'401.3:3 S7412H. :,8 
4525 12i.3. 60~3 • 2"'924::a) 
185 
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J 
F'RESErIT l,IflLlIE OF EQUITY= 118517.4 
GRO~nH III TOTAL AS~::ETS(:';)= 18.25393 
GROIHH IN EF'B (PERCEnn =-13. 66047 
186 
EAPIHHGS PEP SHAPE::: 1.617149 5.(1)8049E-02 .686561.30 1.03':'570 
.:396239 
PETURn OH H!UIT,(= .2287181 7. t34-2866E-03 8. 9b28'~:3E-02 .12211382 
.14534156 
RETURIl 01'1 llET ASSETS= .1283854 4. 01652,;,E-133 5. 288451E-02 7.504983 
E-1J2 ~. 373695E-132 
DE~T TO EQUITY PEP. YEAR= .59':'':1982 • 5":166175 • ~158e391 .4997335 
.4416302 
(.HAUG HI WTEP.EST TYPE DEr.T=-l€1SI;r; -3.·~Ob250E-03 -::'.9~3b25(lE-03 -:3.90 
6250£-133 -3. 9136250E -133 -3. 906250E -03 
CHANGE Iii CASH BY • ... P=-6253.883 48513.297 4273.348 4.~81.40'; 63 
65.359 
EDIT END 
READY E:J1 T PP.4 :.lAS I C 
UIT RUl'j 
12378 8756 6492 0319 10196 
1500 1750 1000 1 :300 16013 
21J83.41E1 1343.790 134:3.7913 1343.7913 1343.790 
2:31?t.10 .744.1138 1820.4413 2061.741) 2337.370 
7317.61219 2215.~1413 81136.":'91' 4.:.90.488 6317.9$8 
• 513001)00 • :;901312100 • 5000000 • 51)(113000 • 5013(01)13 
7378 42-:'3.500 52135. (51) .5.:.90.250 6215.:379 ""' 
840. 63'~9 30:;:.5210 7"78.-:0329 1077. f'30 1403.150 
4635.227 1·l$8.230 ;364LJ.Sge ·t.l.23.477 4674.727 
1 .; :3 .;. s 
EOU I T.... SALES= 13 13 13 
S3USET=3 333 
:) :3 ;.:: :3 :3 
3 
EDIT Etm 
READ\' EDIT F'P.6 :BfI:3:IC 
EDIT P.UU 
HE HA1)£ HfQ) TROUBLE" RECEII)If~G. 
E:3IT RIJIt 
SALES PER YEAR= 6 7~.55 55617 
GROWTH Ifl SALES (\J=-14.27'E.8!'5 
EDIT EID 
:3 :3 3 3 
3 3 3 
PLEASE PEEtlTER YOUR LAST LINE 
54962 
3 
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J 
CPL COI·1P 
CPL COl'lP ., 
CF'L COI'1P :3 
(:PL COl'lP 4 (:PL COl'lP 5 
E;)IT RUIl 
IHPUT (:(2) 
? .2 
4.14:::.887 
1860':;' 
2136.220 
17378 
57944.113 
4525 
3610.920 
1:3771 
152132 
8477.387 
18768 
64829.30 
4525 
441'3.227 
19'333 
15782 
B759.30 
COMPUTER RUN A5-2 
THE SBU WHICH GIVE MEDIUM MAllKET SHARE 
5736 
3'315.61£1 
15662.48 
:::26:30.10 
~7'='44.iO 
.35851::::0 
5784 
:3915.6113 
151':.62 • • ~(1 
8'34f:?20 
f.·t:329.30 
.:377742'3 
6145 
3":115.610 
15662.40 
4·7053.613 
72776.50 7277-= .• 56 
4525 1 :396. 5gE1 • 41'?ll :35(1 
~;2f!8.930 663:3 
21554 3'315.610 
16776 15662.40 
183'3';.2(1 ~?3151.18 
1'3432 
81367.136 81::::67.1·3t. 
4525 a324.398 .447:;::"?:':a3 
~;·378. 117 
2:3441 
17944 
?223 
3'.HS.6113 
15662.40 
22937.10 63675.16 
20176 
9047t •• 06 904?tE •• 06 
4525 2131.010 .4709409 
187 
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J 
='PESEtH I..IFlLUE OF EOUIT ..... = 152346 
::iROlHH IH TOTAL ASSETS (%J = ~3r;. 14366 
::-;F:OI.JTH IH EF'S (PERCEI"iT)= 31. 35948 
188 
::ARIIIHCiS PEP SHARE= 1. 7925-:'4 1.8:::8715 2.~395675 2.2368913 2.35 
t705 
~~ETURtj OU Ef!UITY= .2485850 .2165456 .2015:340 • i835312 .16732 
f7 
~:ETURIi Oil HET ASSETS= • 1399858 
177 665 
~E:ST TO EOU I T'r' PER 'lEAR= .5999'384 
.31374672 
.4-'36(1577 
.1303617 .1243'386 .1 
.3549885 
:HfltiG Itl iHTEREST TYPE ])E:~n'-'-10184. 99 -3.91)6250E-133 -3. 9~)6250E-03 --= 
.98t,250E-03 -:3. ·;'06250E-03 -:3.9(16250E-(13 
::HANGE Itl CHSH BY 'I'P=-7'759.:395 5503.195 
10.08'; 
alIT Eml 
REA~Y E!lIT PR4 3ASIC 
ELIIT RUIi 
13223 
1500 
2083.410 
2368.860 
8111.359 
.560'0000 
7480.500 
840.6399 
14~30 15115 
1750 1060 
1370.460 
2933.990 
8546.43:3 
.50€1I)000 
8817.547 
i 710.8970 
4737.727 58';7.977 
1 2 3 4 
EOU I TV SALES= 10 0 
SBU SET= 2 
2 
EDIT EtD 
REflII't' EDIT E-:-PP'; BAS.IC 
E~n RUIl 
16313 
.i 30~~1 
13(1).46(1 
~;'no;..800 
';1482.930 
• ~,O(lI~b)00 
9571.879 
1':'7:3.1909 
787'3.598 
5 
o o 
SALES F'EF; 'tEflP= 71 ?30 , 76291 
GPOWTH In SALES (~.~);: 2~~ i ~.::i::: 
EJIT FU7J 
2 
2 
17359 
161)0 
13713.460 
4621.:=:59 
113121..90 
.501.301310121 
113812.40 
1 hJ0. 750 
9242.707 
6090.215 
2 
2 
1370.460 
5205.199 
113655 
.51300000 
11909.29 
,1471.7013 
104113.40 
2 
90~·61 
5426.6105 
2 2 
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J 
PRESE:-:lT Vt\LUi!: OF EQUITY= 1/~2229.7 
GHOI<!TH IN TDTt\L ASSErS( 'l.)= 50.1 M91 0 
GB.OloJTH IN E?S (PSRCENT)= 2lh80754 
I::AH~lINGS PEg SHi\!lE= 1.571;-16'15 1.521070 
0269 
RETURN ON EQUITY= .2~lj2/125 
63 
.18/12206 
1.736650 
_1800367 
190 
1.905900 1.97 
.1706141 .1511S6 
HETURN ON NET ASSETS= .13/.9617 .1177050 .120966/1 .1196787 .1 
121528 
DE[,T TO EQUITY PER YE:AH: .5999987 .5115727 .4378921 .3761233 
.3313670 
CHANG ltv PHEREST ,-Y?E -DEnT=-106l19.62 -3.,)06250E-03 -3.906250£-03 -3 
.906250£-03 -3.906250E-03 -:1.906250E-03 
CH.~NGE IN CASH·UV YR= 14.t.185.10 4827.238 '1604.715 5599.352 61 
3B.434 
EDIT END 
READY EVl'f PRL: DA.:iIC 
EDIT LIST 20 
00020 MAT GET .. f.EE .... (\(2S) 
EDll 20 ~:i\r GE.T"EEF."~'Hlli5) 
EDIT HUN 
9188 
1500 
2063.410 
1400 .8~O 
71 /13.379 
.5000000 
3/~'15.500 
2939.650 
2501.770 
1 2 
9323 9750 
1750 1000 
1337.9LJO 
1270.400 
6f)f':'..S40 
.50000DO 
3710.550 
1918.190 
2540.810 
3 4 
E('U Iry $nLE5= 0 0 
SBU SETe 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 
EDIT RUIi 
10800 
1300 
1337.940 
1940.090 
7858.340 
.5000000 
3631.750 
2386·370 
3860.180 
5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
SALe;; PEP "'EAF:= 3132':11 
(;F:OI·JTH HI SALES (:-::t' ':6. 
EDIT HD 
11100 
1600 
1337.9/,0 
2252.190 
862t1.1 [;8 
.5000000 
tl42B 
2714.330 
li504.319 
o 
o 
1331.9/.0 
2366./~10 
8915.469 
".5000000 
4551 
3119.880 
4732.930 
38200 
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<I 
l;PL t,;U~P 1 
CPL CO;>;? 2 
C?L cor·:p 3 
CPL CC:t-~P II 
CPL CO~,;P 5 
3 
EDIT E:-']D 
COMPUTER RUN A7-1 
WITH ALL SBU EXCEPl' NO. 18 
READY EDIl PE3 n,'\SIC!\_ 
EDIT n.U)J 
1''':PU1 C(2) 
.2 
3248·700 IIOG! 
1327l: 32m~. 560 
&705 12H90.PO 
1326~~.50 26f35/1. "'0 
H:,SB 
'170'1t5·50 '170/.;8. ~O 
4~25 178.LJ230 3. ,)1.13050E.:-02 
3500.290 '126(· 
13071 322:';:·560 
9971 12f~'JO.20 
11160·90 28~/1O.30 
10,,16 
/~891 ').1 (] 48919·10 
4,25 1121./lllc) 9.:31 ?975F.-02 
3679·5110 1~80 1 
155''', 3222.5(,0 
11336 12890.20 
90tH>. .. 319 310l19.10 
11llb8 
5196~.90 51962.<J.O 
4525 621 .. 1 <:J66 .138(;070 
3911/!./.l50 5/,\'10 
1761)2 32:~~·~60 
12906 12590.20 
92~(,.'39 3t.1i52.20 
11676 
55705 55705 
'1:'25 775."'688 .171lt41·O 
437'-1.6'1~ 6076 
19951 32~2 .5(,0 
14539 12B90 .;::!O 
9323.(,29 38036.[10 
12037 
60225030 60285.'?,O 
'-1525 971.0618 .21 /15990 
191 
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PBI'.:SENT VI\LUE OF EOUITY", 103785.3 
GiiO~HH IiIj TOrr\J~ ASSE1S('Z):::: 2S.0067/1 
GHO'I:TH IN EPS (PEHCENT)= 44".2'~56 
EAHNI:>':GS PE.l~ SHI)RE= .1971525 .465611d8 
2994 
192 
.69303/18 .6572046 
RETur~N O:-.J E,)UIl'Y= 3.322008£-02 7.3H?751l::.-02 .1010006 .1135752 
.1276490 
RETUf4N O~ NET A.SSETS= 1.896160E-02 1.1.307234)::-02 6.0350115E-02 6.963 
1 S7.i-.. -08 6.06191 OE-02 
LE!H TO EQUITY PEI~ YEoiR= .599991'7 .5645617 .S1891144 ./1717926 
./~2361111 
CHI\XG l~J I'VTERl::ST TYPE DEf:1=-13650.211 -J.906250F.-03 -3.906250£-03 
• ~062~Ul::-03 -3 .. c;062:'OE-03 -3.90~:?50E-03 
CHJ\NGE IN Cl\5H BY YR= 2166.[,96 -1!;S50.31J -10')9.273 -320.9336 
"' l' .2852 
EDIT E~:Lo 
E[;'IT RUN 
4527 6031 7507 9395 11698 
1500 1750 1000 1300 1600 , 
2083.lJ1O 1127.900 11?7.901) 1127.900 1127.900 
892.1150 2107.060 3135.960 3R7B.B50 i!855.309 
8'7t2.1150 2107.060 3135.980 3CS7H.8!l0 4655·309 
.5000000 .5000000 .5000000 .5000000 .5000000 
4527 6031 7501 9395 11696 
6/:0.6399 1061.020 692.fJ679 190.5898 1110.5229 
1184.230 421 11.129 6211 .969 1151.688 9110.611 
1 2 3 4 5 
E QU tTy SI\LES" 0 0 0 0 0 
513U SET;: 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 3 2 1 1 0 
1 . 
E~IT f<:UH 
SALES PEF: 'r'ERF'= 44135 51 t:,! ~ ·,'';572 
GF:OIHH IB SALES (~~) = 73.40;1';.'.-1.) 
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CClMP!l'l'ER RUN A7-2 
WITH SBtJ l!O. 18 OPUON 2 
CF'L COI1F' 
CF'L COI1F' 2 
CPL e!)tIP 3 
CPL CO~lP· 4 
ePL eOHP 5 
E;)IT RUli 
IliPUT e(2J 
? .=-
4662.297 
I 961<J 
i5905 
891. 7109 
17555 
5:3564 
4525 1671.,j70 
3773.3713 
2E13?1 
16471 
5222.277 
20115 
65952.56 
4525 1790.910 
4562.520 
22484 
1791'3 
C275.!j6b 
214613 
'74701.06 
4525 2022.120 
5321.7513 
25163 
1977'3 
11829.10 
22303 
34395.75 
4525 22213.190 
61':'2.199 
281372 
21721 
16083.50 
22934 
94972.69 
4525 2435.240 
61341 
3939.230 
15756.90 
32826.90 
58564 
.3t3.93860 
6266 
3939.220 
15756.90 
39990.50 
65952.56-
.39578130 
6926 
3939.223 
15756.?O 
48079 
747(11. ~~6 
.4468769 
77413 
;393'~. 22£1 
157S6. 'je 
5':'959.70 
843%.75 
.4'3121649'.3 
8576 
3939.220 
15756.90 
667013.69 
9'"1972.75 
.5381750 
193 
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PRESEtiT UALUE OF EQUIT'(= 156125.4 
GROWTH IN TOTAL ASSETS(':;l= 62.16898 
GROWTH IN EPS (PERCENT)= 45.';9444 
EARtiHiGS PER SHARE= 1. e4';'9313 1.978399 
, 0875 
RETURN ON EGO IT~'= • 2545885 
99 
RETURN 011 nET ASSETS= • 1427045 
282074 
.2:239169 
.1357726 
2.234365 
.2102914 
.1353474 
JEilT TO EQU lTV PER '(EAR= • 5999995 .4925199 
.2952911 
194 
2,453244 2.15.9 
.1948913 .182~4 
.1315345 .1 
.3457904 
CHANG IN INTEREST riPE DEBT=-I0066.SS -1.171875E-02 -3.90';250E-03 -3 
.966250E-03 -3.906250E-03 -3. 906250E-03 
CHANGE IIi CASH BY YR=-S850.992 35131.637 3842.438 
94.852 
EDIT EIID 
READV EDIT PR4 BASIC 
EDIT RUN . 
13715 15354 1b6.39 
1500 1750 lee0 
2083.410 1378.730 
2614.9613 3342.0813 
3357.359 3954.527 
• 50000013 , 5000000 
7972.500 '~74L547 
2413.6399 71.336913 
5229.727 6684. 156 
1 2 8 4 
EQUITV SALES= 0 e 
SilU SET= 1 1 1 
1 1 :3 ;:: 
REA:i:JY E:lIT PP.6 ilASIC 
EDIT RUII 
1371S 
1300 
1378.730 
4567.457 
!eIlO.';O 
.5000000 
l1e~:5.9@ 
417.7:3213 
91~4.930 
5 
o 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
SALES PER 'tEfiF::.: 74426 6292Z 
GF:OWTH IN ·SALES n)= ";'').8·;~'':(,.? 
EDIT EIID 
20935 
1600 
13?'8.730 
56130.367 
11190.90 
.~00e0e0 
13217.40 
662.0449 
11200.70 
o 
1 
2 
13?S.739 
6726.379 
12176.213 
.!:i00eee0 
15·t.SS.20 
946.3250 
13452.60 
100474 111526 
4312.762 50 
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CPL COI'1P 
CPL COI'IP 2 
CPL CONP 3 
CPL COI'lP 4 
CPL COI'IF' 5 
:3 
EDIT END 
READY EDIT 
EDIT RUN 
IliPUT C(2) 
? ., 
426$.':";'9 
19074 
131135 
3152.:3130 
17558 
57158.50 
4525 
6868.789 
18371 
13771 
o 
1'~04'; 
58856.80 
4525 
3571.300 
·20175 
15538 
3150.8'10 
19578 
62013.113 
4525 
4293.1379 
22282 
17506 
'H87.9?? 
19';0'; 
t·Sl?5.75 
4525 
486".".789 
24551 
1968'~ 
8190.629 
19337 
76585.38 
4525 
COMPUTER RIlN A7-3 
WUH SBU NO. 18 OPrION 3 
PR3 3HSIC 
!:.e?1 
3846.5613 
1538';.2l.3 
::::2054.70 
57158.513 
14713.420 .3267230 
5656 
392i.900 
1~637.6e 
32791.30 
58056.713· 
18·;.1430 ';.06'H6'3E-02 
6221 
3921.900 
15687.60 
361:32.70 
62013.20 
847.8579 .1873720 
68613 
3921.8913 
15687.60 
';170';.40 
68175.75 
1380.920 • 8051 74'~ 
7.;·96 
3921.890 
15687.68 
49479.90 
76585.38 
1943.400 .42',4810 
195 
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J 
PRESENT OFILUE or EOUITY= 124905.3 
GP.OHTH IH TOTAL A~;SETS(:~)= 33.98770 
CROlHH H~ EPS rpEp.CE/lT) = 31. 45t03 
196 
EARIHNGS PER SHARE= 1.63.3t.15 .20347;;::(1 .9368598 1.:::,25874 2.14 
7405 
RETUP.U Oli EQUIT'(= .23061.390 2. 807803E-02 .1171634 .1.:.55526 .19 
6382:3 
F:E"TUP.H OH tiET ASSETS= .1293263 1. 58!:i8f:7E-02 6. 836116E-02 .101276.5 
.126878(1 
DEBT TO EQUIT'" F'EF: 'r'EAP.= .!j999931 • 59;3:0i),31 .'5419578 .4701793 
.3';'63121 
CHArlG i:tl INTEREST n'PE DEBT=-1015.3.52 376.7:'::44 -3. '~Ob2~OE-03 -1.56 
25(u3£-(12 -3.9006250E-03 -3. ':<136250E-03 
CHAUGE Ifl CASH -;;'1 YR=-6923.504 -552.71013 -146.6211 21359.685 42 
76.5';3 
EDIT EtW 
P.EA~Y E:;) I T PR4 :::A8 I C 
ErIIT PUU 
12527 5203 9565 13601 1806( 
1500 1750 1000 1300 1':.1313 
20:33.410 13·i-6.3(1I) 1:372.';';0 1:372.':'60 1372.61300 
23'?12.110 1438.210 2953.Ct4~3 4275.8115 5736.:;167 
7:392.109 'no. 7148 '+23'~.28'9 to'X14.S73 '?i717 
.500fHJOO • ':;1308(n3(1 .51)OOI}i3Q ,SI3~)(1I)OI) .51)1)01300 
752" 5720,50(1 :3278.750 109;"'2.30 14086.'~O 
:34e..b399 252.224(' (I 252~Ob'?lO ::59.0388 
,+784.227 2876.430 5'30';.O':u3 85(;1.6,-\.8 11472.70 
1 2 3 -+ 5 
EOlJiT'r' SALES= e 1.3 1.3 (1 0 
SBU SET= 1 1 1 i 1 1 
1 1 3 2. 1 1 :3 
1 
EDIT EliD 
READ'!' EJIT PRb 3ASIC 
EDIT PUll 
SALES PEP 'r'EAR;;; -:':3582 -:'6.?2:3 
GF.:m·nH IH Si1LES (:..,;):::: 4;~. 9777 1 
EDIT EIlJ 
---_ .... ----
75200 85823 981.357 
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COMPUTER RUN Bl 
FOR GRWTH IN EARNINGS PER SHARE 
CPL COI'IF' 
CF'L COI'1P 2 
(PL cor'lF' .3 
CPL cor'1P '\ 
CF'L (ONF' 5 
Ell:, 
(I 
Dn 
F::EAII'l 
E;JIT 
INPUT 
ED IT PF,:3 ,,:A:,: I C 
PUll 
(:(2) 
? 
'" 4521.'330 
19·770 
It~,1)97 
I) 
It:7':.1 
457':1.7Tl 
3801.5£1£1 
20489 
17526 
37:35. 6~:13 
209(1'~ 
t.64E.l . 13':. 
4!':'?9.777 
457:3.258 
2261t. 
19·,,31 
6"722.00.1·7 
222'31 
75E.38.25 
4579.777 
5:311. :;:98 
25013 
218:34 
11748.40 
22704 
8':'161.2!:i 
·j.5'?9.7T? 
625'~. 727 
27459 
23::::40 
17913'3.:'::13 
97871.38 
4579.777 
:;:982.';t50 
1!:;931.80 
331'31.2CI 
5'3158 
1638.570 
(,243 
.362i 158 
i 5';t31. 80 
40:30:3 • .40 
664tE.l.06 
1778.04£1 
6921 
:'::'':182.958 
15'~~: 1 • :::1) 
4:::::a32. t,0 
?~5E.38. 25 
2124.810 .4639550 
76':'2 
:;;'382.948 
15931.80 
58584.50 
8i.161.25 
2445. 470 . 5:3:3972(1 
8·+8£1 
3'~82. 940 
15';'31 .8£1 
6'347': .• 75 
')"1871.50 
2723.0r:aj .5'31458:30 
197 
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PRESEIIT VALUE or EQUITY= 159463.8 
GROWTH HI TOTAL ASSETS (%) = 65. 46326 
GROWTH ill EPS (PERCEIH) = 64.19358 
198 
EARIIIIIGS PER SHARE= 1.810575 1.941185 2.3197:'5 2.669860 2.97 
2939 
RETURN ON EQUIT'(= .2468389 .2295819 .2176944 .213S7131 .19~97 
06 
RETURII 011 UET ASSETS= .1385099 .1337655 .1404586 .1419124 .1 
391152 
DEBT TO EQUITY PER YEAR= .6000008 .4941207 .4088673 .3399318 
.2366383 
CHAIIG Itl INTEREST TYPE DEBT=-9848.266 -3.906250E-83 -3.906250E-03 -1 
.5t.25e0E-02 -3. 99625(1E -03 -3. 93':'250£-63 
CHANGE IN CASH BY YR=-9823.070 3015.199 3763.175 5759.992 71 
04.227 
EDIT EDIT 
EDIT END 
READY EDIT PR4 3ASIC 
EDIT RUII 
18386 15312 17425 28239 22736 
1580 1750 18013 1300 1680 
2083.410 1394.030 139'\.030 1394.030 1394.030 
2459.369 3277.76e 4795.75:3 5855.359 7966.419 
8192.859 8390.287 10624.10 122~7.40 13~15.4e 
• 5000000 • 5000009 • 5000000 • 5000000 .50013000 
7643.51219 9699.547 11506.713 13867 16197 
8413.6399 e 2":48.3499 537. 7';39 939.871 S 
49013.727 6555.520 9411.52121 11710.713 14132.80 
1 G 3 4 5 
EQUITY SALES= 4~5.9419 0 0 0 0 
SBU SET= I 2 I 1 1 1 I 3 
Z 1 2. 2. 1 1 1 1 
1 
EDIT END 
REA~Y EDIT PR6 BASIC 
EDIT RUIi . 
SALES PER YEAR= 74091 82148 90847 100563 111268 
~P;OWTH 111 SALES (,,)= 50.17747 
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I 
J 
COMPUTER RUN B2-1 
FOR GRCYiITH IN EARNINGS PER SHABE 
CPL COI'1P 
CF'L CONP i~ 
CPL C0l1F' 3 
CPL C!JIIP .\ 
CPL COI·1P 5 
ElD 
I) 
EDIT 
F.:EAJ)',.' 
E})IT 
IHPUT 
E:IIT P.,:3 ::I'I:O;IC 
RUrl 
• :3 
4447. 44';t 
i '3770 
16097 
oj 
18761 
59075.40 
4':'65.1:=:7 
3801. 50~~1 
2048'~ 
17526 
.;.54'38.2(1 
4t::.1.:.5.137 
4481.96'3 
2261t. 
1'34:31 
22291 
73586.75 
4665.1:37 
5116.379 
25(11:3 
213:34 
3615.53';' 
;::~2704 
828;32.::::8 
46':.5.137 
27459 
2:3340 
13446.2l) 
'5130'34.56 
4665. 1:~:7 
6044 
1.5'30'3.4IJ 
33144.7(1 
6243 
:::'3177.360 
15909. o tO 
39368.50 
65498.30 
,5717':-40 
b'='21 
3977. :3t.O 
1591)~~. 0..1.(1 
4677'':1. H~1 
::: 175. '3613 .6::a3784';' 
7662 
39'77.3';0 
159(1';t.";'O 
J 55284.10 
848(1: 
3'377. :::!'.:,O 
15';'09.40 
64727. ';.to 
9:30':=14.51:' 
4tH [' . 3213 . 8675680 
199 
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J 
PPESEIH I)ALUE OF EQUITY;::: 153137.9 
GRmnH IH TOTAL ASSETS (~.;) = 57.5861313 
I::iRmnH IN EPS (PERCENT)::: 59.72223 
200 
EARNING!:; PEP. !3HI:lRE= 1.8iB57':. 1.9058813 2.2t.'?28:3 2.6134403 2.89 
1393 
P.ETURH Otl H!UITY= .2471849 .2258456 .2268091 .2197763 .20842-
7·1-
RETURN ON UET ASSETS= .1386849 .1357473 .1438647 .1466825 .1 
44'3178 
!)E:ln TO EQUITV PER YEAR::: • 5'399~81 
.51351439 .425121216 .3597193 
.3072361 
CHAf"lG Hl HiTEREST TYPE DEBT=-9876.254 -:3.90t5250E-03 -3.9062513£-1213 -3 
.906250£-(\:3 -1.562Sfn3E-132 -3. 906250E-133 
CHAIIGE Hi CASH BY YR=-9897.551 2126.8213 2674.558 4483.090 56 
55.7313 
EDIT . EN~ 
READY E:nIT -PR4 3ASIC 
ED!T P.Ult 
13:;:86-
15813 
1:'5312 17425 2(1239 22736 
1751) 1880 1 :;a:)1) 1613(1 
2083.410 1:392.0713 1392.I.JiO 1392.070 13'='2.070 
2"'50.8';'03278.730 4bt.:3.219 5778.13T t,'?42.078 
81';,12.859 ::,891.188 10586.50 12150.113 13491.10 
.508130131.3 • ~,0I.30000 • ~(1I30B0e • 5GIJO(~00 .5£100131313 
7643.5130 '3699.547 1150';.70 13867 16187 
840.';'39';' (1 221.8220 :::81.348';:' 689.2429 
491313.727 ':"557.469 9336.438 1155';.30 13884.20 
1 2 3 4 5 
EQUITY SflLES= 1268.6613 I~ 
SBU SET= 1 2 1 1 
2 1 2 2. 
1 
E~IT EtiD. 
" 1 
1 
I) 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
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1 
CF'L COt'lF' 
CF'L COt-tF' 
CF'L COI'jp 
CI'L CtlHF 
CF'L COf-IF' 
(1 
EliiT 
EJIT 
REliDV 
EDIT 
ltlPUT 
? 
4596.40'; 
1'3776 
IbO'~q 
442.8909 
1(0:761 
2 
;3 
4 
5 
COMPUTER RUN B2-2 
, FOR GROWTH IN EARNINGS PER SHJ\BE 
b04-.i-
'-+(121.750 
160;:::7 
33514.60 
5'3';'; 7.30 59667. ;~a) 
4525 81'3'. 28S';c • 1 :::: 1 0580 
3845.790 
204E:';t 
17'526 
510:.539 
209(1'~ 
6?8?? .25 
4525 
4715.44':1 
2261t. 
194~:j 
'~l Ot:: .• 84~j 
22291 
:3'38.1128 
r;24~: 
4021.750 
4152S.t.O 
67~::77. 25 
.19671(11) 
6'321 
4f12 i. 75~3 
It".!387 
511.::30.50 
~1~.~ ~I~.~ 
4525 10t.7.21€1 .23~38479 
5550.379 
2~301;:: 
4525 
';61~:. 31t. 
27459 
2:;::3~10 
22::::t:.O.10 
11):;:18(1 
4525 
1231.600 
712.62 
4-1321.75(1 
16~)::::-? 
oc:214.9(1 
:39985.!:,t. 
.27217t".O 
:34:::1::1 
..j.£l21. ;·i0 
160:3-'::-
745'91.6'71 
1031Ea) 
1~:75.210 .30:3·Sll:::~~1 
201 
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PRESEUT UALUE OF EQUITY= 166818.6 
GRO~!TH IN TOTAL ASSETS(")= n.92S46 
GROIHH IN EP$ (PERCENT.) = 67.85393 
202 
EARNiliGS PER SHARE:: 1.8105813 1.967100 2.358479 2.7217613 3.133 
9130 
RETURti ON EQUITY= .2444565 .2143530 .21387229 • .i':l79!591 .18436 
52 
RETURU 011 NET ASSETS= • 1373091 
332826 
:tE:3T TO EQU I TY PER ... ·EAR= • 5999997 
.2b'35841 
.1311358 
.4842495 
CHANG Hi INTEREST TYPE DE3T=-9654.262 o 
-3. 906250E -03 
(HAUGE IN CASH 3',' \·P=-930S. 70~ 
88.7313 
EDIT ENJ 
REA~'I EDIT PR4 ~ASIC 
EDIT RUIi 
1838b 15312 17425 
1503 175e 18131.3 
21383.410 1487.610 
2453.360 3288.680 
8192.859 8901.129 
.5e00e130 .51380813e 
7643.:;00 9690;..547 
848.63'39 35.431213 
4980. 727 6577. 359 
I 2 3 4 
EOU I T'( SALES= a €I 
S3U SET= I 2 I 
2. 1 2: 2: 
20239 
1300 
1407.61(1 
o.!-753.840 
113672.10 
.5000000 
11506.70 
408.';'1328 
95137.b88 
5 
a 
I 
I 
o 
I 
I 
3914.031 
22736 
1600 
1487.6113 
5943.957 
12316 
.500eoe€t 
13867 
728.5469 
11887.90 
e 
I 
I 
.1365413 
.8932:828 
o e 
4868.957 
1407.619 
72133.£159 
13752.113 
.5000000 
16187 
.1226.740 
144136.10 
.1368665 .1 
.3232144 
-1.171875E-02 
7062.387 85 
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CF'L COt IF' 
CPL COt'lF' 2 
CF'L (:OHF' :3 
CPL Cot'lP -+ 
CPL COI'1F' 5 
!=:JTT I="N7"1 
DIT Hili 
InpUT (:(2:1 
? .2 
·~521. '3~a] 
19770 
160'37 
(1 
1:3761 
~i9149.':Ilj 
4:324.2(17 
~:80 1 • 501~1 
204:3':1 
1752':. 
37'?7. ~i60 
20909 
66:,2:;: 
482'+.207 
"~5:::4. 449 
22':·1E. 
1'34:31 
":.::::''+.1.797 
22291 
75764.19 
4:::24.207 
5:32:'=:. :379 
2~:;013 
213:34 
1192::::,.11:1 
227(14 
8':.352.::::::: 
6272.7(17 
981~:O.::::::: 
4~~J. ;":'lY::' 
COMPUTER RUN B3-1 
FOR GROWTH IN EARNINGS PER SHARE 
':,044 
.3~5·tI3. ·tOO 
1·'~161. t:.O 
:35404 
~:;915(1 
16:'=::::. ~,7(j 
.:3621150 
624:3 
::::540. "fOO 
14161. ';:'1:1 
4257:3. iO 
6,:.52:3.06 
17'::::::. ~J:'::O • :.::? 1 77713 
';'321 
:'::~i41). 400 
14161.':.0 
51141. :30 
75764.25 
2140.800 .4437618 
:::~..j.0.3';ro 
1.:'cl61.60 
t,O'j:::'~ 
86352.:a::: 
2'-+61.920 .5103260 
:::48(1 
:~:540. :390 
14161.":,0 
719"+8.88 
203 
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1 
:'PESEI'lT tlALIJE OF EQUIT\,= 167249.6 
~ROWTH IH TOTAL ASSETS(~·;)= 65.';'0195 
~F:mlTH Il~ EP~3 (PERCEI'lT) ~ 56.84814 
::ARH IIlGS PEF: SHAF:E= 1.;:: 1O::i/5 L 858885 
;"854 
2.218804 
204 
2.83 
~ETUPI'l OI~ EQUITY:::: .2314-103 ".210611;5 .2093025 .2.0183:31 .19041 
37 
;:ETURI~ on HET A:38ET8= .13:::5099 .1348053 .1412804 .142.5500 .1 
;:'~610\) 
DEBT TO EQUITY PER 'tFAR= .499~99,? .4157535 .3461390 .2902488 
.2·ft,0356 
CHAnG HI I1ITERE~;T n'PE :[lE3T=-121361.132 -3. ';'06250E-1)3 -3.906250E-03 -1 
.5t::.2500E-02 -3. '~(1625(IE-f'3 -3.9062.50E-(13 
CHAUGE IH CA:3H ::;'( YF:=-9823.070 81377.129 :3827.186 5825.730 71 
71. 930 
EDIT Elti) 
READ'(' EDIT PR4 3ASIC 
EZiIT F:ur1 
13386 15:312 17425 20239 227315-
150(1 1750 1000 131~~3 it-OO 
2083.410 12:39.140 1239.1413 12;;:9.140 12;;:9.140 
24~:;0.31;O 33S5.200 4785.680 5';'37.5'3'8 7151.1347 
8192.859 8967.656 107134 12309.60 1:3700.10 
.5130.(1)0.0 .S(1I)O(lI30 .5(1000130 .5000000 .512'113013013 
7t.43.51313 '='699.547 115(16.70 1:3:::67 It::.187 
~:40. 6399 13 3133. :::1)49 547. :344L) ';:t5,1.2488 
4'31)0.727 t,710."'06 9571.:359 11875.213 143132.10 
J. 2 .3 4 5 
EQUIT't SALES= 2708.t::.'3~3 i) 0 0 I) 
s;t:u SET= 1 2. 1 1 1 1 
;:: 1 2 1 1 1 1 
I 
EDIT EtG) 
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1 
COMPUTER RUN B3-2 
. FOR GROWTH IN EARNINGS PER SHARE 
Cf'L C:OHP 
CF'L cor·iF' 2 
CF'L COI·!F' :::: 
CF'L COl'll" <I 
CF'L COI'IF' 
" 
EIEI 
(I 
EJIT 
PEAD'r' 
DlT 
I1IPUT 
L'.)11 F'F~:::: 1.!":-3p.::;rc 
PUll 
C(2) 
.::. 
.2 
4521.';::30 
i'3770 
If,(i97 
1~1 
1:,:761 
~;Sl14~. 90 
4'35'3.059 
:=::::131. 5~:::H:1 
2£14:=:9 
1 ?~j2t. 
6.:.557.1';' 
4959. ~j59 
22616 
19"~;::1 
':,'307.816 
22291 
7'583:;:.5t. 
49::"3.059 
53::::(1.,-1-77 
2:,013 
213:=:4 
12027.20 
22704-
:~:t.458. 5t:. 
4959.059 
.2745';' 
23:::;4£1 
W284.40 
t.04A 
82'}E., 2313 
1:;:1::::4.90 
36t..::·~. 80 
59151j 
1':,:;:8.~7(1 .36211513 
t;.243 
2:2~Clt .. 230 
1318'+.'3(1 
,+::::(::3::::.11) 
t,I:.557. 25 
t:"='~l 
:;:;::':16. 2:;:1) 
1:;:1:::·+. '30 
52431. ':,(1 
7,:.62 
32'3': .• 2:;a::1 
1318-1-.98 
t.2315.5(1 
2470.990 .4'982790 
8480 
::::2'~I': .• 230 
13184.9(1 
7~:312. ,,::,: 
·?~:2·?·~ 
2749. 3~.K1 .55·+41£;0 
205 
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I 
PPP;:EIIT I.IALUE OF [QUIT't= 171545.1 
GF'OIHH 1H TOTAL flS·;E.T!;(~·~)= 66.14369 
CRO~lTH I1~ EPS (PEP-CEIIT J = "53. U3:326 
EliP.tlINGS PEP SHAF;Eo::: 1.:::10575 1.816955 
20513 
2. Ib735'~ 
206 
2.491395 2.77 
RETURH 011 EQUITY= .2226968 .2~355blb .2049928 .1982645 .18750 
80 
RETUF:N 01"1 t~ET A:::8ET$= .1385099 .13'531':33 .1417328 .1429002 .1 
3988213 
JE3T TO EOUITY PEP. YEAR= .449'3';"30 .3759972 .3143357 • 2644787 
• 2248(15:3 
CHAnG Itl INTEF:EST TYPE ~E:BT=-:i3281.88 -3.';'06250E-83 -3.98625I21E-133 -3 
• 906250E -03 -3. 90.:'.250E -03 -3. '306250E -03 
CHAI1GE 11·1 CASH B~' ')-'1"=-'3823.070 3111. :320 3862.434 5:::61.992 72 
139.340 
EDIT Eti~ 
FEAJ\' EDIT PR4 BASIC 
Ei)IT PUI'! 
1~:38b 15312 17425 i:=0239 22786 
15013 175(1 11)1211) 1:3(n) 1600 
2083.411-3 11~::':3.b:30 1153.':,:::0 115:3.68121 1153.6:30 
245121.860 3397.930 4:329.777 5982. 969 71'_~? 750 
8192.:359 9010 •. :3"?9 113:-'48.10 12:355 13746.80 
.501)(1136121 .5130000121 .5@00000 • 5~3(u300e .58e(u)Oe 
7';-+$.500 '316':19.547 1150';.70 L:867 161:37 
:340.6:3';";' I) 306.5398552.6250 '';'62.1768 
4'3.00.727 G7';'5.:359 9659.54711965.913 1.1<::95.5121 
1 2 :3 .~ 5 
EQUIT~' ~;ALES= 3929.520 121 I) 13 13 
S3U SET= 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
2. 1 2 1 1 t 
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l 
CPL COt'IP' 
CPL COHP 
CPL COI'IF' 
CPL COHP 
CPL ClX1F' 
I) 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
-
COMPUTER RUN El 
FOR GROWTH IN SALES 
EDIT E!'Iel 
R[F';)'i ED IT 1"1'::,: E'I~:'; I C 
[;lIT RUtl 
HWUT (:(2) 
? .2 
4524. ~)5'=, 
1'376(1 
It,08S 
(1 
1:,:",17 
!':"3H::S.113 
4572. ':,:::1) 
:~:811 • 20[1 
20556 
1755':. 
.3548.1:::0 
21000 
66471.25 
4~i72.t.8@ 
4~94.t.tt'~ 
22:::75 
1','':.2::: 
75t::.26.5t. 
'-~572. 6:30 
~5:::;40. 5'?8 
2Sb12 
21711 
10324. t,O 
c:i;.207. or.:. 
4572. t:. 8 f:1 
2EW31 
23924 
·~57i::.I;.:::O 
t.039 
:;':'3:'::': •• 0:30 
15944.1~3 
~::321 t .. '30 
6212.1 
::::'j::::t.:" t130 
1::':i9~t·J.. 10 
402::a).2(1 
66471. :38 
17.:.5. :::~:0 • :;:8':. i lOO 
1~Y3o.i4, 10 
·~:::r;.·=-'5. 50 
75626.56 
210:3. ::::013 
7:::·.:j·9 
3':;'::::';'. 03f) 
15'j44.10 
5:34;:::8. 1 (1 
24:~::;:. 150 .5:32107(1 
:=:791 
3986.020 
15'3,t4.10 
1; .. ~287. 56 
9:;a::108. t:'9 
2714.8'30 • ~,'3:;:7 1 8'3 
207 
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l 
208 
PF:ESEtn I.IALUE OF EQUITY:.: 159214.7 
GROIHH IH TOTAL ASSETS (%)= 65.59410 
GI':OI.JTH III EPS (PEPCEI'lT)= 61.87419 
EAP.!-lItlGS PEP. SHARE= 1. 833S89 1.'330849 2.300405 2.660535 2,'':6 8595 
PETURN O~~ EOUIT'!'= .2+98232 .2191933 .2160159 .2082174 .1'9591 47 
PETUF:t-~ on t-jET ASSETS= .1"';'021377 • 132326':. .1390'313 .1411224 .1 
385025 
DEBT TO EC~U ITY PER \'EAR= • 599'j995 
.287':.435 .4947871 .3411051 
CHAnG In It-ITEF:H;T T'(PE :DEP.T=-'~832.883 -3.906250E-(13 -3.9(.'62513E-03 -3 
• '30625(1E-03 -1.171875E-02 ""3. 90t.2~50E-03 
CHAnGE IH CASH :SY YP.=-'?820.941 2:335.3213 331:3.226 4987.586 64 
03.551 
E:UIT En:) 
REA)... ED I 'r PIN ~AS I C 
E:DIT Run 
13597 15191 17231 2(1168 22769 
1508 175(t 1000 13(11) 1-:.013 
2138;;:.410 1895.1U3 1395.110 13'?S.11O 1:395.110 
2555.8£,1) 321t,.72121 46(1). 71'~ 57'j~:. 75:3 ·;"'G:~5.43e 
82'38.359 :3829.16::: 11351'3 121':,5.80 13574.4121 
.5(11300(11) .5(1131301210 .50(!(n:n)(l .5(a)(1I)(1ij • ~,0(H)I)Oe 
7854.5130 9578.54'1 11312.70 1:3796 1';22':} 
:::..j,O" 6399 (I 283.:35;:::8: 486.';;:::99 :325.'~6E8 
5111.727 ';433.4:30 92(11.43::; 11587.5121 ,4050.'~13 
1 2 3 -+ 5 
EOUIT'!' SALES= 437.22:38 (I e 13 
::;:BU SET= 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
1 
'E:!)1T EID 
PEI1D't' EDIT r-'r.:6 :;;:I~SI(; 
EDIT I<:UH 
SALES PER YEAR= 74141 :,328132 
GROIHH II'! SALES (~..;;)= 55.1399(1) 
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CPL 
CF'L 
CPL 
CPL 
CPL 
COHP 
COf·1P 2 
COHF' :.::: 
CONP 4 
COHP 5 
Ell) 
COMPUTER RUN E2-1 
FOR GROW'l'll IN SALES 
(1 
EDIT 
REf{i)'/ 
GIlT 
It'WUT 
EDIT pp::: 3A:3IC 
F:UI1 
.:;. 
l':17t.O 
16(1E:5 
(i 
iE::,'!? 
5'3110. 6~~1 
4658.0::::'3 
:::811.200 
2055£. 
17556 
25';;(I.5t.(1 
c~ 10(11) 
65513. ::::~) 
4':.5:::.03'3 
44'38.:::48 
22875 
60:::!'::t 
39::;1).37 (1 
15921. ~50 
3:3it.'3.80 
5'31110.7(1 
24:3'3,510 .5501 t:.:::a) 
t.261 
39::::1).370 
15'~21. !",:,(1 
:::'~350. '30 
.:.551 :::!. ::a) 
2':A'3.050 
7001 
~:'3t:O. 370 
l·:t52~: i 5921 • 50 
414:3.090 4(,':.::::3.1(1 
22':'~,1 
:L)OH ~,JE HAUE TO 3UHP '((lU OFF R::OIJT 9::;a) O.t<. 
7:;::5'3(1.:::8 
4658.039 
514';,';09 
21711 
7212.727 
82'301.25 
.t658. (1:3'3' 
5'358.770 
2:=:451 
2:3'324 
2::::565 
9:3259 
·~,':'58. ';13'3 
7:::4·9 
39:31':1. :;:70 
i ~,'j21 • 51:1 
5~,l::,O.5(1 
:37':11 
:;:9:::aD. :370 
159i.::1.50 
r:,456b.2t1 
'3::::25'1 
41335.280 
209 
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PRESEt-n IJALUE OF EPlIITY= 152929.8 
GPOI.JTH IN TOTAL ASSET:; (:';) = 57.771334 
GPIJI·JTH IU EF'S (PEF'CEtH)= 57.46173 
EARt'iIUGS PEP. SHARE= 1.8:33:393 1.895137'3 
7680 
2.25£1237 
210 
2.595330 2.8:: 
RETURN 01''1 EOUiT\'= .2501785 .224:395£. .2245048 .2192032 .208;3;: 
78 
RETURU Oti NET A:;SETS= .1403871 ,1~:47833· .1424320 .1458261 .1 
4423213 
JEBT TO EG!U I T'f' PER 'tEAR= .5'399997 .5057538 .42';2728 .8':,08646 
.3082397 
CHAHG III ItfiEREST TYPE DEBT=-';":361. 133 -3. '306250E-03 -3.986250E-03 --: 
.90':,2513E-03 -:3,91362513E-03 -:3. '~O';25t3E-03 
CHAtlGE IH CASH:BY ','R=-98'36.383 19~3:3.141 2240.175 3717.3':18 4-; 
5'3.7313 
EDIT END 
F.:ERD't' ED I T PR4 3AS r C 
EDIT PUI'i 
13597 
151313 
15191 i7231 20168 22769 
175~3 11JOO i300 1608 
2083.410 139::'. ::.30 1:3'.33.1:;:(:1 1:393.130 13'33.130 
2555.860 321· .... 7113 4563.39:3 5717.156 6901,';.38 
8298.359 ::!83t3.1S6 10481,78 12089.20 13450.90 
• 50CH3000 • 5000800 . 5(nJOOOO • 5e~30000 • 500001313 
n:54.500 9578.547 11312.7(1 13796 1';220 
840.6399 (1 207.2450 331.4468 ~F,?(11·?8 
5111.727 ';435.406 '~126.8(1'~ 11434.31:3 13803.913 
1 2 3 4 :3 
EQUr1'r' ::;ALES= 1219.940 I) 
SBU SET= 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 
" 1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
0) 
1 
1 
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CPL COI'1P 
CPL COI'1P 
CPL COHP 
CPL CONP 
CPL COI'1F' 
Ell:! 
2 
:::: 
4 
5 
COMPUTER RUN E2-2 
FOR GROWTH IN SALES 
(1 
EDIT 
PERDY 
DIT 
HIPUT 
E]1T PP:3 :C:A~:;IC 
f:UH 
C(2:1 
? .2 
• 1 
45'';''3.5130 
19761.:1 
16085 
552.7148 
18:31 ? 
603'3 
·to::::3.1,+0 
it.132.60 
:336B9.!.:iO 
5';':'::14.20 5'3:31-+.20 
4525 82'3. ::::;:~,9 • 1 :::33:~::::9 
:3:::6~,. -+ 70 
2055':. 
17556 
501': .• 488 
21~J00 
t.2t.l 
40:~::3. 140 
1~,1:'::2.t::,O 
41568.30 
':.7'394.8:=: 67'3'34.:::8 
4525 884. :;:(1:::1] • :i. 95·1-2;;:.(1 
4741.H'3 
2287~ 
1'3523 
G:557.109 
':''::'·.J-_'l 
7001 
4033.140 
It':.132.60 
~ill':1::3t1.80 
7::::247. 50 7824"7 • ~O 
4525 IIJ5b.·~SO .233580(1 
5588. eo::: 
25':.12 
13996 • .:j0 
2321';1 
7849 
4033.140 
it.132.t,O 
62111.t.:,O 
90126.25 ~0126.25 
4525 1225. t.50 . 2703':.1 ~3 
6637.12'3 
28451 
23'324 
2(18:'::;:: 
235':.5 
1'):3410 
·1525 
8?~1 
·~033. 14(:1 
16132.t.lj 
7445::::.:38 
1133410 
1 :371. :300 • 3~)31)51 (1 
211 
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PPESEIH I}I~LUE OF EOUIT',oo 16'-'772.9 
GROI~iH IN TOTAL t=lSSETSt:%)= 72.88531 
GF:OIHH III EPS (F'EF:CEtn)= t.5.2504(l 
212 
EAPIHNGS PER SHAPE= 1.833=390 1.954260 2.:33580e 2. 7081511 3.~33 
1)511 
PETUPN OU EOUITY= .2469052 .212735(1 .21369175 .1973304 .18418 
2'5 
F:ETIJRU 01'1 nET ASSETS= • 13::':7357 
.1350773 .1359926 .1 
32':'081 
)E3T TO H!UIT\' PER 'lEAR= .b(I00010 .4851229 .3947811 .324';';94-
.2708505 
CHAI1G In INTEPEST T'I'PE JE3T=-9597. 2E.6 -:;:.906253E-(13 -3.9136250£-03 -3 
• 90';256E -133 -8. 906250E -08 -3. 90';250E -03 
CHAnGE HI CASH 3'( 'I'R=-91';'2.785 3730.742 4415.598 6285.848 78 
. 85.723 
E~IT EU:;) 
READY EDIT PR4 3ASIC 
E.DIT pun 
185':17 15191 17231 
1500 1751.3 1(113(1 
2083.410 14U.';Be 
2555.8';0 3230.58'3 
:;::298.:359 :38';.3.027 
.50000IZn) .5(u)000€1 
7854.500 '35713.547 
840. 63':c9 44.21719 
5111.727 ';'461.1'56 
1 2 3 -+ 
EQIJJT'l SALES= 0 I) 
s:t:1J SET= 1 1 1 
1 1 1 2 
20168 
13(1) 
1411.600 
4651. 207 
10569.50 
.5(01)000 
11:312.70 
401.31::'::?' 
9302 . ..j.Ub 
'5 
I) ~J 
1 1 
1 1 
22769 
1613(, 
1411.6013 
,.884.417 
12256.50 
.~eIlXU)£10 
1379b 
,:.84.5688 
11769 
o 
1 
1 
1411.600 
7164.847 
13'('13.113 
.50001300 
1b220 
, 1119.71(1 
14328.10 
1· 
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CPL COHP 
CPL COI'lF' 2 
CF'L COI'IF' 3 
CF'L COI'1P 4 
CPL CCII"lF' .... 
(I 
EDIT EID 
COMPUTER RUN E3-1 
FOR GR= IN SALES 
PEA)'l [JIT F'j;,3 :O'f!',;]C 
EDIT F,lIll 
HWlIT C(2) 
.") .2 
4524.05'31 
197f~.O 
1':'085 
IJ 
18817 
S·ji8E .• 10 
4814.180 
20556 
17556 
:::":,10. 1::;(~1 
21000 
4814.1elJ 
22875 
6202.797 
22~;51 
75752.56 
4814.1::a3 
25612 
21711 
1050of. !SO 
2:::219 
8639':" 
4:::14.1:.:::0 
';287.938 
28':;51 
23924 
It.(j·~O. :;:(1 
4814. U::O 
603'=' 
354:::. 1..j.1~1 
14172.50 
35431.4(1 
62t,1 
3543. i .:j.I] 
14172. '"0 
4255':" '?~! 
17::::1. :380 .3700179 
7801 
:;:54:;:. 1 :~:O 
14172.50 
51035. 'jO 
:5752.56 
2119.:::00 
784':" 
::::5";':;:. 1:'::~~1 
14172.50 
t,O::::;:4.40 
::::63'319 
2,·~49. S10 .50:38320 
87'31 
:;:543.1::::f;:1 
14172.50 
?17t.:·1.5t.:. 
213 
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214 
PRESEIH l,IALUE Of EGIUIT'l= 1671306.4 
C;F~OI~TH IN TOTAL A~;SETS(~~:I= 6b.03250 
GROloiTH Hi EPS (PERCH-IT)= 54.71324 
"EAF:I-1IIiGS PER SHRPE= 1.83:38:39 1.85131389 2.2~)lbl·3 2.5441.:.0 2.83 
7270 
RETURn Otl EQUIT'i'= .2342089 .2092891 • 20?S?74 .2013342 .190"34 
08 
RETURN on !'lET AS~3ETS= • 14021Z177 • 1 ~:~:8b 76 • 13991 b 1 • 1417615 • 1 
38'~987 
~E!:T TO EQUITY PER YEAR= .4999982 .4162831 .3471209 .2912107 
.2468679 
CHAHG IIi INTE.PEST T'(PE :;)E3T=-12047.37 -3.906250E-03 -1.171875E-02 -3 
.9136250E-03 -:3.9136250E-03 -:3. 906250E-03 
CHANGE Hl CASH It.' YR=-'?820.941 28'?7._320 3:382.222 ~~053.473 64 
71.15'; 
EDIT END 
READy' ED I T PF:4 3AS I C 
EDIT RUN 
135'?7 151'31 17231 20168 227';"3 
1500 1 ?50 1(11)0 1:;':(10 1600 
2083 .... 10 1240.1(:113 12-+0. ien) 1240.1@0 1240.100 
2555.8~O 3294.221.3 4':'~;1.3.707 5876.059 711(1.12'3 
3298. 35'~ ;3'~O';.';80 iO~::''3'J 1224:3.18 13659.18 
• 50000130 . SOOI3£njl] • 5~je(i000 • 5000000 • 51'30130013 
7354.500 957:3.547 11:'::12.70 137'36 1';220 
840.6399 I) 288.814~J 496.2239 840.35~'3 
51ll.127 ':,588.44':' 9::::61.4(1'; 11752.10 142213.30 
1 2. 3 4 5 
EQUITY SALES:.: 2':.51.69'3 (1 (I I) 13 
S3U SET= 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 I 1 
1 
EDIT Eli:J 
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L:t-'L L:lIl'W 1 
CPL COI'IP 2 
CPL COI'1P 3 
CPL COUP ·f 
CPL CONP 5 
13 
EDIT ENil 
REtnV EDIT 
EDIT RUfj 
IfjPUT C (2) 
? .2 
4524.1359 
1976'3 _ 
16085 
13 
18817 
5"::-I18t .. V3 
49',7.4313 
3811.21313 
20556 
17!:.56 
3':'44.360 
21fnZl0 
66567.513 
4947.4313 
4604.227 
22875 
l-j523 
62':'8.879 
22551 
7!3822.06 
4947.4313 
5359.180 
25':'12 
21711 
10603.60, 
23219 
86504.75 
4947.4313 
62~7.859 
28451 
23-:t24 
16173.';0 
235';5 
'='8411.~:8 
4947. 43~j 
COMPUTER RUN E3-2 
FOR GROWTH IN BALES 
PR3 :GABIC 
6039 
3298."80 
13195.10 
36653.10 
59186.10 
. 1659.670 .3667780 
b2t.l 
3298.780 
13i95.10 
438i2.70 
66567.56 
17:39.890 .36178139 
7001 
3298. ~;o80 
13195.10 
5232:.20 
75822.06 
2128.630 .4302490 
7849 
3298. ,:30 
13i95.1G 
62162 
86504.75 
2458.6913 .4969648 
8791 
3293.780 
1319·5.18 
73126.56 
98411.50 
2741. 170 .5540608 
215 
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PRESEnT '-'ALllE OF EOUIT'(= I'? i:305.:3 
GROWTH Hl TOTAL AS~:;ETS (~.;):.: 66.27'444 
GROIHH If{ EPS (PEF:CENTJ= 51.06143 
216 
EAPtHHGS rEF: ~3HARE= 1.83:;:889 1. :::089135 2.151244 2.48481'3 2.77 
Q3013 
RETURN Ot! El~U1T·t= .2264025 .2042661 .21383961 .1'?l77647 .18742 
';4 
RETURn 011 flET ,~S~;ETS= .14132077 .1344417 .141337131 .14211313 .1 
392710 
DEET TO E(lU I T't' PER 'lEAF:= .4499':;'95 .3764633 .3152065 .2653369 
.2255524 
CHANG Hi HlTEREST T'rPE DEi::T=-12·269.13 -:3.'~e6250E-O:3 -3,'?1062513E-03 -3 
• '?106250E-03 -:3. '?06250E-03 -3.90625(1£-03 
·CHAIIGE IN CASH BY 'f'P=-9820.941 2931.500 3417.542 5089.6"';'2 65 
08.6:3a 
EDIT Etm 
RER:D'j E:lIT f"F:4 !:A~3IC 
EDIT RUt! 
. 13597 
1500 
21383.410 
2~,55.:;:';O 
82';"8. 35-::-
• 500Ut"j0 
/854,500 
840.6399 
5111. 727 
1 2 
15191 172:31 
17 50 10(JO 
1154.5713 
201-:'8 
13(10 
11~H. S70 
22769 
16013 
1154.570 1154.570 
333b.'390 4724.:;:40 5'321.457 7156.859 
:3'34'3.,+:;3 10';4..3.16 12298.!}€1 i8705.91) 
• 50~313nO(l • '5000000 • !:,OO(1IJOO .50(10000 
';;:;7G.!:;47 11~:12.70 1:::796 lS220 
e 2'711.5488 SO 1. 5(1';'8 ::::48. 28~::; 
667:3.9b9 '344'3.6':,8 11842. '30 14:313.70 
3 4 5 
HlUlTY SFiLE$= 3878.4';0 o 
1 
1 
~ 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
(I 
1 
1 
S3U SET= 1 1 1 
1 1 1 2 
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COr.!PUTER RUN Fl 
FOR RETURN ON ASSETS EMPIDYED 
CPL COI-iP 
C:PL COHP 2 
CPL COI-iP :~: 
C.PL COt,1F' -j 
CPL COHP 
-' 
EID 
(1 
EDIT 
REAJ\' 
E]IT 
IHPUT 
EDIT PF.::;: :::A::;IC 
F:UH 
(:(2.1 
? .2 
4.ft:.t .• O';'8 
1:3718 
15435 
1 9:~:4 • t.:.~:0 
17522 
~,8G75. 70 
.:1·525 
:;:700.:360 
193'16 
1 ~5693 
18·~':.e1.1 
65247 
452~3 
46f11.t.68 
21471.:. 
17053 
165":.1 
c'Ol15 
lE.37.370 
3922.8f.() 
15691.40 
~.26·?e. 51] 
5:::a)75. :::::0 
.3f.18500 
5'?5'St 
:'::922. ::!t.O 
l~~il':,'?l. ·';'0 
:;:'9G,?3.:'=:O 
6613 
7:;::30t,.56 73:::06. t,9 
4S25 19"7'6.410 • 43f.77f,IJ 
5372.598 
24283 
1354'~.50 
21114 
:::3201 
,+.525 
t.15(1.137 
2;-'176 
21:177t. 
1735t., !'50 
217":.7 
·t525 
15691.40 
51':.122.:::13 
83201.06 
21::::5.850 .4720110 
2298. :380 
8E~'~5 
3922. ::;5121 
15t:':·':tl.40 
b5~:lt,.30 
·~:3225. Cot. 
.5(17'j2:30 
217 
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I 
! 
l 
=-I=:ESENT I.!ALl1E OF EOIJITY= 154272.1 
:;PDHTH II'l TOTAL 88:3ET8C-;)= 613.52417 
::;POlnH Hi EP::; (PEF:CEln) = 40.36969 
218 
EI~P'UHlG:3 PER :::HAF:E= 1.809250 i.·~2':<f,85 2.183880 2.~:';0e55 2.53 
9':.39 
RETlIRI'l OH EC!UIT'l= .2504352 .2200218 .207';'3';0 .1'302836 .175~4 
23 
F:ETUF:I{ ON tiET 118SET8= .1409':':=:':' .1:337854 .1:3~:8'312 .1283548 .1 
232';98 
:LIEBT TO Et).IJ1TY PEP. '('EAR= • 5'~9'3987 .4'343882 .,4122427 .3494882 
.3002':163 
CHAHG Hi IHTEPEST T'lPE DEBT=.-1I)148.75 ·-3.9062513E-08 -3.90625eE-03 -3 
.90'::.250£-1)3 -1.562500E-02 -3.90t,250E-03 
CHAtlGE Hi CASH 3",' 'tR=-7'?i44.273 47:37.328 3';'74.605 3759.430 45 
84.539 
EDIT EIi~ 
F:EAiW EiHT PP4 :BASIC 
EDiT RUfi 
13~:74 
1500 
21383.410 
24A··L:361) 
14814 
1750 
15'~'35 
1000 
137 3 1:378 
:3116. ':;.6(1 
1".:'686 
1:3131} 
137;3 
8i8t..85';' 872'?, i09 
• 5000000 • 501300(1(1 
7631. 5013 '~20 1. 547 
:::48. 639';' 154. 7700 
4888.727 t.23:3.316 
1 2 :3 4 
EQU IT'; ~:;:flLE~;= I) 0 
S:3U SET= 1 :3 1 
1 1 
:3 • 
EDIT' RUN 
4:3:38. ":157 
9882.059 
, !31)0013(1(1 
1(14·51. 90 
599.0159 
8677. '~06 
5 
I) I.) 
1 1 
1 1 
19423 
16131) 
137:3 
5178.637 
10679.20 
.5000000 
12185.40 
844.8:::1::-: 
10357.30 
SALES PEE YEIl.E= 71773 78501 
Gl:m,TTH HJ SAL1::S (%)= 1~( ... "7934 
EDIT am 
85993 95199 
6042.078 
11491.90 
~,(1lj0000 
3'~73. 21j 
083.'3160 
2084.20 
105348 
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COMPUTER RUNS FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF 
JOINT EFFECTS 
219 
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E~IT F.uti 
CF'L (,OJ~P 1 
CPL ((IMP e 
CPL COJ1P a 
CPL (IJILP 4 
CPL COILP t) 
o 
EDIT EIIJ 
F.EA:tf E;lIT PRJ :3ASIC 
E;)lT RUI! 
I1IPUT C(2J 
? .S: 
.... 58.008 
19?7..;. 
1';105 
• 18757 
':'041 ' 
3531io.S70 
1414;.50 
:3~3.:.e.70 
5-:-0114 5~'El4 
COMPUTER RUN Jl 
';890.738 Z::;(l7.~10 .&.5407'313 
3814.2019 
~0571 
17571 
271::1.3130 
20~3ot 
6!o';11.~8 
4390.738 
Slt.~.4::;e-
27...32 
21i"e..;. 
-:-4~4'.':l'3S 
,317000 
$JI21.'::5 
.. $-:01).73$ 
5')7$.04$3 
.:::3 .. 1)1 
23$$9 
1l"'!l9'.'$10 
;;-:3~37 
9~5';5.2~ 
"$ge.ne 
';'2':'6 
J5~.870 
1 .. 147.50 
41t:61.~ 
7010:11 
35Ji..S70 
HI47.~0 
"9065.~0 
73:"50.75 
3173.2':'13 .i.4E:S310 
,..,. 
3O;;3i..870 
1"14:".~0 
57~9;".lO 
:::771:io 
3SJ6.:;:6G 
L414?se 
67085.06 
F'PE'sEHT "ALUE (·r E(llJIT','", l",e.eIJa.2 
,"POLlTH III TOTAL fl%ETS(~,I" ~$.;::-:o-:oe6 
GF OW'iH ;:n EPS I F'EFCtltT po. '5I),I)So:,G$ 
EfoPlIIlIGS F'ER SHI,PE= 1,6:4",930 1,839017 ;::.II5~:b~ 2:.4~2053 2.77 
14$'1o) 
PETUP.U 011 E~""I'f'{= .2:362-:028 .2157707 .<:155:"99 .21161ol79 .2021)4 
71J 
P.£TIJF'11 011 NET ASSETS"" .141 .. 2'50 .13;'0072 ,14:H227 , 146~~a .1 
",'$960 
JC,ST TO E"'JlT',' PER '(EAF,m .5000005 .4244205 .30042:3b .31)78357 
.;::6.::l:iolllD (HAIIG IIi INTEREST T"(PE :;E~T=-Ic:o;e."'4 -3.90':'2'50E-03 -3.~Q6Z.50E-03 -~ 
.1'C6eSOE-0J -1.171375E-(o';: -J:."'(J6Z~0E-03 
I~HI~IICE. JlI CASH !J.'{ 'r'P.=-~~sa';.9':1i.'! 2:077.43$ 2314.30';' see7.559 5( 
t.1.~0 
C)IT ell:) 
PEAJ'f EJl'j PR4 BASIC 
E:lIT FIJI! 
~~~~~ . t;;~4 i~~r 7~5~~ ~~~:8 
;::003.411) 123:'.900 i2;Y,~.'EI(l0 123-:".':)00 1237.'?OO 
Z":,I".ebO 8~:"6.e.:::o "6~':o.e~o t.eu~, ,005.340 
OJ~"'.;)":i'EI 8~;:l'~.a7'0 1O,:,;"7.6ta 1'::1$::1 1:0.5501-.30 
• '5000000 • SO"(\OOi) • ~}00I)OO .500(0001) .50000130 
797Z.~("3 "'-·H.547 lB3S.70 13So?J 1t.2:,.'!1 
e ... ~.6~-;''EI I) .2.17. 7'A':'O 34r:>.~~(\-;,':t 'jr:o.o;;':1'50 
!:o229.727 000753.637 9,%&.5'.)e 1!ti::.:.:: 14()~e. 70 
1 Z J 4 ~ 
EOOlT" SALES ... 3377.540 .) 
S3U $ET'" 1 I I 
1 1 a I 
• , 
, 
• , 
I 
• , 
, 
,. 
220 
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COMPUTER RUN )2 
CPL COl{P I 
CPL co:'" 2 
t;PL COX? 3 
CPL CU~i' I! 
CPt. COX!" 5 
a 
I::£!H I:.";~ 
,~EflLlY l:::DI1 PRJ <If\$lC 
!:.!H' ,11m 
1,,)>,.1, ':(2) 
, .3 
J.i4;'H.QOB 
19114 
16105 
a 
Itl7~7 
6041 
3~<;'8.950 
lJln.IID 
365t>B.JO 
59(194 590911 
5022.809 2;'01.210 .5540790 
3all •• leOO 
2057\ 
17571 
2751.180 
1,516.40,," 
6266 
32<:1:::.950 
l:ll'II.HU 
42<)10.70 
(,~('41.38 
2709.590 .;'394~60 
2?1;75 J2<)::!.950 
19538 IJI71.UO 
224f;!:I 
1Jbll.36 7J!.>11.:W 
S(J22.b09 31t:6.43U .63113910 
5HS/i.199 
25582 
21706 \JI71.flO 
7!;B!.250 5t>')O!;.t'O 
::J116 
83?13.3~ f3213.:)~ 
5022.1>09 :H:,O:.9.9UO .731l6/160 
591\7.117 
21>401 J::>,)!h<)llU 
23bl:l'J \:n71.I;O 
llb5:'.60 68/,2'1.06 
23:'37 
93(,69.69 ',36(,').15 
IiQr,O.' .... 'J .1,123230 
P ... .:"i:.:,. VAl.ll;;, u;o EO'JITY= 1"~06B.1i 
GlW'J,H I., lUT.1.L (\55!':T;;C')"- 5ff.S0963 
Ghr,.:Ti-l OJ EP:; (?.i:..!'.Cl:.:.l)" "',.60777 
f:.";,:!l~·G!> 1'''-11 .:;1,'",,-1:-: .. 1.1II,(·'J:'U 1.791>186 
),l:.lL:"N 0'., ,,;'JUllY_ .?~'1416" 
2, 
E£TUfl'l Co)) :reT ASSl:.tS ... 1/11',250 
1J51~60 
l/:.I)T TO "-'~UITY PF..1 Yic{\i"'." ./1~OOOOj 
.<::'I'J610~ 
.)/138<;')1 
CHf.i'/(; 1)) ITiEr: .. .:;, ,'i"?E 1>"'.l""-13~9~.27 -3.9UM!5!lr:-O) ·).<J06250<:-0;i 
• 5N~500;;-O?' -) .906:~~O;;-1l3 -3.')Il(,:'!50r..-03 
Cllfll'GF. l.'! C'lSII !3Y Y:,5-9!;'.lE.!:I9n 2IU7.171 3!l)9.035 
'13.1':#,1': 
"-011 i'.~O 
TlE"L'Y Io.r.:n PH4 lJA5tC 
Ef IT HU:" 
l:n 15 I ~35l: ~u 1 95 2f'7')H 
lo.O{J -1750 1000 1300 1",1)0 
2UB3./IIO 1152.530 1152.530 11:'2.53(0 1I!>2.~30 
261/1.8(,U IJ1~':1.12" !>!l(," .9flH 70510'177 
835".)59 \(ler!I.I!!) 19~'» 13(.OO.Sf) 
.5000000 • ~,OUUOOO • ~,ooou 110 .5000000 
7')"1::.500 <)7111.!>lJ7 1133[,.70 131'23 1t':2lJ9 
!j4(] .r,39,) 0 2?"I.O'JIIO 351.~2IfJ 6CJ6.~OoO 
~2~').121 683?O::!1) 9401;.25tl 111103 
I 2 J lJ 5 
Ef"IJI'Y SI\t.f:S_ '+591.1118 0 0 0 
SfJU Sf:T" 1 1 1 1 I 1 
1 1 J 9. I I I 
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COMPUTER RUN J3 
CPL CCJll:P I 
CPI. COt':P e 
CPL COY-P 3 
CPL CO!'!P II 
CPL CO.",? 5 
. 
£OIT END 
Ia:l\DY EDiT Prt3 DI\S te 
Eon ;;'UI'J 
INPTJt ce2) 
, .3 
111'158.008 
19114 
16105 
1331.920 
18157 
60lll. 
111178.758 
11915 
ll<)9t.2(l 
604f!!u90 601126 
IISa5 2507.210 .55110790 
39'17.390 
20511 JoI.alS.1S0 
175"11 17')15 
311011.9'10 3I:1l!U! .. 60 
209311 
E6IH'S.25 fl6t!65.25 
11525 2(,63.agO 
.58f15780 
"I62S.488 1001 
22875 4418.750 
19536 179150 
~3<;;1I.09B 4S!>2!u80 
2248& 
74920.50 14920.5(, I.Ises 3131.260 .(,933179 
S261h2D'l 
25582 lj47H.'7!:,O 
21706 17915 
ahU.2D., e.3<j>71.10 
23176 
a"':;;:05.311 6t,;~05.3e 
4525 
.799<J:!lO 
fi076.316 8771; 
28110. 4i171'h738 
23889 17915 
12638.10 63371.70 
23531' 
91.5AI.38 94541.3e 
11525 .890~970 
i>f.F.SEf~T 'JAL\lE 01'" E~UJTY. 149006.8 
GHO:.ilJi HI TOi,\1. ,\:;",F.T.i(:t)= 5('.4se~8 
G"O;':.H Ill: EPS (Pi".hCF.:-li'" GO.6!!U.lj~ 
i:t.i,NIN'G'S PEi, SIIo\l!1=:'" 1.61169:30 1.961926 2.96 
76S1 
hE11J'!N'I»J EQUITY" .f!'j12396 .21190 
., 
il.i:1Uil.N WI N:C:l A~SE.tS· .1363077 .139~ilI7 .1432tl62 .1 
1120398 
,:.EliT TO £'ltJItY l'En. "i'EAR_ .f>99?!l14 .5861319 .1;916914 .111119165 
.3~3311:J 
elitHi:; IS INtt;P.EST T'tPE DE~t.-7369.262 -1.612!'>OUE-03 -1.17 
1 U151::-0S 0 
CiUl.~GE IN CASH liY 'YH __ !l5SS.011.1 I 99"hll.32 2230.225 37:H.S2B 
T3 
I:. ... IT END 
Ii. ~t."i' EDIT 1'1.4 OAS Ie 
EOIT ml!\! 
13715 IS3~"" 112S7 201~!'> 2<17')" 
15000 1750 1000 1301) .... 
:?(HI3.1I10 15"'.50(,0 J~r;l.!>G1) 1567.~t.1o 15(,7.560 
261 /hfl60 3?65.210 1I~3':).231l 5693.471 06~79.637 
6351.359 KIH1.719 1!11f57.SG 120G!I.SO 13426.60 
.sooanno .5(;(10000 
.SOOOfIDU .~nrIOOf'O .5000000 
7'.11:0:.500 91111.5.t.l1 1l33t:.l0 13~23 162'_9 
tl1IO.6399 IOl..!'>~1I0 307.35(,9 .fIJI.S27t; {,71.e~60 
5229.1g7 65030.527 901i!.Il!H! I.JEl7 137~9.30 
. . 3 . s 
E(.)un"i' SALES_ 0 . , . • :;BU SET- I . 
• . . . . . 3 2 
• . • 
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COMPUTE]! RUN )4 
(PL COttp 1 
CPL COI1P ;;-
CPL COIIP 3 
CPL CO~IP 4 
(FL. CON? !;. 
o 
DIT (11;1 
FEfI~',' E~IT F'F::J ZASIC 
EJIT RUII 
{I'IPUT e(2) 
? .2 
4~~3."'77' 
1971'4 
16105 
.26?~.7'10 
13757 
61.1·11 . 
..:.o.:;'?o5.758 
18383 
3~826."'O 
6J:::46.70 61846. to 
4~2S 1671.4713 ."::6,,,3860 
-11.181.870 6;.;:'6';' 
'::0571 
-+:::'":'5.758 
17571 18383 
6IHZ.c. .. S 3"'~~:::'!:;. 70 
':-€l934 
b'?2(10.3:3 69;;:00.:;;(1 
45Zo;; 178.0-,'::18 • ~"'2~:~:~O 
48 .. 5.559 ~OOl 
0::2:375 .. ~,''''j. 7:50 
i-:0533 133:;~3 
€t.('9.0;~O -IS3-S.:;!O 
2'::488 
-:33"'5.';;6 ??35$,.':;6 
';'ji:5 211.1:3.(:213 .40:.51'0<80 
55:2:9.";'9-;' 7'$40 
'::558':: 4';.",5.7:::'0 
2170t,. 1~:3:~3 
1287-;'.se 58114.70 
2.?17i 
S:~"'33.3B ;38·i'33 •. 3:~ 
45'::5 24.34.720 .S:;:'~O~""'·i'I 
i516.%9 :'::"'7';' 
<::$';01 "5-;'5.7'50 
2ZS89 IS.):;:3 
l:O:39Z.-:00 6S'?:~'::.06 
23537 
11)07';::'" 1.)O':?7 
4'j2S 2"1",.8':13 .';'004170 
F'PES·EltT uALIJE OF EOIJlTY=. 1';.:3(,88.9 
GF:OP7H lit T(mL nSSE,s,:~)" .,·2.8:31N 
('FOIJTH III EF'S iFEF'CEIiTJ'- ':'Z.S44S3 
EflF'lHlt(;S PH ~.HAPE'" I.N';''S"<~l' 1.9';'~~2':1l) ;;:.:;'25-:<':18 2.':";'029':1 :3.00 
20.~o;; . 
FE,lI!'!! 011 EC'lIiT"/= .2-:''';5085 .22.::1)233 .;;:17~':'% .20·i'4"7S" •• 'il0:.92 
72 
P.El"ltF:tt ON Ir£l ASSETS= .i..;:0;1301 .1287717 .13';3~":~ .1368:;345 .1 
34:;,<;;0.;; 
JEZ-T TO E('ltITY F'EI': '(EflF:= .o:.·;',?9·~7B .~""'5W~S .4750051 .39541324 
.';:331119 
CHfl!iG W BITEP.E5T TWE ::'E3T"'-':'73".250-
o 
CHi111CiE Itt CASH -;;1 "o'l':eo-7134.316 291S.829 332.0.05'''' 5014.918 0:.-1-
40.371 
EDIT EN) 
REA!",' cJ!T PF.4 3f1SIC 
E.~1IT PUll 
13"7L5 153::'.. .:'2::'7 
15130 1"'"50 11)(,,) 
208::'.4J~ • .I':'llS.::'20 
2614.C';.0 -;:2-;O$.58ll 
~-,';57. 3~"7I $-:011.03"" 
• o;.OOOuOO • '.)~)(,Ij~)OO 
:'972.51)0 9"741.547 
840.6~J·"1 214.1370 
::'~29.7"Z7 ",$97.15", 
1 2 :3 4 (<un',' Cf;LES,,, e 0 
S:6U SET'" 1 1 1 
1 1 J 2 
20195 
1300 
1':'0:;:.510 
4~.O':'. 7':0: 
\u,;",25.1(: 
.5'jO(10~JO 
11.:.313.70 
·,:):;:.·HI·!I 
~·iOI3.5-:O\)' 
5 
• • 1 
1 
1 
1 
227-:013 
1':'(10 
!t.:'OS.511) I~Oa.:HO 
'~t':(11.~·='S "'D';:'>"I~O 
121;~.Oj 13'5a4.40 
• '5(100)001) .50(1)000 
1·~.~;:3 1':'2"~ 
';8~.7"21~. 10;:;1).3:;:0 
110:>1)3.020 140,1).90 
• 1 
1 
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CPL COtlf' I 
Cf'L COl If' 2: 
(FL (0I'1f' :3 
(F"L COLIP 01-
CF"L COllP ~ 
E::nT Ell) 
COMPUTER RUN JS 
F:Eft:)~· E;'IT PF::3 3ASI'~ 
EDIT PUll 
IIJPUT e(2) 
? .1 
·1",0';1.1'57 
19774 
l';le~ 
':021.~OO 
!$7~7 
",041 
4712. ""70 
188:.<1; ;'0 
330:.62.';0 
",32';'7.40 632b7.:50 
45'::-::; 335.7358 • 184.;.n.3 
42115.3,18 ".26':-
'::0571 ';':-12.7~8 
17571 138'5i 
8~:::;O.(l20 .. 1 :-12.~~') 
2(1':134 
,1:;04.0..25 '15 ... 2.25 
"~2~ :3"".;'.434$ • l.'?""60651) 
~O';6.2'?7 ",)01 
22S;'~ .. (·1~·. ,5$ 
1':'1538 !$8'>t 
11:;;43.:-0 ~INi,.20 
22438 
81810.C$ 81BI';\.:~8 
4':..;:5 l'::'~'?2'?O ."-:;:·11)1,,,-;' 
r.;-;013.156 :"841) 
2~':j82 _712.750 
;;:1:"0';' 10:-851 
17327.10 ':'2300 • .10 
23176 
'?3:"l1 ... 1';' '?3:"OJ. • 
" "'::'2S 1';:':':3.20.:;0 • 2:"14370 
';'0;.61.':.""" 877'; 
2$4(11 "';'"12 ..... 50 
';:8339 18S::'1 
':'4219.10 ;- .. ';':·$.0"; 
2.::5Y.' 
10700$ 11:),'0('::: 
"~~5 13""'4.1GO .~~'H6370 
FFESEIIT HALvE or £('UI1'I", 1057251.4 
GFO~IiH l/I TOTflL fI~,'~£TS(·.I'" ';'-:<.1360'3 
GFO/ITH Itt EP'?· ~F·EPCEIITI" ';'4.4'::795 
EflF·IHIiI~S PEF: SHf1PE"" L;:;';'';''El30 1.97';'';50 2.:::"'1)-;'7l'l 2.714:::71 :::.03 
':'8"'"0 
PETUPtl Oil E('Un'," .241'32';':0:4 .214';',,·87 .20';'7061 .1971493 • :.8403 
$i. 
F"ETUPII ON IiEi f1~SEj·;" • 1.3209')9 .120:;0220 .1a.94~~04 .1310774 .1 
~(:41S5 
:;)E!:T TO El~UITY PEF: '(EFlR.: .7(100014 .~64.,.oe7 .4598147 • "3?B22?-:' 
• ~1'3'-:;QOO (,"1'1111;' HI IIITEPEST T"(PE :>EBT=-.:.199.250 -.11)93759 -7.81~~OOE-03 
.) (I 
CHI'IIIGE iii CASH :;:',' ·,·P.'"-5713.543 38:;'·4 • .,.10 4443.';'29 ';'33e.0::56 79 
413.543 
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1 
CRL COl1P 1 
CPL e.OI'IP 2 
(Pi.. COI'If' :3 
CPt COllf' "' 
CPL COIIP S 
OEICI 
E!li:T EliJ 
COMPUTER RUN )6 
P.E~J'( E~lT PR3 ~~src 
E::tIT P.lfIt 
Ill!"!). C(:~,) 
? .1 
..;.t;09.957 
1~"'4 
161BS 
• 1:0:"5'" 
6041 . 
3:::')2.380 
13209.50 
36693. Ie 
5924t;'; 5":l.?:4':' 
43~3.1S6 335. 7358 .184~930 
38H.200 
20~.:-1 
17:;<71 
4707.98$ 
0::0""34 
(,75:03.0';' 
4::"53.15';' 
471'::.0'.30 
.c-.c-:~7~ 
1-:-5:33 
$348.3137 
224813 
;7'~t..1.33 
4353.1Si-
~563.b37 
25';:~2 
21706 
1';?''::3.JO 
23J;"6 
:~'?"'~,O.8~ 
4$'::;3.1% 
~';'21.31b 
2:3-101 
23:~$'? 
20';-'05.80 
0::3'.:.37 
I03~54 
4853. IS", 
62",,"-
33';2.3$0 
1321)9.513 
·1.1821).40 
6:'5"?8.1~ 
",03.030$ .1860;-'10 
700. 
3302 •• PO 
132O)'~.5O) 
~4.,"$. 60 
77961.:3$ 
1069.$(1) .22(14:350 
7:3 .. 0 
.3~(1~.:370 
1320'?50 
';559';'.0", 
:~.".~~(" es 
12'::8. ",,50 • ,55'::379 
$n.; 
330)2.:370 
12';:("".51) 
7;;:')6';'.2:5 
Iln"~54 
t:3~5.2::,0 .'::$~~330 
PF"ESEHT IINLlIE or E('IUITY", 17?'?i"".-:t 
G.~:!')lljH al jCiflL fIS~;Ef-;('~I'" 74.,,;,,12$7 
GPOIJTH III ERoo" fI'EF"CE;llT!= 5 ... ~44'j4 
Ei1Frlillc.s PEP Slil'lF:[= 1.:;:469J1) 1. 86(ClO 2.Z04'~'50 2.55;;;380 2.85 
4.330 
F:E.TIJF:1l 011 EC!UlT'(", .2277'':'33 .;::1~14?7e .1';0647913 .ieS8671 .17744 
5~ 
PE.TlIF'1l ('11 IIET ASSETS"" .1410620 .1385883 .1.:5"'2218 .13773':'3 .1 
3";(l2'~7 
Jr::t:T il) E(!UI r'" PEP. ','Ef'iP= • 44~99",,6 .3634",09 • 31332:;6(, .2517e;3~ 
.;::11~'IO'" 
WRn.; III !lnE.PE~T T','PE. :IEBT""-I":::Z5t.11 -3.,?062~OE-03 -1.56250)0[-1)2 -3 
.'?(162':oOE-1)3 -8.";'0';250[-03 -3.·)))';"50E-O;';: 
C.HflliG.E iii Cf1SH 2,',' ",'F:=-,?~35.0"3 3"'12.230 4538.:::85 6<12';.457 80 
41). ;'.)0 
E:,n F..IIJ 
F'[fO',' DlT FP.4 ~f1$I(;' 
EJIT PlJll 
1,)t1":: 15:~54 I:",S? 201"'5 227'.33 
1::;('0 1750 10(1) 1300 l~(lO 
'::(1'33.4JO U·Y5.$30 1155.8"31) 1150:;.8.30 11~S.830 
~~~14.C~O ~417.8';'(I .F?'? ;"O:;(l ';.1:'117'.5020 ":"81)3.50$ 
8.2:5",'.359 "?u.2:0.3'~~' 10",,,,8.10 i"-:~B"'.50 1:~852.50 
.5000000 .51)¥.lOOO .50013000 .50000')0 • :::0000013 
7·,("'2.5('u ",;"'41.547' 113:;;8'.7'0 1~823 1':'24':0 
N(I.i.3'J9 0 3,," .• ':::.;3) o;.t..;".,r03 1113.:3.;.0 
5';:,-:0.727 683':.. 7(17 ·"::;~9. 5(10 1;;:035 14';'1)7 
E~lJIT'( tf1LI:S",33030 .!61) 50 I) (I 
~U2T=1 I 1 1 1 1 
1 1 3 Z 1 I 1 
• I 
I 
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CPL COl1P 1 
C,PL COHP C'! 
CPL COI1F' ::: 
(.PL COt-lP 4 
CPL COI'If' 5 
o 
E;:on Eli:LI 
F:EfO'( E::IIT PRJ 3tiSIC 
Erin RUrt 
U;PUT C {21 
? .1 
4609.95? 
1977'4 
115.10~ 
o 
IS,:;;? 
~9iNb 59240:, 
4720. 707 83~ ..... 358 
8:::14.200 
20~-1 
P'5?1 
6266 
354:-
1418'8 
.. ::5,::·$.::'0 
":."'[:5';'.':'':'1 
COMPUTER RUN )7 
... 669.488 
2(19:N 
';'7::;5-;0.5"-
·qc:u.7,,)7 $-;'3.7500 .19(13840 
7001 
3'34? 
141~:G 
531':'~.1O 
7"?'t~S3 
1(1';'5.370 • 2~~,6S00 
"?3~O 
354':',990 
j·ll:;;S 
':'·\2~6.40 
~~"~~'::1.3G 
12';:4.370 .'::61';$013 
:37;';' 
3~ .. I';. ·,,90 
1 ... 1:;'8 
76(.81.06 
FPE".EIIT 1.'ALlIE OF [('!UlT','", 173~,:~$.2 
C.Pf.l~ITH HI TOTAL ASSETS!';J:: :'4.17540;; 
I~F:l)lnH III EF'~, 'FEP(Eln,:: ~,~;.:::_~783 
£RF:IHll(;S PEP :;:,liflF:E= I.S';6~"30 1.';'03840 2.256:301 2.614:300 2.92 
4391 
RE.TUF:II 011 E('Uny", .235';17~ .20';'331)9 .;::'304<;;':"" .1':021008 • 1813€l3 
41 
P.ETUPII Oil IIET fl8SET::.", .14Iu6~u .1.$:3,)308 .13':'7-:-1~ .1,;;740-)7 .1 
33'1'e17 
DEBT TO EL'Un'{ F'EP '1EAP= .51)0001)0 ... 0;-1::117 • 333c.?65 .2760034 
.2312825 
CI-II'IIIG III 1IITEP.EST r,'p£. r'E!:T"'-12.02:e.Ol -1.171":;;7':,E-02. -3.-:00 
6Z50£.-03 -3.~~06~50E-03 
(HflJl(~F III CASH B',' "R=-9735. (1 .. 3 ~373. 73(1 4498.355 ';385.4313 ""9 
9?53'~ 
E:l1T E/[.;! 
FEI'ID't E~JT PR4 :SflSIC 
DIT PUll 
1~715 1-:>.$54 17Z":>7 201.,.5 ,27':.<8 
1500 1~50 IB!)!) iSO!) 161)0 
20B3.4W • 1241.,.50 IZ41,·;50 1241 ... 50 1.241.4513 
2~~14,3';'O 3~~,5,OSI) O!-i.3~.39B 59;-1.;-2"" 725';'.21';' 
8357.::;5":< 8-:-8,,500 10653.,') i,::~;.;,:{.,(t 13805.20 
.50(:1001)1) .501)(11)00 ,5(11)0001) • ~O(1I31)OO .500(11301) 
797;::.5(11) "';-41.547 li338.70 1:~82"3 1':'24'" 
8';').6.3'90;1 I) :3"3.55:::8 ';'':'1,9038 1104.0;.00 
!:.22-:O.'27 6750.093 9470.809 11943.50 14512 ... 0 
1 .:: 3 .. 5 
tOU1,'( 'ZflLES= 180:>.3'513 " e (l e 
s~u 1 SET'" ! 1! i ! 1 • 1 
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Cf'l conp 1 
CPL C(1HP 2 
CrL COUP ;3 
CF'L COHF' -+ 
CPL COUP 5 
o 
LIlt Wil 
F:EAJI' E:liT f'P.::t ,,:AS-!C 
E;)IT PUll 
IIIPUT C(21 
, .1 
';':'0·".0;157 
1?,?'~ 
1':'105 
o 
18::"57 
t.0 .. I' 
_"I)_W.esa 
121';.1.10 
'::86l~3.50 
COMPUTER Rl'N fS 
~~~_~~ i.l':''; $35. 73~~246 • 1$4':'930 
2.814.21.10 
21.157'1 
17~71 
"74~.2?7 
'::O~·34 
t.7':.:::;·".~~", 
-11'-:<:;;. LIb'; 
-171':'.227 
22375 
19533 
$";28.31':' 
22 .. ~S 
""20 .. 5.50 
':?':"5.u~.:. 
~,'j?1.':''::'" 
,"5~S.2' 
2170';' 
l·iClo~3.':'1j 
231"6 
';>(0)::'''',1':1 
.. -:0'35.(1';';' 
';'';'33.3A$ 
23';')1 
'::3889 
21067.70 
235':-7 
il)3~''::$ 
.;';'?S.Ot:..;. 
~266 
3040.2:30 
121';·1. Ie 
4(.172.10 
7001 
:::0-11).'::80 
1':';':.1.10 
~":;3';3.11) 
~·)O';5.51) 
IOi4.5bl,J .2151240 
'1:>10 
,,1j41).2:::0 
10:1':.1.11) 
t.'O:~;". -:;:, 
'£")(';'"9.1'" 
12:43.360 .'::·,90169 
:~7:-';' 
'::'J-.I) • .::eo 
121';-1.10 
?'i'5!:·O.5';' 
103'523 
n'::'«1.320 .e783313EJ 
F'F'['~EIIT 1,lflUJE or E(>lIIT'.·'" !825~.:..e 
I~FI)I~,H III Tf),l'1l I'1:;'SEi:: .. :.1" 74.74251 
GFOIHH ill EF'S (fEP.CEHTJ"" ~1).?030::; 
[IWllltfG'~ fU~ SHr'lr:E= 1. 846·~.3'" 1.$17030 2. 1:;,1.';:39 ~. 4901713 <:.78 
33$1 
F:ETI,IRIIOII [QUIT'<'", .c.i"'':'IO,3 .1':-65"27 .1":1.';4251) .113554",,::; .17477 
1'" 
F:£TIJFU (lIIUET MSETS= .1410';'21) .1:341843 .13-':'838 .1383852 .1 
-:':·I.2·.~~i2' 
:':E~;T TO [«I.'IT'( PEP '(EAP'"' .39~~''''93 • 32'?2.329 .2-:"22153 • 226?5e4 
,1-;'IO-;'(f7 
(lif,)IG ill iH1EP,EST r,'pl:. ~EL:1'=-14561.6::: -3.91)6250£-1)::: -.;:.ge6250E-1)3 -3 
.-:"J""~5l)E-03 -~. 9l1';'~~,0E-I):J -.2:. 9062~OE-'3J 
CHnIiGE. IIi CflSH t·" ','1"=-',<735,1)43 3'j~,~.5:::':' 4581.043 ':'-I70.':'B4 :31) 
8':0.320 
DIT Eft:. 
FC":)'( OIT PP-I :e:t'I~:IC 
E:)lT PUll 
1:371<:; i5}5-1 1-25"" 2019'5 22793 
l!!oOfJ lZ50 tOoo 13(1) 1':'(1) 
203:::.41£1 1064,100 Hi"' .... leU) 10';'''.100 1(1':'4.101) 
2":'14,~'':'1) 2·463.72(1 4$27.270 6066.5~ ?:)~,~.IC8 
83~7 .J:;";! 9')-;':'.1:30 i(17":;'.,~O 12438.60 U?I)3.20 
• (;1)(lIj(j(,,) • ~jl)f;I('llO~ .50(0)000 • !jO(IO(II)t) • !j')OOOOI) 
:-'~~;'2.~OO ''':-'41.5-17 11-~:;:8.7'O 13823 16N') 
~~"I).':':~'''-'' I) 8""",.94-":8 674.2':'!j9 H~:).4"'O 
<;229.72:- ~~"27.4"9 ').:.5 ... 539 12133.20 14703.40 
E~UIr'(~flLI:::S"'\340.~Je!Jo I) \3 I) 
SZU SET", I I 1 I 1 1 1 . 1 
1 1:3 1 I 1 1 
-! ,,-
227 
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GPL COl'<~P 1 
-2621.301 
COMPU'.IER RUN J9 
I N?UT i,n::;:; l{ AND V (}O 
l~O 
l'U-JO'!'EER CHA.:liGi-': 1::i\!Tt .. -t i OTHEV:JISE 
o 
DEEN TO EP3 7264.273 
C?L em-:p 1 
CPL CQ,';p 2 
CPL CO;·:? 3 
CPL CO~-:? II 
C?L em;? 5 
3 
EDn' END 
RE.J\l.iY ED!1' PR3 BASIC 
SDIT :m:'J 
It\!PU1' C(2) 
? 01 
1-I(J90 .699 
17204 
1/\322 
o 
17072 
5320g.70 
48b2.270 
70 /16.736 
20571 
17571 
o 
2093 i • 
66122.69 
5001.5713 
4241.297 
2237~ 
1953~ 
6877 ·U7(1 
22/188 
76019.25 
5001.~7G 
5 l 116.500 
25582 
21·,06 
11624.50, 
23176 
~?5(l5 
5001.578 
5251 
2217.130 
8868.500 
36952.10 
532H~.UO 
834.977H .UV15250 
6266 
2762.620 
1105l}'5D 
460113. ()O 
(l6122.69 
889.4219 .1821740 
7001 
2762.620 
11050.50 
55205030 
76019.30 
1017.970 .2035289 
7040 
2762 .6~:f) 
11050.50 
65851.33 
87505 
116f:.960 '·'~'2365180 
" 
228 
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1 
6391.449 
28401 
23869 
18028.80 
23537 
l002lJ1 
50Ut _S78 
8776 
2762.610 
11050.50 
'17658.06 
100247 
1311.600 .2622769 
'P.,ESENT VALUE OF" EQUITY" 179507.1 
;aO~JTH 1:11 TOTAL ASSETZOn", 88.12054 
lnOT.:;Tl! IN E?S (pl::nCE~n= 42.13628 
229 
::AnNING£ PER SHAEE:= 1.645250 1.821740 2.035290 a.36stED 2.62 
:i!170 
1ETtjP'~ ON EOUITY= .2259623 .1931697 .1643972 .1796396 .16892 
)0 
.tETUHN ON NET ASSETS"" .1566695 .13/15109 .1339095 .1351617 .1 
30B56~ 
DED'r TO EQUITy PER YEAR= .3000000 .3000008 .2502136 .2097604 
.177!S709 
'::W\,":c; IN INTJo:HES'l" TYPE DE:;T=--15949.69 P.721.484 ";3.906250E-03 -3.90 
6250£-03 "'1.171fl75F.-02 -3.906250E-03 
CHANli£ IN CASH BY YF.=-9654. 30 1 2356.039 4071.637 5922.625 73 
19.246 
EDIl' END' 
READY EDIT PRII BASIC 
EDIT RUN 
13280 lLJ702 16406 19004 2132LJ 
1500 1750 1000 1300 1600 
aOH3.410 775.9939 9(,6.915B 966.9148 966.9148 
2607.280 32tSl.1MO 11261 ./~O6 51.:57.617 6569.020 
63'19.777 UB9lJ.227 10179.70 11829.60 13118 
• 5000000 . 
.SOOOOOO -5000000 _0000000 .5000000 . 
7537.500 C)OS'hS/17 10489.80 12632 14775 
1260./160 0 0 550.16515 ~29.9609 
521LJ.566 6563.547 H5P.9.82ts 10915.20 13138 
I 2 3 • 5 EQUITY St\LEZ .. 3296.320 lO~G.130 0 0 0 
:;;BU SET" 0 I I I I I I I 
I I 3 2 I I I I 
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CPL COMP 1 
-12GO.9C12 
!:~PllT ::JE:.J E MJD VOO 
? 10 .. 0 
COMPUTER RUN J10 
ANOTHER CJ-l'\:~GE: ENTETI 1 OT!!EEt.H~E 
3,0 
EXCESS 
TOOFE'.-.13, a 
!=:XCES51 
3 .. 0 
1\ :'~OTHEn C!-l!\ ':(-iE E~:TEH 1 GrEEn:..! I SE 
1 
ANOTH:!:R CP.i\:'1GE E:'JTEf! 1 OTH:::l":r.'1I::iE 
o 
DEEN TO MP3 5903.875 
CPt. CO:'.~P 1 
-8~1./I(V!Ll 
1 X?UT NE\'i H A:~D i) 00 
20,0 
A:..;on-::~H CHA1..,)(;F ENTEP. 1 OTEEft','iISE 
16,0 
1 
16,,0 
,~I';OTliEH CHA::')Gr.: E:>JTEH 1 OTH2E'.dSE 
1 .. 0 
EZC::::S,Sl 
9 ... 0 
l'. "iOTEEE CHf':L,JC;E E~n~F. 1 OTHE!1: ISF. 
o 
CPL con=- 1 
-39.523/1/1 
I ~·J_..)!JT r~E:'l H {\;-·jlJ \100 
? 9 .. 1 
A NOTEEr~ CnpL'~G~ i.!:i'-lTEH 
1 
A l\OTtiSh Cr'I{-:I~GE ENTEH 
o 
BEEN TO M?3 4519.098 
CPt. c.;O!.~p 1 
C PL cn:~p 2 
c PI. CO~vlP 3 
CPL cm·;p lj 
CPL cor-;p 
:i 
OTHEn:nSE 
OTHEm'IISE 
230 
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BEADY EDIT PRJ DASIC 
EDIT RUN 
INPUT C(2) 
? .3 
il457.840 560? 
18338 2875·710 
15118 11502.80 
0 35946.30 
16013 
55926.80 55926.90 
5012.066 2375.690 ·5250150 
7348 6266 
20571 3437.600 
17571 13750.IlO 
0 ,'12970 
20934 
66.l!2il 6642il 
5129·199 2579.5LIO .5146660 
',2LiI.297 7001 
2Bb75 3L137.600 
19~J8 13750.l!O 
i&952.32('; '",9905_60 
22488 
7/.09 /h56 7L109lh56 
5129.19Y 2972.410 .5795079 
522'1.027 7840 
25562 31137.600 
~~! 706 13750./,0 
'T297.359 57957./,0 
23176 
82985.25 6f,)gS.38 
5129.199 3450.750 .6727660 
5956.727 8776 
26401 3 Ll37.600 
23;;119 137~0 .LIO 
11013.60 66S35.~5 
23537 
92'199.25 92799.25 
~129.199 380/l.S/10 .71118000 
pr;ESE~r VALUE OF !Y1UITY'" 162929.3 
GR/)',-;'l'H I,:J 'fGl'Al. J\S5:!:r:3<~)= 65.92979 
G:-W:.JTH IN E:?5 (PEECE!·!r>= 41.29123 
E{H!~INGS pr-:p. SHlif1:E'" 1.750050 1.715553 
2667 
Rr.:rUEN ON E':::)UITY= .2203DOo 
22 
.20U1039 
231 
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.19[)5355 .16976 
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232 
RETURN ON NET ASSET5= .1415952 .1294LIf~2 .1337el~ o13UbU'.:IU .a 
366692 
IJEln 1'0 EQUITY PER 'tEAR= .3999996 .3999999 .3444102 .2965626· 
.2571696 
CHA~JG IN UlTEREST TYPE DEET"'-1257S.00 2809.488 -3.906250E-03 "3.CJ] 
6250E-03 "'3.906250E-03 -3.9062S0E-03 
. CH!\NGE IN Ci\SH UY YH=-9687.160 2890;'160 1845.625 3327.762 A4 
50.93B 
EOn END 
Rl-::IU:OY EDlT PR:] DA5IC 
EDI"; RUN 
INPUT G(2) 
? -
EDIT E:\1D 
nE.4I:Y E:DIT PR4 BASIC 
BOlT RTJtil 
12tiP.O lIlJ/it 16101 
1500 1150 1000 
208:3-410 100(,.500 
2176.4BO 2986.020 
791M.977 !:!59S./117 
.5000000 .5000000 
6877 -sao 8723.5/.7 
105S.SHO 0 0 
4352.969 5972.047 
I 2 3 I, 
16740 
1300 
1203.160 
39ts9.790 
9906.039 
.SUODQOO 
10182.80 
396.1858 
7979_590 
5 
EQUITY SALES"" I'J262 _0/~7 100JI_730 
snu 5E1'= I I 
I I 0 
o 
EDIT r::-JD 
E.EA.DY BDlT PR6 DASle 
EDIT nUN 
0 I 
2 0 
Sfl.LE;; PEP. YEAR:::; 66562 76533 
GROHTl! IN SALES 0;) .. 54_33177 
EDlT END 
It Et.DY ED I T PR6 l3I\S Ie 
EDlT 760 C(2)".1 
EDIT 75_61 C(3)=.3 
EDIl LIS'r '/61 
00761 C(3) ... 3 
EDlT f.U~ 
SALES ?ER YEAH= 68562 76533 
GnmlTH IN S{\LES c::) .. 54_33177 
EDI7 J::NO 
I 
I 
21036 
1600 
1203.160 1203.160 
5130.5013 6133.S09 
11502.50 12682.S0 
.5000000 .5000000 
IP.368 144B7 
563_7868 
10261 12267.60 
0 0 0 
I I 0 
I I 
64965 94850 105813 
64985 94850 105613 
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CPL cm::? 1 
-/1175.906 
? 6, U 
COMPUTER RUN Jll 
ANOTH-Ell Cb'\\'GE EN7F.T. 1 OTHF:r·.~·;IS;;: 
1 
? 15,0 
(\ t-.:01 HE::? CE/.li\:GE ENTEr~ 1 OTEEF;",.) I SF: 
o 
BEEN TO ;·;:)3 US1S.879 
C PL CC:.;? 1 
CPL CO:·? 
C?L CC';v:? 
CPL CO:·:? Lj 
C?L em.:? 5 
3 
EelT ~i";r:. 
[<.EADY EDl T i~::\3 nAS Ie 
E. t, I 1 ;;:,u~,~ 
INPUT C<2> 
.3 
L;.5LI3.020 
1(1593 
l/!OLll 
o 
16379 
51556 
5U23.379 
3314.200 
20571 
1 '/~)71 
(J 
2093LI 
62f590 .20 
5~~<)O • .L,3ti 
l.~!lll .297 
2~c.;75 
19538 
1013.700 
7(.1155.Hi3 
5290./:38 
5062 
21 / ;5.8£0 
bSfJ3.520 
3~i'l6/1.·10 
51556.10 
2308.390 .5101399 
6266 
2613./1900 
10 /[53.70 
L13557.10 
62U90 .~w 
2L\20 .I:()O ./:01 t31jlj 
7001 
2613.1:20 
1 OL153. 70 
5000"7.')0 
70156 
2798.930 .52<)0540 
233 
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L!S30~16B 
25582 
21706 
3263.410 
23176 
78557.50 
5290.438 
5555.31J.D 
28401 
23889 
6 /451.137 
23537 
57833.38 
52'.)0.438 
7640 
2i)13.il20 
10 /153.70 
57650.50 
78551.56 
32/,1.110 .6126350 
8776 
2613./120 
10/153.70 
65990.38 
37833.38 
357/,.260 .6756060 
i':lESENT W1LlJE OF EOUITY", 162139.6 
GnmilH W TOTriL A5SE'fS<Z)= 70.36/19/t 
Gp.mnH I~ EPS (PEHCE~Yr>= 32.43541 
EARNINGS P''.:R. SHAnE: 1 .100466 1.606127 
2020 
234 
1.763514 2.0 /12116 
EETURN O;>.J ECUITY= .2151/t61 .185232B .1 ~62679 .187/~000 elti054 4. 
RETun:-J O~J NET ASSETS= .1/192'181 .1P-8290~ .1329862 .1375260 .1 
356/154 
DEBT TO EQUITY PER YEAn= .2999997 .2999997 .2608837 .2266609 
.1980155 
CHAl';G I~ I)JTEilEST TYPE t'EDT=-16695.88 2337.715· -3.906250E-03 -3.90 
6250E-03 -3.906250£-03 -3.906250E-03 
Cr:..:-i:·lGE IN C,\SH BY Y2=-9801.980 -726.6196 14/~O.796 2838.577 39 
12.899 
EDIT END 
ftEADY EDIT pn4 D{\SIC 
E:f./IT [tUN 
IlH5B 13025 14656 17369 19533 
1500 1750 1000 1300 1600 
2083.LIlQ 751.0569 91 /1.6980 91.ll.6%8 914.6968 
1952.120 2 /155.7/.jO 3 ill 1 .530 'V431.699 5365.180 
1694.611 [106!S .199 9329.710 lOt.,\03.10 11914.20 
.5000000 .5000000 .5000000 .5000000 .5000000 
6115.500 1L;12.S41 ~737.750 10997 12984 
1372.160 0 0 u~ .09619 261.0730 
3904.250 11911./188 6823.0 /17 13863.367 10730.40 
1 2 3 4 5 
EQUITY SALE!:)~ 4237.430 2144.680 0 0 0 
SDU SET:::I i 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 
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CPL COUP 1 
UtPUT ItEI~ I: flll;) 1.1(1):) 
-:> ~,o 
COMPUTER RUN Jl2 (FIRST) 
t'lIlQiHEP. ("1-IAnGE EIITER 1 OTHERIUSE 
? 0 
!:EEII TO liPS: !iteZ.3~S 
Cf"L COMP 1 
CPL COI-IP 2 
CPL COI-IP 3: 
CPL COHP 4 
CPL COl1P 5 
3 
OIl EUD 
PEAJ',' EJIT PP.3 '3ASIC 
EDIT RUN 
IIWUT C(2) 
? .2 
45"4.~~ 
1~351 
lW5.6 
o 
ISS'iS 
5'!1il) 
Z~'i'3.660 
11':1:4.70 
:3:"4.:!G • .:c0 
5$2"';/'.10 ~:::.::~. U) 
~01c.,"'S0 1~7~. 770 .3712200 
~1(1~.566 
~~532 
217(l~ 
1(11)I,eo 
2:::1"'''; 
G'je:"I.3:8 
5016,430 
6239.180 
23401 
2;Z:S39 
1!;;';'2'!i.Je 
2-3537 
~:"6~.38 
~016.';30 
,"--:.o;.46.0i> 
1$;;:1.270 .30$.30';'00 
:"(101 
2",';t3.660 
!.1:;'-';.-:'0 
~3,N~.60 
7:;';1) 
2-:O~·:).UO 
l1';.t4.bO 
6SI!:6~.10 
::'5$71.3$ 
24":0.1.360 .48-:O2~O 
3:":"6 
'::"'?3.~1) 
119-';.60 
::;~'5~.19 
"""';'95. sa 
';:7'22.1340 • 5"2';2""~ 
PF"ESElii ')AlOE Of El'l.iIT',-: 17'4177.2 
('F:OHTH iii TOTAL flSSE.TSi~~)'" b:.5?6H 
GPOIITH 111 EP$ tFEFCEltT,,,, ";'6.1733':' 
EAF.UI11GS PEP SHt,t::t:;; 1.050099' 1.91531)0 Z.1'::79~4 ::::.44.:.32:4 f:.71 
::1124 
RE1IJRtI 011 EOOli'{>< .'::2: .. 4434 .21)~00.·N':' .2:€II)"SI4 .194'39"..h .1:;'404 
30 
RETURI'! Oil IIET fl::.SETS:: .14"0648 • I 3310l"'t4 .1';1-:023;" .1429090 .1 
31>312';' 
:i:lEilT 10 ECl\;,111Y PEt:' ';EAR:: • .;0013009 .33~Oli..'" .2$11172: .2373'5:::6 
.;::024072 
CHAlfG III JlITEF:E$T riPE JEBT=-14794.7S -.1054':'$9 -3.':IC':'2SI)E-t)3 -3.90 
.:..::e.OE-03 -3.~ot:·eSOE-O:~ -3.'£'06~OE-C3 
CHAII"E Iii CI'iSH ?'( '(p.=-9'SeO.910 ;?3~e.039 3 .... 9.e~s ~0'EI:3,375 64 
61.113 
E:lIT EIIJ 
F'CfQ',' E::Ill PRo!. ~AS[(' 
EDIT ;:::0 lun GET ~EEE'.A(2~J 
EDIT P.UII 
13,3:i 1~3ge 1:-235 200s8 2;1511 
151)0 H50 i l'l'0 1300 1":'013 
20$3.411) 1I)47.7eo 10 .. -."ee IO).;7.7:~II) 1134":",';'88 
;;:.:.s.:..Jo:.O 34S03.eeo 4:S':'.4-;- 5e-:r3. 3 Ii.. (1)';'1.130 
e'!l~~:3.8'J9 0;01000..3213 10':-14.70 1:':271.=::1) 13.:..0.2:0 
• S(II)OOOO , :::('01)001) .50(0001) • ~OOI)OOO • ~0I1(01)0 
'~·;'~.500 9765.::: .. 7 li~io:,.CO i~':'$t., 15'~"~~ 
9(11).':'::'9'!- I) 2-1'::.')940 "';'I ... 1!!ie GOO. 1 .. ';;;: 
531-':.727 .:.-:oa;-.7~$ '5'SlZ.'1~7" 1l7-:O'3<,t:.\} l'jlC:2.040 
E~U!T'" ~ALES" );':0;';'0, ~07 ~ 0 I) 0) 
S:;'U SET'" 1 1 1 1 1 
I ~ 1 1 
235 
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CPL C0t'lF' 1 
-4;"-:>.4';:58 
HlF'UT ,IEW k 1'111;) ~1\t:.J 
i';'.I) 
COMPUTER RUN J12 ;SECOND) 
fIlIOTHEP. CHAI1GE EIITER 1 OTHEP~l1SE 
" (1 :.EEH TQ UPS 512''::.J·;'3 
CF'L COI'IP 1 
-;0:53.3';'72: 
lUPllT IiEI" t-: F\ll;) 1)(1: • 
. ,:> 3.0 
~lllD,HEF' CH~llt(.i: ErnEI'! 1 .oTHEPI.JlSE 
, " 3££11 ,0 HF"3 48,o,6.4?6 
CF'L (OI'IP 1 
-81.835';14 
HIPUT IIEW t' AID 1)110.) 
:- I,,\' 0 
tlIlO'iHEP. C.Hi1ItG£ EIlTEP. I OTHER~IISE 
? 0 
::EClI TO I'IP::: 46%.2'42 
(.I'L COI'IP 1 
-115. ,0:31 
HIf'U~ liEU I: Alt::) 1,lIn 
;> 12,1) 
flHOTHER CHf1iII".E EHTEP. 1 OTHEF'IHSE 
, 0 
:t:EElI TO 1'11"3 4638.19-:-
O:fL COHP I 
CFL COUP it. 
(f'L (OI'IP :3 
(PL (,uIlP .; 
(fL CC11P ~ 
l 
EJIT SFlIIE 
un EJIT PR3 .o:A~,iC 
OiO':: illl.1 cn:! 
£:'11 EIIll 
F('fI)',' ':::"i, rF:;: 3f1SIC 
1:::;:: PUll 
WPU, (:(21 
.. 
.1:';",1,,1)4(' 
1:z.4$;-" 
i.~~26 
" .. 7'::08 561)~~Z.16 
.. ','14.';04-:< 
3:?-1-I.200 
'=:1)~7'1 
.\.,57', 
;7't.(Je28 
~')"'8'" 
0.:.3",0:.1.30 
·;91 .... ':"4-:. 
"-:'1:3.40';' 
2207~ 
1'3-::;3$ 
3331.680 
~N,,:2 
n~51 
.4')14.949 
e-,O".I.So5? 
';:50:;:;2 
<::1706 
?;:':.·;<.2tZ17 
~3176 
~27'?5.0';' 
·t-?14.949 
~So55,,-:<13 
~~41)1 
Z)B~)-:< 
IN10.e0 
'::8537 
·H19~:1.!')6 
4'?14.9H 
::;';":7 
2~~8O::.570 
:1.';:.30).81) 
3603.2.20 
62.~t. 
2::::~2'. ~70 
Il<;.:~O.;30 
·\2·~eG.40 
".:~"·61.~1) 
17:3"'. ~~.o .3':.-3'"..i2·W 
70~1 
2B~~2. 570 
110;;30.3\} 
~1137.20 
71341) 
~8:;;2. 571} 
110:;30.30 
00,(':':'4';:.30 
827So5.0t. 
2)~1 • .260 .4;-B3·~OI) 
8::';' 
E':;::;;;!. S70 
11531).:30 
;-"il)1)4.38 
-:<41·?3.t.9 
2615.660 .5:32105(1 
236 
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,1 
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F'RESEHT VALUE OF [(!UIT','= 1£.7:374.1 
GROIHH IN TOTAL ASSET:=; (:-.;) =. t.? ';'2';59 
Gt=-:(JIHH II"! EF'S (PERCEllT)= 49.83777 
ERRtilr-iGS PER SHARE=- 1.775369 1.?67619 2.07':397":1 2.391';'51) 2.6b 
0925 
RETUr.:1'I 01'1 EClUIn': .2230172 .2021235 • 19'?133b3 .1941832 .184~S 
:::8 
RETURN on HET ASSETS= • 14;326~)8 
388449 
DEET TO EQUI1''o' PER YEAR= .39';"3995 .3353201 
.1419927 .1 
.2:318469 .23813627 
.2(12'3841 
CHAtiG Hi INTEREST T','PE DEBT=-15350.14 -3. ';'0625(IE-03 -3.906250E-03 -3 
.90i-250E-1)3 -3.90':.250E-rn -:3. ';'06250E-03 
CHAIlGE IN CASH :BY YP=-';'78:3.953 24.234:38 30':'4.803 4681.074 60 
35.551 
£1)IT flm 
READY ED I T PP.4 BAS:;: (; 
EDIT HAT GET "EF-E",A(25) 
01('13 IH1.J CH~ 
EDIT 2i) 1'1AT GET "EEE"~fif25J 
[DIT SFlI.JE 
E:tiT RUN 
12855 14522 1641':' 1'3183 21635 
1500 1750 10130 131)0 It::,~30 
2~383.';'10 1(11)8.-;1013 il.3l):::.9(113 1CI(18.'3~30 11308.9130 
2293.31.313 3075.320 427'5.270 5384.~a3') t.529.316 
80:35.:'37 G687'.770 l.(j19:~.50 1175';'.:30 ·1:~a378.313 
.500131300 . ~,00000(f .5(1000130 .50(1(1000 • ~:;~)OOOOO 
7112.5~)O 8":109.547 1(H97.80 12;'::11 1508b 
1057.520 0 b1.68b60 2t:·6.53:39 5:;:1.5;;:69 
45:3';', b09 61513.637 :3550.527 107':'8. t.0 13058.613 
1 2 :3 4 5 
EOIJIT" SALES= 3462.550 13 (1 (1 13 
S:::U SET= 1 1 1 1 1 1 
13 1 0 (1 1 1 1 
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CPL CO:'~P 1 
-3398.609 
COMPUTER RUN J13 
I ~PUT :'lE':: K ANy) I) cn 
~,o 
Jl:'JOTHE2! CEA;':GE EN'1'ER 1 OTHEWHSE 
1 
12,,0 
ANoni;::H ChAXGE E<\3TEil OTI-jE'\:~'i ISE 
o 
BEEN TO i';?3 80':1 .~,;t)2 
CPL CO:':;';) 1 
CPL cor.:.iJ 
CPL CO:·:p 
CPL COi<P /J 
CPL COX!-: 
3 
E'lHT i~i\JD 
RE.!\DY EDIT ?R3 [Y\SIC 
EDIT EUl~ 
IN?cT C(?) 
4GD6.1L(l 
11156 
1 /1615 
o 
1'1196 
5:l573.C!O 
14989.590 
6 /1<;)i!.637 
20:'71 
175'/1 
o 
2093/1 
65570.56 
5132.93';) 
.112'11 -297 
22875 
19538 
53 /16.578 
22/H:)!:: 
7 1j /lb8·75 
51 ~i~~. 938 
5233 
2231.0 t)O 
6924.3.!~O 
37U,:/j.C;U 
53573.21} 
16UI.760 .3716600 
62(,6 
2737.1'10 
1 00/11J -:)0 
115619 
65S70.5() 
1787.560 .3SB2570 
7001 
27~j'7 .130 
1 o 9il t3 .:)0 
53.[:;02. ~H) 
238 
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5263.11/19 
25582 
21706 
9058.688 
23176 
6'!786.06 
5132.938 
6134.859 
2H401 
23RB9 
1'~170.10 
23537 
96131.86 
5132.93ts 
7B110 
2737.130 
10')'~8.50 
63260.50 
8 /1786.06 
23611.570 .4606659 
6776 
2737·130 
109118.50 
736'/0.25 
96131.tHS 
2602 • .l!70 .5070130 
?EESJ::liJT VALUE ur; EQU!T'{= 175001.6 
GnO:.-.'TH Ii\l T'Jr.I\L t\SSE-rSU)= 79.4/~020 
GRO· .. aH IN E?S <PE;~Cr>n)= 36.41053 
E{\!~:-JE;GS PE2 SHAR.E= 1.855299 1.7<JH?:B5 
5065 
I:ETtJF:.N ON E'~UITY= .226135'~ 
97 
• 195922fS 
239 
1.<)9::):61:0 
.1901239 .lo6H915 .17662 
RETIJi\N ON i'lET t\S$ETS= .J56959\ 013630tll .1373241 .139ll'~33 01 
353593 
DEPT TO ECUITY PER. YEr~!~= .2999997 .2999956 .25i136oB .2163376 
.ltl57613'1 
CH4~m IN I:'J1EREST 1WE DEBT=-IG077.37 2530.207 -1.171B15E-02 -3.q) 
6250E-03 -3.9062SU£-u3 -3.90G!.~51)1:.:-03 
CIiI\NGE HJ CASH BY Yl{::-97:H).K20 UWC:.'~57 3093.238 11734.262 $I 
~ 2 .620 
EDIT EN]) 
HE.fl.DY EDn P:d4 B{)SIC 
l::DIT lWN 
13429 1479'1 16/j)2; 1910/1 21309 
l~uO 1'/50 100u 1300· 1('00 
2CJS3.'HO 
2&66·300 
·j(jO.W/')C) 
3325.33Q 
81106..797 8937.709 
.=-000000 .50UOUOO 
7686.5UO 9151.547 
122<).520 0 0 
5332.609 ('(~50.656 
1 2. 3 1\ 
EQUITY !.:!").u:s= '/31 (,. 750 
SEIJ SET= 1 1 1 
o 1 3 2 
957.99613 9'::17.99(,0 
11310.679 5/150 .~~9 
10229.10 11 tj22.QO 
.5000000 .50DCUOO 
10579.80 12732 
,.Wi.7258 72'1.6<J /::S 
[5621.750 10901.70 
5 
1263. 91~O u 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 1 
957.9966 
6 1:63.340 
13\.112.30 
.5000000 
1/1760 
12926.70 
0 
1 1 
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!1 
COMPUTER RUNS FOR PROBABILITY 
INVESTIGATION 
240 
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COMPUTER RUN PI 241 
EulT RUN 
1l>.'?UT CORP. TAX MTE .X:o!: 
1 .SU 
1I;tl35.~a 7Jp,J~1t,.1 151).51.17 6(>11209.3 
5153.145 63902;.94 '.<456.tl35 5.!o1412.1 
o 0 l.l 0 
19(;0:).45 lt16316.S le87111,1 IH·I,7.ij8 1~6b"~I'::! 
5969.633 72U3S.1l6 1<)171.36 559U'}II.9 
o 0 0 0 
211S10.14 939163 • .(:1 11>73(0.6 .... S.!o~I03/h1 
6613.707 81131.&13 IW21.67 620313.011 
o 0 0 0 
21.13~2.IS 11113051 151"1011 s.omn.28 1001396. 
7/170.996 106<;:'17.9 )l!tllIl.1I9 111,,2"/3.4 
\) 0 0 0 
210!l6.ll 13613t;9 ~281::.tJ.99 11(,3433 
6362.535 13/16:!9oa 14IS~.1l8 r;07726.4 
o Q 0 0 
YEAR 1(:-:P~-C'I'EIl CASH CHI\NGF. VAl1IM!CE CHANGE 
1 329ul.~1 319899Q 
2 61"'1.363 607~OSS 
3 (,3:!~.133 (,7<;'>73611 
4 B3(.:!.!.c,O 78(!H~68 
5 99~:·.11!'! S!:30f!"49 
YUlR i::XPECt::.~ ""l>.IT PI;u~'li V,\"IA~CE 
I 9/,5('.035 5;14Ifo1.1 
2 lUll1.:II: 55909/ .. S 
3 112:;1.67 C,:;{)313./1 
II trH;III.49 71.9.113 .... 
S 11J1:;!.!.SI! H077l'!lt.4 
DO"lE: 
COMPUTER RUN P2 
J::ClT ::,u;~ 
l~"!JT C(.r .• P. 1'1\:-: .L,\Tlo: .X:< 
... _aD 
1I>c.S3.~7 
Sl..!oO.(,52 
o 0 
''''!HI.r>.', 
57:>lh ...... 2 
, 0 
21'no.1I7 
6737.3'11 
, 0 
211014.113 
,,,,,6.<;;=18 
o 0 
~6loUI.13 
"'3"'~.7 .. = 
• 0 
175::>1'1(,"/ 
23~\I';~ .1 
" ') I(J~II.II ~. 
:'501191:'''.08 
o 0 
:!O/'!>I;;IJ 
li3C"l.(, 
o 0 
(71)"').67 
<)(,113.(-56 
2!M301l; 
272S7:.l7 
961/·I:H.:: 
ISf;~572 
13<)'1016 
79',3501.(, 
JG'l!:33r: I;OII'!I;.2.!o 1'159261 
160<)01.9 latHH.~2 36'J~a3t! 
o " 2 .... n0757 2233').33 308/'1:126 
:?'JJ'/2~.? 137:!I •• 04 199')1)06 
, 0 
20791.3'J 
11I?1!!?1 
150507552 
2631)685 
I:::~?~-cn:1: CA~~ CHA:.GI:: WIHIANCE CIlANGE 
Y~ll 
I 
. 
3 
. , 
DONE 
EIJIT ENr:. 
3~~71~.1j:!J fI')200(·O 
11232.727 1.1~'l:!J93~:+07 
"1711.336 1.27:!~7P.:;;:+07 
1.l5:!1.('09 2.11113221':+01 
9l·CII:.7.:l1 1 .... tI(9H3J::+01 
~i':pJ::cn"[I Pf:IJFlT PH(WlT VAiilf,NC1': 
f.S{",.H,)1 27PS727 
""OJ.t,S6 15r~f!;57a 
10965.25 799351.6 
121'1",1.52 36'J2838 
1 37a/hOIi 1')')'.1006 
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1 
COMPUTER RUN P3 
EDIT nu!'J 
I (\!PIJT COi~P. TAl: HATE .XX 
, ., 
SBIJ 1« 
1 
SDU 13 
SJ3U If' 
1 
1~/.J65.<Jb 
3f:,3:~. 3/17 
21'S96.21 
130.37. /16 
Ilf)09.631 
o 0 
Itj6~6·14 
1,517.7il 
o 0 
LIQUrT.,0.1eiJ, 
LICUI[.I"TeL .. 
LIQUII.:·.£\HW .. 
33E200 .1 
320230!)0 
L!71)~280 
3~S3~6.5 
33636.14 
o 0 
1!275/17 .11 
'10667·95 
o 0 
INPUT G?TIO;\lJlO"I .. 2,.3 
!:~PUT GPTIONNO,,1 .. 2 .. 3 
INPUT Q?TIO:"hQ .. 1 .. 2 .. 3 
!::i 990176 138461.3 
21/10.098 163!i~.73 
o 0 
939').879 172366.2 
2r:;S3.011 . 2368"/.02 
10"100.6<'1 20851/'h7 
~5/1/h237 31157./:0 
242 
172043.9 
9'1tjfj.1l88 22509/1.6 
16(,/10.15 5/:38f)1~.8 1?177.2<) 263939.6 11152.78 291162.6 
5119 51630.f$Q LlilZ7.:019 1l.l561.35 
o G 
If:.,·rl5·12 (,C;l!iB~.'j 13'Ilc 32')155.3 1129JI.36 30f!6f-? 5716. 
539 6/1655.80 S504.P,75 6017'1.ln 
o 0 0 
YEA.R 
YEAn 
1 
;, 
5 
DONE: 
n:PECl'E[, CASH CHMJGE 
-/I65·5JI91 
11/:.0532 
12~P.·367 
51102416 
IlJ9088B 
17569t55 
2131552 
221)5.164 2~951lj1j 
EXPr-;CTED PHOf'lT PHQIo'lT VAP.IA!~CE 
2140.098 163!H·;.73 
2853.017 236W/.02 
:15.lj/:.237 3115'1.40 
/1'127.219 
550 /j.H75 
111561.36 
6017 /10 ln 
VAP.IA~CE CHANGE 
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!:i;.IT RUN 
IN?UT COH? 
.50 
19774 
o 
20571 
o 
22b75 
o 
25582 
o 
,~8/jOl 
o 
YE.4R 
4 
5 
YEAR 
I 
3 
4 
5 
DONE. 
"r;i:JIT END 
COMPUTER RUN P4 
TAX RATE .XX 
16105 18757 
0 
i 7571 209~1.I 
0 
19535 22/lCSH 
0 
21706 23176 
0 
"?3889 -23537 
0 
EXPECTED CASH CH!\NGE 
31172·75 
6268.223 
6 /1<)7.685 
3559.500 
10246.50 
6041 
6266 
7001 
78/,0 
6776 
EX?F.CTED PROFIT PROFIT VARIANCE 
9728.750 0 
lO'163.~?. a 
115"7.63 
13283.50 
1!~673.50 
243 
9726.750 
11587.63 
13283.50 
VARIANCE CH(\NGE 
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.1 
COMPUTER RUN 
FOR 
RESTRICTED OPTIMA 
244 
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COMPUTER RUN W-l 
GUIDE TABLE FOR USE WHEN FINDING RESTRICTED OPrIMA 
EDIT RIJN 
TADLE OF H W 
1 4 l131.066 
2 1323.17 /1 
3 4IJS:'.09C;9 /, 112'7 .. 95 /1 
5 3163.75B 
6 5299.578 
7 763./1993 
8 1656.089 
9 866.?O/lf~ 
10 386./~563 
11 2931.0()3 
12 2166.~n9 
13 931.3K31 
14 566.11104 
15 2903.552 
16 666.7217 
17 575.2192 
18 39810.52 
19 1598.46L] 
20 6Ill.f)l Li6 
1 
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APPENDIX D 
INPUT DATA 
I. LIST OF TABLES FOU ND IN APPENDIX D 
Page 
Table XXII Corporate Balance Sheet Data ................. 247 
Table XXIII SBU Profit and Loss Data •••••••••••••••••.•.• 248 
Table XXIV SBU Assets and Liabilltles Data •••••••••••.••• 254 
Table XXV Corporate Profit a nd Loss Data •••••••••••••••• 260 
Table XXVI Corporate Specifications Data .•••..••...••.•.• 261 
Table XXVII Arbitrarily Assigned Three-l?oint Probablilty 
Distrlbution Used with the Probabilistic 
Investigation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 262 
II. DISCUSSION 
This appendix contains the input data fLles used in the research 
along with the arbitrarily assigned three..point probability distributions 
used in the probability investigation. The format of Table XXIII is identi-
cal to the one L n Figure 9. For example, for the first record (Line 4HO), 
the SBU contribution is given in data position #8 and is equal to 435. 
The format of Table XXIV is simllar to that of Table XXIII and is 
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1 
247 
identical to Figure II. The format of Table XXV Is found I n Figure 10 of 
Appendix A. All llnu'of, Table XXV, exceptc2 i 6 and. 10 , are.calculated by 
the computw: atld~ hence. have zero entries . initially • 
TABLE XXII 
CORPORATE BllLANCE SHEET DATA I 
(Thousands of dollars) 
Beginning of Year One 
Line 11 
4 
Cash 
Inventories 
Receivables 
Investments 
Plant, Equipment 
and Land 
Accumulated 
Deprecla tion 
~ Line 11 
--illL Payable. 
17559 Short Term Debt 
.-ll§.QQ. Long Term Debt 
10508 10 Shareholder 
Equity 
25000 
Liabilities 
--lli.!L 
---ZQ.2.L 
22707 
26141 
11 Total Assets 12 Total Liabilities ~ 
13 Shares of common stock outstanding 4525 
14 Dividend declared on beginning 
number of shares (total $) Computer Supplied 
IS Dividends per Share Computer Supplied 
I A balance sheet which had a value of net assets after payables 
equal to $70039 (neglecting cash and Investments) was used for 
the probability Investigation Instead of tb~ $41559 shown here 
whIch was used for all other i.nvestigations. 
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1 
248 
TABLE XXIII 
SBU PROFIT AND LOSS DATA 
00010 6569/~O~218527,13G6,O,602,-lO~,~35,1.0,~i.9,1,73,1,O,O 
0002U 6~11,O,O,O,O,O,O,39H,1.O,27.7,1,73,2,O,O 
U003u 6569,(),O,O,O,O,{l,~3~,1.O,27.7,1,73,3,O,777 
OOO~O 169b,625,lD13,~57,O,lB'I,-13,~19,1.0,3~.1,2,'3,1,O,O 
00050 161!B,OIO"oJ,n .. O,U,,~~91.!.Jl.0,31!.1,2 .. 73,2. .. () .. O 
00060 16·)E .. O,O,O,O"OJO.Jl;19.Jl.0,3~.1,:-~,73 .. 3,O,777 
00070 420,303,117,6G,0,34,5,12,1.0,9_3,3,73,1,0,0 
aDOBO ~32,O,O,O,O,O,O,34,1.O,lO.7,3,73,2,O,O 
OOO~O 4Rll,O,O,O,O,O,O,12,1.O,Y.3,J,'3,~,O,'l77 
00100 ~OO,8dl,119,~2,O,e~,-5,34,1.O,O.8,~,73,1,O,O 
00110 ~OO,O,O,O,O,O,O,7A,1.O,U.9'~,13,2,O,O 
00120 400,U,O,U,O,O,O,7G,le(),Q.9,4,73,3,O,777 
o 0130 555:~.,/:7~~~.:.,("::~1 .,3 L:O.,O.,/151.-l.,-lO().,-G7., 1 .0., :~~ .U.,5.,73" 1., 0 .. 0 
00140 5550 .. 0 .. 0 .. 0,,0.,0.,0,,-07.,1.0.,35,5,,73,,2,,0.,0 
00150 5550"O~O"o"r)"O"O"-67,,1.O,,3S.2,,5.,73,,1,,O,,777 
00160 S35~"613~,,~216.,19~,,0.,571,,-I~{J,,13U6,,1.O,~6.4,6"73,,1,,OI0 
00170 G229"O .. O.lO"O"I),O"I003,1.O,4Q.lG,,73,,2 .. 0 .. 0 
00180 ~:~S4"O .. O,O .. O"O .. O,1306.,1.O,~G'~"~J73,,3 .. 0.l777 
001<)0 116~2,,(353,30r;,11S,,0.1S'f,-19.11!:).I1.[) .. 1~.b:7"73 .. 1.10 .. 0 
OU20() 67/1 .. l).lO,(l.10"O"O"/!D.ll.O,,11.(),7,,7:::.J~,,OJO 
00210 I1GZ.lO"O.l0JO"J,O"111;Jl.U.l12.~:,,7.173J3,,O.,777 
UU2~~O 296U,,2U5~J90~,,17~.lO,,13()J-0G.l536,,1.U,,79.9J8,,73,,1.,OJO 
()O~!30 2960"1)"O.lU"0JQ,,O,,536.11.(!,,79.0,,E,,'3,2 .. 0,,~ 
U02~O 29~0"o .. u"u"a.,()"OJ530"1.0,,70.9,,K,,73.13.1l),,777 
U0250 1~32,,1123J3!5,20e"()J~3 .. -37 .. -~3,,1.U,IG.3,,~,,73.,1,O,O 
U 0260 1/,;32., 0,0" Q" :.),,0, 0, -23" 1.0 .. 1 u. :3 .. S" '13" f.! .. ()., iJ 
00270 1~99.10 .. 0"o"o,a"[)'-7Jl.O"11.U .. 9J13 .. 3,,O .. 177 
0028U 719"U"O,O .. {)"O"U.,5~,1.(),lO,,10,,7~,,1,,(J,U 
00290 11~,U .. O"O"OJU"U"5~"1.O"lO.~,,10J73,,2,,O,,O 
00300 719"572"lq7,,~8,,O,~Jl"-13 .. 52,1.O"lO.~,lU,,'I3 .. 3.,O'717 
00310 2:---:(;9.110(:9,11 S5.,76S<.:=!).d 71, -37,21 c, 1 ~o, 1 :)&5" 11 ,73!" 1" 0., 0 
00320 2~KO,O"il,O"O,O.,O,?7f~"1.O .. 1~.'I .. ll,,73,,2JO,,O 
0033U 2269 .. 0" (j .. 0" 0 .. 1.)., (),;'.! H .. l .0 .. 13.5.111,73,3, n" 777 
00340 2S57,~"OJO"O"O,UI3~~ .. 1.0 .. 3J.S"1~.,73,,1,O,,O 
00350 20~7"8178J7S71192,,aJ262.,-46 .. ~67,,1.(1 .. 33.~,12 .. 73 .. 2 .. 0,O 
00360 29~1,OJ[I,()"O,O"a,353,,1.0,,31.5,,12.,73,,3,O,777 
00370 1929"11~1.,7~IS,,577"()J837,,-3~,-lUO.,1.U,,~5.0,,13,,73,1,,O,0 
OO:3~~,O 1~129.,O"o,:)"o"o .. n,,-1[]D,! .(;,~5,13 .. 73"8,,(J,,O 
00390 219h"O,J"Q"OJO,O'-~~"1.0,2B.J,13,73 .. 3"O .. 777 
oo~no 570,n"nJo"()JI)"C"~35 .. 1.J,,15.~.,14,,73.,t .. n,,o 
OO~10 510"0,,0,,0,0,0,0,,235 .. 1.0 .. 15.4,1/1,,73,,P,0 .. 0 
a o I:!:"! 0 !!55" 1!~3" /!~f2 .. 5(, ,0,1 ()" -7 .. 35::1J 1.0 .. ::!3.1" I"" 73" 3 .. 0" 777 
OOL~30 ~0~["O,O"JJO"O"OJ39~Jl.O,7.7~15J73 .. 1"O"O 
o OLli,O 3i~5e"::::L:t:U,, :,:'7[;J231 J [I" 1 i:5" -51 J ~i51 .. 1 • U, 1 (). 5 .. 15" 73" 2 .. 0, 0 
OO~50 R525"O,(jJO"O.,O.lO,3~3"1.O .. 6.6,lS,73,3,,Q,,777 
DG~60 910"60G,~n/l,,lU5,OJhO,,-17,,1~n .. l.O,,17.7 .. 1G.,73,,1 .. 0,,0 
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o Oll70 e,05"0,0 .. 0,,0 .. O ... O,, 115" 1 -0 .. 15.7, 16,73.':;~"O .. O 
00480 910 .. 0"O .. O .. O,O .. O,lA2,,1.O,lS.7,,16,73 .. 3,O .. 777 
00490 1121 .. Q,OJO .. OJO .. OJ14U .. l.0J~~.7"17 .. 73Jl·,,O,O 
00500 1121 .. 190 .. 331J99 .. 0 .. 60,-24 .. 1~S .. 1.O .. ~2.1,17,73 .. R .. O .. O 
00510 1 OB3"Q"O .. 0,,0 ... -0 .. 0 .. 155" 1 .0 .. 41.3" 17,73,3,0 .. 777 
00520 30291 .. 0 .. 0JO .. OJO .. O,91~~ ... 375 .. ~1.0 .. lb .. 73 .. 1,OJO 
249 
0053!J 30~91 .. 1~023 .. 16268,~O~1 .. 0 .. n310J-679,91B8~.375 .. 61.0 .. 18'73,2,0,,0 
o OSIJ(J ~/.jl;l.r7 .. 0 .. Q .. 0 .. 0 .. 0",0 .. cODa ... 375" i!<). 0",1 HI 7 3 .. 3", 0 .. 777 
005S0 1369,12~~ .. lhl .. 51,O,3BI-12 .. hO .. l.O .. ~P.1 .. 19173,1,O,O 
00560 11 ~~6 .. 0, 0 .. 0 .. 0"0,;0,, 180, 1 .a"IEi .P. .. 10;,,73,2,1),0 
00570 1369,O,O'l],lJ .. O .. UJ~O,1.0,22.1 .. 19,73,3JO .. 777 
005~Q u .. O,,0,0,,0,0,,0,U .. l.0,,0 .. 20,,73 .. 1,0,0 
005')0 97~O,O,O,O.s,f),O~-/~/1,1.i) .. fj.Q .. 2U"73 .. 2,,O~O 
U0600 o .. o,o .. o,o .. o.so,a .. t.c.so .. eO,73,3,Q,555 
00610 7320,n491,2;~29,1409,O,649,-119~65S~1.0,2U.2,1,74,1,O,0 
OO()20 7200,O,O,O,O,O,C,/l~."Q,1.0,27.7~1 .. 7iJ,2,O,O 
00630 G7S0,O,O,O,O,O~O,~55,l.O,2~,O .. 1,74,J~O,777 
OO()uO ~~11,999"L212~66~"O,22a,-30,2~9,1.0,,~2.2 .. 2,7~,1,O,~ 
00650 1709,O,O"O,O"Q,O~31~,1.0~32.6,2,7~,2,O~O 
OO()60 1620,U,Q,O,O,O,O .. ~~O~1.O,31.0,2 .. 74,3,O,777 
00670 624~417~207,1~5,O'~2,5~15,1.U,12.7,J,74,I"O,O 
Q06R!1 511,O,o,u,o,n,O~65 .. 1.0"lO.~,3,7n,2,O~O 
00690 ~20"O,O~O,O,O,O,15~1.0,6.~~3,7~,3,O,777 
00700 10U8,679,329,169,O,S7,-8,95,1.0,!.9 .. h,74~1 .. 0,O 
00710 ~UO"O,O,O,O,O,O,76,1.0,O.9,4,7~,2,O,O 
00720 eoo,o,o,O,O,O,O,0,I.Q .. O.~,~,1~,3,0,777 
00730 67Hl,56POJ!161~3BO,O,~96,-115,170,1.0~36.6~S~74~1,O~0 
o 07/!O 61:0Q,0,0, (J, 0, 0,,0,11"",1, 1. O,·35~ 5, 7/1, 2~O, Q 
00750 555Q~0"O"O,O,O,O,-fj1~1.O,30,5,74~3"O,777 
0076() 9105,6593,2512,20s,n~~~2,-14~,16ti2~1.0~~7.1"6,7~ .. 1~O,,O 
0 0770 6/169~O~O, Q,O,O,i), 11/13 .. 1 _O~/jO .. 6, 74, 2, O~O 
00760 al00~O,O'OJO,O,O,1300~1.0~~2.0,6,7~,3~O,777 
00790 1393~1013,3GO'130~O,3~'-22~1(2'l.O'15.B,7~7n~1,O~O 
DOliDO 'l!8~O~O,OJOJO,O,60,1.OJl1.~,7,74,2~O~O 
00810 1 tl/!O,O,ll~O,(I,O~O, 100~ 1. 0 .. 11.~:" 7 ~ 7/t, 3~O~777 
aOURD 295n,2a2g,925~17~,O~136'-73,552,1.0,B~.5,8,74,l,O,O 
00830 26S0,0,O~0~O,O~O,~15,1.0~79.9,ti~74,2~O .. U 
00640 2G60,O,OJO,O,O~O,~78~1.0"79,8~7~,3,O,777 
o OG50 15~).", 1260, 3~/(~220~ 0,109, -39, ""/!L,;Jll.O~ 11.7,9,74,1,0,0 
OOU6U IJ50~O,O~O,O~O,O'-25,1.O~10.0,Q;7~,2JO~O 
OOB70 165,O .. O,O,O~O,OJl3H,I.0Jl.3,9,74~3 .. 0,777 
OU6UO 7JO,O~U'(1,U,O,O,52,I.Q,I~JI0,1a~I,O,O 
o Oti90 6/~O ... O~O~O,O~O,O,5:::~J 1.0, Ie .5, 10~7/.t,2,O~O 
OOSOO 564 ... 439,185,48,O,~9,-10,3~,1.0~9.3,lO~74,3~O,777 
o 01)10 ~i357 .. 160e, 1779~ 1 O~'l ~O"20/i~ -/16, li'/2~ 1.0,17.6,11, 7/~~ 1,0,0 
00920 26aG,O~O~O~Q,O,O,396,1.0~14.1,11,7~~e~o,o 
o 09~10 9.~UO, 0, O .. O"O~OJO,220, 1. o~ 12.0~ 11, 7lJ~ 3~O~777 
009~O 3~20,O,O .. O,O~O"OJ3~O,1.O,3~.5,1~~74,,1~U,O 
00950 ~S49"26Jl"918~211,O~~93'-45J369~1.0~36.1~12J7~,2"O,,O 
00960 3630,O,0"O,0~O,O~5~6,1_0~30.8~12,74,,3~O~777 
00970 21 /13~ 12:17, 9U 6~ 6311, o~ ~UI2~ -3(l~ 0 ~ 1 -0,25.0,13, 7/b 1 .. o~ 0 
o OC)t;O .21 ~O, 0, 0,,0, 0,0,0,0, 1 .o~ 25" 13, 7/;,2,O~O 
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00990 23~3,O,O,O,O,O,O,1~1,1.0,27.2,13,7~,3,O,777 
01000 G95,O,O,U,O,O,OJI0~Jl.OJ16.5,1~,7~,1,O,O 
01010 SSO,O,O,O,O,U,O,~~O,1.O,13.6,1~,74,2,O,O 
01020 1$15,~A~,3~9,7f~,O,16,-S,2G7,1.0,19.~,ln,74,3,O,777 
01030 3323,O,O,C,O,G,O,~~2,1.0,~.1,15,74,1,O,O 
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01040 ~038,2950,1079,235,O,145,-52,6k7,1.0,10.7,15,7~J2JO,O 
01050 25~EJOJOJaJoJo,O,J!~9Jl.0,6.2,15s7~J3JO,777 
01060 lUQQJ673J327,108JO,40,-19,16UJl.O,lH.5J16,7~,lJQJO 
01070 8!iO,O,O,OJOJOJOJl~0,1.0J16.3J16J7hJ2,O,O 
OIOHO 755JOJOJU,U,U,OJI06Jl.OJl~.UJlG,7~,3JOJ777 
01090 1220,O,O,O,;],O,11,160,1.0,4/1.0,17,74,I,U,0 
01100 117~,U30,1~E~,101,OJE(),-2~,1~~,1.OJ~2.7J17J7J!,2JO,O 
01110 1IiJ2,O,(J,n,O,O,O,1~)(':,1.0,LIO.i],1"{,7/.1,3,O,·f77 
01120 31303,U,U,O,O,U,O,0383,.39G,6J.U,la,7~,1,O,O 
01130 Jl~03,1~590,167l3'~~7~,O,2~BO,-6J5,9~23,.J98,63.0,lU,74,2,0,U 
011~r) Ih6U9'1),U,O,O,O,U,-~~G,.375,?~.h,18,7i',3JU,777 
01150 1(50,11~O,310,60,U,~O,-37,363,1.0,24.~,19,74,1,OJO 
U 1160 1231 ,O,U,O,Ll .. O,l),':'\l2, 1.n,lb.5,19,7/j,2,O,O 
01170 1:~2li,O,Q .. tj,ll,U,Ij'/';Jll.0,20.0,19J7J.;,3,U,777 
01180 266,250,16,22,O,2~,-2,-33,1.0Jl~.O,2U,74,l,O,O 
o 1190 2.1!P., U .. 0,0, 0,0, u, 0' 1 • G , III • 7,20,7 ih 2,0,0 
01800 U,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,1.0 .. 0,20,7~,J,0,5S5 
01210 8!60,490~,3254,1559,O,71a,-130;e49,l.U,30.3,1'75,l,O,O 
01220 79~9,O,O,O,O,O,O,73~,1.U,21.7,1,7S,2,O,O 
01230 6(::50,0,0 .• 0,0,0, 1], '!65, 1 .0, 2/J .!), 1,75,3,0,777 
01240 2~!9,1151,1~6d'703,O,R27,-~~,29a,I.0,~3.3,2,75,1,O,O 
01250 IH26,U,O,C~a#O,U~~30,l.O,3~!.7,~,75,2,O,O 
01260 !51U,Q,O,O~(J,U,U,~2~,1.O,27.Q~2,'75,3,O,777 
Ol~,70 780,Ll61,31'},168,I),l:::;,7~102,1~~'Jl/t.(~,3,75#1,(l,O 
012GO 51.1;::,U,O,I"0,.t)~O,70,1.[.1,10.1,3J7S,:::::,O,/) 
01290 !llS,O,O,u:.O,O,O,17,I.O,7.7,3,75,3,O,7"-; 
01300 2000,1260,'lL:O,3JO,O~111,-1~J23·1,1.O,3.3'/I,75,l,O,O 
~1310 ~UO,O,O,O,(;:.u,a,7G,1.0,O.9J~,75,2,J,O 
0138i) U,G,O,O,O,~,O,O,1.U~OJ~,75,3,O,177 
01330 738~,~9~q,13~~,41U,;),~26,-123,339,1.O,L~,).E,5,75,lJO,0 
01340 6350JO,O,OJ(I,O,O,1~5,1.O,35,5,75,2,O,f 
01350 I!HMO,O,O,O,O,O,O,-GG,1.O,27,5,7~,3,O 771 
01360 9391,6653,~13S,215,0,~~~,-1~2,lS96,1.U,~~.7,6,75,l,O,O 
Olj70 fid1B,Q,U,(),G,[J,O,l~71,l.0,~~,6,75,2,O,O 
U13bu 7~.V!U,t),O,O,CI,0,OJl~~50,1.O,3(S.'J,6,75,3,O,777 
01300 15~ti,1130,~S3,l~5,O,9~,-2~,195,1.0,17.7,7,75,1,U,Q 
01 JUJO 77("0,0,, 0,0 ,U,O, ~~2, t .1J,11 .5, '1,75,2,0, Co 
'01418 ~6UJO,O,O,O,G,O,0~,1.0,10.B,7,75,3,O,777 
Ol~20 2971,2016,95~,i55,[),1~3,-62,5~5,1.O,B~.U,B,75,1,O,O 
o 1/~3() W160, 0, OJ (I, '),(1, 0, ::'OCJ, 1 .rJ, 79. 9,tf, '/5, 2 .. 0, 0 
01440 ~!SOO,O,0,[),O,U,(),~5?,1.O,72,~,75,3~O,177 
0145U ~959,153~,1!27,230,U,133'-~2,22,1.0,l/l.S,9,75,1,O,O 
01460 13CS,O,·O,O,[J,O,O,-25,1.0,10.0,9,75,2,O,O 
01470 1~S,O,O .. O~O,O,O,32,1.0,1.1,9,75,3,O~777 
OlLIUO i.'25,O,o,n,o,n,O,5~,1.(),13,lO,·/5,l,O,O 
01~9[1 6G6,O,O,O,ll,a,O,54,l.O,lO.5,lO,75,2,O,O 
01500 ~(]1,,380,1~1,40,O,2~,-3,49,l.O,7.9,10,75J3,O,777 
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01510 5135~2Gl1~2514~1443~OJ355J-69J647,1.0,2/1.4,11'7S,lJOJ0 
01520 2913,0,0,0,0,O,U,506,1.0,13.B,11,75,2,O,0 
015302HOU,O,O,O,O,O,O,22U,1.O,1IJ.S,ll,75,3,O,777 
01540 J~UOJOJO,~,OJO,0Jh~O,1.0J35.5,12,75,1,O,O 
01550 3723J275h,960,11K,O,275,-h5J~71Jl.0,3h.5J12,7S,2,OJO 
01560 8B16,O,O,OJO,O,O,h~9,1.Q,26.3J12,75,3,O,777 
01570 2~32,1471,961,650,O,250J-35,17,1.U,2~.H,13'75,1,O,O 
0151!0 2430,U,0,O,O,O,O,11,1.0,25,13,75,2,0,0 
01590 2233JU;O,U,n,O,O,1:~3,1.0,2H.H,13,7S,3,O;777 
01600 630,o,o,u,rJ,0'(),1~~,1.{),17.7,lhJ7S,1,O,O 
01610 590,0, [),O ,O,{) ,Q,~?~~, 1.0,12.::" Ill, "5, 2, 0, 0 
01620 "SO" ~O!:"~'1.!2Jr)6,fJ;I 1 (J -9, 151,1 .D" 15. (h 1 I;, 75,3,0,777 
01630 3592,O,0,Q,n,O,n~535,1.0,H.l,15,75,1,O,O 
016~C ~3n5,315~,1191,~~7,O,165,-5~,7U5,1.D,10.~,15,75,2,O,O 
o 1650 f~5t.:»,C,O,\J,U,(J,O,1.1Ul, 1 .O,S.·J,15,7~,3,G,777 
01660 110;), 7/!G, ::i5/~, 1 fn ,0, i:(l, -~1, 1 (,1,,1.0,19. i:, 16, 75,1,0,0 
01670 930,(],O,0,O,O,C,llI0,1.O,16.3,16,75,2,O,!) 
01680 735,0,0,0,0,0,0,105,I.Q,13.0,16,75,3,0,777 
01690 !330,O,O,O,O,G,O,~DC,1.O,~G.O,17,75,1,O,O 
0170U 1235,G70,365,103,O,60,-~5,177,1.O,~2.7,17,75,2,O,O 
01'/10 11~C,O,O,O,il,'J,O,16r:.,1.0,3~~.':;,17,75·,:'-~,O,777 
01720 331UO,O,C,n,U,O,O,9750,.393,6~.O,18,7j, ,O,U 
U1730 J2029,158~9,lG7fO,~3Sn,U,263i!,-6G~,9132,.393,G3.0,IG,7~,2,o,a 
017LQ 16299,O,O,O,O,C,O,205B,.375,3R,1~,75,3,n,777 
U1750 19~2,1866,676,55,O,5Q~-37,53~~1.0,27.~,19,75,1,O,0 
017G[1 1~!~(;,O,O,O,O,O,l),~80,1.O,19.~,19,15,~,O,O 
01710 1210,0,0,U,0,0,U,40,1.0,12.0,19,75,3,0,·777 
01160 S90,~~5,1~5,3~,O,17,-2,GG,I.0,28.6,20,75,1,030 
01790 350,O,(),O,O,O'!),70,1.0,16.b,2Q,7~,2,O,O 
UIBO!) ·O,O,O,O,O,O,~,O'1.O,O'20'75,3,n,555 
01 [;1 0 C)o')c, 5:n~.::, 371 i..;, 1655,0, 736 ~ -13,:', 1191,1. 0, ~33 .5,1, 7(lI 1; 0,0 
Ol~2f) H775,O,(),O,U,O,O,917,l.(),27.7,1,7G,2,O,O 
OlU3:} 72UO,U,O,U,O,U,U,500,1.O,22.lJ,1,7G,3,C,777 
01S~O 2116,1~7U,143~'759,!1,2~7,-53,3S9,l.U,~~.1,2,76,1,O,U 
01850 20ao,o,a,o,O,O,O,301,1.0,32.L,~,7(,2,O,O 
01560 1~50;c,0,c,n,O,O,~30,1.0,~J.S,2,76,3,U,777 
01B70 lOl~,~nO,~1~,lS~,O,62,G,1~~,1.0,17.5,3,7G,1,O,O 
GlUED 57~,D,G,O~U,~,O,;1~,1.0,9.~,3,7G,2,O,O 
01690 395,0,0,:),0,0,0,20,1_U,6.6,3,76,3,0,777 
0190J 250~,1559,9~1,4~5,D,135,-1~,3~7,1.O,3.G,Q,76,1,O,O 
0191U ~UO,O,O~O,U,C,O,76,1.O,O.9,~,76,~,O,O 
[li92U O;O,O,U,IJ,U,U,(),!.O'IJ,L:,7G,3,C~777 
019~U 9U53'72S0'11~03,~50,O,529'-1/~3,621,1.0,41.8,5'76'1'U,0 
UI9~i} 1000~U,O,(1,O,G,O,350,l.O,35,5,7~,2,0,n 
UI05\) SlUO,O,O,[),U,O,U,-7J,1.U,~3.5'~J76,3,O'777 
0106$) 9GS3,~7~O,~913'227,0'~~6,-!·41,2U59,1.0,5a.3,6,76,I,O,0 
01~70 7337,U,O,U,O,O,D~1~O~,1.O,~O,017~,8,G,O 
U19bO G~OO,~,O,\),O,O,O,11~O,1 .U,3~.OI6,7G~3,0'777 
010~:] 1750,122(;522,150,O,93,-25,25~,1.[J,19.7,7,76,1,O,O 
02000 ~3~.c~n~ll,I),G,O,ln~~,1.D,11).9,7~70,2,U,O 
!}~G1G ~7U~O,O,O,(1,0,G,~0,1.n'Y.H,7~76,3,Q,771 
U:~(l~\) 20~U'lj~U,9(O'1~U.(),120,-0[J'~3~'1.O"(2'U,8'76'1,o,n 
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o 8030 21;J~n ~OJO 0 .. 0" () ,O"fJ JO 575, 1.0,79. C)'" 1:1 .. 76, ~, 0,0 
020~O 225U,U,[),OJOO,O,OJ~lO,1.O,~3,P .. 76,3,O'777 
02050 2(,17 .. ~~03:3J 50 11, ~?~!rl, 0, 170, -/;",137,1.0 .. 19.7 .. 9 .. 70:1 1,0,0 
02060 1327,0,0,0,0,0,0,-25,I.U,10.0,9,70,2,0,0 
02070 9S .. 0 .. l),O,O,O,U .. l~~,1.UJC.7,~ .. 70,3,O,'l·'7 
02080 Y~5,O,O .. O .. O,U,tl,52,1.0,15 .. 1U,76,1,O,G 
0209U 690,U .. a,o,u,o,JJ,Si;,i_O,lO.S,lU,76,2,O,O 
U2100 h17,31U,107,30,O'22,-6 .. ~9 .. 1.0 .. 6./l,10 .. 7G .. 3,O .. 777 
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02110 6205,3f.(~~,2941'1635,O .. ~~3,-~3,7~O,1.O,~6.2,llJ76,1,O,1) 
D2lPQ 2966,O,O,0,O,O,O,593 .. 1.0,1:~.G,11,75'~,il .. O 
02130 ~130,OJO,O,OJO,O,220,1.0,9.\1,11,76,3,O,777 
021 I!(} 1,250,0, G .. 01 .. 0 .. 0 .. 0, ''i70 .. 1 .0 .. ~:iG. :::. .. 1 p., 7(~, I , I), {] 
02150 3~97~~A05~H0~~lh7~U32823-4~,~6()~1.O~~9.1~12~7A~2~030 
02160 2612~Q30,n,O~O~03316~1.0321.M,1237A,3,O,77? 
OHI?I) 29a8~IE0731101~60~~O~~75,-/!n,9n,1.O'~!7.1#13,76,1#O,O 
021CD 263U,030,O,O,O,(j,73,1.O,25~13,76,2,O,O 
02190 21~6,O,O,I),O,U,O,E7,1.IJ,20.0~13,7G,3,e,777 
0220C] ~65,O,O,Q,n~O,O,14S,1.O,lf.9,14'15,1,O,O 
Om::lU 59D,O,n,O,O,n'll~210,1.O,11.LI,1/1,7(H2,O,O 
022~U H35,55S~2~O'7?~O,lG,-10~17S'1.O'lG.O,1~,76,3,O~777 
02230 3aGl,O,ll,O,O,O,O,516,1.O,~.~,15,7G,1,O,O 
022~() ~546#387~,1273,2E;~,i},lG5,-55,767,1.n,ln.6,15,76,2~O~0 
02250 2GIG,O,J,n,O,O,O~~O(,1.O,5.5,15,76,3,O,777 
088~O i~90,87:i,~17,130,Q,~3,-~3,~n!,1.0,21.7,lG,76,1,O,O 
0227U 0U(I,O,U,O,O,n,O,15Q,1.O,16.~,16#7G,D,Q,0 
022UO 715,IJ,O,!),[1'f),O~l()2~1.f]~12.0,1~,76,3"J,777 
02~90 !L60,n,O,O,O,O,O,215,1.Q,/I!~.[l,17$76~1~C~O 
Ij ~'30r 1 30 1 , ~2 J , 3[.1 , 1 U 5, G , GO, - 2 5, 1 ~Il , 1 • G, 1,2 • C, 1 7 ~ 'I r:" 2, (], 0 
02310 11/:0,O,n~O,J,{'~O,17~,l.O,37.~,17,76,3,0~777 
02320 ~5GOO,Q,O,O,O~O,O~lOgOO,.~1(J,67.5,1~,76,1,O,O 
02330 33~49,1621.0,172~9~~~O(J,O,~7~~,-692,0~~3,.~lO,G3.0,lB,76,2,0,0 
o 2::II!0 1 b7~)F ,11, (j ,D, (), 0 ,0, /,2C(, • :;,-, ~.,. 3:).], 1 ~-~, 7(, 3" 0, TJ7 
O~!350 22g2,1~9~~790Jl55,O,S0,-30,G~6,1.0,3().3,19,76,I,O,O 
O~!.J(!() 157~,O,C,O,G,O,(\,2<:;2,1.1J,:·.:1.0, 19,7("2,,OJlO 
02370 1?lO,O~O,U,O,O,O,~U,1.(J,1~.O,19,7~,3,O,777 
023U(l ~OlJl615,2~5,~O,O,11'-2,~21,1.0,31.7,20,76,1,O,O 
023~O ~19,U,O,O,O,OJlO,119,1.O,1~.7,20,76,2,OJO 
o 2!:i}(} :-::G6, fJ, U,O, 0,0,0, -~3, 1.0, ') .. Ll, 20, 76, 3 .. o~ 555 
02410 lOi;95,5E:~5,4210~1~U7,O,79F·,-131,1~7~,1.0~36.0,1,77,1,Q,5S5 
02~20 9~'l3,O,O,n,O,O,O,1152,1.0,27.7,1,77,2,O,555 
02~30 1Q~O,O,0,Q,O,O,(),/I!iO,1.r],2~.O,1'77,3,O,555 
02~/IO 3102,1~~O,lG02,82~,O,29U'-~i~,~90,1.()";4.(1,2,77,1,O#555 
02450 ~~06,O,O,U,Q,O,O,452,1.O'~~~.7,2,77,2,O,555 
02~GO Ib15,O"O,O,O,J,O,~35,1.a,Rn.O,2,77,3,O,555 
02~'lU 130U,771),530#2~3,U,77,10,200,1.0,?o.e,3,77,1,O,555 
02480 GOb,O,O,O,!J,O#O,90,1.0,9.7,3,77~2,i],S55 
02490 375,0,0,0,0,0,0,20,1.016.0,3,77,3,,0,555 
02500 3000,lf;72'112~,S85,O,159'-17'~27,1.U,3.B'4,77'1,O,555 
02~lO L:OD,O,O,U,O,O,O'7G,1.0,O.0,~,77,2,O,55S 
02~20 O,O,O,I),O,O,O,O,1.0,O,~,77,3,O,555 
02530 InE~O,t~~3,22~3'~KO,O,6j~,-160,969,1.O,~2.3,5,77,1,O,555 
02540 ~9S0,c,o,a,O,O,O,,015~1.0,35,5,77,2,U,55S 
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02550 5100,0,0,0,0,0,0,-70,1.0,20.0,5,77,3,0,555 
02560 10349,7121,322H,23H,O,~63,-142,23E5,1.0,50.5,6,77,J,O,555 
02570 S019 .. 0"O .. O,O .. O .. O .. lcaO,1.O .. /~O ... 6,77,2;O.r555 
D2SHO 6150,0,0,0,0,0,0,1000,1.0,30.0,6,77,3,0,555 
02590 1979 .. 1370 .. 609,160,0",87" "2'1, 33~ .. 1.0 .. ~u .7,7 .. 77,1", 0 .. 555 
02600 905,0,0 .. 0,0,0,0,127,1.0,11.5,7,77,2,0,555 
02610 810,O,O,O,O .. O .. O,HS,l.0,8.a,7,77,3,O,S55 
02620 3D65,rOG4,1001 .. 1~U .. O,121,-59,6S1,1.O .. Bl.8 .. 8 .. 77,1 .. 0,555 
02630 2990,0,0,0,0 .. 0,0,650 .. 1.0,79.9,8,77,2,0,555 
026~O 2020,O,O .. O .. O .. O,O .. 304 .. 1.0~54 .. G .. 77 .. 3 .. 0 .. 555 
02650 3258,2~94 .. 75J,2~O,O .. 179 .. -53,2~7,1.O,21.7,9,77 .. 1,O .. 555 
0266U 1~OO .. O,O .. O,O,O,O .. lO.1.0,10.n,9,77,2~O,555 
02670 76,O,U~O~O,O,O,3,1.0,O.S,0,77,3,G,555 
Oe6~O 1120,0,0,0,0,0,0,52,1.0,16,IU,77,1,0,555 
02690 740,O,O,n,O,O,O,60~1.Q,10.5~10,77,2,O,555 
o 27uO 1.11 (:, 305~ 111,0,0,2/;, -tuBI, 1.0,5.9,1 C:, 77, 3, 0, 555 
02710 7615'41hB,3430,lB12,O~501,-92~1009,1.0,D0.2,11,77,1,O~555 
02780 30il"6, O,O~O,O,O,O .... 6~5,,! .0,11.7, 11 ~ 77 ,2,0, 5~5 
02"730 2100, O,O,O~O,OJl OJl~90Jll .OJl3 .0Jlll JI 77 JI :1J1 0, 555 
o 27ilO 4650" 0, OJI OJlO, OJI 0, 520Jl 1 • OJl:17. 5, 18J1 77,1 J10, 555 
02750 3171,2329,H~e~11~,O,219,-3tJl~~6,1.0~23.3,1~J117j2,OJl555 
02760 2~19,OJlOJlO,O,Q.O,24tiJll.0,17.7~12J177,3~O,555 
02770 3311J12095J11~16J175~,O,269J1-4~,1~7,1.Q,~7.8J113J177J1'l,O,555 
027BO 3000,O,OJlO~O,OJlO,lQO,1.{1,25,13,77,2,OJl555 
02790 2061~O,D,O,O,OJlO,2~,1.O,17.3J113'77J1'3,O;555 
02600 11~n,U,O,0,OJlO,O~170Jll.(I~~O.U,1~'77~1,O,55S 
02810 595,O,O,O,O,0J10~2UO,1.0~lO.A,14~77,2,O~5S5 
02820 920,(·1 OJl310, o'I!, U, 1 (" -11,1,9,1 .0Jll (;.1, lib 77, 3~Cs 555 
02830 l.l152,OJlO .. "O,0,0 .. 0, 712, 1. OJl{) .2, 15,77J1 1 ,O~ 555 
o 28LIO [1905, .::s50!j~ 1 397, :~96~O, 1 f.5~ -56, Bt3iJ, 1 • U, 1 0.7, 15J1"77 J12, 0,555 
U2f:$SO 2631J10 .. 0,O,O,O,O,/:l!J11.0,5.2,15'77J1:~,Q,555 
02860 141JOJl 955, 11/~5, 1 33~ 0 .. i13, -:~5, ~:/t'~J1 1.0, }!~:'.lb 16,77 JI' 1, 1IJ1 555 
02670 l025,0,O,O,UJlOJlO~175,1.UJ16.5,16'77,~,OJl555 
O~~~O 600,!),O,O,U .. O,O,95 .. 1.U,11.U,16,71,3,O~555 
026')0 
O~~UO 
(} 2';~1) 
029~O 
02930 
o 891.1\.) 
02950 
029(,0 
02970 
iJ29~O 
029~O 
03000 
03010 
EDlT 
1 t;uo ... 0, r:J.I' CbOJl OJ O.d~::I(h 1.0 .. 50 .0, 17J1 77J1 1 ,0Jl 555 
1363,960Jl40J,!~7,O,6U,-26 ... 210Jll.G,~2.7,17,77,2,O,,5S5 
!! -'3J1 OJI O,OJl 0,£1,0 .. 1 77 J11 .fj,36. 0, 17 J117, 3,OJl55!::l 
3820uJI O,fhO,fJ, ti,lj, 11100, .1;1 OJl70 .flJO 1 :;, 77J11, 0, 555 
3~95~~17596J1113~H'~450J10,2962'-7U9J19237,.410JlG~.O,lH,71,2J10,55 
2111b~.)JI' 0,0,0, '), IhO, 63(,9, • :n5J1 ~9 .It, U~, 71 .. 3~ 0, !":lS5 
2695,1767 .. 928,5~,~,50,-~OJl783~1.0,31.5,19J177~1J10,555 
173B,O,~,O,n~O,O,2~7,1.0Jl21.6,19,77,2,O,555 
1130,tJ,O,O,O,O,t)J1~O,1.U,1~.O,19,77,3,O .. 5S5 
1154,7G5 .. 449J1~~,O,1~,-3J13~6,1.0Jl31.~,20,77,1,O,55S 
A7~,OJlO~O,OJlOJlO,176,1.0,13.0'20,77~2,O,555 
350,a,0,o,O,O,O,70,1.Q,Y.S,21},77,3,0,555 
O,O,O,O~O,O,O~OJlU,O .. O,78~UJlOJl99~ 
END 
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TABLE XXIV 
SEU ASSETS AND LIABILITIES DATA 
00020 ?'570,1733~2270,5e5,7~D,O,O,O,O,O,1,73,1,Q,O 
00030 2570,17B3,~870,5~5,790,G,O,O,J,O,1,73,2,0,O 
OOO~O 257D,17l;~,~~7a,~;15,790,O,O,O,O.O,1,73,3,O,777 
00050 3EG,35LI,3~G,lO[I,11t;,o,O,O,O,Q,~,73,1,O,O 
00060 396,3G2,33Q,lOO,128,a,O,O,O,O,2,73,2,O,O 
00070 3C6,35~,3~~~,lOO,11~,O,O,O,O,0,2,73,3,O,777 
(IOOISO 180,105,/1u,~a,5S,G,O,O,O,O,3,73,1,OJO 
00090 ~O~,118,1'/!,~~,f!~,O,O,O,O,O,3,73,2JO,O 
00100 120,lU~,~G,~O,55'O'OJa'O,O,3'7~,3,U,777 
00110 139,110,25U,30,h3Jo,rlJo,O,i)'~J73,1,O,ll 
00120 105Jl.2,lB9,30,33,n,O,(),O,OJ~,73,2,(),O 
00130 l05,82,1~~,jCJ33JO,OJO,G,O'~J73,3,O,7'/7 
00l~U 17fl,~GG,13;!U,~11~5~O~O~O,C,O~(l,5473~I,O,O 
00150 17~1,96G,13~O,~71~55040~O,O,O,O~5,7~,:~,O,O 
00160 1761,S6G,13~(),~71,550,O,O,O,f),O,5473,3,O,777 
OOI7!] H291,1~5~,1735,00G,7a5,O,O,O,O,O,6,73,1,O,O 
00180 17~O,1120,1330,2D9,541,O,O,D,O,O,6,73,2,O,U 
00190 22~1,lL~5h,1735,60~,705,O,O,O,O,Q,6,73,3,O,777 
ooellO 319,20G,2~2,Ba,~~,0,J,n,Q,O,7,73,1,O,O 
00210 IBH,(IU,1~3,G~,5e,O,O,O,O,O,7'73,2,O,il 
OOHSI) ~19,2UU,~~S,~~,01:,O,O,O,O,O,7J7~,3,nJ17~ 
00230 111,51G,5~5,~J~,H37,O,O,O,0'll,~,73,I,n,o 
00240 771,516,5~5,?O~,237,O,O,U,O,O,6,73,~,O,O 
0025U 771,516,5S~,20~'23'1,(),O,G,il,Olb,73,3,OJ777 
0020U ~83,~~9J~~1,112,131,U,O,G,O,OJ9,73,1,O,O 
00271) ~~3,2h9,3~1,112,131,(),O,O,Q,0,9,73,2,O,O 
00260 ~~O,3L~,322,112,131,O,O,(),O~GJ~,73,3,a,777 
OO~?O 21~,1~G,1~3,57,6~,O,O,O,O,O,lO,73,1'(1,8 
{!0300 815,12G,163,51,G0,O,U,O,O~O,10,73,8,O,0 
00310 21S,12G,lG3,57,G~,O,040,O,Q,lO,73,3,O,777 
OU320 ~33,632,lOS~,502,163,O,D,U,O,O,11,73,1,O,O 
o 033U, ~JO, 6~iQ, 1 06';, 502, 1 e,f:: ... J,O, Ll, 0, 0,1 11, 73~ 2~ 0, 0 
003~D ~33,63~,lO(52,502,103,O,O,O,O,0,11,73,3,O,777 
00350 837,52~,1~91,599,~5~,O,O,O,O,O,12,73,1,O,O 
U0360 a3'1,5R4,1~91,599,~5t!,O,O,U,O,G,12,73,2,O,O 
U0370 EI37,S2~,1~01,599,25G,O,O,U,U,O,12,73,3,O,777 
OQ3~O 635,37G,9S7'~~~'19S,O,C,O,O,U,13,73,lJO'O 
00390 635,376,~57,~~4,195,O,O,O,D,O,13'73,p,rl,O 
U!JhOI] G35,37~,9S1J~hh,19~,O,O,O,O,O,13,73,3,f),777 
OO~lO 13G,lOO,12U,32,~:~!,lJ,O,O,O,O,1~,7~,1,(J,O 
OO~20 13G,lC~,EU,32,43,O~U,O,C,O,1'!,73,2,0,O 
00430 150,120,GU,32,~~,n,O,O,O,(),I~,73,3,n,117 
OOh40 U15,5GU,1715,611,25U,O,O,U,D,O,15,73,1,O,O 
GO~5U ti~O,&IU,1{;60,611,~7~,O,O,O,O,U,15,73,2,O,U 
U0 1;60 G0Q,~7~,1~~O,fl1,28D,O,O,O,O,O,15,73,3,O,777 
00470 120,1~O,330,lOl,37,O,O,U,(),O,16,'3,1,O,U 
254 
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00480 115/115/320/101/35/0,O~O~O/0/16,73,2~O/O 
OO~90 120/120,330,101,37,0,0,0,0,0,16,73,3,0,777 
00500 1~a~16U,3110,99/5~/O,O,(),U/O,17,73,l,O/O 
00510 17()JIGOJ300/99/5e,O/O/O/O/(I~17/73/2~O/O 
£)0520 165/155~29G/99,51/0/O,U/0/(]/17/73,3/U,777 
00530 6500/7~OO,17235~703G,196UIO,O~O/O,O~!B/73/1~[1/O 
OOGLO 6336112:10~16033/7U36/190a/O~O/O~O~O/lG/73,~~O/O 
u 0:;'50 5>JOU,II/100~ 1 (,3UD, "/3UO, 1 7')D~ '1 , (] 1 (1, 0, 0, 1 0/73,3" 0, 1'17 
00560 86~,300'250/1~7,:~G3~O/G/U/~/O,19/73/1,O,O 
00570 517Jl~8/153/~5/1~o/o/o/a/O~O/19/73/r/O/O 
UU~80 36~,3aQ/:~50~167/~f~~/O/U/U/C/U/1~,73~3/0/777 
U0500 O/O,(I/!:I(l/O/0/')~O~~J~2J/73/i/0/D' 
00600 lS/17/~5,5~~/O/O/C/U~O/RO~73,S'LJ,O 
00010 o,o,O/n,U/(}/O~O~O~0,2U,73,3'()/555 
00(20 2165/190~/257/\IJ~5,6n5,;J~J/O~'1/0,1/7~,1,O,O 
OU6~!) 2!~a/!S~C~2G15/G7:~/00G/O/iJ,fJ,U,O~1/7/:,?~0/0 
o U()iHJ ~'::llj, 1 ,;:W~ ~~Vi51 7J·::'~ AJ5~ rJ~ ')~ Q/Zj, 0, 1/7/!1 :~, o~ 777 
000~O 4~1,n15/3S0/112/13010,O/U/U/U~2,7/:/l,(1,U 
o OG(~O 1:20/3~:1!~ :)53, 1 D7 ~ 12'.l~O~ ijl'u,n~ IJ 1 ~.~, 7/: , ~;I u~ f) 
UU670 3"/O,3LO/J:!S,11~/113,O,0/0/U/0/2'7~'~/U''l11 
006C;Q f:D?/l ~~, S/il37/62,d~[)/(J,D/IJ~3, 7/J, 1 ~O/U 
OOG~O ~U5,121,49/4S~0/!~i)/()~J/U~U,3/74~2/{)'() 
OU10U IHO,100,~J/hO,5~/u~O~O/O/[)/3,741'3I'O,777 
00710 315,250/250,~5/9S~G/O/O/0/0/~,7/1/1,O,O 
o U7~:O 1 O~, f-:2/! (j9~/!O I :)3, 0, O/.J~,O~ fJ I 1)1' 7l1, ~;:, 0,.0 
00730 O/O/OI'O/0/0~O,O,U/[)~~,7~~~,O,771 
00740 !tIY~)/115n/1051/~~3,~ilil,O/(l,n,r!,O/5,7h/l,I)/O 
007~O 1~5rJ/IOrO,lS~OI(05~570,n~0/(;J~,n/5,7~/2,O~O 
00160 1781,9G6,13~U~~05~S5G,O/o,o~o,r)~5~7~/3,OI177 
00770 2212/15~1/2273/?~~/~E5,Oln,O,(j~O/0~7!i/l/0~O 
OQ1Ji) 1~3UI'11~?,13~91!:C6/565/0/O~U/O/O~(/7~/2~O,O 
()019D 2150/1~(JU'1700'7':O/fi~O/()~:1~,j,O,O,6/7~,3,0/77~ 
OQlQU ~~2~23G/352,116~lUG~O~C~a,~/n~7~7~,1/o/n 
OO~)lO ~Ol,1~(,156J9G/~~~O/O,O~O/O/7,7~/e~O/o 
OU~2a 30UJlf:0,235/11(1~9~l/n,(),~,O,O/7/74,3,O/777 
UOI;30 67i:,5!)3,0S7,~~!J,202:/o/0~O/n/{1,~/7~,l,OJO 
eU8~D 615/450,S60~23[l,10il,(J/J~l,C,O/H/7~,P,[1/0 
onB50 6n5,450J~55,~30,i~7/0/0/0,tj~UJ~~7~/3~(J~777 
OO~Gil 423J~71/~3~,lhl,13!,O~n~~1,0,U,S/7il~1/O,l) 
U067-) JGO,230'~~(1,1~l)/l1S,O/!1~O,(J,(),9~7/I,~,O/U 
OUGGU ~GJS3/3(/~~,12,rl'C/O,~,G/~/74/~/G~177 
~U~90 2:~U'·13~/2UU,7:j~(:~/(1/O,O,O,C/IO,7/1/1,O~O 
0090,] 190/113'1~3,~7~S[~u~OIG/0/0,lO/7~/210/0 
01;91U 1~[~/95,15G/50,!;5,O,O~O,0,O~lO/7~,3,O/777 
OO~~J B19,eS8'i5S6/7~hJ~58/0,(1~(J/Oln,ll~7~,lJG~O 
OU030 566/675,1155/1f:7/17~~O,()/O,OJOJll/7(/~,O~O 
U00~U 53CJ615,l[}f:~~7U(1,16J~O~u~u~b~o/11~7~/3,n'777 
O!]950 97U~60~,15UO/73UJ[05~O>U~Q~O/O/12/7~~l,O/() 
(1096Q 91~81'637/1510,72~,3U~~O~O/0~O,(1/12/7/:J2/0~O 
Q 0970 (.;ll1, ;_;O~~~ 1 ~5~.:,('·-:/·' ~5:), (1,n, 0, (), 0,1 ;· ... ,7'-, 3,;)~ 777 
U09bO 70G,~~0~!U58,50~,?lb,O,O/()~U~O,1311/:,l/0~U 
00990 70G/~~~9,105~,50~,nlU~O,O,O~O,U,13,7h,8/0~O 
255 
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01000 636~377~957~~4~~195~O~O~O~O~O~13~74~3~O~777 
01010 150~115~laO~62,46,a~O,O,C,O~1~,7~~I~O~O 
01020 ~3~,107~60~~H~~3~O,o~o,o~n~ln,74~2,O~I} 
01030 165,130,6Q,~8~51~O,O~O~O,OJlh~74~3~n,777 
OIO~U 845J562~1773~696,~60~O~O,OJO,O,15,7~,1,OJO 
01050 1130~665J19GO~751,3~8,O,OJO~O,O,15J7~,2,O,0 
01060 690,475Jl~~O,6S3,220,UJO,O,U~O,15,'4,3,O,7~7 
01070 1~5,1~~,330,117,~2~OJo,o,a,O,16~7~Jl,O~0 
01060 120~120~330'117,37Jtl,O'O'OJnJ1~J7~,2JOJO 
01090 100,100J3~O,117,3!JOJOJO~O~OJ16J7~J3,OJ777 
01100 1~OJI7Q~300~17a,56JUJOJOJO,OJ17i14,1,O,O 
01110 IBUJ16~J300J170J55,OJO,OJU,O,11J7~,2,O,0 
01120 167,157J2?6,113J51JOJO,OJO,O,17J74~3,OJ777 
U1130 6700'7600,ltl08,759U,2000~O,O,O,O,O,ln,7~,I,O,O 
o 11l~O 6500,6500,1 7235., 75~~6, 200(1,0 .. 0, 0 .. o~ (ll 1 t~, 7/1' 2, 0 ~ 0 
01150 ~500.l3BOO,16730~li100,1390.l0.l0,O.lO,~,le~74,3.10,777 
01160 775~3~O,~10,210~e3H,O~O,O,O.lO~19,7hJl,0~0 
01170 ~OG~lhD .. 120,102~1~~,O,O,O,O,0iI9,7~~8,O,O 
011GO 60CJ300Jn50,e00,1~5,O,O,O,O~O~19 .. 7~J3,O,777 
U1190 105,50,2~h~24,3~,O,O~G.lO,U,80'74,1,OJO 
0120b 90~31J229,10,27JG,O,OJO,O,20,74J2~O,O 
01210 OJOJO,O,O,O~O,O,O,O,20,7~,3,O,555 
01220 2311 .. 2101'2700J690~714,aJ0,o,o,O .. lJ7~,1~OJO 
01230 2250,20eo,~~a9~767.11a5~OJO,O~O,O,I,75~R,Q .. O 
01240 2650,lE6QJBh20,a7U~EI5jO~O .. O~O .. O .. 1,75~3JO .. 777 
01250 491 .. 4R5J~55J138,151.10 .. 0 .. 0,O~O~I~,75Jl,O,O 
01260 446,AIU,37~,114,137,OJO,O,O~OJ2,75J~'U,U· 
01270 3.60, 33(i ... '320~ 1 211, 11 o,o~o, 0, o~ O .. :h75, 3 .. 0 .. 777 
012tiO 224.11~5~80 .. ~I .. 69~O~o .. o,o,a~3,75,I.10,O 
01290 213,IE5~~G,~6,65,G~O,0,O,O~3~7~'2 .. 0,O 
013(JO 175~95'40,40~54JO,O~O,O,O .. 3,?5,3,O,717 
01310 S~U,500,30U,60,11~,O,O .. O~O .. O,4,75,I,O~O 
01320 105'~2,1~~ .. 50 .. 33JOJO,O~O,O.l4,7512~O#O 
01330 O~O'OJO,U,O,O,O,O.lO~4,75J3~O,777 
01340 2006#12~3,2157,~11~620~O .. O .. O,O~O~5,75,I~O,O 
01350 1800,1075,15hO,759,56Q,D,O,O,O,O,5,75,2,O,O 
01360 1530, f:SO, 13;{0 .. 739# 1;70, 0, 0, I) ~ o~ 0 .... 5# 'i"5~ 3, Col '/77 
01370 2213.11S75,~379~B95,G65~o~n~O#ij,O,6,75,1,O .. O 
01360 1900,lUI0~1~~9,53U~5L5,U~O~C~O~O,G .. 75,2,O,O 
01390 ~OOO .. 13UO,lG50,6G0361530 .. 0~O,O~O~6~7~,3,O,777 
01400 37~,26H~~06,153~116,0~0IO,OJO~7,7S .. 1~O~O 
01410 221,138~1~~~111J~8,O,O~O,O,O .. 7,7~,R,(J .. O 
014~0 2~O~IA5,~30~13SJ~~,0~O,OJO,O,',75,3'1).I777 
Ol~30 6G7.1500~717~~7n~nU5~O,O#O,O,U,8,75.1!~Q,O 
0144U G25,~65,575,255Jl~3~O,O.lO~O,U,H,75,2,O~O 
014S0 565,425~~55~240~173,O,O .. O,O,O~~ .. 75~3,O,777 
01460 513,32G~552'20~,15~~OJO .. (J~U~IJ'~~75;!,O,O 
0141U 3~~,~85,3nO,170,11~,O.O,OJU,O,9'7~~2~a~o 
Ol~C1 30 .. 20~~2 .. 32~11~n,U,U,O,O~~,7~,3 .. 0~777 
01490 ~50Jlh~,~~O,93,77,O,O.O,O~O,10,75,1,!l .. O 
D1501) 200,117,163~77,61,!],O,OJO~O,lO,75,2,O,O 
01510 1~4,6/~,133,~Q~3~~U~U~O,U,O .. 10,75,3)O,777 
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117~J1211~B31U~1116~360~O~O#OI0~O#11,75#1~O~O 
596~710~1210~24'l~11~~10#(),O,O,U,11,75,8~O,O 
~20,G~5~lU!~U,9U0'16U,O,O~O,O,O'11'7~~3~O,771 
107U~675,lt~OO,i~2rl~330,O~O~O,O,O~12~75~1~O,O 
l02116GO,lGq~~79~~31~,0,U,O,O,O,12,75,2~O,U 
775,~SO,1177~7~7J23~JU,O,O,O,G,12~7~,3,O,717 
75S,~67Jllgl,571,232,n,O,O,O~(),13,75,1,O,O 
755,~67,lU75~571,232,U,OI0,O,OI1~,7S,2,O,U 
G2!),370,93l!~~S2#192,O,U,O,O,O,13,1~~3,O,777 
130,13(J,160,~7~55,U,O,U,(},O~1~~75,1,O,O 
141,109~GO,GO,~3,O,O,01{]~O,1~,75'~JO,O 
IBO,lA5,6U,G{1,55'lJ,[I,O,O,O,1~,75,3~[),777 
9101625,191)517:;~,22010,O#U~O,O,15'75,1,O#O 
13":15, 6C!ij,2~:;,Ij, ~H):~ ... l!l/;~ 0, 0, 0, 0, O~ 1 :i, 75,P, 0, f) 
6Yn,h1S,1~~0~7S5,220,0,n,(),O,O,lS,75,3,O,777 
175,115,~30,1/!3~5h,O,U,U,U,O,16~15,1,O,O 
12~,12~,342,1~ci,ja~O,O,o,U,O$'6~75$2,O,O 
95~95,310,1~~,29,O,O$Q,n,C,lG~75,3,i)~777 
200,185,3{)Q,141,62,O,O,O,O#O,17~75,1,O~U 
190'!75,30n,ll:1#S9,U,O,O,O,U,17,75,2JO~O 
17U~160,~OO,12G,52'{],O~O,O,O,17,75,3JO~777 
73Qa,~SOD,lS500,~500,2~O;)~O~Q,Q,O~(1,16,75,1~O,O 
6S/l';9,~;:'f.l, 1 61 0.::::, b136,~~ l t;=', O,D, IJ, 0, U, 1 [i ... 75~ 2, 0, 0 
46UO,~80Q~16g90~d900,1/120,O,O,O ... O~O,lE~75,3~O~777 
910 ... 309,560,205,280,o,b,o,o,O,19,75,1,O,O 
5(J Q ~ 1 ')S, 1 6 S, lu;; ~ 1 7 ~~, [) ~ (), (], 0, !J, 1 9,7 'j, 2,0, (I 
530,:!9n~251j'~~~,!6~,O~O,O,U,U~1~$7S,3,D,777 
1~3~181,3J~,SJ~,~1~O,O,U,j,O,2Q'75,1'IJ,O 
lO~,~5,2~h,33,33~O~O~U,O,OISf),7S,~,(!,O 
o~O,r)'lJ,O,O,O,U~U,O'~(i'7~,3,O,S55 
25~S,~3J1,R92!,lG35,'lS!;~ll,O~U~O,O,1,76~1,G,O 
2~~O,2230,2~71,S6!,755~O,Q,Q,O,O,1,1~,2,O~ll 
27S0,105~,2~SJ~100D,S~5,01Q,O~(1~~~1,76,3,{),777 
5~~,~'lG,5~2,1~~,!09~O~U,J~U,0~2,70,1,O,O 
'1;;5,1111 /;,110 5, 1 ;~C" 1 I.! ';I ~ U, U, 'JJ 0 ~ (I, ~~~ 7(J, :~, O~ 0 
~/IJ, ~!·J5, 31 5, 1 31>~ 1 0::;, u~ (I, 'J, 0, ':1,?~ 7(;,'-;~ 1], 777 
:::!::;~" :::~)3, 95,:'1'/, ';,;1,0, O,D, U,I~:, 3, 7(), 1 ,O~ G 
217,1 :::6, 50,/17 ~ (.r~,i), 0, lJ, U, 1], :~, 'l6~ ~:,I.), IJ 
17a,0G,~O,~(J'~~~,0,a'CJ0~J,J,76,3~1),777 
721,G~!~~32i),75~1'~?,O,O,U'ij,O'~'76,1,O,O 
l05,"?~lb9~~:),33,O,[I,O,O,OI4,76,~~,U,O 
O,O;U,O,O,O,U,O,[I,n'~,76,3~O,777 
2~~3,150B~2'!72,I076~755~O,O,O,O~O,5,7611,O,O 
~O~O,!~~O,17~O,913~~3[',O,O,O,O,O,5,76,2,O,O 
16~O,8G5,1:~~O'I;1J,505,U,O,O~O,O,~#70,3~[)$777 
22~7~1610~227:!,~G5,700,O,o,·o,a,O,0,76~1,O,O 
20~O,1295,lS~9,G00,627,O,O,O,OJU~6J76,21n,o 
19uO,12aO~lGCO~9~OI5e5~O,O,O,O,() 6,76~3,O,777 
~1~,~91,~121I:;1,127~U#G,G,O,OI7, S~1,0,O 
2~;J;151,lHl,1~!~),7~,U,{],O,O~O~7,7 ,3,0,0 
f-.6f}, 1 ::O,:?'~!5,! ()(),oO,G,O,O,O,O,7, 7 , 3~O,777 
G62,~9~,669~290,nOO$a,O~O~OI0,b~ 0,1,0,0 
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02040 6~01~S5,5701~90I198,Olu,o,o,o,e,76,2,O,O 
0205U ~05,3K3,A85,~5U,155,O,O,O,O,O,~1,76,3,O,777 
o 20(j{) 6~)1, I.l3,/, 6t;il, 2~},),f?1 Q, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 7(" 1 ,0, 0 
02070 355,285,320,~OO,11U,O,O,D,O,ll,9,76,2,O,O 
02080 24,13,21,Sl,7,U,O,O,O,O,9,76,3,{),'177 
02090 295,172,280,111,91,rl,(),O,U,O,lU,7G,1,O,O 
02100 205,121,163,S7,63,O,O,O,O,O,!O,7~,~,O,fl 
02110 l05171,106,~6,32~O,O,O,U,O,10,76,310,777 
0212C 13E2,I~02,E~77,13~1,/:l/l,O,O,O,C,U,11,'16,I,O,0 
02130 G30,750,12~1,30/i,19~,O,O,O,O,O,11,7~,2,O,O 
0214U 50[),620,lOK2,1IJH2,lS5,O,O,O,O,O,11,76,3,~,777 
02150 1200,7GO,210G,10GO,37a~O$O.O,(1~n,12,76,1,O,O 
02160 9~1,G19,15G3,7~3,2~U,U,O,O,O,O,12,76,2,O,0 
02170 735,~60,11~3,7~~,22G,C,O,O,O,O,12,76,3,O,777 
0216G e60, 5 /ll, 1 'J7r:.·,G71 ,;:-~65,O,O,O .. O,U, 1 :1,76, 1 ,0,0 
02190 ~2U,~95,11~5,65C,253,O,O,O,O,(J,13,76,2,O,O 
08200 617,~G7,928,53~,190,O,f),0,O,O,13,76,3,O,777 
02210 23Q,lG5,lSO .. 137,71,0,n,O,O,O,t~,7G,I,O,O 
02220 143,112,GO,60,43,O,O,0,O,O,1~,7G,2,O,O 
02230 200,lGO,GO,GO,62,U,O,O,D,O,1~,76,:j,a,777 
UU2l~O 9q5 .. 6S0,10g5,~79,290,U,~,O,U,(),15 .. 76,1,O,O 
022~O 155(],770,8650,1197,476,O,P,O,O,O,lS,7G,2,0,O 
02260 690,h75,14~O,~~7,22(l,O,J,n,0,O,15,7~,3,O,177 
02270 210,210,~30,lG9,6~,O,O,O,U,O,16,76,1,O,O 
02:~BO 130,130,jGD ... IG:::'!1'J,D,O.t(~,O,O,10,76,2,O,O 
02290 ?O ... 9U,300,17n ... Z7,O,G,O,:] ... D,1~,7G,3,G .. 777 
02300 285,2UQ,3~~ .. !70,f9,U,fJ,O,U ... O,17,7:,l,O,(J 
020102DU,lG5,300,l·:;";;,f,1,Q,C,O ... f1,Cr,1'1,76,2,U,O 
02320 173,lG2,303,1/IJ,53,O,O,O,O,0,17,7C,3,O,777 
02330 790UJU~OO,2050C,?200'f~OO,G,{),a,U,(},lH'75,1,O .. O 
023 J I0 7~8!,6873,1916~,873(,230IJ,U,O,O,O,O,1~J7~,2,O,O 
0235U 4600,~6~U,17~JQ,9700,1~20,O,O ... lJ,O,O,13,7G,3,Q,777 
O~3GO lOG9,~G9,GGG,330J32~;,O,O,OJO,O,lS),7G,1,O,O 
02370 72U,:SO,210,1!G,~2~,O ... O,O,O,U,19,7G,2,O,O 
023~U 4G5,2~U,~5U .. 250,l~5,O,(I,~,O,OJ19,76,3,O,777 
02390 1~2,135,~5~,3~,~4,O,O,U,Q~O,20,70,~,O,O 
02/100 115,105,290,GU,35,O,O,o,o,o .. aO,7G ... 2,O,O 
U2~lU lU~,~0,~!6~,U~,J2 ... U,O,U,OJU,20 ... 76,3,U,555 
U2'!20 8GG1,2hG4,JIQ3,1255,2l1D,O,O ... D,C,O,1,71,1,C,S55 
G2~3n 25GO,~350,3Q5~,9Gl,79a,O,O,OIGJO,1,77,2,U,5~S 
1)24~(J 2'1Ull,190U,2550,1200,G30,a,O,U,O,O,1 ... 77,3,U,S55 
()2~SD GI9,~/;~,0~3,lG7,19U,O,O,O,O,[),C,77,1,O,~55 
U :}/:6U 5 11'J, 'jSJ/!,J:~)~~, 12:;,,1 (i'::i ,{), [}, oj, 0, (;, 2,77,2, 0, ~:;:'5 
U2470 33U,~95,3aO,i/!c ... l00,i; ... G,O,O,O,2,7'l,3,O,~55 
02420 30r),325,110,5~,111,~,C .. O,0,O,3,77;1,O,35~ 
02~90 2~3,130,50,~7,~~;,O,U,(1,0,O,3,17,~,U ... 555 
02500 16~,f5,~O,h(I ... ~J ... O,U ... O,C,O,3,77,3 .. 0~555 
O?51U b~r),75f),3~5,JO,~5G~O,O,0IQ,O,~,77,1,O,555 
o 2~):W 1 (I:), bi~, 1 ~.~9, '/(\ J ::;i,O, U,1] ,11, ll, 1\, 77 ... 8,0, :'~5~) 
02530 U J (J, () I ~,I, J, U,U, O,O~ fj ... /~, 7'7, 3, fl, ::'~)5 
ij~5~() 2~?;~JI170,~707 ... 131~,I;~~ ... U,O'l),!J,O,5,71,1,O ... 555 
O~55U 2'IOU'!50J,1940,lnG7,7qU,O,O,O,C,O,5,17,2,O,55~ 
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:1 
o ~500 1 (111) .. ':~~j5 .. 1 :3110 .. 1 OU'l .. 505 .. Ll,.ll .. fJ,.O .. 0 .. 5,. 77,. 3 .. l},. 5!:)~ 
U2570 2~!~1 .. 1727 .. 2312 .. 11U:~J7~U .. UJU,.u .. U,.U,.6,.77 .. 1 .. 0 .. 555 
() p.~)c:o 2"3~uJ 1 Ll!)'I .. l i~tl9 .. b:,O .. 72/: .. 0 .. U .. U ... I},. 0 .. 6 .. T/ .. 2 .. 0 ... 5:,~ 
U 259(J 1 '("Jr) .. 11 iltJ .. 1 ~~I),.l (lSi! .. 5~.5 ... 0 .. 1) .. [1 .. U .. 0 ... (, ... 77 ... ~i.o 0 .. ~55 
U8~OL ~69 .. 3~7 .. L.h8 .. 21~ .. lL!( .. J .. O .. O .. [J .. [J .. 7 .. 77 .. 1,.O .. ~~5 
02610 ~75,.173,.20e,.lL7 .. o5,.0,O .. O .. O .. () .. 7 .. 77,.~ .. O,.555 
o 26:~iJ ~:I,O, 1 tli) .. 2:':;0,.1 0:;)" '1" .. 0 .. 0,0, 0 .. u .. 7 .. 7 7,2,. 0 .. 5:>:) 
o ~;63{] 7iH) .. 51 0 .. f(',.~" :il0 .. r:l :"'J Ii .. n .. LJ .. 1-)" II,. .:, .. 7~/, 1, f: .. ~~~ 
(l ~]'.;/.Jn (~7S .. Sf)~,. !:)fS .. 3i)5,. rfi ' ....... 0 .. 0 .. n ... (' .. (." ';, 77, ~: .. 0 ... ~C'5 
o ~~(:SO I~S5 .. 3i!~i, !~f.I(; .. ~~5J ... 1/:U ... GJ '1 .. 0 .. ~1, d,:~, 77,~, 0 .. 55::) 
02560 ;;57,.53~ .. ;~1;;,39~! .. ~~~ .. O ... O,O ... t~ ... !) ... ~ .. 71 ... 1,Q ... 555 
o :~6'/U '~~)1], ~~:. ;;, :3;~[: ... ~):3:) .. !~) J .. 0 .. 1.1.: 0 .. :' .. lu SJ,. 7~'" ;;, 0,555 
O:.!GbU ~fj, 11 ... 1 7 ... 1 7 ... (,.,.O,.() .. " ... ::,·J,0~ 7'1 ~ :';,0 .. :;~l~ 
o 2C,)11 :l:!:) .. 2'.1 1.'; 32') ... 1.' S .. 1 \.L~ D, 0 .. C, {.J .. Ii ... 1 il~ 77 ~ 1 ... ~).,. 555 
o :!700 ::::::->0 .. 1 :'0, 10,3J CJ7, (::;, C .. O.,.()~:I .. O~ 1 0 .. 77 .. :-: .. D, 555 
o 271l) 1 0.';, ()~"~ 1 ue ,:'17, ", 1, II .. '-" 0 .. f) .. \; .. 1 f) ... 7~/ .. :-:: .. I) ... 5:,:~, 
U2720 1787,.lG~G .. 2G9~,I.011~,5?!] ... O~O~0 ... n'OJll.,.77 .. ],G ... 5S5 
(1 ~7:~() 6(0,"{;.':3 .. 1 3':5 ... :3(~: .. ;:::') ... u .. D",'JJfu t} ... 11 ~77 .. :; ... D .. ~55 
037bO '~90,615~llll:I:.,.10~~ .. 15G .. 0,G .. f),n,:).,.1!~77.,.3 .. 0,.~55 
() ~7 ~)J 1 :570.,. ~;,:; ~~ .. ~,/.no ... 1 :~70 .. L·[:IJ .. 0 .It) .. (J~ D, 0 .. 1 ;?-t TI J 1,. 0, 50':-5 
o :--~7('O ~,l 3, Sf',). ~ l"!~;!~" 7/'.~, .. :-::~o, (1 .. f) ~ (J~ 0 .. 0 .. 1 :::.;' 77 .. ;,-;,0 ... 555 
02770 703 .. ~l!~ .. 1(i11,B~~,Z!6 .. G ... O,,·) ... U .. J .. 12 .. 77,3 .. Q,S~5 
027!;0 ~7:i,611,!~G~,7~~,~fJU,r),.O'UJG,,'J,13,77,l .. Q .. 555 
0879G 9IJO,S55 .. 1fr08J72:1,27!~,G .. O ... J .. G~O,1~ .. 77 .. 2 .. 0,555 
02~Oa 6U5;161,9~O .. ~e~,1~:7,Q",~,,'),~,O .. 13 .. 77 .. ?,O.,.55~ 
02~lU 270,~1!1 .. ~GO ... 17~,~3 .. () .. 0 .. G .. U .. OJl~~77 ... 1,G,555 
o ;:::::'~2U 1 /~5, 11:::' .. ()~i ... ()(), !:J .. O .. ·.i .. :J,U,II .. l/;,r/?, ~.-:"o, 5:·5 
O~J~fj ~l'Q ... 175,~G,~~ .. GGJ:) .. O .. I~,(:,rJ~lJ~ .. 77 .. 3,O .. 55~ 
o ~~151.'(: 0':~:) .. Ci:) ... ~:~~7oJ ~ ~1~.~(iJ T' :': .. 0;,0 ... C", ... ilJ ;) .. !:; ... 77,1,0,. 55S 
U2G5u ~~':O,~~O.,.JcE().,.1~7~,S:)3 ... 0 .. r ... OJ~ ... 0,.15 ... 17 .. ~,O ... 5~5 
o :·~L:(;,l t;.C]:-) ... /175, ! I·,~,O .. ~j S· (; ... ~;~~ ll .. 0 .. ,).,. r, .. 0 .. :; ... 15,. 77,3 .. 0 ~ 555 
o 2f,7d ;;.~..,O, ;::::,0 ... i;3,l, i ~':'i ... ,) .. 0, fJ,. U .. [1 .. :1,16 .. 7 7 .. 1 ... (I.,. 5:':'5 
02b~l) 1~U~1~,1,:i~U~lGl .. ~OJQ,~I .. O .. O~U,1( ... 77 ... n .. O~555 
02~~'l) ~~ .. S~,2~0,200,~~ ... U .. O ... i),0~1)~lG ... 17,3~O .. 5~5 
I) ~:9G;' ·u· c, .. ~~! 5 .. :~S') ,.;';OU .. 7'.j~ 0 .. [I, I), !) .. f), I 7 .. 77 .. 1 .. 0 ... ~\55 
U801~ 210 ... 10G .. 300.,.1~3 .. GSJn ... [1 .. O .. O .. (!,.17;,77 .. 2 ... !lJS55 
o P'9~:::) 17S ... 1 .ji], :::f.\(: ... 1 ~)--'~ ~;LJ 0 ... ;_,, 0 .. I'!, Cl,! 7 .. 77 ... 3, G .. 5::'~ 
[1893U S:;5n,,~'3S'1,:~!5(J0 .. l000U,27QJ .. ~,'~ ... U~O ... OJl~ ... 77.,.1~O .. 355 
II ~9!.\1 t:,l ~~ 1, '71 :."<~.,. ~:I):":!b :3 .. 1..<3.:·t~, 2~OI) ... r.) ... 0,0 ... :1 ... li ... 1 f; ... 77 ~ ;:, 'J .. ~5~ 
O~2S:~\1 !:6'JG,')1~:C' ... 17:'::UG .. IC:")C:lJ~1!,;~('JO.l~J.,.G,(;,D,lb,77 3,!J ... S:iS 
0206 f) 12G2,.~~~ .. 7GO ... LGQ,:3~'; .. 0,O,O .. O,Q,l~,77 .. 1~O .. S ~ 
OS~7J [S75 .. ~!J3,2~2 ... 1~G .. 27G,O ... O .. 0 ... u,O~!~.,.77,.r~ ... O ... 55 
o ;-~9bO 'IOU,. ~~("J" ~~SG,250, 12:.>, 0 ... ,) .. Ij .. 0 .. 1) .. 1 !.J.,. 77 .. 3, :j .. 5~ 
o 2'):;,) 16ll,~~n .. 0/:/: ... 11/j .. :)1 .. C, 0.,. 0, D .. :), ;·dJ, TI .. 1 .. 0, 55~ 
03000 1~4~113 .. 31.~ .. ~Y,3~,v.,.O .. O ... ~ ... O .. ~0,17 .. ~,U,555 
03UIU 11~.,.0;s ... :~7); ... 5~ ... 3~ .. U~OJ[),.O~O'~(J,.77 .. 3,.O,555 
030::U O ... Q,.O .. O ... O,O,O .. O,O.O ... O .. 7~ .. O,D,~~9 
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TABLE XXV 
CORPORATE PROFIT AND LOSS DATA 
Line #: Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
1500 1750 1000 1300 1600 
4 
0 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0 
10 4 
11 
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TABLE XXVI 
CORPORATE SPECIFICATIONS DATA 
Line * Description 
Discount factor 5 
(Management established value 
equal to the pre-tax cost of 
capital to the firm) ~ 
Dividends as a fraction of net 
profit after tax ~ 
Maximum debt to equity ratio ~ 
Minimum current ratio (must be greater 
than I) 
--1.dQ... 
Minimum cash as a fraction of other 
beginning current assets 
-.lhl2.... 
Effective interest rate pre-tax on long 
and short term debt 
-.Q..J!L. 
Return on <'Jorporate investments pre-tax ~ 
Maximum acceptable dilution from equity 
sales (as a fraction of the current year' 5 
earnings/share) 
-.lhl2.... 
Number of times old earnings/share for 
which new equity can be raised __ S_ 
ID Blank 
_ 0_ 
1 
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TABLE XXVII 
ARBITRARILY ASsrGNED THREE-POINT PROBABILITY' 
DISTRIBUTIONS USED Wl'm THE 
PROBABILISTIC INVESTIQA.TIONS 
1Dwer' Probablllty Probability Upper ProbabUity' 
Number Point of Lower Point of Given·Polnt Point of Ueeer Point 
.8 .3 .6 1.1 .1 
.7 .3 .6 I.' .1 
.6 .2 .6 1.3 .2 
• 8 .. .  I.' .. 
.8 .4 .4 1.1 .. 
.B .. .5 I.' .1 
• 7 .. .7 1.1 .1 
,7 .. .4 1.1 .. 
.7 .5 .4 1.1 .1 
10 .7 .1 .B 1.1 .1 
11 .7 .1 .B I.' .1 
12 .6 .3 .5 I.' .. 
13 .6 .3 .6 1.3 .1 
14 .6 .1 .B 1.3 .1 
IS .6 .. .7 1.3 .1 
16 .B .3 .5 1.1 .. 
17 .8 .2 .5 1.1 .3 
18 .8 .2 .6 1.1 .. 
19 • 7 .3 .5 1.1 .. 
20 .6 .4 .5 I.' .1 
Average of the means of all distributions '" 0.9435 
Average of the variances of all dlstrlbutlons '" 0.025 
1 As a fraction of the given point which Is the value used in the detennlnlstlc input. 
